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discretion). There is absolutely no evidence that suggests that the agreements were terminated by
Plaintiffs to create a legal necessity for a future condemnation action.
To the extent the court is interested in how the provision came to be in the context of the
litigation resolved by the Settlement Agreement; Plaintiffs cite to the Affidavit of James Rindflesch
as evidence that Plaintiffs insisted that the transport agreements be terminated. However, this claim
is in direct contradiction to the plain language of the settlement agreement. Additionally, Mr.
Rindfleich was not the representative ofBLRID in drafting the Settlement Agreement. His lack of
personal knowledge in this regard is the subject of Motion to Strike this portion of his affidavit.
Counsel for BLRID, Kent Fletcher, worked with counsel for Plaintiffs in drafting the Settlement
Agreement. The document was signed by Kent Harwood, aboard member, not Mr. Rindfleisch,
once it was reviewed and approved by the BLRID board.
Counsel for Plaintiffs kept notes of the settlement meeting held by the parties on June 8,
2009, which are attached at Exhibit A to the Second Harris Affidavit. The first three pages 'are rough
notes kept as counsel for the parties negotiated back and forth. On the second page, there is a
notation stating "Terminate existing GW". The last two pages of notes are the more formal
provisions written by counsel for Plaintiffs during the negotiation session to ensure the agreed-to
principles understood by counsel for Plaintiffs was accurate. On the last page of the notes, there is
a statement that the transport agreements had been paid for the year and that the transport agreements
will "Sunset on their own @ end of this year." These notes reflect the agreement reached by the
parties relative to the transport agreements. The parties exchanged numerous drafts of this
agreement based on these notes, and while paragraph 12 was initially proposed to include softer
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language to allow for Telford and PU Ranch to have the option of using the Moore Canal, eventually
the original position established at the settelement conference was included.
Importantly, the Settlement Agreement was made to resolve a dispute between BLRlD and
Plaintiffs. At the time ofits drafting and execution, no objection to the pipeline had been raised by
Defendants, as Plaintiffs had-or thought they had-authorization to place the pipeline on Defendants'
property. The first time an objection to the pipeline was made was in August of2009, two months
after the settlement meeting between the BLRlD and Plaintiffs, and one month after the final
documents were recorded. There is no dispute of fact on the timing of the execution of this
document, and Defendants argument that the Settlement Agreement was made to create a legal
necessity is unsupportable.

4.

Even if BLRID is now willing to enter into a new transport agreement,
at its core, the transport agreement allows for permissive use ofthe canal
only. Plaintiffs have reasonable necessity to have more than permissive
use. Additionally, much has been learned with regard toBLRID's
transport agreements and their ability to unilaterally terminate their
permission, and with the provisions of their latest version, such an
agreement is an adhesion contract, and therefore, not a viable alternative
for conveyance of Plaintiffs' water.

Based on the Rindfleisch Affidavit, Defendants argue that BLRlD is now willing to carry
Plaintiffs water again. Once again, this claim is in direct contradiction to the written Settlement
Agreement. Additionally, however, Mr. Rindfleisch is the BLRlD manager, not a member of the
decision-making board. His testimony even conflicts with the Affidavit of Rick Reynolds, who
stated that "the board makes the decisions about transport agreement approvals." Affidavit of Rick
Reynolds at ~ 4.
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Again, the issue is well-settled with regards to the transport agreements. They were
terminated by joint agreement of BLRID and the Plaintiffs. Yet Defendants attempts to have
BLRID's manager, who is not a board member, allege that they would carry Plaintiff s water again,
actually raises issues that further support Plaintiffs' ability to show reasonable necessity as required
by Idaho law.
For purposes of summary judgment, it does not matter ifBLRID is willing to carry Plaintiffs
water once again. This is because the transport agreement option, which is simply permission to
use the canal, is not a viable or reasonable alternative. Plaintiffs cannot invest millions of dollars
in farm planting, cultivation, equipment, etc., and remain subject to the whims and emotions of the
BLRID who can revoke permission at any time. Defendants' oversimplistic claim regarding these
transport agreements required a more in-depth discussion for the court, but with the intent not to
overwhelm the court with too much information.
Simply put, it is not reasonable for Plaintiffs to rely upon the transport agreement option,
which is clearly demonstrated through events mere months subsequent to execution ofthe Settlement
Agreement with BLRID.

In October of 2009, BLRID unilaterally terminated two transport

agreements held by two other landowners, Leon Folkman and Isom Acres Ltd. Partnership, whose
land was leased at the time by Mitchell Sorensen. Reference to termination of these agreements is
made in the Rindfleisch Affidavit ~ 5. There is much more to the story ofthese transport agreements
than is contained in the Rindfleisch Affidavit.
The termination ofthe Folkman and Isom transport agreements is the subject of another Butte
County lawsuit before this court, Case No. CV-2009-94. Interestingly, the termination of these
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transport agreements happened mere months after the Settlement Agreement relative to the pipeline
was entered into between BLRID and the Plaintiffs. The notices of termination were sent to the
parties on October 1,2009. Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit B.
The parties have entered into a one year agreement for 2010 due to the pending
commencement ofthe irrigation season, and to permit Mr. Folkman and Isom to determine ifBLRID
was going to make improvements relative to its delivery practices and management operations to
reduce "shrink" in the canals. The parties to the litigation agreed to a stay while the 2010 season ran
its course. While some effort has been made by BLRID to improve measuring and accounting, such
efforts have not been made to the satisfaction of Folkman, and the litigation is likely to, continue
moving forward as there remain issues that BLRID has failed to address. For purposes of the
pipeline dispute currently before the court, however, documents from the Folkman dispute
demonstrate the oppressive nature of the BLRID's latest incarnation of its permissive transport
agreements. These documents demonstrate the evolution of this document into what appears to now
be an adhesion contract that remains freely revocable at the whim of the BLRID.
For purposes of this discussion, it is important to recognize that Plaintiffs must demonstrate
"reasonable" necessity, not absolute necessity, in order to meet this element of their condemnation
case. BLRID' s transport agreements-which grant permission only-for use of their distribution
systems, along with their other oppressive terms, and whether they qualify as an adhesion contract,
is not at issue. What is at issue is whether these transport agreements are so oppressive and onesided in their terms-i.e., that they are "adhesion-like"-such that Plaintiffs can demonstrate
reasonable necessity to condemn a pipeline easement for an alternative conveyance system.
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Contracts offered on take-it-or-Ieave-it basis are closely scrutinized by Idaho courts. Lovey
v. Regence BlueShieldofldaho, 139 Idaho 37,43, 72P.3d877, 883(2003). These contracts-known
as adhesion contracts-are suspect because they are "an agreement between two parties of unequal
bargaining strength ... written by the more powerful bargainer to meet its own needs, and offered
to the weaker party on a 'take-it-or-Ieave-it basis. '" Id. Nevertheless, an adhesion contract is not per

se invalid. "[A]n adhesion contract cannot be held procedurally unconscionable solely because there
was no bargaining over the terms. Id. Courts will not interfere with contracts merely because "the
contractual provisions appear unwise or their enforcement may seem harsh." Id. at 42, 72 P.3d at
882, In Lovey, the court upheld that the adhesion contract before it because "[i]t is neither one-sided
nor oppressive." 139 Idaho at 45, 72 P.3d at 885. However, the Idaho Court of Appeals did
invalidate a contract which contained terms which were "unreasonable," "unduly harsh," and
"oppressive" to one of the contracting parties. Pinnacle Performance, Inc. v. Hessing, 135 Idaho
364,369, 17 P.3d 308, 313 (Ct. App. 2001) (invalidating a contract which contained terms which
were "unreasonable," "unduly harsh," and "oppressive" to one of the contracting parties).
Adhesion contracts remain a "serious challenge to much of contract theory" because there
is no chance for the weaker party to participate creating the terms of the deal. Toivo Pottala Logging,

Inc. v. Boise Cascade Corp., 112 Idaho 489, 498-99, 733 P.2d 710, 719-20 (1987) (Bistline, 1.,
dissenting). In other words, an adhesion contract may be unconscionable in certain circumstances.
Contracts which are procedurally unconscionable and substantively unconscionable are void.
Procedural unconscionability in an adhesion contract can occur as a result of "great
imbalance on the parties' bargaining power with the stronger party's terms being nonnego~iable and
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the weaker party being prevented by market factors, timing, or other pressures from being able to
contract with another party on more favorable terms or to refrain from contracting at all." Lovey, 139
Idaho at 42, 72 P. 3d at 882. Substantive unconscionability can occur where "the contract or provision
is one-sided or oppressive." Id. To determine substantive unconscionability, courts consider "the
. purpose and effect of the terms at issue, the needs of both parties and the commercial setting in
which the agreement was executed, and the reasonableness of the terms at the time of contracting."

Id. at 43, 72 P.3d at 883.
The take-it-or-Ieave it basis ofBLRID's transport agreements do not make them a viable
. alternative to Plaintiff s pipeline. Attached to the Se,?ond Harris Affidavit at Exhibits C and Dare
the Folkman and Isom Transport Agreements that were terminated. Attached at Exhibit E to the
Second Harris Affidavit are portions ofdeposition transcripts of Manager James Rindfleisch relative
to the pending dispute on the Folkman transport agreements.
The terms of the BtRID transport agreements are non-negotiable and they are for a set term
of years. Expiration of these transport agreements allows BLRID to impose new conditions on
landowners based on matters they determine need to be changed.

The transport agreements are also

not assignable, and require execution of the newest transport agreement incarnation if a new person
purchases the property subj ect to the transport Agreement.
Attached at Exhibit C to the Second Harris Affidavit is the Leon Folkman transport
agreement, which was terminated. Paragraph 1 ofthis agreement states that Folkman's ground water
will be transported based on calculations of the amount diverted, "less losses for seeepage and
evaporation." Paragraph 4 of this agreement states that measuring devices must "meet the standards
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and be in compliance with the established policies and guidelines of the District." Paragraph 5 also
states that the landowner must "maintain an adequate measuring device at the point of delivery for
said water supplies at all times for the duration of this agreement." Paragraph 11 does not provide
for a period to cure a default, and instead states that "[a]ny breach of any of the covenants and
conditions contained herein shall constitute a material breach of this agreement and may be deemed
a default hereunder."
The Folkman diversion was substantially reworked in 2008 and 2009 to allow for a use of
a the most sophisticated type of measuring device, a polysonic flow meter. Second Harris Affidavit
at Exhibit F (photograph of diversion system with polysonic meter attached). Later, at the ~nsistence
of BLRID, a micrometer gauge was also installed. Yet this was not good enough for BLRID.
Stating this and other one-sided allegations, they unilaterally terminated the Folkman transport
agreements.
At the deposition of Mr. Rindlflesch, he admitted that BLRID was delivering' water to
diversions that did not have any measuring device. Folkman. presented a series of photographs of
diversions on some of the canals operated by BLRID, and Mr. Rindfleisch either did not recognize
them, or could not identify a measuring device:
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95
I want you to turn to photograph number
eleven, and they're all labeled, and I'm not going
to go through each of them, but we're going to go
through a number of them.
A. Okay.
Q. Photograph eleven appears to be a pump
to a McDonald field. Can you showme where the
measuring device control structure are on that
pump?
A. I don't even know where this is at.
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Q. You don't know where the McDonald pump
is?
A. The pump or well?
Q. Well, this is a pump out of the canal.
A. I don't know where this location is
at.
Q. Okay.
A. I don't recognize it.
Q. Is it on -- Is it on your ditch rider
logs anywhere, to your knowledge?
A. I don't know because I don't know where
. this is at. I don't know where the heading is.
MR. FLETCHER: I'm going to object to
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this for lack of foundation. If he doesn't know
what the picture depicts, you're telling him what it
shows, but he doesn't know what it is.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS:) Okay. If you don't
know where that's at, it's fine.
On photograph eleven, I'm sorry,
photograph number twelve -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- you talked about vegetation growth-A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- causing shrink.
Is the amount of growth that's shown on
that photograph acceptable to the district?
A. Not normally, no.
Q. Okay. Is that diversion structure
that's depicted, is that in accordance with the
district standards?
A. I can't tell. Looks like it. If it's
concrete, it isn't cracked, yeah, it probably is,
that one.
Q. Do you think that one's okay?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Can you identify a measuring device?
A. I don't know if this is a just a check
in the middle of the canal, or if it's something

1
2
3
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that's delivering water. And if it's not delivering
water, there won't be a measuring device there.
Q. Okay. Where are the measuring devices
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typically located, then?
A. On the outlets where water is taken out
of the canal.
Q. Okay.
A. And then where it's put into the
canals.
Q. Okay. Let's look at photograph number
thirteen. It's The HendrlckslFelton well.
A. Dh-huh.
Q. Do you know where that's located?
A. Dh-huh.
Q. Okay. Can you point out to me on that
photograph where the measuring device is located?
A. On that particular one, yes. There's
a -- I'm not sure the exact name of it, but right
there by the willows there's a -- you've got a
-device that measures the differential pressure that
you pull up and look underneath that tells what the
flow is.
Q. And does that type of a device have a
name?
A. That's what I can't recall.
98
Q. Is that listed on the department's set
of that acceptable measuring devices?
A. I don't know. I'm not sure what the
name is, but we've been using that to get the
flow.
Q. SO you haven't verified whether or not
that meets the district's standards?
A. Nope.
Q. Okay. Let's look at photograph number
fourteen, you've mentioned before that you've
removed some willows and other vegetation on other
canals.
Is this the type of vegetation that
would typically be removed?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you think that's overgrown at that
point?
A. We have identified that to be removed.
Q. This year it's going to be removed?
A. Dh-huh.
Q. Okay. In the springtime do you know
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generally -- or, strike that. I'm sorry. I'm
getting -- I'm going too fast. I apologize.
This spring sometime in April it's going
to be removed?
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A. If we get to it, yes.
Q. Okay. Let's take it -- take a look at
photograph number thirty-eight.
A. When were these pictures taken?
Q. There's a date November 19th, 2009.
A. After the irrigation season.
Q. That's correct.
A. Okay.
Q. Let's look at photograph number
thirty-eight.
Do you recognize that location, the
Wheeler flume?
A. The Wheeler flume?
Q. Vh-huh.
A. No. I don't know where that's at.
Q. You don't know where that one's at?
A. I don't recognize that.
Q. Do you see a measuring device or a
control structure?
A. I can't tell.
Q. Okay. Let's look at photograph forty,
there's some additional willows and tree overgrowth.
Is that scheduled also for maintenance?
A. I don't know. I don't know where that's
at.
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Q. Okay.
MR. FLETCHER: For the record, I'm
just -- I don't mind asking the witness about the
pictures, but I'm going to object to the extent that
no foundation is being laid that the witness knows
most of what these pictures are.
And I also want, for the record, to
state that there are characterizations and labels
placed on all of these pictures and this witness did
not place those characterizations or labels on those
pictures.
MR. HARRIS: That's correct. They were
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placed by us.
I'll ask him if he recognizes the
photograph and move on.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS:) Let's look at
photograph number forty-seven.
Do you recognize the diversion heading
in that photograph?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Don't recognize that one?

A.

Huh-uh.

Q.
A.
at.

How about photograph forty-eight?
I can't tell where these things are
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Q.

Okay.
A. No idea.
Q. Do you know who L. Jensen is?
A. Yup, Larry Jensen.
Q. Do you know generally where he diverts
from?
A. Yeah.
Q. Okay. Is he listed on the -- It appears
that he's listed on your ditch rider logs.
A. He is.
Q. But you don't recognize-A. It could be a ditch that's not being
used. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Let's take a look-A. If somebody would show me these, I would
have an idea.
MR. FLETCHER: Just answer the
questions.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS:) Okay. Let's look at
number fifty-two, photo fifty-two.
A. Okay.
Q. Do you recognize that diversion
heading?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Okay. Does that appear to have a
102
measuring device or a control structure?
A. I have no idea by looking at them.
Q. You can't see it from looking at it?
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4

A.

(Shakes head.)
5
Q. Okay. Let's look at -- I'll jump up to
6
number sixty-four labeled an orifice box.
7
A. I am familiar with that one.
8
Q. Okay. And can you show me where the
9
measuring device or control structure is on that?
lOA. Upside the box, head gate at the front.
11
There's an orifice that goes in that box and it
12
would measure the difference.
13
Q. SO if we turn the page, there's
14
photograph sixty-five, it looks like -- is that-A. Same box.
IS
16
Q. Is that where the measuring takes place
17
is inside?
18
A. Uh-huh.
19
Q. Okay. And on this type of a diversion,
20
is it verified every three or four years to
21
determine that it's still measuring accurately?
22
A. Unless the orifice has changed, we look
23
at the orifice and see if that's changed.
24
Historically, it doesn't change.
25
Q. Okay. Let's look at photograph number
103
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sixty-seven.
Do you recognize that diversion
heading?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Let's look at photograph number
seventy-nine.
Do you recognize that diversion
heading?
A. I have no idea where that's at.
Q. Okay. Would your ditch rider probably
better know where they are located?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Let's look at photograph number
eighty-three.
Do you recognize that -A. Nope.
Q. -- diversion?
A. No.
Q. Don't recognize that one either?
A. (Shakes head.)
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Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit E (Rindfleisch Deposition at p. 95 LL.3 through p. 103 LL. 20).
Further, Mr. Rindfleisch explained what "shrink" is, which is more than conveyance losses
and evaporation as set forth in the Folkman transport agreement. Shrink essentially amounts to
anything BLRID determines it is. After a series of questions, counsel for Folkman summarized
BLRID's shrink calculation methodology with a spreadsheet, and walked Mr. Rindlflesch through
it. Here is that deposition testimony:

24
25

74
Q. Okay. I want you to take a look now at
Exhibit Number 8. This is a spread sheet that I
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75
prepared, so I claim ownership of it for all of its
good and bad points.
I'm just trying to understand your
shrink calculation, so what I've done is I've -what I believe the policy of the district is is that
shrink is inputs minus outputs and what's left over
is the shrink.
Is that a fair statement?
A. You're close.
Q. Okay. So in scenario number one that's
identified in that spread sheet, ifthere's ten
thousand miner's inches being diverted into the
canal, two thousand miner's inches diverted from
ground water, there's a total input of twelve
thousand minors inches; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. And if there are eight thousand
miner's inches that are legally diverted from the
system, then that would be the measured output; is
that correct?
A. That would be part of it, yeah.
Q. Okay. I have in there what's been
shaded as illegal diversions, mismeasured,
unmeasured, and wastewater, a total of thousand
inches.
76
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A. Okay.
Q. And so if those were actually considered
as outputs, then the total outputs from the system
would be nine thousand inches.
Would that be -- Is that a fair
statement?
A. That's okay.
Q. Okay. So if that nine thousand inches
was taken out of the system, your input is twelve
thousand inches, that means that three thousand
inches would have been lost to what you described as
seepage or evaporation?
A. Or unaccounted for water.
Q. Okay. Well, if that's the only thing
that happened was seepage and evaporation -A. I said unaccounted for water.
Q. Let me ask my question.
A. Okay.
Q. The unaccounted for water, I'm saying in
scenario number one, that the illegal diversions,
mismeasured, unmeasured, and wastewater would be
accounted for.
A. Okay.
Q. SO if they were actually accounted for,
you would have nine thousand inches that would have
77
been actually diverted out from the canal?
A. If you knew that these numbers were
correct, yes.
Q. That's correct. And if you knew that
then you'd have a conveyance loss of three thousand
inches or twenty-five percent.
A. Okay. The concept's -Q. Okay.
A. The concept's correct.
Q. The concept's correct.
A. (Nods head.)
Q. Okay. So now if we look at scenario
number two, same numbers, the only difference is in
terms of illegal diversions, mismeasured diversions,
unmeasured diversions, and wastewater, if those are
not considered, then isn't it presumed that that
amount of water sinks in the ground or evaporates
under your shrink methodology?
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A. If there's water going out the end of
the canal, like you say, wastewater from the
system-Q. Uh-huh.
A. -- Okay? That is considered.
Q. Right. Well, it's considered in your
shrink calculation though, right?
78
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A. If it -- right.
Q. SO here, though, if -- if we know that
the actual amount that's seeped into the ground was
three thousand inches -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- but because there's illegal,
mismeasured, unmeasured, and waste water diversions,
doesn't that make the conveyance loss artificially
high?
A. (No audible response.)
Q. And in my scenario it raises it up to
thirty-three percent shrink.
A. Right. If you didn't consider those,
that's exactly what would happen.
Q. Okay. And it's my understanding that
scenario two more accurately describes how you
calculate shrink in the district; is that correct?
A. If we don't know water is being
diverted, then it would be part of the shrink.
Q. Okay. So let me ask my question again.
A. Okay.
Q. Does scenario two, then -- Well, strike
that. Let me ask the question.
Do you know people that are illegally
diverting from the system?
79
A. I do not.
Q. Okay. Do you know if they are
measuring -- if there are places that are
mismeasured?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Okay. What about unmeasured
diversions?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. What about wastewater, water that
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just runs out the tail end of the canal?
A. Okay.
Q. If you don't know that those are being
lost to the system, you assume that that's
conveyance loss?
A. That's right.
Q. And that makes the shrink higher?
A. Exactly.

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit E (Rindfleisch Deposition at p. 74 LL.24 through p. 79 LL. 17).
Thus, the testimony of Mr. Rindfleisch demonstrates that "shrink." is much more than
conveyance losses and evaporation. It includes unmeasured and mismeasured diversion amounts,
effectively allowing other water users to steal Plaintiffs' water, but have it allocated as shrink.. The
spreadsheet referred to in Mr. Rindfleisch's testimony is attached as Exhibit G to the Second Harris
Affidavit, and as the court can see in this example, accurate accounting and measurement is essential
in order to convey Plaintiffs ground water, minus conveyance losses and evaporation.
When faced with this evidence and language ofthe Folkman transport agreement, the BLRID
simply changed its methodology permitted under the transport agreement, to now state that it
includes states that "[t]he parties covenant and agree that the loss of water supplies conveyed
pursuant to this agreement will be determined by the District by using reasonable calculations of
evaporation, operational losses and conveyance losses as they are similarly applied to other water
supplies co-mingle in the same common canal(s) ....District's methodology of calculating losses,
now existing or as hereafter modified, shall be used to calculate the distribution of water." Second
Harris Affidavit at Exhibit H p. 3 (~5). In other words, this now expressly gives the BLRID the
ability to unaccount for water and charge it as conveyance losses to the ground water user. Stated
another way, there is no requirement in the new transport agreement to actually enforce its policy
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of requiring measuring devices to accurately measure water. It is done entirely at BLRID's
discretion, even though it has real and significant impacts on the ground water user.
But the agreements gets better. Paragraph 11.2 provides that breaches of the agreement are
determined by BLRID alone, and if it determines in its exclusive discretion that a breach has
occurred, only ten (10) days notice of the termination is provided, allowing mere days for a farmer
who has invested millions of dollars to figure out another way to get water to his farm. Again, at its
core, this document is permissive. It grants no property rights to the landowner, and even expressly
states so at Paragraph 9 (which is also included in prior versions of the transport agreements).
Finally, paragraph 16 provides the following: "In the event District is required to obtain legal
counsel to enforce this agreement or file or defend a suit alleging a breach of this agreement or
seeking to terminate this agreement, Landowner agrees to pay the attorney's fees and costs incurred
by the District." Thus, if the ground water user sues BLRID, and is even found to be right, he must
still pay BLRID's attorneys fees.
In short, the current transport agreement grants permissive use of the canal to the ground
water user, permits BLRID to calculate "shrink" in any manner it chooses (and includes stolen water
as a component of that shrink), provides BLRID to unilaterally determine if a measuring device is
adequate, does not require BLRID to enforce its measuring devices which would decrease shrink
determinations, permits BLRlD to terminate the agreement upon ten (10) days notice after it
determines a breach in its sole discretion, and requires payment of their attorney's fees if there is a
need to obtain legal counsel, even ifthe &round water user proves to be ri&ht. These are elements
of an adhesion contract, as they are clearly"unreasonable," "unduly harsh," and "oppressive" to one
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of the contracting parties. Allowing ground water back into the Moore Canal allows other water
users to steal it as they once did. Of course it would be welcomed back.
Furthermore, the termination of the Folkman and Isom transport agreements was made
without input from the ditch rider Kiley Smith, who operated the system day to day and reported
back to Manager Rindfliesch. During his deposition, after installation of the micrometers, Mr. Smith
testified he had no problem with the system:

23
24
25

84
Okay. And in terms of the micrometers,
have you personally seen the micrometers that are
now installed there?
A. Oh, yeah.
Q. Do you know when they were installed?
A. I wantto say August, September. I'm
not -- I'm not totally sure when.
Q. And is that an acceptable measuring
device?
A. As far as I'm aware, yes.
Q. SO after those devices went in, were
there any problems you had with the upper Isom
station?
A. Me personally?
Q. Sure.
A. No.
Q. SO you didn't have any problem with

I
2
3
4
5
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7
8
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10
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85
it?
A. (Shakes head.)
Q. Did your manager have a problem with
it?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Did he communicate to you what he
thought the problem was?
A. No control device.
Q. Okay. Your impression was it could be
controlled from the lower control structure,
correct?
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12

A.

Correct.

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit I (Kiley Smith Deposition at p.84 LL.9 through p. 85 LL.12). Yet
even with Mr. Smith's position that the Isom and Folkman irrigation system did meet BLRID's
standards, the transport agreements were still terminated. The decision therefore appears to have
been made by Manager Rindfleisch because he was upset, rather than based on logic or coordination
with his ditch rider.
Therefore, the unilateral termination of the Folkman transport agreement at the whim of the
BLRID is further evidence that permission only cannot be relied upon by ground water users that use
the Moore canal. It can be revoked at any time, leaving significant investments of time and money
at serious risk. At its core, the transport agreement is permission only. BLRID is aware of this, and
prior to the cancellation of the Folkman and Isom transport agreements, threatened Mr. Sorensen
with cancellation as well. Sorensen Affidavit at Exhibit C ("Reporting discrepencies such as this
could jeopardize your transport agreements with BLRID.")
F or these reasons, the transport agreement is simply permissive use, and given its oppressive
terms, it not an alternative that is reasonable. Plaintiffs have therefore demonstrated, as a matter of
law, that they possess reasonable necessity to condemn the pipeline easement to allow them to have
control over their diversion and delivery of water, and not be subject to the whims, emotions, and
changing transport agreements ofBLRID. The recent termination ofthe Folkman and Isom transport
agreements, along with the new revisions, have demonstrated the precipitous nature of these
agreements and their basis in permissive use.
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5.

BLRID's letter regarding a transport agreement from the Old Moss Well
clearly sets forth BLRID's position relative to the Old Moss Well that it
had been abandoned.

Defendants next argue that BLRID' s refusal to give Sorensen a transport agreement for water
diverted from the Old Moss Well-from which Water Right No. 34-13841 is diverted-did not amount
to a denial ofa transport agreement for Water Right No. 34-13841. Defendants' Response at 16.
As an initial matter, for the reasons set forth in the preceding paragraph, a transport
agreement with BLRID is no longer an option for Sorensen given the oppressive terms of that
agreement. This should end the discussion relative to transport agreements as a reasonable
alternative. Again, Plaintiffs must show reasonable necessity, not absolute necessity. It would be
unreasonable for them to enter into a transport agreement and bear the type of risk inherent in
permIsSIve use.
Regarding the claims made in Mr. Rindfliesch's Affidavit, these claims are addressed in the
associated Motion to Strike.
Regarding Plaintiffs arguments about BLRID's previous position for the Old Moss Well,
Defendants have again attempted to confuse matters by ignoring the plain language ofthe letter from
then-Manager Bob Shaffer and confuse the matter by talking about water rights numbers. The letter,
attached at Exhibit A to the Harris Affidavit, states clearly that this "well" has been abandoned, not
that any specific water right had been. The position of BLRID, as stated in the letter, was that a
transport agreement was "not granted last year, and will not be granted this year. The well was
abandon and re-drilled in a different location." Thus, it did not matter to BLRID which water right
was pumped from the well. What mattered is that they would not carry water from the well.
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Manager Rindfleish attempts in his affidavit to interpret a letter he did not write, and in fact,
at the time, was not employed with BLRID, but started working for them in 2007. Harris Affidavit
at Exhibit E (Deposition transcript of Mr. Rindfleisch, p. 9 LL. 2-7). This fact is further raised in
the associated Motion to Strike. In his affidavit, Mr. Rindfleisch makes much of the faCt that the
specific waterright-34-13 841-was not mentioned in the letter, but references two other water rights.
Again, the letter from Manager Shaffer is clear in its position that the well was abandoned, and no
transport agreement therefore available to Sorensen. Defendants efforts to explain this position away
ignores the plain language of the letter.

6.

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs could condemn space in the Moore
Canal, and therefore, have another option available to them. While
there may be other options available to Plaintiffs, they are only obligated
to show reasonable necessity to condemn the pipeline easement, not
absolute necessity. Furthermore, based on deposition testimony from.
Mr. Cain, however, the condemnation would still need to be against him.

Regarding the necessity requirement, Defendants argue that Pertaining to the Moore Canal,
Plaintiffs could simply condemn a right-of-way in the Moore Canal. Defendants' Response at 20.
Before condemning property, a plaintiff must show that "the taking is necessary to such use." LC.

§ 7-704. It is well established that the required showing is one of "reasonable" necessity. Erickson
L supra; McKenney v. Anselmo, 91 Idaho 118,416 P.2d 509 (1966); Eisenbarth v. Delp, 70 Idaho
266,215 P.2d 812 (1950).
As explained in Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion for [Partial] Summary

Judgment, with enough dollars and resources, there are many alternatives to the location of a project.
But this is not the legal standard that applies. The standard that must be shown by Plaintiffs is
reasonable necessity. Therefore, while condemnation of space within the Moore Canal for the
33
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pipeline is an option, it does not defeat the reasonable necessity of Plaintiffs to condemn the pipeline
easement.
Furthermore, if Plaintiffs were to condemn space in the Moore Canal for their pipeline. Mr.
Cain has testified that he would not permit it and that it would require an easement from Defendants:
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155
Q. And I believe you testified that, if
they discharged their water back into the Moore
Canal on the surface, you wouldn't have any
objection to them doing that?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Ifthey were to put the pipeline
inside the Moore Canal, would you have an
objection to that?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Why is that?
A. Because it just -- I don't want any
other -- I don't want any other easements across
there, period, and that would take an easement.
Q. But if it was within the boundaries of
the canal, which the irrigation district would
control -MR. SLETTE: I'm going to object as
156
being asked and answered. He doesn't want any
other easements in there. He owns the fee simple
to the land. The Moore Canal is an easement. If
they were to put a pipeline, he's going to have
to grant another easement.
MR. HARRIS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) When Messrs. Sorensen
and Telford and others transport groundwater in
the Moore Canal, have they obtained an easement
from you?
A. I don't think so.
Q. Okay. Why not?
A. Because I gave the easement to the
district, and the district allows them to use it.
Q. SO ifthe district allowed them to put
in a pipeline, would you be okay with that?
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18
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21

A. No.
MR. SLETTE: I'm going to object again
as basically asked and answered. He's testified
that he doesn't want to grant anybody else an
easement.

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition at p.155 LL.9 through p. 156 LL.21).
Thus, even though Plaintiff PU Ranch has historically crossed Defendants' property with water
transported through the canal, Mr. Cain would still object to a pipeline in the canal as an additional
burden on his property, even though he cannot build anything at the location of the Moore Canal that
is already burdening the property:
134
10
Well, I'm not asking you to weigh the
11
benefits and burdens. I'm just asking if -12
could you build a home right on the Moore Canal?
13
A. No.
14
Q. Why not?
15
A. Because it's unbuildable.
16Q. Why?
17
A. Because it's already got a use.
Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition at p.134 LL.l 0-17). In short, because
there is no recorded easement for the Moore Canal, any condemnation of space in the Moore Canal
would necessarily include both Mr. Cain and BLRID. It seems to simplify matters to condemn the
pipeline in its current location near the Moore Canal, and while there may be other options, the real
question is whether Plaintiffs can show reasonable necessity. It is undisputed that they need to cross
Defendants' property as Defendants own two miles of the old railroad right-of-way:

19
20
21
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Q. Okay. In this document it states that
it conveys to you 26.45 acres, and it lists the
legal description as Exhibit A. And Exhibit A
lists -- I believe there are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 sale
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23
24
25

parcels; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And are these all portions of

55
1
what we -- I think it's typically called the old
2
railroad right-of-way?
3
A. It is.
4
Q. If you had to generally describe where
5
this starts and ends, could you do that for me,
6
just to give me an idea of how much of the
7
right-of-way you own?
A. I'd say approximately 400 feet from the
8
9
end of Mr. Burnett's Quonset hut and all the way
lOwest to the 3400 North Road minus approximately
11
400 feet back to the east on the east side of
12
Highway 93.
13
Q. Okay.
14
A. Or excuse me, the west side of the
15
Highway 93. It's very confusing because the
16
road-17
Q. It's on a bit of an angle.
18
A. -- runs east and west, but people say
19
north and south. So ...
20
Q. Okay. And so about how many miles of
21
frontage does that equal?
22
A. Approximately 2 miles.
Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition at p.54 LL.19 through p.5~ LL.22).
In short, reasonable

neces~ity

exists for Plaintiffs to cross Defendants' property. Even if

space were condemned within the Moore Canal, Mr. Cain would need to be included in the
condemnation suit. Now that Cain is objecting to the pipeline on his property, Plaintiffs use Cain's
property is an absolute necessity. Plaintiffs have explored alternative routes for placement of the
pipeline. Unfortunately, Cain owns nearly two miles of the old railroad right-of-way both north and
south of the location of the pipeline. Plaintiffs have to cross his property at some point, and chose
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to locate it in its current location because it provided the most direct route for connecting the three
wells to the pipeline.
As stated above, in context of a condemnation, the standard for necessity is "reasonable
necessity." While there is no formula for what constitutes reasonable necessity, in this case, there
is an absolute necessity to have the pipeline traverse the Cain property at some point. Otherwise,
Plaintiffs wells would be landlocked and unusable. Thus, not only is the necessity absolute for the
need to cross the Cain property, but it is, at a minimum, reasonable to use the Cain property at the
pipeline's current location for the pipeline. It is therefore necessary, as a matter of law, for
Plaintiffs to utilize Cain's property for the right-of-way for their pipeline. There is simply no other
reasonable alternative.

D.

Defendants have not raised matters that would preclude a finding of summary
judgment relative to their good faith negotiations.
1.

Idaho Code § 7-707 requires the complaint to certify good faith
negotiations. Up until the complaint is filed, Plaintiffs can and did
undertake good faith negotiations.

As set forth in detail in Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support a/Motion/or [Partial] Summary

Judgment, water has been transported through the Moore Canal for many years from the PU Ranch
Well across the Defendants' property. Based upon what Plaintiffs perceived to be authority to place
the pipeline, they moved forward with the project. They'did not do so with the intent or belief that
they would one day have to institute a condemnation action. Therefore, their actions were not
actions consistent with the "quick take" provisions of 7-721 because they were not attempting to
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"take" the property. PU Ranch was therefore merely attempting to convey the same water that had
been conveyed previously, but through a pipeline.
We know from the deposition testimony of Mr. Cain that Mr. Burnett did talk to him, and
Mr. Cain's account conflicts with Mr. Burnett's:
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Q. Okay. So you visited with the sheriff
and indicated that Mr. Burnett came to you
three weeks ago. Would that have been in July,
then, that he came and visited with you?
A. You know what? I don't -- I don't
know. It could be a misspoke. It could be a
whatever. But I couldn't tell you when. I
talked to Boyd definitely. I can't tell you. It
was a very active time in my life.
Q. Okay. Just to tell you, Mr. Cain, what
I'm getting at, I don't -- was there a couple of
visits that you had with Mr. Burnett or was there
just one?
A. No. I only had one.
48
Q. You had one?
A. Yes.
Q. And do you recall what time of year or
what date that was?
A. It had to be somewhere around April
because we just got home from California, and we
were just getting ready to leave again.
Q. Okay. So tell me about that
conversation with Mr. Burnett. Did he visit with
you in your home?
A. He was in my office of my home, yes.
Q. And your office is -- about how far
away from the Moore Canal is your home located?
A. Approximately a half mile.
Q. About half a mile?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And did he call you before he
came?
A. No.
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Q. Okay. Did he knock on your door?
A. No. My door was open.
Q. Okay. And then he walked in?
A. He walked in the door.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me specifically
what he said in that conversation?
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A. I had to make him wait a minute because
I was busy. Then I said, "How can I help you,
Boyd?"
And he told me -- he says, "Don" -- he
says, "I'm not getting enough water to my
property, and I want to know if I can run a small
4-inch line to the existing ditch in a small hole
in the Big Lost River Irrigation District."
And I told him -- I said, "Boyd, I
can't discuss it with you right now. I'm very,
very busy. If you'll get your information
together, you can come back, and we'll talk about
it."
That was the whole extent to the whole
conversation.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge,
did you know if Mr. Burnett owned any wells up
'north of the Moore Canal?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Did he explain to you what
authorization he may have received to do that, to
run a private line?
A. No.

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition at pA7 LL.12 through p. 49 LL.23). In
construing the facts in favor of Defendants (but do not adopt in any way) we know that Mr. Burnett
talked to Mr. Burnett about a pipeline. Therefore, there was no attempt to run over him. For
purposes of the summary judgment motion, at best for Defendants, Mr. Burnett was a poor
communicator (again, we do not believe this to be the case, but presume for purposes of summary
jUdgment).
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Once Mr. Cain objected to the pipeline, Plaintiffs discussed purchase of the easement andlor
property, as set forth in significant detail in Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion for
[Partial] Summary Judgment. Essentially what was once permission to place the pipeline was

revoked.

Now with the pipeline in place, and operational, Plaintiffs engaged· in good faith

negotiations to purchase the easement and/or property. They did so before filing the complaint for
condemnation in May of2010 after the pipeline was disabled by Mr. Cain. Idaho Code § 7-707(7)
states that the complaint must contain the certification, and based upon its plain language, good faith
negotiations can commence prior to the filing of the complaint.
"The Court's primary duty in interpreting a statute is to give effect to the legislative intent
and purpose of the statute. The legislature's intent is ascertained from the statutory language and
the Court may seek edification from the statute's legislative history and the historical context at
enactment. Adamson v. Blanchard, 133 Idaho 602, 605, 990 P.2d 1213, 1216 (1999).

Further,

"[i]n ascertaining this intent, not only must the literal words of the statute be examined, but also the
public policy behind the statute and its legislative history." Id.

(accord, Idaho Cardiology

Associates, P.A. v. Idaho Physicians Network, Inc., 141 Idaho 223,226, 108 P.3d 370, 373 (2005):

"[t]he Supreme Court may examine the language used, reasonableness of the proposed
interpretations, and the policy behind the statutes."). The rationale and purpose behind a statutory
enactment may be garnered by reviewing the statement of purpose of such legislative enactment.
See Idaho Cardiology Associates, P.A. v. Idaho Physicians Network, Inc., 141 Idaho 223,227-28,
108 P.3d 370, 374-75 (2005) (summarizing the Statement of Purpose for Idaho's willing provider
statute, and in so doing, reversing the district court's statutory interpretation analysis).
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In light of a court's review of the text of the statute and legislative history, "[i]fthe statutory
language is unambiguous, 'the clearly expressed intent of the legislative body must be given effect,
and there is no occasion for a court to consider rules of statutory construction,'" State v. Kimball,
145 Idaho 542, 544, 181 P.3d 468, 470 (2008) (quoting Garza v. State, 139 Idaho 533, 536, 82 P.3d
445,448 (2003)), and "the plain meaning ofa statute will therefore prevail unless clearly expressed
legislative intent is contrary or unless the plain meaning leads to absurd results."

ld. (quoting

Garza, 139 Idaho at 536, 82 P.3d at 448).
Based on the plain reading of Idaho Code § 7-707(7), Plaintiffs did engage in such
negotiations prior to the filing of the condemnation complaint, which they filed because they had no
other alternative. As a matter of law, Defendants claims that placement of the pipeline precludes
negotiating in good faith ignore the plain language ofIdaho Code § 7-707(7)

2.

The offers made by the parties were for purchase of the easement based
on the plain language of Defendants' letters, not merely attempts to buy
peace.

In what appears to be an attempt at downplaying the proposals for purchase of the pipeline
easement, Defendants' claim that the offers to purchase the easement were not for purchase of the
easement, but to avoid the cost of litigation only and buy their peace. Defendants' Response at 22.
However, in reviewing the plain language of these letters, this is clearly not the case. Exhibit K of
the Harris Affidavit even contains a draft easement for recording in the event Plaintiffs accepted
Defendants' offer of $105,000.00.
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3.

There is no dispute of fact that there was no amount of money that
Plaintiffs could offer to buy the easement.

Regarding the requirement to negotiate in good faith, it is not necessary to continue
negotiations "after the owners themselves close the negotiations by refusal to discuss matters or
consider bona fide offers would be unrealistic." Southside Water and Sewer Dist. v. Murphy, 97
Idaho 881, 883, 555 P.2d 1148, 1150 (Idaho 1976).
. In 1996, Cain paid One Thousand Five Hundred Dollar ($1 ,500.00) for the one-acre property
that is proposed to be burdened by the easement for the irrigation pipeline. Harris Affidavit at
Exhibit E (Answer to Interrogatory No. 30). Regarding Mr. Cain's initial offer for purchase of the
easement, he testified at his deposition as follows:
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Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) The letter that we
marked as No. 16, is that the letter that asks
for $150,000 for the easement?
A. Uh-huh. Yes. Sorry.
Q. Okay. And was that based on an
appraised value?
A. No.
Q. Okay. What was it based upon?
A. Technically, I didn't want the pipe in;
so I gave you a ridiculous price.

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition at p.197 LL.5-14). In Mr. Cain's terms,

it was a "ridiculous" offer because there was no price that he would accept. The offer was made by
his counsel representing both Mr. and Mrs. Cain. Ms. Cain also testified that she agreed with the
offer:

14
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Q. Did you consult at all with your -- did
you have any involvement in terms of the offer
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for $150,000 for the easement?
A. I left that up to my husband.
Q. SO were you directly involved in any of
those conversations about the value of the
easement?
A. I know we talked about, you know, what
his decisions were, and I said, "That's okay.
That's fine with me."

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit N (Carolyn Cain Deposition at p.31 LL.14-23). Thus, as a matter
oflaw, it would be unnecessary to continue negotiations after the owners themselves fail to consider
bona fide offers. This "would be unrealistic." Southside Water and Sewer Dist. v. Murphy, 97 Idaho
881,883,555 P.2d 1148,1150 (Idaho 1976). Based upon Defendants testimony,there was nothing
Plaintiffs could offer that would be acceptable to them. Therefore, as a matter oflaw, Plaintiffs met
their good faith negotiation obligation.

III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the court should grant summary judgment in Plaintiffs' favor
regarding the right to condemn a right of way under Cain's property. The only mater to be decided
at the November 4th trial is the fair market value of that easement.

DATED this

kyt,

day of October, 2010.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
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Robert L. Harris; Esq. (lSB #7018)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518
Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV-1O-20

AFFIDAVIT OF MITCHELL
SORENSEN
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
J

Defendants/Counterclaimants.
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonneville

) ss.
)

I, Mitchell Sorensen, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the matters contained herein.

2.

I am a Plaintiff in the above-entitled action. I have farmed in Butte County for _

3.

During that time period, I have become familiar with the Burnett Well, Old Moss Well, and

years.

the PU Ranch Well.
4.

Prior to Telford Lands LLC' s purchase of the property serviced by the Burnett Well, I leased
this properly from Mickelsen Lands, LLC.

5.

Attached at Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a letter from the general manager of the
Big Lost River Irrigation District, Bob Shaffer, to myself, dated February 9,2007.

6.

Attached at Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 21, 2009 from Bob
Shaffer, now the watermaster of Water District 34, to myself.

7.

Attached at Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 25, 2009 from Bob
Shaffer, now the watermaster of Water District 34, to myself.

8.

To provide some context to Exhibit A, this letter was sent to me in response to BLRID's
assessment of acres, which they unilaterally changed. When I protested, BLRID threatened
to terminate my transport agreement with them, as contained in the letter.

9.

Exhibit Band C relate to the pipeline at issue in this litigation as it discharges into the U-C
Canal. Mr. Shaffer measured the discharges as set forth in his letter. For clarification, it was
less expensive for the Plaintiffs in this litigation to construct two parallel pipelines rather
than one large pipeline from our respective points of diversion. One of the pipelines carries
water discharged from the Burnett Well only, and the other pipeline contains the collective
discharges of the Old Moss Well and the PU Ranch Well. Mr. Shaffer measured the
discharge at the end of Old Moss WelVPU Ranch Well to be 9.8 cfs.
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1 have also personally observed the discharge fmm the Burnett Well, and estimate it to be
approximately 430 to 490 miner's inches depending on the time of the year. In efs, tbis
amounts to 8.6 to 9.8 cfs.

ll.

At the place of use ormy fann that ilii supplied with my watertight from the Old Moss Well,

I would estimate that I am approximately 20% short on the amount of water I could utilize.
WhHe I am mostly a.ble to cover my acreage; the amounts are rationed because of my
insufficient water supply, and my crops ha.ve suffered as a result. I have undertaken efforts
to improve my water supply and delivery in order to enable me to fully ini,gate the acres
authorized under my water rights.

. DATED this ~~day ofOotober, 2010.

MitchSO
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN TO before me this

¢'.Jh

sen
da.y of October, 2010.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at lei_IE .Us,.w.ttoYXOOie.J ztr;tk..'a
My Commission Expires: 3 - :J4'" - ,Q.Q ,tI
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed b~ by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
thereon, on this
day of October, 2010.
.

DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF MITCHELL SORENSEN

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( v1'First Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ~mail

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( /{Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

G:\WPDATAIRLH\IS064 Telford, Mike\Ol, Don CainlO4 PI••dinss\MSl, Aff.Sorensen.wpd:cdv
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BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
P.O. BOX'205 . MACKAY, IDAHO 83251. (208) 588-2231. FAX: (208) 588-2863

February 9, 2007
Mitchell D. Sorensen
3871 West 2500 North
Moore Idaho 83255
Dear Mitchell:
We received your report and calculations on the water used on the Mickelsen property
leased by you in 2006. After reviewing your calculations on conveyance loss I figured the
average weekly loss on the Moore Canal which was 0 from May 1,2006 until July 9,
2006.The conveyance loss from JulylO, 2006 tbru the end of the season averaged
18.78%. I then got a copy of the Timberdome's ditch rider reports from Water District 34
and can not figure out any possible way shrink or conveyance loss could be figured or
who is getting the water. Due to the lack of detail in the Timber Dome logs, I can see that
Michelson's well was run but no deliveries to Mickelsen are shown? Using your
calculations, this left me assuming that the shrink on the Timber Dome is the same as the
Moore Canal as you did ill; your figures.
Our records indicate that 28,582 inches (571 CFS) was delivered at the Crossover weir.
Total of shrink charge for last 14 weeks =263 %
24
Divided by 24 weeks
Equals a weekly average of
10.96 %
Using your formula;
----~

....

571CFS = 1132 AF Amount delivered at Crossover headgate
- 11% 125 AF Assumed Loss in Timberdome Canal
1007AF at Mickelsen headgate
Divided by 2.5 AF
402 ACRES IRRIGATED

''';'~'.-' . :~'~~''.::.:' ~~. ~--t-_ ~,,__
,

. ' . ' , ' ~--:':;;::7-~--~-::'';':M':'';.t':'7·~-:><-<'~~'::~~_~_-'-.''''_""_,,
".

-"',

__: ";''' __ ,_.,-_ "."

·~'.·~:'i··:'··· -':(~H"

.. ' ',',

-~·:;:·:~:':·:·~,~;;~:::.EC~.~· '1 .....

We believe you irrigated at least 402 acres of the 2025 possible acres and we will bill·you":).;,

··\'·'·~·:·:;ii~,!~]Jj9~:;~~~~2~9§~::~BY:;7~.~Jl{~t~~~~~~,,'I:I,~Ti;:J~d~JjjillElliifi<£ilii~ii~'fiif8:':;;ill!';;.;;g~'2ii5@J;i;;ji~;:;~t;i;r.'('··
.,;"
,<I

\.\

Reporting discrepancies such as this coUId jeopardize your transport agreements ~t~<,::;~~
BLRID. It states on page 4, number 12: Any breach of the covenants or conditions
r.
contained herein shall constitute a material breach of this agreement and a default
,i .
hereunder. Upon such default occurring, the non-defaulting party may terminate this /('/.

\i\
··\;/:;>=::::::.::~~:,,:!~:~!(::::f~~~~::~g~~M1t~~~i':9,~!~~!~~;;:'~~(';~'";8i;;~;Z3;;;,',;~;'T':"-';:";''«'c:' .'
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:i

A possible solution to the discrepancies would be to have Mickelsens enter into a new
transport agreement. The, new transport agreements are for five year durations but are
renewa~le. 'Ql~§F"Jl~~HI~.pl~!!~""~,,,\l~~g;q:!b~HY~W"Iright:,~ij~l-;ml~cS~~c;c~S,,~,

c;~~~b!~1'~1.~r~!!: =:~ :~!~~:cec::n~l::::::':t
by name with you as a point of contact.

We hope that you will consider and discuss with Mickelsen Properties the possibility of
entering into a new agreement. Enclosed is a new copy of our current transport
agreements. We have one agreement for ground and one for surface transports. All the
Mickelsen ground rights that are transported through district facilities could be combined
into one ground agreement and likewise for the surface rights.
Please note upon sale of the property a new transport agreement will be required.
Sincerely;
Bob Shaffer
General Manager
Big Lost River Irrigation District

Copy to Mickelsen Properties LLC

---
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WATER DISTRICT 34
P.O.Box 53 Mackay Idaho 83251
Phone (208) 588-3137
August 21, 20()9
Mitchell Sorensen
3871 West 2500 North
Moore, Idaho 83255
Dear Mitchell;

In reviewing the diversion rate on the well shared with Mitchell Sorensen and the PU Ranch
there is an over diversion of 3.34cfs "based on the following measurements taken;
At the end of the pipeline of which the PU Ranch well and the PU Ranch/ M.Sorensen shared
well both pump into a measurement of9.8cfs was made on the 3ft. Cipolletti weir.
On the PU Ranch/Sorensen well there is a Signet meter which showed an average of2175gpm,
which is 241.67 inches or 4. 83cfs.
The following Water Rights have been found for these 2 wells;
PU Ranch 34-7079 2.76cfs
PU Ranch 34-2332 2.9cfs
Mitchell Sorensen 0.8cfs
Total: 6.46
Total at end of pipeline is 9.8efs
Total" of Water Rights is 6.46cfs
Total Over diversion 3.34cfs
If there are other water rights for these 2 wells not shown above please notify me immediately
other wise the maximum amount of the 2 wells at the end of pipeline going over the Cipolletti

weir should not exceed 6.46cfs.
Your immediate action to rectify this problem is necessary and well be greatly appreciated. If
you have any questions please give a call.
""Sincerely;"'
Bob Shaffer

~~
Watennaster
Water District 34
Cc; PU Ranch

Cc;"NickMil1er~ "
."

""

I

',:
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WATER DISTRICT 34
P.O.Box 53 Mackay Idaho 83251
Phone (208) 588-3137

August 25, 2009
Mitchell Sorensen
3871 West 2500 North
Moore Id. 83255
Amendment of letter dated August 21,2009.
Dear Mitchell;

. The water rights of the PU Ranch were misstated and actually water rights 34-7079 and
34-2332 are limited to a total combined diversion rate of2.9Ocfs, the corrected calculations are
shown below.
In reviewiDg the diversion rate on the well shared with Mitchell Sorensen and the PU Ranch there is
an ,over diversion of 6.1 Ocfs based on the following measurements taken;
At the end of the pipeline of which the PU Ranch well and the PU Ranch! M.Sorensen shared
well both pump into a measurement of9.8cfs was made on the 3ft. Cipolletti weir.
On the PU Ranch/Sorensen well there is a Signet meter which showed an average of2175gpm,
which is 241.67 inches or 4.83cfs.
The following Water Rights have been found for these 2 wells;
PU Ranch 34-7079 2.76cfs
34-2332 2.9cfs ,.' . . '
..PU ,'Ranch
....... : r.'
,v.
'Ccnhbiried rate of 34-2332+34-7079 == 2.9Ucfs
Mitchell Sorensen 34-13841
O.8cfs
',' .' .... " ." .•. .
Total: 3.70cfs
I.

Total at end of pipeline is 9.8cfs
Total of Water Rights is 3.70cfs
Total Over diversion 6.10cfs
Ifthere are other water rights for these 2 wells not shown 'above please notify me immediately
. other wise the maximum amount of the 2 we~s at ihe end of pipeline going over the Cipolletti
'"""
weir should not exceed 3. 70cfs.
Your immediate action to rectify this problem is necessary and well be greatly appreciated: If
you have any questions please give a call.
Sincerely;
Bob ShaA!er1\ II

U~
Watermaster

.

Water
District 34
, ~
:l '". l<. .":: '(.:
. ';'

.. , " .

.~ , ':
.: . 1.
!

" . .'

. ~ '''. . '

::··,····.1::.'1··

Cc; Nick Miller
','
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR-THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV-10-20

AFFIDAVIT OF ERNEST CARLSEN
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Blaine

)
) ss.
)

I, Ernest Carlsen, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal.
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the matters contained herein.

2.

I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Biology from Boise State University in 1972,
after which I enlisted in the United States Army.

3.

When I was discharged form the United States Army, I returned to Idaho, and began
working for the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") Eastern Regional
Office in Idaho Falls, Idaho, in June of 1976.

4.

I was employed with IDWR from June of 1976 until January of 2010, a period of over
thirty-three (33) years.

5.

During my employment with IDWR, I worked in the following capacities: Water
Resource Agent, Senior Water Resource Agent, Water Rights Supervisor, and Water
Resource Program Manager.

6.

I was employed as the Water Rights Supervisor from 1987 unto 2007, which included
fulfilling responsibilities ofiDWR during the Snake River Basin Adjudication (the
"SRBA").

7.

From 2007 until my retirement in January 2010, I was the Water Resource Program
Manager, and in that position I oversaw both the SRBA and the water right program in
the Eastern Region Office of IDWR.

8.

I am currently the Eastern Idaho Manager for Idaho Water Engineering, a company that
includes many former IDWR employees, including former IDWR Director David R.
Tuthill, Jr., who recently retired from that position on June 30, 2009.

9.

During my tenure with IDWR, I became familiar with the policies and procedures of
describing water rights in the SRBA, and with IDWR policies with regards to the
administrative processing of water rights.

2 -
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10.

The final step in th SRBA is the issuance of a partial decree from the presiding judge of
the SRBA. The pa ia1 decree contains the elements of a water right, which include the
water right owner, he source of water, the quantity of water (which can be described in
both a diversion ra e and a volume, or both), the priority date, the legal description ofthe
point of diversion, the purpose of use of the water, the season (or period) of use within
which a water righ can be exercised, the legal description of the place of use, conditions
on the exercise of he water right, and remarks that may clarify one of the above water
'right elements. T ese standards are set forth in Idaho Code § 42-1411.

11.

For example, I ha e reviewed the partial decree for Water Right No. 34-7077, which is
attached hereto as xhibit A. This partial decree contains the elements set forth in the
preceding paragra h. Of particular importance for purposes of this affidavit is the legal
description of the oint of diversion, which is located in the following place: Township
5N, Range 26E, S ction 21, SW1I4NW1/4NW1/4. It is my understanding that this is the
location of a well hat has been commonly referred to as the "Burnett Well" by the parties
to this litigation.

12.

In reviewing the pial decree, there is no condition or reference defining how water
diverted under thi water right is delivered to the water right holder's place of use. The
delivery system (i e., a canal or pipeline) is not an element of the water right.

13.

On January 14,2 09, I approved Transfer No. 74921, a copy of which is attached hereto
as Exhibit B. A

ater right transfer is an administrative process in which the water right

holder can chang elements ofhislher water rights.
14.

In approving wat r right transfers, it has been the practice ofIDWR to include conditions
that require the w ter right holder to do or refrain from doing something. In the~e
instances, the te

"shall" is included in a condition that requires or limits exercise of the

water right. For xample, condition of approval No.2 of Transfer No. 74921 states (with
my emphasis in b ld and underline) that the combined water rights "shall not exceed a
total diversion ra

of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a total annual diversion volume of

6,947.5 af at the leld headgate." This condition limits the exercise of the quantity
element and plac of use element of the water right.
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15.

02/02

Additionally, IDWR will also som.etimes include remarks in a transfer approval that are
added for ex.planatory purposes only, generally to provide information to the state- .
employed water master to aid in on the ground delivery of water diverted under the water
right. For example, condition of approval No. 10 of Transfer No. 74921 for Water Right

No. 34·7077 states: UWater delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome
Canal." This reference docs not use the term "shallil and therefore does not require that
water diverted under the water right must be delivered through the Moore and
Timberdome Canals. Rather, it infonns the watennaster that as of the date of the 'll"ansfer
approval, water actually is delivered through the Moore and Timberdome Canals. None
of the conditions IOWR includes in its water right administrative orders purports to grant
or convey easements or rights-of-way for delivery of water. Basement mid right-of-way
issues are separate matters oYer which IDWR has no authority.
16.

I have been retired for less than one year from IDWR, but understand that their position
has not changed

as to their inability to grant easements of rights-of-way since my

retirement.

...-~

DATED this ~ day of October, 2010.

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ~. day of October, 2010.

A

A ~"Qtn ta VT,. OF RRNF.~T CARLSBN
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on
the attorneys listed belo~ hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct
postage thereon, on this
day of October, 2010.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF ERNEST CARLSEN

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( vtFirst Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( 0fmail

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( i/'}Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

~L_~/
Robert L. Harris, Esq.

1

~.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
G:\WPDATAIRLH\IS064 Telford. Mik.\03. Don Cain\04 PI••dings\MSJ. AfT.Carlsen.wpd:cdv
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT
TRANSFER NO. 74921
:This is to certify that: TELFORD LANDS LLC
CIO MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL 10 83347
has requested a change to the water right(s) listed below. This change in water rlght(s) Is authorized
pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho Code. A summary of the changes Is also listed
below. The authorized change for each affected water right, inoluding conditions of approval, is shown
on the following pages of this document.
Right

§!!mmIJ of Water Blahts 1_111111 Pmll!98E ~bange
QrlalnlBasil
Acre UmH Total Acres
fdm!lx
BII!
~

§gyg

34-70808

WRlDecreed

0912311974

5.33cfs

1001 af

288.0

1,985.0 GROUNDWATER

34-23308

429af

122.5

1.985.0 GROUND WATER

WRlDecreed

06101/1977

1.75 ofa

34-7121 A

WRIOecreed

01109/1976

O.46ofs

169 af

286.0

1.985.0 GROUND WATER

34-71218

WRlDecreed

0110911976

3.74cfs

1106 af

316.0

1.985.0 GROUND WATER

34-7179

WRlDecreed

0410611982

2.78cfs

1185.5 af

NlA

2,124.0 GROUND WATER

34-12376

WR/Decreecl

06101/1977

1.25 cfs

306.3af

87.5

1,985.0 GROUND WATER

635.0

1.985.0 GROUNDWATER

34-7092

WRlDecreed

01/1411975

12.0 efs

2222:5 af

34-13840

WRIOecreed

0410611982

1.260fs

248.581

71.0

1,985.0 GROUNDWATER

34-7071

WRlDecreecl

09/0611974

8.0cf$

7008f

200.0

1,985.0 GROUNDWATER

34-13842

WRlDecreed

12117/1975

O.46cfs

196.2af

140.0

1,985.0 GROUND WATER

PU[Rg!! 9f T!l!Dsfer '~haDaesProB2aed}
§Il.Iit
mil
fQU
"Ac:fd52!2

j;iurrgtlS t:illlmbgr

34·70808
34-2330B
34·7121A
34-71218
34·7179
34-12376
34-7092
34-13840
34·7077

34-13842

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
yeS

YES
YES
YES

PI[jgd gf Yll

t:il!tu!:! gf !.lie

NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

No
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SUPPORT DATA

IN F'LE#

34- ¢33 oe.
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT
TRANSFER NO. 74921

SUmmary of Water Rights After th- Approved Change
Eldstlng
Right

New No.
(changed
portion)

Transfer
Rate

Transfer
Volume

Acre Tolal New No. Remaining Remaining Remaining Remaining
limit Acres (remaining
Rate
Volume Acre limit Total Acres
portion)

.._------...._----_._----------------.._---._----............_---.-..._---_.._.......------...._------. _._-----------34-7080834-708085.33 cfs
34-2330834-23308 1.75 cfs
34-7121 A 34-7121 A 0.46 cfs
34-7121834-712183.74 cfs

1001 at 286.0 1,985.0
429 af 122.51,985.0
169 af 286.0 1,985.0
1106 at 316.01,985.0
34-7179 34-7179 2.78 cfs 1185.5 af NlA 2,124.0
34-1237634-12376 1.25 cfs 306.3 af 87.5 1,985.0
34-7092 34-7092 12 ets 2222.5 af 635.0 1,985.0

NlA
N/A
N/A
NlA
N/A
N/A
N/A

34-1384034-13840 1.26 cis 248.5 a1 71.0 1,985.0
34-70n 34-7077 8 cts
700 at 200.0 1,985.0
34-1384234-13842 0.46 cfs 196.2 af 140.0 1,985.0

N/A
N/A

NlA

N/A

NlA

N/A

N/A
N/A
NlA

N/A

N/A

N/A
NlA

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

NlA

NlA
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
NlA

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

NlA

COMBINED

TOTALS

37.03 cta 6947.5 at 2124.02124.0

Detailed Water Right Descliptlon(s) attached
Dated this -

_ _4.C;.;::¥.L...-· day of

h

'\

,rot!?

~J'
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7179
As MOdified by Transfer No. 74921
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-7179 is now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: April 06, 1982
Source: GROUNDWATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
GROUND WATER
l2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
L2 (NWNWNE)
l3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
GROUNDWATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:

DIversion B!II

From
To
04101 to 11/01

Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E
Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E
Sec. 5 Twp 04N Rge 26E
Sec. 21 Twp 05N Rge 26E
Sec. 29 Twp 05N Rge 26E
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E

IRRIGATION

t

Volume

2.78CFS

1,185.5 AF

BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County

1

HE
NW
sw
1
SE
1
l~lal~lK ~l.JDJ • • 1.1g1BIBl.1.1Bl~

TwpRg. Sec I

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
I
1
1
I
1
03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0
137.0 39.0 13.0 5.01
I
1
03N 26E 18

1
135.0

I

39.0 36.0

I
25.0138.0
I

04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
04N 25E

"138.0 ....0 40.0 ...01 ...0

04N 26E 4 135.0 36.0 36.0 32.01
1 L1 L2
1

26.0 37.0
L 1 L2

,
40.0 17.0
I

I

1

10.0
La

595.0
130.0

I
I

305.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

2.0

,,311.0 ....0

40.0 ........01 .......0 ......

I

I

1

1

I

.01 .....,

40.0 . .

I
I

139.0

Total Acres: 2124
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7179
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-7080B,34-7092, 34-7121A.
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659.34-13661,34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the Irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-7121B, 34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840,34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the individual water right that is curtailed.
2. Rights 34-23308, 34-07077, 34-o7080B, 34-07092, 34-G7121A, 34-07121B, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cis, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
3. Rights 34-618, 34-0233OB, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34·071218, 34'()7092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
4. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 ofs.
5. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is
within State Water District No. 34.
6. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watennaster suitable control of the diversion.
7. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdorne Canal.
8. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for Irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply Is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
9. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred. leased or used on
any other place of USB, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department If a transfer is not
required.
10. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
11. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 ets per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field head gate for irrigation of the lands above.
12. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7179
As Modified by Transfer No. 74,21
CONDFTlONS OF APPROVAL
13. Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines. by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.

14. Right holder shall comply with the drilUng permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Wen Construction Rules of the Department.
15. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall Install.
and maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s). including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
16. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.
Dated this

1'(

day of

t'....:~!5fI~~-~-~:;;~j---d.-.- 2D ~ /J
, J-=-:'

~~d

Chief. Water Allocation Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-23308
As Modrfied by Transfer No. 74921
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-23308 Is now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: June 01, 1977
Source: GROUND WATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

fmm.

To

LOCATION OF POINT(S} OF DIVERSION:
L2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
l2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:

Diversion Rate
1.75CFS

04/01 to 10131

IRRIGATION
NE
J

Sec.4 Twp 04N
Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 5 Twp 04N
Sec. 21 Twp 05N
Sec. 29 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E

Volume
429.0AF

BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County

I
SE
I
l~lmJmlgl~lalglB .!mJmlKl.1~lmlKt~

TwpRgeSecl

NW

SW

03N 25E 12 ,39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 31.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.0

595.0

"
03N 26E 17 111.0
25.0

130.0

'
I1
I
'
,2.0I
I)

305.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

04N 25E 36 138.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0 39.01

635.0

I 37.0

'I

39.0 13.0

5.0

03N 26E 18 ',35.0 39.0 36.0 25.0,38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
L1 L2
,
L3
04N 25E 35 1 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
,

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34..23308
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 122.5 acres within the place of use described above In a
single irrigation season.
2. Rights 34-618, 34-02330B, 34-07080B, 34-07121 A, 34-07121B, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
3. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-7080B, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
. result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13659. 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
4. Rights 34-2330B, 34-07077, 34-07080B, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-071216, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cts. and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6.947.5 af at the field headgate.
5. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cts per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
6. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4. T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
7. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a waterrnaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval. this water right is
within State Water District No. 34.
8. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the waterrnaster suitable control of the diversion.
9. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rlgh1S available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this righl The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply Is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
, authorized under this right.
10. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use. this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222. Idaho Code, or approval of the Department it a transfer is not
required.
11. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
12. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-2330B
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
13.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.

14. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall instaU
and maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), including data logger(s}, at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an eXisting measuring device.
15. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of
the final unified. decree.
16. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
17. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.
Dated this

/¥

day of ~~~~'-'4~~~~~~_ _ _ _'

2~f

~

Chief. Water Alloc lion Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7080B
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34·70808 is now described as

follows.

Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL 10 83347

Priority Date: September 23, 1974
Source: GROUND WATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

From

To

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
L2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
L2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:

IRRIGATION

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

04N 25E 36

Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 5 Twp 04N
Sec. 21 Twp 05N
Sec. 29 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

Age 26E
Rge 26E
Age 26E
Age 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E

BUTTe County
BUTTE County.
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County

1

39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.01 39.0 40.0 36.0 36.01

03N 25E 12

04N 25E 35

Volume
1,001.0 AF

5.33CFS

NE
1
NW
I
sw
SE
1
BIDl.1Hl~l.l-1gl~l.lmIK nlalnlKl~

TwpRge Sec

03N 26E 18

Diversion Rate

04101 to 11/01

,1

37.0 39.0 13.0

5.01I

1I

35.0 39.0 36.0 25.0138.0 26.0 37.0 4O.J 17.0 10.0

1

L1

L2

1

L3

I

2.0

595.0

II

130.0

I1

305.0

40'01

320.0

38.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0

635.0

140.0

40.0 40.0 40.01

1

I
I

140.0 40.0 40.0

1

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34..70808
A4 Modified by Transfer No. 74921

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-70n, 34-70808,34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-71218, 34·12376. 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34·7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduoed by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the individual water right that Is curtailed.
2. This right is limited to the irrigation of 286 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
3. Rights 34-2330B, 34-07077, 34-070808, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34~618. when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
4. Rights 34-616, 34~02330B, 34-07080B, 34-07121A, 34·071218, 34"()7092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659.34-13661,34·13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 ets.
6. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right Is
within State Water District No. 34.
7. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
S. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
9. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
10. Pursuant to Section 42-1412{6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general proviSions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.
11. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.

vuun94
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-70808
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
12. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Tlmberdome Canal.
13. Construction of new wells at the location of existing pOints of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.
14. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
15. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install

and maintain acceptable measuring device(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and in accordance wIth Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an eXisting measuring device.
16. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
17. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.

.2o&,9
I

Chief, Water Allocation ureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-71218
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921 J Water Right No. 34-7121B is now described as
follows.
Right HOlder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: January 09, 1976
Source: GROUND WATER

BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

From

To

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
GROUND WATER
L2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
L2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:
TwpRgeSecl

Diversion Rate

04101 to 11/01

1

1.106.0 AF

Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E BUTTE County

Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E BUTTE County
Sec. 5 Twp 04N Rge 26E BUTTE County
Sec. 21 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County
Sec. 29 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTe County
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County

IRRIGATION
NE

Volume

3.74CFS

NW

I

SW

I

BE

1

I NE lg1DlKlglBlDlBI&lalmlE nlDlm1a ~

03N 25E 12 ,39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0 39.0 40.0 36.0
03N 26E 17

1,1.0
I

25.0

137.0 39.0 13.0

I

5.01
1

OON 26E 18 \35.0 39.0 36.0 25.0 38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
I
L 1 L2
\
L3
04N 25E 35 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
I

I

I
\

I

2.0

36.01

1
\
\

595.0
130.0

305.0

\
\40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

39.01

635.0

04N 25E 36 \38.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0

Total Acres: 1985

000596
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7121 B
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. . This right is limited to the irrigation of 316 acres within the plaoe of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
2. Rights 34-618, 34-023308. 34-=07080B. 34-07121 A, 34-071218, 34-07092, 34-070n. 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
3. Rights 34-2330B, 34-07077,34-070808,34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-07121B, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-61 B, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 at at the field headgate.
4. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B, 34-7092, 34-7121 A,
34-7121B, 3+12376, 34-7179,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840. and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077. 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-13842 (all descnblng
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the individual water right that is curtailed.

5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4. T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 ets.
6. This right when combined with all other rights shaD provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.

7.

Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is
within State Water District No. 34.

8. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the waterrnaster suitable control of the diversion.

9. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
10. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6). Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.

11. If the surface water right(s} appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred. leased or used on
any other place of use. this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code. or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-71218
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
12.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply Is not
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.

13. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42·235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
14. Construction of new wells at the location of eXisting points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by conSidering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.
15. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install
and maintain acceptable measuring device(s). including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department speCifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
16. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
17. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.

Chief. Water Allocat on Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7121 A
As Modified by Transfer No.74921·

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34·7121A is now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
CIO MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: January 09, 1976
Source: GROUND WATER

fmm

BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

~/15

To
to 10/15

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DtVERSION:
GROUND WATER
l2(NENWNE)
GROUNDWATER·
l2(NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3(NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:
TwpAgeSecl

Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec.4 Twp 04N
Sec. 5 Twp 04N
Sec. 21 Twp 05N
Sec. 29 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

IRRIGATION
NE

I

Diversion Rate
O.46CFS

NW

I

Volume
169.0AF

Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E

SW

BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTe County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County

I

SE

I

IBIDlmlBl.lgJmlUl~1.JmlBl~lal_1Ul~

OaN 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
03N 26E 17\'1.0 25.0

/37.0 39.0. 13.0

5.0 I,

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.0138.0 26.0 37.0 40.0 17.0 10.0
I
L1 l2
L3
04N 25E 35 I 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
1

I

I

04N 25E 36 1 38.0 40.0 40.0

I
39.0 I 40.0

:1
I
I

2.0

695.0

:1

130.0

1

305.0

I

140.0 40.0 40.0

40.01

320.0

40.0 40.0 40.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 39.0 40.0 40.0

39.01

635.0

I

1

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7121A
M Modified by Transfer No, 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-233OB, 34-70n, 34-70808. 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-7121B, 34-12376, 34-7179, 34-13659.34-13661.34-13840, and 34·13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call. the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-70n, 34·7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-7121B, 34-12376,34-13659,34-13661.34-13840,34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
2. This right Is limited to the irrigation of 286 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
3. Rights 34-23308, 34-07077,34-070808, 34·07092, 34·07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840.
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6.947.5 af at the field headgate.
4.

Rights 34-618, 34·023308, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-071218.34-07092, 34-070n, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34·13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.

5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2. Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfa.
6. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right Is
within State Water District No. 34.
7. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shaff be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
8. If the surlace water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222. Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.
9. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to Irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
10. Purs.uant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
detennined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the errtry of
the final unified decree.
11. Water delivered ~hrough the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7121A
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
12. The period of use for the Irrigation described in this approval may be eKtended to a beginning date
of 411 and an ending date of 10131 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown and other
elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before 4/15 and after 10/15 is subordinate
to all water rights having no subordInated early or late Irrigation use and a priority date earlier than
7/15/2002.

13. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
14. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
15. Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.
16. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install
and maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point{s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to detennlne the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
17. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
18. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.

Dated this

/0/

day

of.l'--~".~~q,c~;.YiE;Jii-·'------' 20 &£

d/-L~

Chief, Water Allocation Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-709218 now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
c/o MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24

PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: January 14,1975
Source: GROUND WATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

.Emm

To

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
GROUND WATER
L2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
L2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:
Twp Age Sac

03N 25E 12

1

Rge 26E BUTTE County
Rge 26E BUTTE Co'unty
Rge 26E BUTTE County
Rge 26E BUTTE County
Rge 26E .BUTTE County
Rge 26E BUTTE County
Rge 26E BUTTe County

NE
I
NW
I
sw
I
SE
I
nlDlml.l.lmlDlal~l.1g1alBJal~1.1~~'
139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
595.0
1
1
I
1
1

I135.0
I

39.0 38.0

1 37.0 39.0 13.0

I
25.0138.0
1

04N 25E 35 1 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
04N 25E 36

Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec.4 Twp 04N
Sec. 5 Twp 04N
Sec. 21 Twp 05N
Sec. 29 Twp D5N
Seo. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

Volume
2,222.5AF

IRRIGATION

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0
03N 26E 18

Diversion R.te
12.00 CFS

04115 to 1.0/15

138.0

I

5.0 I

1
26.0 37.0 40.0 17.0 10.0
L1

L2

I
I

L3

1

1

130.0

1I
1

1I
I

305.0

2.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0

635.0

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
Aa Modified by Tran8fer No. 74921

CONomONS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the Irrigation of 835 acres within the place of use described above in a single
Irrigation season.

2. Rights 34-818, 34-02330B, 34-070BOB, 34-07121 A, 34-o7121B, 34-07092,34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13861 • 34-13640 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
3. Rights 34-233OB, 34-07077, 34-070808, 34-07092. 34-07121A. 34-071218, 34-12378,34-13840.
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs. and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6.947.5 at at the field headgate.
4. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2. Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
6. The period of use for the irrigation descnbed in this approval may be extended to a beginning date
of 411 and an ending date of 10131 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown and other
elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before 4/15 and after 10115 is subordinate
to all water rights having no sUbordinated early or late irrigation use and a priority date earlier than
7/15/2002.
7. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is
within State Water District No. 34.
8. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
9. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
10. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
. 11. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.
12. The well previously used under Right 34-7092, which will no longer be used, shall be abandoned in
a manner which complies whh Department well abandonment rules.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
13. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.

14. Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.
15. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install
and maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
16. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
17. Pursuantto Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right Is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.
18. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.
Oatedlhls

l'f

dayol

~

.20~f

~~,

Chief, Water Allocation Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7077
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. S4-70n is now described as
follows.

Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
CIO MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL ID 83347
Priority Date: September 05, 1974
Source: GROUNDWATER

BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

fmm

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
GROUND WATER
l..2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
l..2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUNDWATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:
TwpRge Sec I

IRRIGATION
NE

1rm Ilml.l

BIB
I

Volume
700.0 AF

Diversion Rate
8.00CFS

12

04101 to 11101

Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 5 Twp 04N
Sec. 21 Twp 05N
Sec. 29 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E

BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County

NW
I
SW
I
SE
I
181ml1i i.lm,!.l B 1.. Ui!UIWlli Ilm!ll

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0} 39.0 40.0 38.0 36.0\
03N 26E 17

1111.0

03N 26E 18

1
135.0
1

25.0

137.0

39.0 13.0

39.0 36.0 25.0 38.0 28.0 37.0
L 1 L2
04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
04N 25E 36

I 38.0

\
5.0
I
40.01 17.0
1

I

II
10.0
L3

1
I
1

I·I

2.0

I
1
I

595.0
130.0
305.0

,140,0 40.0 40.0 40.()\

320.0

40.0 40.0 39.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.01

635.0

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34·7077
Aa Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the Irrigation of 200 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
2. Rights 34-618, 84-023308, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34·071218, 34·07092,34·07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34·13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
3.

Rights 34-2330B, 34-070n, 34-070808, 34-07092, 34-07121A. 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 n01 associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.

4. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-2330B, 34·7077. 34-7080B. 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376.34·7179, 34-13659, 34~13661. 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call. the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121A. 34-7121B, 34-12376,34-13659,34·13661,34-13840,34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
6. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right Is
within State Water District No. 34.
7. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works In a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
8. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply Is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
9.

If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department If a transfer is not
required.

10. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
11. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field head gate for irrigation of the lands above.
12. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, 'daho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.

000606
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7077
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
13.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
detennines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will Injure other water rights.

14. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall Install
and maintain acceptable measuring device(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and In accordance with Department specifioations, or shall obtain an approved varlanoe
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
15. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right Is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree:
16. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
17. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date 01 this approval.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered In accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of WatefResources.
Datedthlo

/0/'

daYof~7

t1

,20~
I

Chief, Water Allocation Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-12376
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-12376 Is now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
CIO MIKE TELFORD

1450WHWY24
PAUL 10 83347

Priority Date: June 01, 1977
Source: GROUND WATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

From

12

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
GROUND WATER
L2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
L2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
La (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:
TwpRge Sec

I

Dlv.aion Rate

04101 to 10131

Sec. 4
Sec. 4
Sec" 5
Sec.! 21

Twp 04N
Twp 04N
Twp 04N
Twp 05N
Sec,. 29 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

IRRIGATION
NE

I

NW

Volume
306.3AF

1.25 CFS

I

sw

Rge 26E BUTTE County

Rge 26E
Age 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E

BUTTE County
BUTTe County
BUTTe County
BUTTE County
Rge 26E BUTTE County
Rge 26E BUTTe County

I

SE

I

lliil1fttlutJ,UJ&laJBl& tIl1nlmlBlr&lmll§WlnlI!1111

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.01 39.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
03N 26E 17

I
111.0

25.0

,37.0 39.0 13.0

I
5.0 I

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.01' 38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
I
. L1 L2
L3
04N 2SE 35 1 40.0 40.0 40.0 40'01
' /

I,

I

II

2.0

II

595.0
130.0
305.0

1140•0 40.0 40.0 40.0,1

320.0

04N 25E 36 138.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 I 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0

635.0

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-12376
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 87.5 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.

2. Rights 34-23308, 34-07077,34-070808,34-07092, 34·07121 A, 34-071218, 34·12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34·07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 ets, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
3. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34~7077, 34-70808, 34·7092, 34-7121 A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308. 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-7121B. 34-12376, 34-13659. 34-13661. 34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
4. Rights 34-618, 34-023308, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-07121B. 34-07092. 34-070n, 34-7179,
34-12376.34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4. T04N. R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.

B. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsiblHty for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval. this water right Is
within State Water Dlstr!ct No. 34.
7. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
8. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
9. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cis per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at theJield haadgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
10. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply Is not reasonably sufficient to Irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.

11. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code. or approval of the Department If a transfer is not
required.
12. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-12376
Aa Modified by Tranafer No. 74921
13.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.

14. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install
and maintain acceptable measuring device(s), including data logger{s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications. or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
15. The right holder shall accompHsh the change authoriZed by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
16. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
17. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered In accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.

Dated this

I¥

day of ~

,20t92

Chief, Water AllOCation ureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-13840
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-13840 Is now described as .
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
CIO MIKE TELFORD

1450WHWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: April OS, 1982

Source: GROUNDWATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

fmm

Is

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
L2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
L2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
GROUND WATER
SESWNE
GROUND WATER
SENWSE
PLACE OF USE:
TwpRgs Sec I

Diversion Rate

04101 to 10131

Volume

1.26 CFS

248.5AF

Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 2SE BUTTE County
Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E
Sec. 5 Twp 04N Rge 26E
Sec. 21 Twp 05N Rge 26E
Sec. 29 Twp 05N. Rge 26E
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E

BUrrE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUrrE County

IRRIGATION

I
NW
I
sw
,
SE
I
191~1~lHt.l.lalBJ~J.lml~ .1~lml&lT.I'
NE

03N 2SE 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0 39.0 40.0 36.0 36.0)

I

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

37.0 39.0 13.0

5.0 f

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.0 38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
I
L 1 L2
L3
04N 2SE 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 4 0 . 0 1 1

I
I

II

I
I

2.0

II

595.0
130.0

305.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

04N 25E 36 138.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40,0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139,0 40.0 40.0 39.0

635.0

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-13840
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 71 acres within the place of use described above In a single
irrigation season.

2. Rights 34-2330B. 34-07077, 34-070808,34-0709.2, 34-o7121A, 34-07121B, 34-12376. 34-13840.
34-13842. and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
3. Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-7121B, 34-12376, 34-7179, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-233OB, 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-7121B, 34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840,34-13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34·7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of Irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
4. Rights 34-618, 34-023308, 34-o7080B, 34·07121A, 34-07121B. 34-07092. 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34·13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
5. Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2. Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
6. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is
within State Water District No. 34.
7. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
B. The right holder shall make full benefiCial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply Is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
9. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.
10. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field head gate for Irrigation of the lands above.
11. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Tlmberdome Canal.
12. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-13840
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
13.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines. by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.

14. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 7 4921, the right holder shall Install
and maintain acceptable measuring device(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
15. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer withIn one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
16. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
17. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right Is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.

Datedlhls

/¥ daYol~

,20{'2.9

Ciiiet, Water Allocati, ,:n Bureau
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-13842
As Modified by Transfer No. 74821

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-13842 Is now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS liC
CIO MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: December 17. 1975
Source: GROUND WATER

BENEFICIAL USE

fmm

IRRIGATION

04101 to 11/01

Diversion Rate

To

Volume
196.2AF

0.46CFS

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION:
L2(NENWNE) Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E BUTTE County
L2 (NWNWNE) Sec. 4 Twp 04N Rge 26E BUTTE County
L3 (NENENW) Sec. 5 Twp 04N Rge 26E BUTTE County
SWNWNW
Sec. 21 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County
SENWSE
Sec. 29 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County
SESWNE
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County
SENWSE
Sec. 32 Twp 05N Rge 26E BUTTE County

GROUNDWATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUNDWATER
GROUND WATER

PLACE OF USE:

TWpRgesecl

IRRIGATION
NE

I

I

NW

SW

I

SE

t

~lal~lg1.1mlDlBlg1.1mlBl.1Dl.1Hl~
03N 25E 12 \39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
\ 31.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.0\
S95.0
03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0
03N 26E 18

I
135.0

I
25.0138.0
1

26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
L1 L2
,L3

40.0 40.0 39.0I40.0

40.0I40.0 40.0

39.0 36.0

I

04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

04N 25E 36

1I 38.0

I
11
I

137.0 39.0 13.0 5.0

40.0 40.0

I

2.0

I
1

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0(

40.0

40.01139.0

40.0 40.0

39.01I

130.0
305.0
320.0

635.0

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-13842
As ModHIed by Transfer No. 74921

CONDmoNS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 140 acres within the place of use described above in a single

irrigation season.
2. Rights 34-618, 34-023308. 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-071218. 34-07092, 34-07077. 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
3. Rights 34-23308, 34·07077, 34-070808, 34-07092, 34-o7121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618. when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 ets, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.

4. Should an or any portion of water right nos. 34·23308,34-7077,34-70808,34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-7121 B, 34-12376, 34.;.7179, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the Irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-7121B, 34-12376, 34·13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34·13842 (all describing
a place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the
number of irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
5. Diversion 01 water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 ets.
6. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
7. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
8. If the surface water rlght(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold. transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert ground""ater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.
9. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
10. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution

of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is .
within State Water District No. 34.
11. A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting

works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.

"

.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-13842
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
12.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall Install
and maintain acceptable measuring device(s), Including data logger{s), at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.

13. Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.
14. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.

15. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
16. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
17. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
detennined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.

This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources.
Dated this

H

dayof

~, ~.
Chief, Water Allocation Bureau
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH JUDICIAL DISTRl(ciif.'4tn iEJ ·, i:.i;~":O
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN'jmv-l:S~---

In Re SRBA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 39576

ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE
SUBCASES: 34-07077, 34-07120.

On February 19, 1999, a Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed for the
above-captioned water rights. No Challenges were filed to the Special Master's Report and

Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired.
On June 24, 1999, the Idaho Department of Water Resources issued a Supplemental

Director's Report for both the above subcases addressing the purpose and period or use. No
objections were filed to the Supplemental Director's Report. On February 11, 2000, a Notice of

Administrative Proceeding/Substitute Party and Transfer was filed by IOWR in both subcases.
On May 27, 2004, IDWR filed a Withdrawal of Notice ofAdministrative Proceedings in both
subcases.
Pursuant to 1.R. C.P. S3(e)(2) and SBBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13 f, this Court
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Special Master's

Report and wholly adopts them as its own. The changes made by the Supplemental Director's
Report will be reflected in the Partial Decree.
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water rights are hereby decreed as
set forth in the attached Partial Decrees Pursuant to lR.CP. S4(b),
DATED June 22, 2004.

JOHN, ,MELANSON
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

O:~eallO\Decree 34-07077

cW.doc:
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BIG LOST RIVER WTR USERS ASSN
Represented by:
WILLIAM R HOLLIFIELD
249 THIRD AVENUE EAST (83301)
PO BOX 66
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0066
Phone: 208-734-5610
DIANA DELANEY
Chief Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

PAGE 2
06/22/04
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SR8A

!W122 .

uJ..

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54(bl POR

.

Case No. 39576

•

W.te~

NAME AND ADDRESS:

KURT P. ACOR
PO BOX nc
MOORE, 10 832SS

SOURCE:

GROUNDWATER

QUANTITY:

8.00

m10: 51

Right 34-07077

!. ' . .

•

•

• -

. ....
... ; ..

~

~

~t:.:'"

iD;.\HO
FiLE9 ____________
_

• ',; Ii.'; ;-..... _!.. .......... J.,

CPS

USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOH IS LIMITED TO A
TOTAL COMBINED ANNUAL DIVERSION VOLUMB OF 8087.5 AF IN A SINGLE
IRRIGATION SEASON. COMBINED RIGHT NOS. 34-12376. 34·02426C.
34-070808, l4-07121A. 34'071218, 34-07092, 34-07179, 34-02330B.
AND 34-07120.
THIS RIGHT AND RIGHT NO. )4-07120 ARE LIMITED TO A TOTAL
COMBINED RATE OF DIVERSION OF 9.26 CFS.·
PRIORITY DATE:
POINT OF DIVERSION,
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE,

PLACE OF USE:

NWNIrNW

TOSN R26E S21

Within Butte County

PERIOD OF USE
04·01 TO 11-01

PURPOSE OF USE
Irrigation

I~rigation

T03N R2SS 512

R26B 517

S18

T04N R2SE S3S

S36

NENE 39.0
SliNE 40.0
NENW 40.0
SWNW 40.0
NESW 31.0
SWSW 31.0
NESS 39.0
SIISE 36.0
NENE 11.0
NENW 37.0
SIINW 13.0
NENE 15.0
SIINE 36.0
NENW 38.0
SWNW 37.0
NESW 17.0
NWSE 2.0
NENE 40.0
SWNE 40.0
NESN 20.0
NISE 40.0
SHU 40.0
NENE 38.0
SWNE 40.0
NENN 40.0
SIINW 40.0
NESN 40.0
511S11 40.0
NISI 39.0
SWSE 40.0

QUANTITY
B.OO CFS

Within Butte County
NWN140.0
SENE n. a
NIINW 40.0
SENW 40.0
NWSII 32.0
SESW 32.0
NWSE 40.0
saSE 36.0
NWNB 25.0
NIINW 19.0

SENN
NIINE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSH
NIINE
SENE
5ESW
NWSE

saSE
NWNE
SENE

NWNW
SiNN
NWSN
SESM
NWSI
SiSE

S.O
39.0
25.0
26.0
40.0
10.0
40.0
40.0
20.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
39.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
39.0

2025.0 Acres Total
USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl
Water Right 34-07077
File Numbe~: 00068

PAGB 1
Jun-22-2004

C-:t·'''B··
l} '.' '. 20

SRBA Partial

Dec~ee

PursuAnt to I.R.C.P. 54(b) (coneinue4)

PLACE OF USE (continue41
TIlE IRRIGATION OF A COMBINI!D TOTAL 01' 2)07 ACRES IN A SINGLE
IIUlIGATION SEASON. COMBINED RIGHT NO.S.: 34-12376. 34-02426C.
34-07080B. 34-07121A, 34-07121B, 34-070'2, 34-07179, 34-023~OB,
34-07120, 34-00618, ]4-00692C, 34-00256 AND 34-00416.
THIS RIGHT IS LIMITED TO THE IRRIGATION OF 200 ACRES WITHIN
THE PLACE OP USE DESCRIBED ABOVE IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
I:IECESSAR·t FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS On. POR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE HATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER TdAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6).
RULE S4(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determine4 by the above ju4gme~t or order, it 1. hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rula.S4(b), LR.C.P., that the court has determined that there is
just reallon for delay cf the entry of a
final judgment .Ilnd thllt the court has And does hereby direct thllt the A ve ju<tgment or order shall.l::e a final
judgment upon which execucion may iasue and en eppeal may be taken as p vieed Dy the Idaho Appellate Rules.

"l~h..

M. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudieacion

SR.BA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R;C.P. 54(b)
Wacer Right 34-07077
File Number; 00068

PAGE 2
Jun-22-2004
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2004 JON 22 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED _______________
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F!FTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

)

Case No. 39576

)

-----------------------)

Water Right(s): 34-07077

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-07077
was mailed
on June 22, 2004, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid
to the following:
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, 10 83720-0098

STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
CLIVE STRONG
NATURAL RESOURCES
DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN
STATEHOUSE MAIL
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
Phone: 208-334-2400
KURT P. ACOR
Represented by:
KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405
Phone: 208-523-0620

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

PAGE 1
06/22/04
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BIG LOST RIVER WTR USERS ASSN
Represented by:

WILLIAM R HOLLIFIELD
249 THIRD AVENUE EAST (83301)
PO BOX 66

TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0066
Phone: 208-734-5610
DIANA DELANEY
Chief Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

PAGE 2
06/22/04
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO,P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518
Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV-IO-20

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL TELFORD
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
Defendants/Counterclaimants.

000624

BUTTE CO SCHOOL DtST

STATE OF IDAl-IO

PAGE

)
) S8.

County of BonneviUe

)

I, Michael Telford, do solemnly swear (or affinn) that the ~stimony given in this sWO.r.n
statement is the truthl the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.

And being BO sworn I depose and say:
1.

1 am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the matters contained berein.

2.

J am the managing member of Tel ford Lauds, LLC, a Pla.intiffin the above-entitled action.

3.

I am the current owner ofthc what is commonly caned tbe Burnett Well. 1 have used it to

irrigate my crops, and have personally observed the measurement of the discharge from this
well into the U~C Canal. which. is approximately 430 to 490 miner's inches depending on the

time of the year. In efs, this amounts to 8.6 to 9.8 cfs.
4.

At the place of use of my farm that is supplied with my water rights, 1 am currently unable

to irrigate 200 to 250 acres due to insufficient water supply. I have undertaken efforts to
improve my water supply and delivery in orderto enable me to irrigate as many acres as I am
authorized to do under my water rights.

-

DATED this..::) day of October, 2010.

Notary Public for Idaho
Relliding at
0 0 tL
, Idaho
My Commission Expires:
.3 - .:2~- tJ..o It{

rn

2

-

AI'FIOAVITOP MICy.y"'EL TP.I.I'OR1:I

.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed b~ by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
thereon, on this
day of October, 2010.

DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL TELFORD

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( /[First Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ~mail

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( ./f1Iand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

G:\WPDATAIRLH\IS064 Telford, Mike\03, Don Cain\04 Pleadings\MSJ, AJf.Telford.wpd:cdv

4 -

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL TELFORD

C0062'S

Robert L. Harris, Esq. (lSB #7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, p;L.L.n
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
.
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
. Facsimile: (208) 523;.9518

Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2010-064

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' CROSSMOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
S TO COUNTS ONE THROUGH THREE
OF THE COMPLAINT

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals
Defendant.

C00627

Telford Lands LLC ("Telford"), Mitchell D. Sorensen ("Sorensen"), and PU Ranch ("PU")
collectively, the "Plaintiffs," by and through their counsel, hereby submit this Response to
Defendants Cross-Motionfor Summary Judgment as to Counts One through Three ofthe Complaint.

This Memorandum is supported by the Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support ofMotion
for Partial Summary Judgment (the "Second Harris Affidavit"), and the previous pleadings and

affidavits submitted by all sides in this matter, and submitted contemporaneously herewith.
This Response Memorandum is in response to the portion of Defendants' Cross Motion for
Summary Judgment relative Defendants position that there remain no disputes of fact relative to the

following: Count 1 (Breach of Contract and Demand for Specific Performance), Count 2 (Estoppel),
and Count 3 (Civil Conspiracy).
In actuality, there remain significant disputes of fact relative to these issues, which would
preclude summary judgment on these issues.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This case centers around a buried irrigation pipeline belonging to the Plaintiffs that runs
through Donald and Carolyn Cain's (collectively "Cain" or "Defendants") property. The relevant
facts were set forth in Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment.!

II. ARGUMENT

A.

Summary Judgment Standard.

The summary judgment standard to be employed by the court when deciding a motion for
summary judgment prior to a court trial has been recently and succinctly summarized by the Idaho

!

The title of the pleading should have included the term "partial," as the motion was made only for purposes

of
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Supreme Court is the case of Losee v. Idaho Company, 148 Idaho 219, _ , 220 P.3d 575, 578
(Idaho 2009):
Summary judgment is appropriate when the pleadings, affidavits, and
discovery documents before the court indicate that no genuine issue of material fact
exists and that the moving party is entitled to jUdgment as a matter of law. Idaho R.
Civ. P. 56(c); Banner Life Insurance Co., 147 Idaho at 123,206 P.3d at 487. The
moving party carries the burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of material
fact. Id.
When an action will be tried before a court without ajury, the court may, in
ruling on the motions for summary judgment, draw probable inferences arising from
the undisputed evidentiary facts. Id. at 124, 206 P.3d at 488. Drawing probable
inferences under such circumstances is permissible because the court, as the trier of
fact, would be responsible for resolving conflicting inferences at trial. Id. However,
if reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences
from the evidence presented, then summary judgment is improper. Boise Tower
Assocs., LLCv. Hogland, 147 Idaho 774, 778, 215 P.3d494, 498 (2009). Conflicting
evidentiary facts, however, must still be viewed in favor of the nonmoving party.
Banner Life Insurance Co., 147 Idaho at 124,206 P.3d at 488.
As stated above, "[c]onflicting evidentiary facts, however, must still be viewed in favor of
the nonmoving party. Banner Life Insurance Co., 147 Idaho at 124, 206 P.3d at 488. As the
nonmoving party, Plaintiffs are entitled to have facts construed in their favor. For the reasons set
forth below, there remain significant factual disputes that would preclude summary judgment relative
to Count 1 (Breach of Contract and Demand for Specific Performance), Count 2 (Estoppel), and
Count 3 (Civil Conspiracy) of Plaintiffs Complaint.

B.

There Remain Factual Disputes Relative to the Conversation Mr. Burnett· Had with
Mr. Cain, and whether an oral agreement exists.
Defendants argue that "Don Cain clearly refuted the testimony of Mr. Burnett." This is one

of their arguments in support of their claim that they should be entitled to summary judgment.
Regarding that meeting, Mr. Burnett's testimony is as follows:
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previously submitted to the court in this case,
you functioned as a project coordinator for the
pipeline project; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. What all did you coordinate?
A. Now, for the pipeline? You're saying
the pipeline?
Q. This is-A. Well, I was -- okay. Go ahead.
Q. What all did you coordinate?
A. I made the approach to Mr. Cain and

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
·11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

17
asked for permission to run a pipeline through
his property.
I received his okay to do that. The
only stipulation was is that -- that we let him
know when we were starting the project. He said
there would be no problem.
And then, basically, I was -- we had
Wade Collins' instruction doing the canal work
and I made sure that if there was any problems or
anything in the way that I would take care of
those issues.
We had some personnel issues that were
trying to stop the issue that I visited with and
got the okays to go and so forth and fences were
in the way. We took care of making the transport
so they could go through the fence lines and then
I would replace those fences.
Basically, would oversee, make sure I
knew when they would come. And then if they had
a problem, I would work to solve that problem.
So, I coordinated that issue.
Q. SO, did you obtain any property
interests or easements anywhere on this pipeline
project you're asserting you did for Mr. Cain
from anyone else?

1
2
3
4
5

18
A. I did not. With the -- Mr. Telford was
one that got the -- obtained the easement for
going through the BuckIWalder Property and then
the easements were already in place as far as the
U.C. Canal is concerned.

19
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Q. SO, you're saying that together, Mr.
Telford and Mr. Sorensen, asked you to approach
Don Cain because of your relationship with him in
order to get the easement.
A. That's correct.
Q. Do you recall going to meet Mr. Cain?
A. I do.
Q. Tell me about that day. When was it?
Where was it?
A. I couldn't tell you exactly when.
Probably in the afternoon.
Q. About what time?
A. I'm not real sure.
Q. About what time, do you think?
A. I couldn't put an exact time. I say
that based on the fact it could have been in the
morning hours. I didn't make a notation of that.
But I did go to his home and I walked
in and we visited for a minute and I asked him -I told him and explained what I was there for,

19
that I was there to ask him for an easement or a
right-of-way to go through his property to the
pipeline.
Q. Now, when you say for the pipeline,
what did you tell him about the pipeline? Who
was it for?
A. I didn't tell him -- give him a whole
lot of specific information.
I did, however, in the conversation
make mention to him that it was for Mr. Telford
and Mr. Sorensen. And I did use the word "we"
several times as I was referring to the -- going
through the pipeline. We were wanting to put a
pipeline through.
Q. And you said "we," Mr. Sorensen and Mr.
Telford?
A. I didn't say "we," Mr. Sorensen and Mr.
Telford, but I did say "we." And I did refer to
the fact that they were the ones that were
putting the pipeline through.
Q. SO, with certainty, you recall
mentionIng Mr. Telford by name and Mr. Sorensen
by name.
A. Yes, I do.
Q. How long did the conversation last?
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20
A. It didn't last very long.
Q. Five minutes?
A. Probably, maybe a little over. I was
probably there maybe 10 or 15 minutes overall,
yeah.'
Q. And you said you went to his home.
A. I did. Well, if you -- I'm assuming
you would refer to it as his home. It was
actually in the office portion of his home that I
was m.
Q. Did you sit down?
A. I don't recall sitting down, no. I
don't think either one of us sat down.
Q. Did you discuss with Mr. Cain the
location of this proposed pipeline?
A. I did.
Q. What did you tell him?
A. I told him that we wanted to come up to
the property and then fairly close to the Moore
Canal and down through the culvert. We were
planning on putting it through the culvert at the
time that was existing there.
And he had indicated that there would
be no problem doing that.
Q. Did you tell him you were going to put

21
1
it in the right-of-way of the Irrigation
2
District?
3
MR. HARRIS: I'm going to voice an
4
objection. I'm going to object to the form. I'm
5
not sure that the specificity of a right-of-way
6
is sufficiently defined.
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Go ahead and answer.
7
8
MR. HARRIS: You can answer, to the
9
best of your ability.
lOA. I didn't specify the right-of-way, no.
11
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Where did you tell him
12
you were going to put it? Just anywhere on his
13
property?
14
A. That it was going through fairly close
15
to that right-of-way. It was -- it would be
16
approaching there and then go across his property
17
buried, which that's what happened.
18
Q. Did you ever mention anything about a
19
four-inch pipeline?
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A. I never mentioned a four-inch pipeline,
ever, no. I did not.
Q. SO, the suggestion that Mr. Cain says
you did would be false?
A. That would be absolutely false, yes.
In particular, I've heard -- I have
22
heard that it was a four-inch pipeline for
myself. And that's absolutely untrue. I do not
have any need for a four-inch pipeline. I've
never even had the thought of a four-inch
pipeline or a pipeline for myself, persona1ly~ to
go through his property in any way. Nor-I mean, I have no rights for water to
put through the pipeline, you know, in any way,
shape or form there.
Q. Okay. So, you've testified that your
conversation lasted 10 or 15 minutes perhaps.
A. Yes.
Q. What did Mr. Cain tell you?
A. He told me that it wouldn't be any
problem putting the pipeline through.
I did talk to him about possibly
signing an easement.
And he said that he did not want to
sign an easement particularly.
And I did ask him if he was interested
in selling the property.
And he told me that he didn't want to
sell the property, wasn't interested at that
point and -But he indicated there wouldn't be any
23
issue whatsoever of going through.
And I did make the assumption that if
there would be a problem that he would probably
sign an easement because it was -- there was no
objection whatsoever. I was extremely pleased
with his response.
Q. SO, you asked him if he would sign an
easement?
.
A. I did. And he said that he didn't want
to get involved with signing an easement but that
we could go ahead and put the property -- or put
the pipe through his property.
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Q. What else did Mr. Cain say?
A. I don't recall much. As far as the
pipeline is concerned or that type of thing is
concerned, there wasn't much else that was
discussed. We may have discussed some other
things just from our association, but I don't
recall what they would have been. It wasn't very
much. I know that.
Q. Did he ask you any more about the
pipeline; the size, the location?
A. He didn't. He didn't. But I assumed
that he knew what size the pipe was because, for
some time, there had been semi-truck loads of
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pipe unloaded on the opposite side of the highway
that I'm sure that he would have seen and would
have recognized as probably being the pipe that I
was talking about putting under the -- through
his property.
Q. Do you recall if he told you anything
else?
A. I don't. Nothing negative at all about
the situation.
Q. And I just want to make sure that we're
on the same page. You mentioned that the
pipeline was for the benefit of Mr. Sorensen.
A. And Mr. Telford and Mr. -- well, the
P.D. Ranch.
Q. Mr. Lords and the P.D. Ranch?
A. Yes.
Q. How did you communicate that to Mr.
Cain?
A. P.U. Ranch, I don't believe I mentioned
them at all. And I can't answer why because I
don't know.
Q. But the other two you did?
A. Yes.

Harris Affidavit at Exhibit Q (Deposition of Boyd Burnett at p.22 L.l3 to p.24 LL.23). Regarding
his understanding that the Cains would execute an easement document if necessary, Mr. Burnett's
dep.osition testimony is as follows:

19
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7, you made reference to the fact that an
easement document was not necessary; but it was
. your understanding that he would execute an
easement document if it was necessary.
How did you arrive at that
understanding?
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A. The fact that he was so cordial in
allowing us to go through that I made the
assumption that, yeah, he probably would if it
became a big issue. I trusted him. I mean, I
felt like there wouldn't be a problem with him
signing an easement if it became necessary.
Q. Okay.
A. It's, obviously, apparent that I maybe
have been wrong in that assumption.
But I certainly felt comfortable with
moving ahead with the project and without not
having a need to go further, you know, in
proceeding with him.

Harris Affidavit at Exhibit Q (Deposition of Boyd Burnett at p.50 L.19 to p.51 LL.13). Therefore,
there remain issues to be brought before the court relative to the disputed accounts of the
conversation that took place between Mr. Burnett and Mr. Cain. For purposes of summary
judgment, however, facts are to be construed in the nonmoving parties' favor, and given Mr.
Burnett's testimony, summary judgment on this issue should not be granted.
Defendants also argue a community property theory relative to the breach of agreement
matter. While Ms. Cain alleges in her affidavit that has not given authority to act on these issues to
her husband, she indicated otherwise in her deposition testimony relative to the easement dispute:

14
15
16
17
18
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31
Q. Did you consult at all with your -- did
you have any involvement in terms of the offer
for $150,000 for the easement?
A. I left that up to my husband.
Q. SO were you directly involved in any of
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19
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those conversations about the value of the
easement?
A. I know we talked about, you know, what
his decisions were, and I said, "That's okay.
That's fme with me."

Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit N (Carolyn Cain Deposition at p.31 LL.14-23). Thus, their
remain questions as to whether Mr. Cain had authority, apparent or otherwise, to act on behalf of Ms.
Cain when Mr. Cain was approached by Mr. Burnett. Both Mr. and Mrs. Cain own a business
together, and it seems clear that testimony relative to Mr. Burnett's belief or understanding relative
to Mr. Cain's authority to grant authorization on behalf of both of them remains a disputed question
of fact.
When asked about conversations between them, counsel for Defendants objected on spousal
privilege grounds. Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition Transcript at p.8
LL.4-11). Having now indicated by affidavit to disclose that she did not visit with her husband
relative to placement of the easement, questions of fact remain as to the allegations made in her
affidavit. This is particularly true in light of her deposition testimony, that she left matters up to her
husband relative to purchase of the easement.
Additionally, Defendants arguments relative to the statue offrauds is misguided. Plaintiffs'
position is not that an easement was given by Defendants, rather, it that if one was required, they
would provide it. Now that Defendants have revoked permission for the pipeline, Plaintiffs need the
easement that Defendants indicated they would provide if necessary based on the testimony of Mr.
Burnett. Plaintiffs deserve their day in court relative to his understanding of the conversation with
Mr. Cain.
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C.

There Remain Factual Disputes Relative to the estoppel claim.

As alleged in the Complaint, Plaintiffs have alleged estoppel as an alternative theory. To
prevail on a count of quasi-estoppel, the claimant must show:
(1) the offending party took a different position than his or her original position, and
(2) either (a) the offending party gained an advantage or caused a disadvantage to the
other party; (b) the other party was induced to change positions; or (c) it would be
unconscionable to permit the offending party to maintain an inconsistent position
from one he or she has already derived a benefit or acquiesced in.
Mortensen v. Stewart Title Guar. Co. 235 P.3d 387, 393 (ldaho,2010) (quoting Terrazas v. Blaine

County, 147 Idaho 193,200 n. 3,207 P.3d 169, 176 n. 3 (2009). On their face, these elements are
fact-intense, and sumI)1ary judgment would appear to be unusual for a quasi-estoppel claim. This
is particularly true in light of the requirement to construe facts in favor of the non-moving party.
Defendants' brief appears to assert one argument relative to their support for summary
judgment on this issue: "Any "reliance" placed by the Plaintiffs on the testimony of Boyd Burnett
would be totally unreasonable."

Defendant's Response at 6.

The determination of the

reasonableness of Mr. Burnett's testimony is something to be determined at a trial on this matter.
More than a blanket conc1usory statement is needed in support of summary judgment on this issue ..
This is particularly true when considering the competing testimonies of Mr. Burnett and Mr. Cain.
Mr. Burnett's deposition testimony was consistent with the oral recorded statement from an
interview he had with the Butte County Sheriffs office. Mr Cain's was not:

18
19
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21
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23
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122
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) Okay. Mr. Cain, who
was it that told you that they were going to put
wells in?
A. I couldn't think of anybody. That's
why I said it.
Q. Mr. Cain, I remind you you're under
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24
25

oath.
A. I'm sorry?

123
1
Q. You said to the police officer that you
2
talked to a person. He asked you who he was, and
3
you said you weren't going to tell him. You need
4
to tell me who it is that told you that they were
5
going to put those wells in.
6
A. I couldn't because I -- nobody said it
7
to me. I can't tell you any other answer.
8
Q. You said it was a reliable source. Who
9
is the source?
lOA. You know what? I don't have one.
11
Q. Who's the reliable source?
12
A. I don't have one. I just said it.
13
Q. Are you admitting, then, that you were
14
not being truthful to the police officer?
15
A. In that case, I guess I have to.
Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit M (Don Cain Deposition at p.122 LL.18 through p.123 LL.15)
Obviously the estoppel facts need to be presented in atrial, and summary judgment at this stage is
not warranted. The Defendants have now taken a different position relative to the pipeline, and has
therefore caused a disadvantage to Plaintiffs in that Plaintiffs may have to relocate the Pipeline once
again as significant expense, and may have to again bore underneath Highway 93. By causing
Plaintiffs to rely upon Defendants' representations, Plaintiffs position is that it would be
unconscionable to permit them to maintain their current position when they previously acquiesced
to Plaintiffs ability to locate the Pipeline on the Cain Property. These are issues to be fleshed out
at a trial on this matter.

12 -
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D.

There remain matters relative to the conspiracy cause of action, as Mr. Cain
finally revealed at his deposition testimony who the potential co-conspirators
are. Further, the conspiracy matter will be tried at a date after the November
4th trial on the other counts.

As to the civil conspiracy count, Defendants alleged that "Don Cain stated unequivocally that
the decision to render the pipeline unusable by poking a hole in it was his, and his alone." However,
Defendants would not disclose to Plaintiffs in discovery who his "neighbors" were that had meetings
with, and only revealed them at his deposition. Indeed, Mr. Cain discussed having a meeting with
them, which implicates their involvement and/or interest in the matter. Second Harris Affidavit at
Exhibit M(Don Cain Deposition at p.188 through 193).
These individuals will likely be joined as parties to the conspiracy count in order to depose
them and determine the extent oftheir involvement in the disabling of the pipeline. Indeed, we may
find that they had no involvement, but Plaintiffs need time to join these parties and perform
additional discovery in order to further support this claim that is to be tried at another date.

III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the court should not grant Defendants' cross-motion for
summary judgment relative to Counts One through Three of the Complaint.
DATED this

L

day of October, 2010.

L
Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN &
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.c.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

Attorneys/or Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2010-064

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS
OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES
RiNDFLEISCH

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals
Defendant.

000645

COME NOW Plaintiffs, by and through counsel of record, Robert L. Harris of the law firm
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC, and submits this Memorandum in Support of Motion to

Strike Portions of the Affidavit ofJames Rindfleisch ("Memorandum").

I. STATEMENT OF FACTS
In support of Defendants' Cross-Motionfor Summary Judgment, Defendants submitted the
Affidavit of James Rindfleisch (the "Affidavit"). Portions of the Affidavit contain instances of
hearsay and/or lack adequate foundation. As such, Plaintiffs object to those portions of the Affidavit
and requests that the Court strike those portions of the Affidavit from the record.

II. ARGUMENT
Plaintiffs move to strike the following portion of the Affidavit, as explained below:
Paragraph 4: In 2005, Plaintiff Sorensen applied for a transfer of a water right with
the Idaho Department of Water Resources that relied upon the use of District's
facilities. The District questioned the water right being transferred and was
concerned about a possible expansion of the right. In response, the District's thenmanager wrote a letter to IDWR advising it that no transport agreement existed for
the water right and setting out other concerns. This response was not a denial of a
transport agreement, but was rather a response to a request for transfer of a water
right. To my knowledge, no request for a transport agreement for this water right has
ever been filed with the District by Sorensen.
Paragraph 6: ... any termination of those transport agreements was at the request of
Plaintiffs, not the District.
Paragraph 4 of the Affidavit is both hearsay not subject to any exception and lacks foundation, in
violation of Idaho Rules of Evidence 402, 602 and 802. More specifically, this sentence from
Paragraph 4 is hearsay because the sentence "In response, the District's then-manager wrote a letter
to IDWR advising it that no transport agreement existed for the water right and setting out other
concerns." This statement lacks foundation is without merit. Mr. Rindfleisch did not write the letter,
nor was he even employed with the District in 2005. Mr. Rindfleisch was not employed with the
District until 2007. Second Harris Affidavit at Exhibit C (deposition of James Rindfleisch).
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed bel~ by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
thereon, on this ~ day of October, 2010.

DOCUMENT SERVED:

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES RINDFLEISCH

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( v)iiirst Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( 0E;mail

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( vf1/and Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

Attorneysfor Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2010-064

MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS
OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES
RINDFLEISCH

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals
Defendant.

000649

COMES NOW Plaintiffs, by and through counsel of record, Robert L. Harris of the
law firm Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC, and moves the Court to strike portions of
the Affidavit of James Rindfleisch (the "Affidavit") on the grounds that portions of the
Affidavit contain inadmissible hearsay and/or lack an adequate foundation.

DATED this

~

day of October, 2010.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed b~ by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
thereon, on this
day of October, 2010~
DOCUMENT SERVED:

MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES RINDFLEISCH

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( 4f,rst Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) ~rnight Mail
( ""1 Email

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( v?Jland Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
G:IWPDATAIRLH\15064 Telford, Mikel03, Don Cainl04 PleadingslStrike, Motion.wpd:cdv
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Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
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...............

!rlm\gds\cain\dismiss_memo.reply

Attorneys for Defendants

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

11
12
13
14

*********
TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, andPU
RANCH, a general partnership,

)

15

Plaintiffs,

16

)

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUTH CAIN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

20

21

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO DISMISS
TELFORD LANDS LLC

)

17

19

)

Case No. CV 2010-64

)
~

18

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)

-------------------------)

22

The Plaintiffs have filed a Memorandum in Opposition to Dismiss Telford Lands LLC,

23

and this brief is a reply thereto.

24

A.

Economic and Logistic Feasibility.

25

On page 3 of their Memorandum, it is argued that economic and logistic feasibility are the

26

reasons that support the eminent domain proceeding instituted by the Plaintiffs. It is vital for the
court to note that necessity is not the basis for the Plaintiffs' claim with regard to eminent domain.
Rather, it is predicated on the cost savings and water savings that would accrue to the Plaintiffs.
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1
2

The Cains have provided this court with ample legal authority that sets forth the standard upon

3

which eminent domain proceedings may be invoked in a case such as this. Mere convenience is

4

not enough for the Plaintiffs to meet their burden of proof. Neither economic feasibility nor

5
6

logistical feasibility has ever been determined to be the basis upon which a court of this state has
decreed the taking or invasion of one person's private property for the benefit of another. The
court has certainly been made aware of the manner in which the water rights of the PU Ranch and

7

8

Sorensen were historically able to be transported via the Moore Canal. The water rights owned by
Telford Lands, LLC are diverted entirely from a groundwater point of diversion lying west of,the

9

Cains' property. The water pumped from that well is not transported to the northeast to a higher

10

elevation on the Cain property; rather, Telford testified that it is pumped a number of miles to the

11

southwest to the Era Flats.
The Plaintiffs' arguments on page 6 are entirely disingenuous. Suggesting that Telford

12
13

Lands, LLC needed to be included in the project and this litigation simply because Telford diverts
a significant portion of the water that will go through the pipeline does not in any way raise an

14

issue of necessity which would justify eminent domain on Telford's part. Although Plaintiffs

15

assert that the pipeline "would not have been feasible to construct without Telford's participation"

16

that argument is equally devoid of merit in terms of Sorensen and the PU Ranch meeting their

17

burden of proof. Both of them knew that they had a feasible economic and logistic way in which

18

to deliver their water as had historically been done in the past. (See Affidavit of James

19

Rindfleisch). Just because one method of conveying their water would be more efficient, in their
opinion, does not make the matter a necessity for purposes of eminent domain. By Telford's own

20
21

statements, it is apparent that Telford has absolutely no interest whatsoever in establishing the
necessity for a pipeline upstream of his point of diversion. Telford is not a real party in interest

22

and has no standing to seek a remedy.

23

B.

Telford's Water Bank Lease.

24

In an apparent personal rebuff, Plaintiffs' counsel has suggested that the Cains have

25

"cleverly avoided the additional testimony of Telford with regards to his right to divert his water

26

rights from the Old Moss Well pursuant to a Water Supply Bank Rental Agreement." (Plaintiffs'
Memo. at p. 7). Despite the Plaintiffs' suggestion, there was nothing sly, cunning or crafty with
regard to this "omission". Rather, because the state of the law in Idaho is clear, the mere fact that
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1

2

someone holds a temporary lease from the state's water supply bank does not give rise to the

3

private power of eminent domain. Simply stated, a two-year lease (or for that matter, any term of a

4

lease) does not give a renter the right to seek eminent domain. The court is strongly urged to again

5

review the Plaintiffs' own Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

6

dated September 13,2010. In that Memorandum, the Plaintiffs cited Canyon View Irrigation Co.
v. Twin Falls Canal Co., 101 Idaho 604, 607, 619 P.2d 122, 125 (1980) for the following

7

proposition:

8

To condemn such a right-of-way, the water right owners must
proceed under Idaho's law of eminent domain, found in I.C. §§ 7701, et seq.

9

10
11

(Emphasis added). (plaintiffs' Memo. at p. 11). Continuing, the Plaintiffs stated:
The Idaho Supreme Court has confirmed this [taking] ability,
holding that n[i]n order to assist owners of water rights whose
lands are remote from the water source, the state has partially
delegated its powers of eminent domain to private individuals. I.e.
§§ 42-1102 and 42-1106. See White v. Marty, 97 Idaho 85, 540 P.2d
270 (1975).

12
13
14
15
16

17

(Emphasis added). (plaintiffs' Memo. at p. 12). [Coincidentally, the respondents in White v. Marty
were represented by the very same law firm currently representing the Plaintiffs in the instant
case.]

18

The Plaintiffs acknowledged that Canyon View Irrigation had purchased approximately

19

300 cfs of Snake River water. (Emphasis added). (Plaintiffs' Memo. at p. 17). The Cains assert

20

that Telford's status as a temporal lessee of a water right does not confer the same legal status as

21

an owner of a water right, as specifically required by Idaho case law. It is the Plaintiffs' very own

22

Memorandum which has clearly acknowledged that to be the law, and if there is any cleverness
afoot, it is the Plaintiffs who have advanced this facially specious argument.

23

24

The court should also take note of the Water Supply Bank Rental Agreement for Water .
Right No. 34-7092 identified by the Plaintiffs as being the rented water right to be pumped by

25

Telford from the Old Moss Well. A copy of that document was appended as an exhibit to the

26

Affidavit of Robert L. Harris dated September 29, 2010. For the convenience of the court, that
document is attached hereto as Exhibit "A", and by this reference incorporated herein. On the
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1
2

fIrst of three pages, Mike Telford, signing as the managing member of Telford Lands, LLC,

3

signed a statement which reads:

4

The undersigned renter agrees to use the water rented under this
agreement in accordance with the Water Supply Bank rules and in

5

compliance with the limitations and conditions of use described
in this agreement:

6
7
8
9

10

(Emphasis added). In the "CONDITIONS OF WATER USE", set forth in paragraph 3 on the
second page, the following is stated:
Use of water under this Agreement is subject to the limitations and
conditions of approval of the specifIed water right.
Although Plaintiffs' counsel has attached certain information to his Affidavit regarding Water

11

Right No. 34-7092, it appears that a page has inadvertently [not cleverly] been omitted, because

12

the fIrst line states simply, "irrigation of 2124 acres." The next numbered paragraph is "3", with

13

paragraphs 1 and 2 being omitted. Although paragraphs 1 and 2 are not important to this

14

discussion, it is the heading of those numbered paragraphs that is important. Those numbered

15

paragraphs are all "CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL" to which the water supply bank lease are
subject. The complete information regarding Water Right No. 34-7092 is appended hereto as

16
17

18

Exhibit "B". The tenth Condition of Approval for that right states:

10. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome
Canal.

19

The Water Supply Bank Rental Agreement, on its face, required compliance with the "conditions

20

of approval of the specified water right." Ernest Carlsen, a former IDWR employee, and now paid

21
22

consultant, was actually the person who signed Exhibit "B" attached hereto, and stated that one of
the conditions of approval was delivery of the water through the Moore Diversion. It is of great
interest to this author to see the flexibility of interpretation accorded to this documentation by a

23

former IDWR employee who is now the Plaintiffs' paid consultant. Mr. Carlsen states in

24

paragraph 15 of his Affidavit that because he did not use the word "shall" in the condition of

25

approval, the owner is not required to transport the water through the Moore Canal. The Cains

26

assert that the elasticity of this interpretation has been stretched beyond the breaking point. Mr.
Carlsen's nascent individual belief in this regard would render that condition of approval which he
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1
2

signed to be mere surplusage. If the standard rule of interpretation of an unambiguous document

3

requires that effect be given to every word and phrase contained in a document, Mr. Carlsen's

4

opinion is inconsistent with the transfer conditions that he himself approved and signed. More

5
6

importantly, Mr. Telford, acting on behalf of Telford Lands, LLC, agreed to comply with all
conditions of the Water Supply Bank Rental Agreement, one. of which was use of the water
consistent with the conditions of the specified water right. Although the Plaintiffs have gone to

7

great lengths by submitting volumes of paper, their argument in this regard is entirely inconsistent

8

with the written approvals of the IDWR. When is an express written condition of approval not a

9

condition of approval? Certainly, the answer cannot be based upon the opinion of the former

10

employee who signed the transfer documentation for the very water right urged by the Plaintiffs to

11

confer standing on Telford Lands, LLC.

12
13
14

C.

Conclusion.
The Cains contend that Telford Lands, LLC, as the owner of water rights pumped from a

well lying entirely below the Cains' property, does not have any basis whatsoever to assert a right
by eminent domain through the Cain property. The status of Telford Lands, LLC as a lessee does

15

not give it the right under Idaho case law to assert a right through the Cain property by eminent

16

domain. The Plaintiffs' very own recitation of this law should have long ago led them to the

17

conclusion that any such assertion on their part was frivolous and devoid of legal merit. Mr.

18

Telford admitted in his deposition that he was the one who instigated the pipeline project with his

19

neighbors for his own benefit. (Telford Depo., p. 7, 11. 7-14). This entire lawsuit reeks of a
contrivance that is based on nothing more than mere convenience. For Telford Lands, LLC, the

20

21
22
23
24

economic and logistical feasibility arguments of the self-professed "big dog" ring hollow.
For all the foregoing reasons, Telford Lands, LLC has no legal standing, and is not a real
party in interest. Telford Lands, LLC should be immediately dismissed from this' action.
DATED this

--2- day of October, 2010.
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

25
26

By:~-=,--{-+-=.=!~=--~_ _ _ _ __
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2
3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

4

The undersigned certifies that on the 1day of October, 2010, he caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

6

7
8

manner:
Robert L. Harris
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ill 83405-0130

[ ]
[ ]
[rJ

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-523-9518

[ q-""

Email

[.~

rbarris@holdenlegaJ com

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
"

.

16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
WATE~R

This is to certify that:

SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT

TELFORD LANDS LLC
1450W HWY24
PAUL 10 83347
(20S) 431-5957

filed an application to rent water from the Water Supply Bank ("Bank"). The Idaho Water
Resource Board ("Board") being authorized to operate a Bank and to contract by and through the' Director
of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Director, Department") for rental of water from the Bank
agrees to rent water as follows:
Summary of Water Rights or Portions Rented from the Bank
Annual Rented
Volume

COMBINED
RENTAL TOTALS:

Total Rented
Acres

1,185.5 AF

33S.7 AC

1,185.5 AF

338.7 AC

TERM OF RENTAL:

RENTAL FEE:
The total fee for rental of the "'''1''''-''
also the lessor under this .., ... ~",,,\iI",,, ...
$1,659.70 per year. An
beginning of the irrigation
void if payment is not received
the end of the rental period,
the rental fee due date.

16,597.00 per year. The undersigned renter is
to pay only the administrative fee of
:>rttT.onT prior to April 15, the
The agreement will be
the agreement prior to
at least 30 days prior to

efQI'ett,bli~Jateld

Detailed water right specific
accordance with the
of use described in this

The undersigned renter agrees to
Water Supply Bank rules and in
agreement:
Dated this _~'--__
1G'~I-1:>P.O /""p..JtI&.O.3. ~c...
By: A1i ICe. '77! /fOgO
(print Name)

-_ ....-........_----_.........--........ -----..-_...._---........ _-......-_....-.._-------_........-_ ....._-----_ ........_--......-_.............---_. ----------_....---------_......-..-..----_.......--Having determined that this agreement satisfies the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-1763 and IDAPA
37.02.03.030 (Water $upply Bank Rule 30), for the rental and use of water under the terms and '
conditions herein provided, and none ~her, I hereby execute this Rental Agreement on behalf of t~
Idaho Water Resource Board this ~ day of l'\A
,20~.·

''I
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EXHIBIT

J

A

..

Pafje' 2 01''3

WATER RIGHT NO. 34·7092
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT
The renter agrees to use the water rented under this agreement in accordance with the Water Supply
8ank rules and in compliance with the limitations and conditions of use described below:

Renter:

TELFORD LANDS LLC
1450W HWY24
PAUL ID 83347
(208) 431-5957

Priority Date: 01/14/1975
Source:

GROUND. WATER

BENEFIC.IAL USE

6.40CFS

Volume'
1,185.5 AF

6.40 CFS

1,185.5 AF

Diversion· Rate

IRRIGATiON

Total:

Rge26E
Rge 26E

1. The use of water under this ag

8UTTE County
BUTTE County

Idaho Code § 42-1766.

2.

Diversion and use of water
in this agreement and the
points of diversion located in
(Mickelson Well) and the
SE*NW*SE~ Sec. 29, Twp
a combined total of
3,502 acre-feet per year toward th
and rights 34-23308, 347077,34-70808,34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13840,34-13842, and 34-7179.

3.

Use of water under this agreement is subject to the limitations and conditions of approval of the
specified water right.

4.

A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.

5.

Prior to the diversion and use of water under this agreement, the right holder shall install and maintain
acceptable measuring device(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of diversion and
in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from the
Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an existing
measuring device.

6.

Use of water under this agreement will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the
distribution of water among appropriators within. a water district. At the time of this approval, this
water right is within State Water District No. 34.
.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT
CONDITIONS OF WATER USE
7. The period of use for the irrigation described in this agreement may be extended to a beginning date
of April 1 and an ending date of October 31 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown
and other elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before April 15 and after October
15 is subordinate to all water rights having no subordinated early or late irrigation use and a priority
.
dale earlier than July 15,2002.
8. Rental of the specified right from the bank does not, in itself, confirm the validity of the right or any
elements of the water right, or improve the status of the right including the no~ion of resumptiq~ of
use. It does not preclude the opportunity for review of the validity of this water right in any other
department application process.
9. Use of water under this agreement does not constitute a dedication of the water to renter's place of
use' and upon expiration .
reement, the points of diversion and place of use of the water shall
revert to those authorized
water right and/or again be available to rent from the bank.
10. This rental does not grant
works of another party.

• nT_lA/R\1

11. This rental agreement
12. Use of water under
consideration of any ClPIJ'IICa
13. Renter agrees to comply
agreement.
14. Renter agrees to hold the
account of negligent acts of
15. Renter acknowledges and
determines there is not a
rented.
16. Failure of the renter to ,.,nn'~lI
rescind approval of the rental ",,,""Codlfy,

or easement to use the diversion works or conveyance
construction of a weU.
not prejudice any action of the Department in its
by the applicant for this same use.
and federal laws while using water under this
harmless from all liability on
of water if the Director
or portion thereof being
is cause for the Director to
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 74921, Water Right No. 34-7092 is now described as
follows.
Right Holder: TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL 10 83347
Priority Date: January 14, 1975
Source: GROUND WATER
BENEFICIAL USE
IRRIGATION

12

From
04(1~

Diversion Rate

to 10/15

LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVER~'ON:
GROUND WATER
l2 (NENWNE)
GROUND WATER
l2 (NWNWNE)
GROUND WATER
L3 (NENENW)
GROUND WATER
SWNWNW
GROUND WATER
SENWSE.,
GROUND WATER
SESWNE:lii:'"i::::
GROUNDWATER
SENWSE

Volume

12.00 CFS

Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 4 Twp 04N
Sec. 5 Twp 04N
Sec. 21 Twp 05N
Sec. 29 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N
Sec. 32 Twp 05N

Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E
Rge 26E

2,222.5AF

BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTe County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County
BUTTE County

iiiii!'

PLACE OF USE:
Twp Rge Seo I

IRRIGATION .,.... . . . .
NE

I

:,':::;;:1":'"

..........
NW'!i":;!"'"

.•..1,

SW"

I til 1rm 1 sw 1 I i 1 d~IX,ttWlllal g'iml As 1ml'l.m:

OON 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0::1111: 40.0"40.0 40.0 :131;0 32.0:~3
03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

I

137.0'~39.0:~;~.0

,:ii,;;
03N 26E 18 '35.0 39.0 36.0 25.0138.0 26.0 37.0:

1
I
04N 25E 35 I 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 I
1
1

L1

L2

04N 25E 36 138.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0

:i~t~,!i!:l'i:

SE

Q,.", '''~'.OJ

I

1ttWl.m: I U I Total.
40.0 36.0 36.01

595.0

I,

130.0

"li:::,:",",:::::

.;',

2.0

I

305.0

J
40.0 40.01

320.0

40.0 40.0 39.01

635.0

Total Acres: 1985
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 635 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
2. Rights 34-618,34-023308,34·070808, 34-07121 A, 34-071218, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661 , 34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the
irrigation of 2124 acres.
3. Rights 34-2330B, 34-07077, 34-070808, 34·07092, 34-07121 A, 34-o7121B,34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cis, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af atthe field headgate.
4. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the lands above.
5. Diversion of water from the additional weU(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
6. The period of use for the irrigation described in this approval may be extended to a beginning date
of 4/1 and an ending date of 10/31 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown and other
elements of the right are not exceec:.tec:.t. The use of water before 4/15 and after 10/15 is subordinate
to all water rights having no subordid~ted early or late irrigation use and a priority date earlier than
7/15/2002.
.
::~,i;i
7. Use of water under this right will be reguJ~t~t:1 bY;i8 watermaster with r~~ponsibility for the distribution
. e of this,,, approval , this water right is
of water among appropriators with,iQa w .. di . t. At
within State Water District No. 34.!;':I:I:I,i'I:,,~..
:i:m
:ii':\\\,i;,
'"
",
.
,"":'i'I:!:!r.'i"
8. A lockable device subject to the apPf9val of '~,~I'i""",partmef)l sh~ll,R~;:maintained on the diverting
works in a manner that will provide the watel'l!!.~~t~r suit
n,rgl qt. the diversion.
,. t~::;:i;i:;:imm:

I',,':

:il"

l.:,...,..

: :r,~i !:;ji !i l ;\t(i:

9. The right holder shall make full beneficial us~" of ,~II surf,~e V!a!!:Ir,,Jigtlts,ii8vaiiable to the right holder
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated und~~i':UJ,!~· right."i'!:iThe right holder shall limit the
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use
authorized under this right.
10. Water delivered through the Moore Diversion ~nd Timberdome Canal.
11. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on
any other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not
required.
12. The well previously used under Right 34-7092, which will no longer be used, shall be abandoned in
a manner which complies with Department well abandonment rules.
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WATER RIGHT NO. 34-7092
As Modified by Transfer No. 74921
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
13. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
14. Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the

water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department
determines, by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells
will injure other water rights.
15. Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install

and maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance
from the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain
an existing measuring device.
16. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the
date of this approval.
17. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions

necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of
the final unified decree.
1B. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho
law and applicable rules of the Q~p~rtm,~ntqtiVVater Resources.
Dated this
/ . ; da~'of" "",' ",iF;::!
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,llED

"y -.-A..~ ._

Robert L. Harris, Esq. (lSB #7018)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405~0130
Telephone: (208) 523~0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

Attorneys/or Telford Lands UC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV·1Q·64

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES CEFALO
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
VS •

. DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES CEFALO
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[)lUlliCLL

STATE OF IDAHO

£:08-523-9518

T-692 P0003/0005 F-716

)
) 5S.

County of Bonneville

)

I, Jame~ Cefalo, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statemenl is the truth, the whole truth, lind nothing but the truth, thaI it is made on my personal
knowledge, and Chat J would so testify In open courl if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say~

1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the mattet·s contained herein.

2.

I received a bachelor's degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering from tbe

University of Utah in May 2003. I received a juris doctorate (Jaw) degree fl'om the
University of Colorado School of Law in May 2006.
3.

J worked as an associate attorney for Senter Goldfarb & Rice in Denver, Colorado from
September 2006 to July 2007. In August 2007, I began working for Water District 01 as
an associate engineer and continued working in that capacity llntil February 2010. Since
February 2010. I have worked as the Water Resources Program Manager within the
IDWR Easlern Regional office.

4.

During my tenure with Water District 01 and lDWR, I have became familiar with the

policies and procedures of describing water lights in the SRBA, and with IOwa policies
with regards to the administrative processing of water rights.
5.

I have reviewed the Affidavit of Ernest Carlsen. and agree ,hal his sworn teSlimony is
consistent with cUlTent IDWR policy.
DATED this ~day of October, 2010.
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SUBSCRIBED ~QI§~ORN TO before me this ~~ay of October, 20 10.
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Residing at .:r.daJr.O fans
, Idaho
My Commission Ellpires: St.,,+- IY', (;10/1-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that 1 served a copy of the following described pleading or document on
the attorneys lisled belo;~ hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct
poslage thereon, on this
day of October, 2010.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES CEFALO

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDJVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Stene
Robertson & SieHe, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin FaUs, ID 83303·1906

( ) First Class Mail
( ) Hand Deli"ery
( ,/(Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( vrtmail

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) Firs' Cla$$ Mail .
( v1'Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
(

) Email

~t-.
Robert L. Harris, Esq.

(

·

~

HOLDBN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
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BONNE'

·.E COURTS

. ,.. . . . . . .

--'-----'---INJ.HELJj.!.S.TRLC.T.:::.:c.Qtrn.LQF~l'JiE

FAX No,

208-524-79('~

p, 001

In"!, !~

.

SEVENTH JUDICIAL :DISTRICT "OF'THE ...
ril.!::!) [!'(_,_.. _.~,..

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
MITCHELL D. SORENSEN, an
individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,
plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MINUTE ENTRY
Case No. CV-10-64

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUTH CAIN, husband and)
)
Wife, and JOHN DOES 1-10,
)
Individuals, and JANE DOES
)
1-20, individuals,
)
)
)

Defendants.

On the 13th day of October, 2010, Plaintiffs' motion to
dismiss, cross-motions for summary judgment and motion to strike
came before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, in open
court at Idaho Falls, Idaho.
,Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick,
Deputy Court Clerk, were present.
Mr. Robert Harris appeared on behalf of the Plaintiffs.
Mr. Gary Slette appeared on behalf of the Defendants.
Mr. Harris presented Plaintiffs' motion to dismiss, crossjudgment and motion to strike.

Mr. Slette

presented argument in opposition to Plaintiffs' motion to
dismiss, summary judgment,' and motion to strike and presented
Defendants' motion for summary judgment.

Mr. Harris presented

000668

OCTl15/201 O/FR I 11: 31 AM

BONNE'

',E COURTS

FAX No. 208-524-79('-

P. 002

......... ······ .. plairi:t'iffs'· rentittalargumertt .... Mr; slettepres·ented·Defendant·s' "

____~···_·_··~iebutt~argllment_.,_··____~________~________~________~~__~~________~
The Court will take the matter under advisement and issue an
opinion as soon as possible.
Court was thus adjourned.

'. 'If
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FAX No. 208-524-791'-

T.E COURTS

P.003

CERTIFICATE
OF.... ...SERVICE
. ,- .. ,-....
. ...
.
,..... . ... -.
,

,.~

'

~~~---I--h-e~r-e-b-y~c-e-r-t-i-fy--t~h-a-t~·~o-n--t~h~~~·-'3 . day of ,october, 2010, I

caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to
be delivered to the following:
RONALD LONGMORE

Deputy Court Clerk
Robert L. Harris
PO Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Gary D. Slette
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID

83303-1906

Butte County Clerk
BUTTE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
PO Box 737
Arco, ID 83213
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~

208-933-0701

Slette

T-890 P0002/0004 F-936

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933·0701
ISB # 3198
M

!r1m\gds\cain\objllCt

Attorneys/or Defendants

8
9

10

IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

11

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTIE

12

*"'*"'*****

13
14
15

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN. an individual, and PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

16
Plaintiffs,

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

v.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUm CA1N, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

Defendants.

)

)

Case No. CV 2010-64

)
)

OBJECTION

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

-----------------------)
COME NOW the Defendants Donald Cain and Carolyn Cain, by and through their

24
2S

26

attorney of record Gary D. Slette, of the finn of Robertson & Slette. PLLC. and file the following
objections with this court.

1.

Defendants object to Plaintiffs' filing of the Affidavit of James Cefalo on October

OBJECTION. 1
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--

--

~u

............. J

l"UVlJ-nuut'-

'>on

/5c

:,lette

208-933-0701

T-890 P0003/0004 F-936

1

2
3

13, 2010, the date of the hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment. The filing of such
Affidavit by the PlaintitIs in support of their Motion for Partial Swnmary Judgment was untimely

4

and should be stricken from the record.
5
6

2.

Plaintiffs' counsel filed his own Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of

7

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on October 6, 2010. Plaintiffs' counsel attached six (6)

8

pages of his own handwritten notes to that Affidavit, and thereafter, proceeded to make written

9

arguments to this court in his Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial

10
11

Sununary Judgment dated October 6, 2010. As such, Plaintiffs' counsel is acting in the capacity as
both ~ advocate and a fact witness. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct Rule 3.7, a

12

13

14

lawyer should not act as advocate at a trial where such lawyer is likely to be a necessary witness.
According to the second conunentary to that Rule:
The tribunal has proper objection when the mer of fact may be
confused or misled by a lawyer serving as both advocate and
witness. The opposing party has proper objection where the
combination of roles may prejudice that party's rights in the
litigation. A witness is required to testify on the basis of personal
knowledge, while an advocate is expected to explain and comment
on evidence given by others.

15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

In this case, Plaintiffs' counsel has proffered his own evidence by introducing into the records his
own handwritten notes which in turn makes Plaintiffs' counsel a fact witness.
DATED this

R

day of October, 2010.

23

ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC

24

BY:~·

25

G

26

ette

OBJECTION - 2
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~~-l~-'l~ Ib:l~ rHOM-Rob~~~on

& Slette

208-933-0701

T-890 P0004/0004 F-936

1

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3

The undersigned certifies that on the ~day of October, 2010, he caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

5

manner:
Robert L. Harris
Holden, KJdweIJ. Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130

6
7

[)
[]
[)
[~

[)

8

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission· 208·523·9518
Email rbarris@holdenlcgal com

9

10

11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

26

OBJEGTION· 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE
TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,

Case No. CV-IO-64

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife,
Defendants/Counterclaimants.

THIS MATTER is before the Court on Defendants' motion to dismiss Telford
Lands, LLC (Telford) from this action for lack of standing. Plaintiffs have also moved for
partial summary judgment on their condemnation claim (Count Four of the Complaint).
Defendants have also filed a cross motion for summary judgment seeking a dismissal of
Plaintiffs' Counts One through Four.

I. FACTS
In 2009, Plaintiffs installed a pipeline across Defendants' property for the purpose
of conveying water to Plaintiffs' property located west and downstream from
Defendants' property. The Parties dispute whether Plaintiffs initially had permission to
install the pipeline.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 1

000674

Defendants subsequently objected to the pipeline with Defendant Donald Cain
digging up the pipeline and damaging it. The Parties thereafter engaged in some
settlement discussions regarding acquiring an easement or purchasing the property. No
agreement was reached and Plaintiffs initiated this action which includes claims for
breach of contract (Count One), estoppel (Count Two), civil conspiracy (County Three),
and condemnation (Count Four). Defendants' Answer and Counterclaim denied any right
of Plaintiffs to recover and also sought relief for an alleged trespass.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW
Summary judgment is only appropriate if "the pleadings, depositions, and
admissions on file, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P.56(c). When
considering a motion for summary judgment, any disputed facts are construed in favor of
the nonmoving party, and all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are
drawn in favor of the nonmoving party. Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 896, 155 P.3d
695,697 (2007). If reasonable minds might come to different conclusions, summary
judgment is inappropriate. McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391,394,64 P.3d 317,320
(2003).
The party moving for summary judgment bears the burden of proving that no
genuine issue of material fact exists. Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 873,204 P.3d
508, 513 (2009). Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact, the burden then shifts to the nonmoving party. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho
225, 228, 159 P .3d 862, 865 (2007). In order to survive a motion for summary judgment,
the nonmoving party must show that there is a triable issue. G & M Farms v. Funk

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 2
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Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 524, 808 P.2d 851,861 (1991). "[A] complete failure of
proof concerning an essential element of the nonmoving party's case necessarily renders
all other facts immaterial." McGilvray v. Farmers New World Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho
39,42,28 P.3d 380,383 (2001), quoting Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 u.s. 317,323, 106
S.Ct. 2548, 2552 (1986). The non-moving party's case must be anchored in something
more than speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine
issue. Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730 P.2d 960, 963 (1994).
Even though the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment, the
standard of review does not change and the court must evaluate each party's motion on its
own merits." Intermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. La. Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31
P.3d 921,923 (2001).
However, where the case will be tried without a jury, the district court, as the trier
of fact, is entitled to draw the most probable inferences from the undisputed evidence
properly before it and grant the summary judgment motion in spite of the potential of
conflicting inferences. P.G. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrev. Trust, 144 Idaho 233,
237, 159 P.3d 870, 874 (2007); Farm Bureau Ins. Co. of Idaho v. Kinsey, _

Idaho

_ _ ,234 P.3d 739, 742 (2010). In such cases, the parties effectively stipulate that no
genuine issues of material fact exist. Riverside Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho
515,518 n. 1,650 P.2d 657, 660 n. 1 (1982). The trial court has broader discretion when
both parties have moved for summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting
inferences because the court will be responsible for resolving the conflict between those
inferences. Zollinger v. Carrol, 137 Idaho 397, 399, 49 P.3d 402,404 (2002).
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III. ANALYSIS
A. Motions to strike.
Both Parties have objected to affidavits submitted by the other. Plaintiffs, shortly
before the hearing in this matter, filed the Affidavit of James Cefalo. The Court finds that
the affidavit was not filed in conformance with Rule 56, IRCP and the affidavit will
therefore not be considered.
Defendants also object to the exhibit attached to the Second Affidavit of Robert L.
Harris. Said exhibit consisted of Harris' handwritten notes. As noted by Defendants, it is
problematic when counsel purports to offer factual testimony. Ultimately, the Court finds
that the exhibit is not probative and will therefore not be considered.
Plaintiffs seek to strike certain portions of the Affidavit of James Rindfleisch: As
to ~ 4 of said affidavit, the Court finds that the testimony contained therein, with the
exception of the last sentence, lacks foundation and therefore will be stricken. Paragraph
6 of the affidavit will also be stricken as being without foundation.
B. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Telford
Defendants argue that Telford is not a real party in interest in this matter and the
claims of Telford should therefore be dismissed. The Court finds that as to Counts One,
Two, and Three, Telford was part of a joint enterprise in installing the pipeline and would
therefore have an interest in matters pertaining to the pipeline. Defendants' motion to
dismiss as to Counts One, Two and Three are denied.
Whether Telford has standing to seek an easement through condemnation is a
more difficult question. The evidence establishes that Telford's property is west and
downstream from Plaintiffs. The evidence also establishes that Telford's wells are also
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west of the Defendants' property. However, Telford has a lease from the Department of
Water Resources' Water Bank whereby Telford may draw water from a well east of
Defendants' property, which water would then be conveyed through the pipeline and
desired easement.
Telford's participation in the joint venture alone is insufficient to establish
standing to seek an easement for the pipeline. Merely having an interest in the pipeline
does not establish a beneficial use or necessity for purposes of condemning an easement.
However, where Telford would clearly derive a benefit from conveying water
from the P.U. Ranch Well, such confers standing upon Telford. Telford's standing
should not be affected by whether he owns the water right by which water is diverted
from the Well or whether he leases the right from the Water Bank. Each would result in
the irrigation of Telford's property consistent with a recognized public purpose. Section
42-1102 allows "owners ofland" to seek rights of way for the watering of such lands.
Where Telford would be directly benefited from a easement by which he could
convey water from the P.U. Ranch Well to his property, Telford has standing and is a real
party in interest. Defendants' motion to dismiss is denied.
C. Motion for Summary Judgment Re Condemnation
Plaintiffs' motion for partial summary judgment requests summary judgment as to
Count Four of the complaint. Count Four seeks to condemn a portion of Defendants'
property for the purpose of allowing a pipeline easement. Defendants' motion for
summary judgment seeks a dismissal of Count Four.
The law is clear that pursuant to statute, a landowner may seek an easement
across private property for the purpose of irrigation.
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In order to assist owners of water rights whose lands are remote from the
water source, the state has partially delegated its powers of eminent
domain to private individuals. I.C. §§ 42-1102 and-l106. See White v.
Marty, 97 Idaho 85, 540 P.2d 270 (1975). These statutes permit
landlocked individuals to condemn a right of way through the lands of
others for purposes of irrigation.
To condemn such a right of way, the water right owners must proceed
under Idaho's law of eminent domain, found in I.C. §§ 7-701 et seq.
Article 1, § 14, of the Idaho Constitution permits the power of eminent
domain to be exercised only in furtherance of a 'public use.' The irrigation
and reclamation of arid lands is a well recognized public use, Idaho Const.
art. 1, § 14, and art. 15, § 1; I.C. § 7-701(3), even if the irrigation project is
ostensibly intended to benefit only private individuals. Clark v. Nash, 198
U.S. 361,25 S.Ct. 676 (1905), affirming 75 P. 371 (Utah 1904). '[Article
1, § 14, of the Idaho Constitution] confers the right to condemn for
individual use on the theory that the development of individual property
tends to the complete development of the entire state.' Codd v.
McGoldrick Lumber Co., 48 Idaho 1, 10,279 P. 298, 300 (1929).

Canyon View Irrigation Co. v. Twin Falls Canal Co., 101 Idaho 604, 607, 619 P.2d 122,
125 (.1980). See also Backman v. Lawrence, 147 Idaho 390, 400, 210 P.3d 75,
85 (2009).
Idaho Code § 7-704 identifies the requirements before property may be
condemned. Those factors include a necessity. Defendants argue that a necessity does
not exist since the water can be conveyed by the existing Moore Canal belonging to the
Big Lost River Irrigation District (District). Plaintiffs argue that conveyance by the
Canal is no longer a viable option.
In Erickson v. Amoth, 112 Idaho 1122, 1124, 739 P.2d 421, 423 (App.,1987), the
Court commented on the necessity requirement for a taking:
Before condemning property, however, a plaintiff must show that "the
taking is necessary to such use." I.C. § 7-704. It is well established that the
required showing is one of "reasonable" necessity. Erickson L supra;
McKenney v. Anselmo, 91 Idaho 118,416 P.2d 509 (1966); Eisenbarth v.
Delp, 70 Idaho 266, 215 P .2d 812 (1950). The standard is the same as that
which exists in suits for common law easements by necessity. MacCaskill
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v. Ebbert, 112 Idaho 1115, 739 P.2d 414 (Ct.App.l987); Cardwell v.
Smith, 105 Idaho 71, 665 P.2d 1081 (Ct.App.l983).
Here, the Ericksons have a legally available, but physically difficult,
access to the northern portion of their property. In a decision issued
contemporaneously with our opinion in this case, we have discussed the
concept of reasonable necessity in circumstances where legal access is
made problematic by terrain features:
Reasonable necessity has no formulaic meaning. It varies with the facts of
each case. Obviously, one seeking an easement need not show that a
legally available route is absolutely impossible to use. There are few
natural obstacles that could not be surmounted by modern engineering if
unlimited resources were committed to the task. On the other hand, neither
is it sufficient merely to show that the legally available route would be
inconvenient or expensive. Bob Daniels & Sons v. Weaver, [106 Idaho
535,681 P.2d 1010 (Ct.App.l984)]. Rather, an easement ... should be
granted only if the difficulty or expense of using the legally available route
is so great that it renders the parcel unfit for its reasonably anticipated use.
As our Supreme Court has explained, "[i]fthe applicant's outlet to the
highway affords him practical access thereto, or can be made so at
reasonable expense, he is not entitled to the establishment of the way as a
necessity." Eisenbarth v. Delp, 70 Idaho 266, 215 P.2d 812 (1950).
Moreover, the benefits derived from the easement must not be outweighed
by possible damage or inconvenience to the owners of the servient
property. See, e.g., Gaines v. Lunsford, 120 Ga. 370,47 S.E. 967 (1904);
Wiese v. Thien, [279 Mo. 524,214 S.W. 853 (Mo.l919) ]. Reasonable
necessity is a question of fact for the trial court.

As to necessity, Defendants argue that various documents identify Plaintiffs'
water rights and the delivery of water through the Moore Canal. Defendants argue that
Plaintiffs have acknowledged, if not agreed, that water could be delivered through the
Moore Canal. The Court however finds that identification of a delivery system in a
permit, license, transfer application or other similar document is for descriptive purposes
only and has no binding effect for purposes of the pending motions.
While use of the Moore Canal has occurred historically, the record reflects a
number of potential problems with continued use of the Canal. There is no dispute that
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Plaintiffs have suffered and would continue to suffer a significant amount of water loss
through use of the Canal. While some loss would arise from typical shrinkage, more
troubling is the evidence that Plaintiffs also would bear the brunt of stolen water as well
as unmeasured or improperly measured water diversions. The evidence is undisputed
that there have been large fluctuations in delivered water and the Plaintiffs, when using
the Moore Canal, have not consistently received their proportionate share of water when
considering the volume of water put into the Canal. The evidence establishes that use of
the Canal has been very inefficient in delivering water to Plaintiffs such that they have
been unable to irrigate the full amount of acreage authorized by the water rights.
Additionally, use of the Canal as a delivery system would be permissive only. 1
While the evidence establishes that it is likely the District would agree to transport water
to Plaintiffs, there would be no assurance or certainty that the District would continuously
transport via the Canal. The record also reflects that certain conditions imposed by the
District in its transport agreements would be undesirable if not unconscionable. Anyone
intending to expend significant resources in reclaiming arid lands would certainly have to
question the wisdom in doing so if the only way to irrigate the land was through the
District's Moore Canal.
Use of the pipeline would obviously eliminate shrinkage as water traveled
through the pipeline. The large fluctuations of water delivered through the Moore Canal
would be eliminated. Plaintiffs would not bear the burden of shrinkage and conveyance
losses as determined by the District. There is further no genuine dispute that through the
pipeline more water will actually reach Plaintiffs' property from the wells thereby
1 The permissive nature of the use of the Canal alone would not establish a necessity. Erickson v. Amoth,
99 Idaho 907, 591 P.2d 1074 (1978).
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allowing Plaintiffs to reclaim and/or irrigate more acres. But for additional, constant, and
reliable amounts of water being conveyed to the properties, portions of Plaintiffs'
properties would be unfit for their intended and favored use.
It is also important to consider whether the benefits of the proposed easement are

outweighed by the damage to Defendants' property. The subject pipeline crosses
Defendants property near where the Moore Canal crosses. There is no evidence that the
pipeline would have any material effeCt on Defendants' use or intended use of the
property. Additionally, the evidence establishes that the location of the pipeline is the
most logical and reasonable under the circumstances.
Therefore, while use of the Canal may have been considered viable historically,
the Court finds from the evidence that there is a reasonable necessity for use of the
pipeline.
Defendants also challenge Plaintiffs' claim for condemnation on the grounds that
Plaintiffs failed to comply with I.C. § 7-707. Specifically, § 7-707(7) requires a good
faith effort of purchasing the property or settling a claim for damages arising from a
taking. A statement of such good faith efforts is to be contained in the complaint.
Defendants argue that this requirement was not met inasmuch as no offers to purchase or
settle a claim for damages were made prior to the installation of the pipeline.
A plain reading of § 7-707(7) indicates that the requirement of good faith effort to
resolve the dispute must only be made prior to the filing of the lawsuit. The record
reflects that prior to the filing of the complaint, the Parties through counsel engaged in
settlement discussions to buy the parcel or purchase an easement. Again, Defendants'
argument on this issue was that the discussions were untimely, not that Plaintiffs' offers
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were unreasonable or in bad faith. It is also interesting to note that one of Defendants'
counteroffers to sell the easement for $150,000 was by Donald Cain's own admission
"ridiculous". In any event, the Court finds from the evidence that Plaintiffs made a good
faith effort to purchase the property or pay for damages arising from the easement prior
to the filing of the complaint. The requirement of § 7-707(7) was satisfied.
Accordingly, the Court finds that Plaintiffs are entitled to acquire an easement
pursuant to eminent domain for the purpose of running a pipeline through the subject
property. Plaintiffs' motion for partial summary judgment on this issue is granted.
Defendants' motion for summary judgment on this issue is denied. Damages to be
recovered by Defendants pursuant to § 7-711 and § 7-712 will be determined at the
November 4,2010 evidentiary hearing.
D. Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment on Count One.

Defendants seek summary judgment as to Count One of Plaintiffs' complaint
alleging a breach of contract. While this issue may be considered moot in view of the
ruling above, the Court nevertheless finds that Defendants are entitled to summary
judgment on this Count. There was no written agreement between the Parties. To the
extent there was some oral agreement between Defendants and Boyd Burnett, acting on
behalf of the Plaintiffs, that agreement was so vague and indefinite as to be
unenforceable. Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., Inc., 143 Idaho 733, 737, 152 P.3d 604,
608 (2007). Additionally, an "agreement" that Defendants would at a later date agree to
grant an easement is not enforceable:
Generally, an agreement to agree is unenforceable, as its terms are so
indefinite that it fails to show a mutual intent to create an enforceable
obligation .... No enforceable contract comes into beiIlg when the parties
leave a material term for future negotiations, creating a mere agreement to
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agree." Maroun v. Wyreless Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 614, 114 P.3d
974, 984 (2005) ....

In re University Place/Idaho Water Center Project, 146 Idaho 527,533, 199 P.3d 102,

108 (2008).
Equally applicable is the statute of frauds, I.C. §9-503, requiring that transfers of
interest in real property be in writing. The Court finds that any agreement between
Defendants and Burnett failed to comply with the statute of frauds and is therefore
unenforceable.

E.

Defendants Motion

for

Summary Judgment on

Count Two

Defendants seek summary judgment on Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint, wherein
Plaintiffs allege in the alternative that Defendants should be estopped from forcing
Plaintiffs to remove the pipeline. Defendants argue that they are entitled to summary
judgment on this issue because any reliance by Plaintiffs on Don Cain's alleged
representations was unreasonable. Defendants contend that because a valid contract could
not be created by Don Cain orally and without his wife's consent, then any reliance by
Plaintiffs on statements purporting to do so was per se unreasonable.
To prevail on a quasi-estoppel theory, the claimant must show:
(1) the offending party took a different position than his or her
original position, and (2) either (a) the offending party gained an
advantage or caused a disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other
party was induced to change positions; or (c) it would be
unconscionable to permit the offending party to maintain an
inconsistent position from one he or she has already derived a
benefit or acquiesced in.
Mortensen v. Stewart Title Guar. Co., 235 P.3d 387, 393 (2010) (quoting Terrazas v.
Blaine County, 147 Idaho 193,200 n. 3,207 P. 3d 169, 176 n. 3 (2009)).
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Quasi estoppel is distinguished from equitable estoppel "in that no
concealment or misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, no
ignorance or reliance on the other, is a necessary ingredient." Evans v.
Idaho State Tax Comm., 97 Idaho 148, 150,540 P.2d 810,812 (1975).
Willig v. State, Dept. of Health & Welfare, 127 Idaho 259, 261, 899 P.2d 969,
971 (1995).
The equitable remedy sought by Plaintiffs under this theory is to have the pipeline
remain in place as part of an easement. This Court however has decided that there is an
adequate remedy at law available to Plaintiffs. A party is not entitled to relief by way of
equitable remedies when adequate remedies are available at law. Meikle v. Watson, 138
Idaho 680, 683, 69 P.3d 100, 103 (2003); Vreeken v. Lockwood Engineering, B. V. 218
P.3d 1150, 1166 (2009). In addition to the issue being moot, Plaintiffs may not pursue
such an equitable remedy. As such, Count Two will be dismissed.
F. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on Count Three.

Defendants also seek summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for civil conspiracy
relating to the damaging of the pipeline. In his deposition testimony, Donald Cain
testified that he alone made the decision to damage the pipeline and that no one else was
involved in the decision or resulting acts damaging the pipeline. There is no evidence to
the contrary.
At the time of hearing, Plaintiffs' counsel argued for additional time to respond to
this motion believing that Plaintiffs now know the identity of others who may have been
involved in a conspiracy to damage the pipeline. Although no Rule 56(f), IRCP motion
has been filed, at the time of the hearing Plaintiffs' counsel requested additional time to
conduct discovery as to these individuals. However, even if Plaintiffs had filed a motion
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under Rule 56(f), the Court finds no reasonable likelihood that the testimony or evidence
would change through further discovery.
Accordingly, the Court finds that Defendants are entitled to summary judgment
on Count Three.

IV. CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs' motion for partial summary judgment is granted. Defendants' motion
for summary judgment is granted in part and denied in part as set out above.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this

z..{) day of October, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this :1Q day of October, 2010, I did send a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the
correct postage thereon, or by placement in the courthouse mailbox.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID. 83405-0130
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

Clerk of the District Court
Butte County, Idaho
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
rhatTis@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518
Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH"CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals

Case No. CV-2010-064

OBJECTION TO DEPOSITION
OF SCOTT SLOCUM, MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER AND
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT, AND IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR
TELEPHONIC DEPOSITION PuRSUANT
TO I.R.C.P. 30(b)(7).

Defendant.
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Telford Lands LLC ("Telford"), MitchellD. Sorensen ("Sorensen"), and PU Ranch ("PU")
collectively, the "Plaintiffs," by and through their counsel, hereby submit this ObjeCtion to
Deposition ofScott Slocum, Motionfor Protective Order and Memorandum in Support, and in the
Alternative, Motionfor Telephonic Deposition Pursuant to lR. c.P. 30(b)(7). This Memorandum
is supported by the Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion for Protective Order (the
"P.O. Harris Affidavit"), and the previous pleadings and affidavits submitted by all sides in this
matter.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND.
Plaintiffs incorporate the statement of facts provided in previous pleadings in this matter.

With specific regard to the deposition of Scott Slocum, the following additional facts are pertinent.
Scott Slocum is not a party to this lawsuit. PU Ranch, a general partnership, is the owner of
certain property in Butte County, Idaho, and is a party to this lawsuit, which was reluctantly brought
as a result of Mr. Cain's decision to engage in self-help and disable the pipeline at issue in this
matter. PU Ranch is a California entity, and more specifically, it is a general partnership consisting
of the Marie Tuthill Family Trust, and Slocum Investments, LLC, both of which are located in San
Diego, California. The Marie Tuthill Family Trust, Slocum Investments, LLC, and Scott Slocum
are not parties to this litigation. The names ofthese entities were disclosed to the Defendants in their
discovery responses dated June 28, 2010. 1
Consistent with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, after receiving the discovery responses,
the Defendants filed a Rule 30(b)(6) notice of deposition for PU Ranch. PU Ranch designated its

1

The "LLC" portion of Slocum Investments was inadvertently left off of the name in Plaintiffs discovery

responses.
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ranch manager and resident of Butte County, Chris Lord, as its representative, as he was present in
Butte County during construction of the pipeline and most familiar with PU Ranch's operations,
although Mr. Lord had a very minimal part of the pipeline project.
The 30(b)(6) deposition was held on July 12,2010. It lasted from 3:51 unti13:58-a total of
seven minutes-approximately two minutes of which was taken by Plaintiffs' counsel to ask follow
up questions. Therefore, the deposition questions from Defendant's counsel lasted approximately
five minutes. Defendants' questions and Mr. Lord's answers making up just over three pages of the
deposition transcript. The entire transcript of the deposition is attached to the Affidavit of Robert

L. Harris in Support of Motion for Protective Order, ("hereinafter P.O. Harris Affidavit") at
ExhibitA.
On September 21, 2010, Plaintiffs took the depositions of Don and Carolyn Cain in Areo.
That evening, counsel for Plaintiffs received an email from counsel for Defendants stating that
"Given the answers in your discovery, I need to take the deposition of Seott Slocum as soon as
possible. Your discovery indicates that he authorized the construction of the pipeline, and I need to
understand what he knows in that regard." P.O. Harris Affidavit at Exhibit B. This request came
nearly three months after the discovery responses were served upon Defendants, and right after the
Cain depositions. It also came nearly two months after the deposition of PU Ranch's 30(b)(6)
designee, Chris Lord, and 1 Y2 months prior to the November 4th evidentiary hearing/trial date.
While Mr. Slocum is not a party to the litigation, nor did he have direct involvement in the
pipeline project as he resides in California, counsel for Plaintiffs nevertheless worked to
accommodate Defendants' request seeking to find a time when Mr. Slocum would be in Idaho, and
inquired of counsel for Defendants what dates he had in mind for the deposition. P.O. Harris
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Affidavit at Exhibit C. In response, on October 4, 2010, counsel for Defendants replied and
suggested October 13, 2010, after the summary judgment hearing. Counsel for Plaintiffs thereafter
worked to contact Mr. Slocum, who was out of town on a two-week hunting trip in Wyoming, and
did not have cell phone service. When Mr. Slocum did return to Idaho, he was available for a
deposition on October 18th in Arco. Mr. Slocum had intended to drive back to California that day
to attend to pressing business matters, but agreed to accommodate the deposition request, even
though his involvement with the pipeline project was limited to authorization to expend funds for
the project, and he did not anticipate his testimony would add anything to the testimony of the other
Plaintiffs, and PU Ranch's 30(b)(6) designee, Chris Lord. The October 18th proposal was not
acceptable to Defendants.
Counsel for Plaintiffs also suggested a telephonic deposition at some future date that would
be more convenient for all parties, as it would avoid travel expenses for the parties to the litigation.
It would also permit Mr. Slocum to arrange his pressing work schedule such that he could be
available for the deposition and still tend to his business matters made more critical due to his twoweek absence. P.O. Harris Affidavit at Exhibits G, H, and N. Counsel for Defendants has rejected
this reasonable approach, and insisted that the deposition be held in person in Idaho. P.O. Harris
Affidavit at Exhibits M and O.
Defendants have now submitted to Plaintiffs a Second Amended Notice of Scott Slocum for
a deposition in Idaho Falls, Idaho, on October 27,2010. For the reasons set forth below, the notice
is procedurally deficient as it does not provide reasonable notice, and further, is not the result of an
issued subpoena. Additionally, to the extent the court determines that Mr. Slocum's deposition can
be taken, Mr. Slocum should not be required to attend the deposition in Idaho and should have the
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deposition taken in San Diego, California, or in the alternative, the deposition should be taken as a
telephonic deposition.

II.

ARGUMENT.
A.

Counsel for Defendants has not give reasonable notice of deposition, as required
pursuant to Rule 30(b)(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

Mr. Slocum's deposition notice, which was faxed to Plaintiff's counsel at approximately 4 :00
p.m. on Thursday, October 21,2010, provides less than a week's notice of Mr. Slocum's deposition.
Mr. Slocum's deposition notice therefore does not provide reasonable notice, as required under
I.R.C.P. 30(b)(1), which provides the following (emphasis in bold):
Rule 30(b)(1). Notice of examination. A party desiring to take the deposition of
any person upon oral examination shall give reasonable notice in writing to
every other party to the action. The notice shall state the time and place for taking
the deposition and the name and address of each person to be examined, if known,
. and, if the name is not known, a general description sufficient to identify the person
or the particular class or group to which the person belongs. If a subpoena duces
tecum is to be served on the person to be examined, the designation of the materials
to be produced as set forth in the subpoena shall be attached to or included in the
notice.
As set forth above, Mr. Slocum is not a resident of Idaho, but of California. Less than a
week's notice for an out of state person to attend a deposition in Idaho is not reasonable. For this
reason, the deposition unilaterally noticed up by Defendants counsel for October 27,2010 in Idaho
Falls, Idaho, is not reasonable. The deposition should therefore not occur as provided in Defendant's
notice.
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B.

Mr. Slocum is not the 30(b)(6) designee of the PU Ranch for purposes of this
litigation.

As discussed above, in accordance with the deposition notice to PU Ranch provided in early
July of this year, PU Ranch designated Chris Lord as the entity's designee. Rule 30(b)(6) provides
(with our emphasis):
Rule 30(b)(6). Deposition of organization. A party may in the party's notice and in
a subpoena name as the deponent a public or private corporation or a partnership
or association or governmental agency and describe with reasonable particularity the
matters on which examination is requested. In that event, the organization so
named shall designate one or more officers, directors, or managing agents, or
other persons who consent to testify on its behalf, and may set forth, for each
person designated, the matters on which the person will testify. A subpoena shall
advise a nonparty organization of its duty to make such a designation. The persons
so designated shall testify as to matters known or reasonably available to the
organization. This subdivision (b)(6) of this rule does not preclude taking a
deposition by any other procedure authorized in these rules.
Therefore, any further follow up questioning ofPU Ranch should be had with Mr. Lord, the 30(b)(6)
designee. As set forth in Mr. Lord's deposition transcript, the project was primarily organized and
accomplished under the direction of the other Plaintiffs, Telford and Sorensen, and even Mr. Lord's
knowledge of the project is quite limited. Mr. Slocum possesses even less knowledge. Given that
Defendant's questioning of Mr. Lord lasted five minutes, we can only presume that Mr. Slocum's
deposition would be similarly short. To require Mr. Slocum to travel from California for perhaps
another five minute deposition is unreasonable, especially when Defendants had a full and fair
opportunity to depose PU Ranch's 30(b)(6) designee.
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C.

Mr. Slocum, a nonresident, has not been served with a subpoena, in violation of
Rule I.R.C.P. 45(t)(2).

As set forth above, Mr. Slocum is a nonresident of the State ofIdaho. Rule 4S(f)(2) is the
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure that addresses the procedure for a nonresident to attend a
deposition. This rule provides (with our emphasis in bold):

Rule 4S(f)(2). Depositions - Attendance where required. A resident ofthe state may
be required to attend an examination only in the county wherein the resident resides
or is employed or transacts business in person. A nonresident of the state may be

required to attend in any county of the state wherein the nonresident is served
with a subpoena.
The document provided to Plaintiffs is a notice of deposition, not a subpoena. Mr. Slocum's
unilaterally scheduled deposition is therefore procedurally deficient, and should therefore not be
taken.

D.

Mr. Slocum is entitled to a protective order, as he has little personal knowledge
of the facts of this litigation, is not the designated 30(b)(6) witness designated by
PU Ranch in this litigation, and will not be a witness at the November 4th
evidentiary hearing/trial.

As stated above, I.R.C.P. 4S(f)(2) provides in relevant part, that "[a] nonresident of the state
may be required to attend in any county of the state wherein the nonresident is served with a
subpoena. Furthermore, I.R.C.P. 26(c) further provides the following, in pertinent party (holding
and underline emphasis added):
Rule 26(c). Protective orders. Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom
discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the court in which the action .is
pending or alternatively, on matter relating to a deposition, the court in the district
where the deposition is to be taken may make any order which justice requires to

protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or
undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following: (1) that the
discovery not be had; (2) that the discovery may be had only on specified terms
and conditions, including a designation of the time or place; (3) that the
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discovery may be had only by a method of discovery other than that selected by
the party seeking discovery; ...
Mr.Slocum is entitled to a protective order relative to whether he is required to attend the
unilaterally scheduled deposition. While initially listed as a potential witness in this matter, Mr.
Slocum will not be present at the November 4th evidentiary hearing/trial. Therefore, given his very
limited knowledge of the pipeline project because of his residence in California, and the fact that he
is not the 30(b)(6) designee, it is conceivable that the pending deposition is meant to annoy him or
to cause undue burden or expense. It is entirely unclear what questions counsel for Defendants has
for Mr. Slocum, and when asked about such questions, counsel for Defendants has only indicated
that "I intend to show him a number of documents and want him to identify them." P.O. Harris
Affidavit at Exhibit M.
With regards to the place and time of a deposition, there are no reported Idaho decisions that
have construed I.R.C.P. 26(c). However, there are many federal cases which hold that it will be
presumed that a non-party will be examined at his residence or place of business or employment,
absent unusual circumstances. Salterv. Upjohn Co., 593 F.2d649, 651 (5 th Cir. 1979); Workv. Bier,
107 F.R.D. 789,792 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 1985); Zuckertv. BerkliffCorp., 96 F.R.D. 161, 162 (N.D. Ill.

1982); Dunn v. Standard Fire Ins. Co., 92 F.R.D. 31,32 (E.D. Tenn. 1981). The same rule applies
whether the deponent is an officer or agent of a corporation or if the deponent is a party. General

Leasing Co. v. Lawrence Photo-Graphics Supply, 84 F.R.D. 130, 131 (W.D. Mo. 1979). See also
Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 2112, p. 81 ("The depositionofacorporation
by its agents and officers should ordinarily be taken at its principal place of business."). The same
principles should also apply to a partner of a general partnership.
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Accordingly, in order to depose Mr. Slocum individually, the location will have to be at Mr.
Slocum's residence in San Diego, California, and only after proper issuance of a subpoena as
required under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, which has not been done. Therefore, Plaintiffs
request a protective order either that (1) the deposition not occur, (2) that it occur at Mr. Slocum's
resident in San Diego, California, or (3) that the deposition occur telephonically, as set forth below.
E.

In the alternative to the above, Plaintiffs request that the deposition occur
telephonically pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b)(7).

There is a relatively simple solution to the issue before the court, which was suggested very
early on by Plaintiffs counsel (See P.O. Harris Affidavit at Exhibits G, H, and N) in that the
deposition could occur telephonically, which would avoid unnecessary travel expense incurred by
Mr. Slocum and the parties to this litigation. This rule provides (with our emphasis in bold).
Rule 30(b)(7). Depositions by conference telephone calls. The parties may stipulate
in writing or the court may upon motion order that a deposition may be taken
by telephone. For purposes of this rule and rules 28(a), 37(a)(l), 37(b)(1) and Rule
45(f)(1), a deposition taken by telephone is taken in the state, territory or insular
possession and at the place where the deponent is to answer questions propounded
to the deponent.
A telephonic deposition would permit Mr. Slocum to arrange his work schedule accordingly, and
permit him to remain in California to attend to his work matters rather than be absent for travel to
Idaho Falls. Given Mr. Slocum's very limited involvement in this matter, this would be the
reasonable approach, as it would provide Defendants with the deposition they desire, yet it would
avoid the unnecessary expense and burden on Mr. Slocum's employment that would occur ifhe were
required to attend a deposition in Idaho. It is unclear what documents Defendants possess that
Defendants want him to identify, as they have not been provided to Plaintiffs' counsel. However,
the documents could be scanned and emailed to Mr. Slocum prior to the deposition for him to view.
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When presented with this proposal for a telephonic deposition, Defendants have only stated
that they are not interested as "the Cains feel compelled to conduct their defense vigorously." P.O.
Harris Affidavit at Exhibit O. Given the circumstances set forth above, Plaintiffs request that if the
deposition is to be had, that it be done telephonically pursuant to LR.C.P. 30(b)(7).

III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the court should find that the deposition notice of Mr. Slocum
is unreasonable, that it violates LR.C.P. 45(f)(2), that Mr. Slocum is entitled to a protective order
either to not be subject to a deposition or that it be held in San Diego, California. In the alternative
to all of the above, Plaintiffs request that the deposition be had telephonically pursuant to LR.C.P.
30(b)(7).

DATED this

~

day of October, 2010.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed ~1t;' by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
thereon, on this
day of October, 2010.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

OBJECTION TO DEPOSITION OF SCOTT SLOCUM,
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT, AND IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR
TELEPHONIC DEPOSITION PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P.
30(b)(7).

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:

Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( ) First Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( vrFacsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( v1'Email

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( /f'Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

G:\WPDATAIRLH\15064 Telford, Mike\03, Don C.in\04 Pleadings\Protective.Order.Memo.wpd:cdv
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518
Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,

Case No. CV -10-20

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. HARRIS IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER .

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville .

)
) ss.
)

I, Robert L. Harris, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state ofIdaho. I am a member ofthe firm of
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C., and serve as counsel for Telford Lands LLC,
Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch in the above-entitled action.

2.

Attached at Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the entire deposition transcript of PU
Ranch (through its designee Chris Lord) taken on July 12,2010.

3.

Attached at Exhibit B through M are emails between myself and Gary Slette.

4.

Attached at Exhibit N is a letter from myself to Gary Slette, dated October 20,2010.

5.

Attached at Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of a letter from Gary Slette to myself dated
October 21,2010.

DATED this

~ay of October, 2010.
Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

J6JP

day of October, 2010.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Idaho Falls, Id~ .
My Commission Expires:·elC/
I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed belo.~ by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
_ _ day of October, 2010.
thereon, on this _.p?"

DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. HARRIS IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

) First Class Mail
) lJPnd Delivery
( vI Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( vJEmail

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

(
(
(
(
(

(
(

) First Class Mail
~nd Delivery

) Facsimile
) Overnight Mail
) Email

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
G:IWPDATAIRLH\15064 Telford, Mikel03, Don Cainl04 PleadingslProtective Order, A1f.RLH.wpd:cdv
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Page 3
IN THE DISTRICT CQURT OF THE SEVENTlI JUDICIAL DISTRI T 1
OF THE STATE OF IDAHQ, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BU

E2

3
4

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company,

5

)

MITCHELL D. SORENSEN, an

) Case No.

tv 2010-64

6

individual, and PU RANCH, a

7

general partnership,

8

Plaintiffs, )

9
10

vs.·
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN

11

RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and )

12
13
14

JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals, and ).
JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,
Defendants. )

For the Plaintiffs: Telford Lands LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, Mitchell D. Sorensen,
an individual, and P.U. Ranch, a general
partnership:
HOLDEN KlDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
BY: ROJ3ERTL. HARRIS
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Ste. ZOO
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405
ALSO PRESENT: Donald Cain
Michael Telford
Mitchell Sorensen

15
16
17

DEPOSITION OF DESIGNEE FOR P.U. RANCH

18

TESTIMONY OF CHRIS LORD

19
20
21 .

TAKEN JULY 12, 2010
REPORTED BY:

22

RAINEY STOCKTON, CSR No. 746

23

Notary Public

24

Page 2

Page 4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

THE DEPOSITION OF DESIGNEE FOR P.U.
RANCH, TESTIMONY OF CHRIS LORD, was taken n2
3
behalf of the Defendants at the Butte County
4
Courthouse, 325 W. Grand Avenue, Arco, Iciaho,
5
commencing at 3:51 P.M. on July 12,2010, before
6
M. Rainey Stockton, Certified Shorthand Reporter
7
and Notary Public within and for the State of
8
Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.
9
10
11
12
APPEARANCES:
13
For the Defendants:
14
POBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
15
BY: GARY D. SLETTE
16
134 A venue East
17
P.O. Box 1906
18
Twin Falls, Idaho83~03;..1906
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

(208)

345~9611

1

2
3
4

INDEX
TESTIMONY OF MITCHELL D. SORENSEN
EXAMINATION BY MR. SLETTE
5
EXAMINATION BY MR. HARRIS
8

PAGE

)
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No Exhibits were marked in this Deposition~

REPORTING
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Page 7

Page 5

;

....

2
3

4

5
6
7
.1. ".

8
9
10
11
12

13
14

::

'

15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24

.2.5

CHRIS LORD,
1
those lines because 1 says: Kenny called me and
2
says that you need to stay inside the
fIrst duly sworn to tell the truth relating to
said cause, testified as follows:
3
right-of-way and you stay there. He's pretty hot
EXAMINATION
4
right now.
QUESTIONS BY MR.'SLETTE:
5
So, then I contacted Telford and told
Q. Name and address, please.
6
him what was going on because he was our point
A. Chris J. Lord. 3276 West 2700 North,
7
guy.
Arco, Idaho 83213.
8
I knew that Mike couldn't take care of
Q. And your rehltionship to the P.U.
9
it because he was out of the country. So, I 'went
Ranch?
10
up and drove up and took care of the deal.
A. I've been manager/foreman for the last
11
And that was the only conversation I
13 years.
12
had without these other two gentlemen present.
Q. Who are the general partners of the
13
Q. As far as the Cain property's involved,
P.U. Ranch?
14
then, you've had no communications with anyone
A. Marie Tuthill owns it. She owns,
15
regarding the pipeline crossing the Cain property
16
outside of their presence?
approximately, 87 percent it.
And Scott Slocum, which is her son,
17
A. No.
owns the rest of it.
18
Q. And is it a fair statement to say that
Q. Looking at Exhibit 1 that's in front of
19
you haven't spoken to Don Cain about this?
you, where does the P.D. Ranch obtain its
20
A. No.
21
Q. Do you know Don Cain from the past?
groundwater rights of those three wells?
A. The far east one.
22
A. I do know Don Cain. I've known him
Q. Okay. That is known as the P.U. Well? 23
since he worked at the ranch. I used to haul
A. Yes.
24
cows·, for the P.U. Ranch out on the desert. My
Q Okay You were here for the-------tJo""---.u,ad...owned..anmch-and a tmcking company And
Page 8

Page 6

1
2

3
4

5
~,

.,

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

depositions of Boyd, Mitch and Mr. Telford,
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you hear anything with which you
disagree?
A. No.
Q~ Have you had any conversations with
Boyd Burnett outside of the presence of either of
those two gentlemen?
A. Yes, one time. .
Q. When was that?
A. It's when they were putting the
pipeline in. And they were going down and I wen
up and received the right-of-way from Kenny
BucklWalder. And so he more or less told me I
was supposed to take care of his place because he
lives below Mackay.
And, apparently, when they were digging
the line -- burying the line, Boyd Burnett,
apparently, brought the -- what do you call it -the road grater out around his field. And he was
pretty hot about it.
So, I was planting grain and so I got
in the pick-Up and I drove up and I found Boyd
Burnett. And I told him you need to stay inside

(208)345-9611

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

that was where I first met him, is he worked at
the P. U. Ranch for Dick Tuthill and Earl Maynard
was the foreman or manager at the time. So, I've
known him for quite awhile.
MR. SLETTE: I have no further
questions.
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. HARRIS:
Q. Chris, I just have one question. IfI
understand correctly, the dispute was on the west
side of the road?
A. Yes.
Q. On the BucklWalderproperty?
A. Yes. He has a pivot that sits right
here. And, apparently, when we dug the line down
through here, they were right about here, and I
don't know what caused him,but he pulled out
right around here and he drove out around ..
Now, I don't know if it was due to his
pivot was over here Of what, but he drove, either
the CAT or the grater, around and then come out.
And Kenny was not happy about it.
So, I went and talked to him and
stopped and asked him to please keep your
equipment on the right-of-way. Do not veer off

M & M COURT REPORTING
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Page 9

22

this right-of-way.
Q. When you say right-of-way, you're
referring to -A. The canal bank that we were doing here.
Q. To your knowledge, has the Big Lost
River Irrigation District ever specified the
distance from the canal that thinks is necessary
for maintaining the Moore Canal?
A. No.
Q. Were you present when Manager
Rindfleisch put the post 25 feet out?
A. No. I just noticed that my fence was
fixed.
Q. Okay. And just on this map in the
northwest of the northwest quarter, does the P.U.
Ranch own the north side --or the land located
north of the Moore Canal, other than the Cain
property and the Telford property where the
Burnett Well is?
A. Yes.
Q. SO, this kind of triangular piece where
the Old Moss Well and the P.U. Ranch Well is is

23

~~~~?

n

24
_25

A. Yes.
Q Is

24
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6
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8
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2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

record.
MR. SLETTE: And then the Deposition
Exhibits will be common to all three -- to all
four. So, we can attach -- Boyd only identified
up to a certain number and then it became
Mitchell's. So, those two would be the only ones
that would have exhibits attached.
(The deposition concluded at 3:58 P.M.)
(Signature requested.)
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boundary?
A. A portion. There's a small fence. It
doesn't go all the way, but that is the only
fence on that property is that.
Q. Do you raise cattle on that property?
A. No.
Q. Do you know who constructed that fence.
A. As in the first time?
Q. Sure.
A. No. That has been there for many
-years.
Q. Okay.
MR. HARRIS: I don't have any further
questions.
MR. SLETTE: Nothing more.
MR. HARRIS: We should get this on the
record, just briefly, the -- and Mr. Slette and I
talked about this, the Subpoenas were technic all
Subpoenas Duces Tecum, but they were to the
parties and we didn't have sufficient time to
produce the documents. So, in regards to the
last three gentlemen that Were deposed, they
didn't produce any documents. I think those ma
be asked fot in discovery or some other
mechanism. So, we just wanted to get that on th

(208)345-9611
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Rob Harris
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Tuesday, September 21, 20106:53 PM
Rob Harris
Slocum deposition

Rob,
Given the answers in your discovery, I need to take the deposition of Scott Slocum as soon as possible. Your discovery
indicates that he authorized the construction of the pipeline, and I need to understand what he knows in that regard.
I'm entitled to have that deposition conducted in Idaho since that's where the lawsuit was commenced. I would like to
do that prior to the October 13 hearing.
Please let me know.
Thanks,

Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette, pile
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Tel. (208) 933-0700
Fax (208) 933-0701
gslette@rsidaholaw.com

1
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Wednesday, September 29, 2010 4:55 PM
'Gary Slette'
Deposition of Scott Slocum

Gary:
Did you have dates in mind for deposing Scott Slocum?
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, 10 83405-0130
Phone: (208)523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230, and therefore, is not intended or written to be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.

1
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Monday, October 04,20107:14 AM
Rob Harris
RE: Deposition of Scott Slocum

Should we do it the day prior to the hearing? Or the day of the hearing after it's over.
Also, will you send me the Well Agreement as identified in your most recent documents?
Thanks,
Gary

From: Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 29,2010 4:55 PM
To: Gary Slette
Subject: Deposition of Scott Slocum
Gary:
Did you have dates in mind for deposing Scott Slocum?
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230, and therefore, is not intended or written to be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegaJ.com]
Tuesday, October 05,20108:01 AM
'Gary Slette'
'soremd@ida.net'; 'Mike Telford'
RE: Deposition of Scott Slocum

Gary:
I am still waiting to hear from Scott on his availability. I will be out of the office again today (I'm helping my family dig
potatoes on somewhat of an emergency basis), but will let you know when I know of his availability.
Regarding the well use agreement request, this raised an oversight I made in my briefing that I will clarify with the
judge. The water bank approval also allows Telford to divert from the PU Ranch Well (which is described as the
NEl/4NW1/4NW1/4 of Section 21, 5N, 26E). This is also made clear on page 2 of the application to rent water.
Regarding use of these wells, there is no written agreement between the parties, but an oral agreement for use of the
water from these wells. I have confirmed with both Mr. Telford and Mr. Sorensen that this is the case. As between
Sorensen and Telford, the agreement is that all costs and expenses resulting in use of the Old Moss Well will be
proportionately shared between them based upon how much water they use pursuant to valid water rights authorizing
water to be diverted from the well. The accounting for this is done at the end of the year. This year was the first year
that the rental was in place, and the parties are waiting for the final accounting from the ditch rider as to how much
water was used so that they can allocate costs between them. Based on those numbers, the intent of both parties was
to prepare a written document at a later date.
The same agreement is in place between PU Ranch and Mr. Telford. I should also point out that in the water bank
application, which I prepared, I mistakenly stated that Telford was the lessee of the PU Ranch property. In a telephone
call with Aaron Marshall of IDWR (who processed the application for IDWR, but is no longer employed there) shortly
after the water bank applications were submitted, I called Aaron and informed him that this was an error, but that the
parties had an agreement for use of the well.
If you have any further questions, let me know. My Blackberry service is sketchy, but I should have email occasionally.
I will be in the office tomorrow finalizing response documents if you need to call then.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, dis.closure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230, and therefore, is not intended or written to be relied upon or used, and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Tuesday, October 12,20102:11 PM
Rob Harris
Slocum depo

Hi Rob,
You've never gotten back to me with deposition dates for Mr. Slocum. What have you found out about his availability?
If we're going to have a trial, I definitely need his testimony given your discovery responses.
Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette, pllc
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Tel. (208) 933-0700
Fax (208) 933-0701
gslette@rsidaholaw.com
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Tuesday, October 12, 2010 4: 18 PM
'Gary Slette'
RE: Slocum depo
DOC101210.pdf

Gary:
I'm out of the tractor and back in my office (we finished yesterday).
Regarding the Scott Slocum deposition, he is currently on a two week hunting trip that started last week, and I believe
he is unavailable until October 15 th • I've left a message on his cell phone, and when he calls me, I'll let you know what
his availability dates may be within the coming week, but believe he should be available within the next week or so. It
may be easier to do a telephonic deposition, if that is acceptable to you, which may assist with coordinating schedules.
Regarding his knowledge of the facts of the case, his prior communication with me is that Chris Lord was the on-theground person for the project, and while he knows generally the scope of the project, he does not know the details. He
did authorize the expenditure of funds for the project, but other than these two items, the main source of information
regarding PU Ranch's involvement was through Chris. Chris was the 30(b)(6) designee at the last deposition.
Also, I did receive your Reply Brief on the Motion to Dismiss, wherein you questioned Ernie Carlsen's interpretation of
the condition in the transfer approval. After receiving it, I called James Cefalo, who is the current Water Rights
Administrator for IDWR's eastern region and asked that he review Ernie's affidavit to determine if it was consistent with
IDWR's current policies. Attached is an affidavit in this regard that I intend to introduce at the hearing tomorrow to
address your concerns regarding Mr. Carlsen's affidavit testimony.
Lastly, I am trying to prepare supplemental discovery responses relative to our experts, but I don't think I'll have them
done by tomorrow. We have employed Jeff Kelley from Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, Inc., to appraise the easement on
the Cain property. We anticipate a report shortly (he has visited the site, and is currently putting the report together),
.
which we will provide to you in advance of the Nov. 4th hearing.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the reqUirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230, and therefore, is not intended or written to be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.

From: Gary Slette [mailto:gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 20102:11 PM
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Rob Harris
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Friday, October 15, 2010 10:01 AM
'Gary Slette'
Scott Slocum Deposition

Gary:
I called your office, and you were tied up on the phone. I just heard from Scott Slocum, who has been hunting in
Wyoming for the past two weeks. He is in Idaho today (he arrived yesterday), and was planning to drive back to San
Diego on Monday. However, he would be available for a deposition Monday if you can arrange a court reporter.
Otherwise, he needs to get back to his office to take care of numerous work matters.
Given the short notice of Monday's availability, I would recommend that we set up a telephonic deposition. Depending
on how long you anticipate the deposition to go, he could arrange his schedule to make sure he has time to do so.
Let me know if you would like to depose him on Monday, or make arrangements for a telephonic deposition. I visited
with him for a few minutes, and he indicated that other than the financial approval to move forward with the project, he
was not present during the pipeline construction and relied upon Chris Lords to oversee PU Ranch's involvement in the
project.
Lastly, at the end of the hearing on Wednesday, the court indicated that it thought this matter would be settled. We are
still open to those discussions if your clients are interested.
Thanks,
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, 10 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegaJ.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230. and therefore. is not intended or written to be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting. marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Friday, October 15, 2010 1:40 PM
Rob Harris
Robin Moore; dcain@atcnet.net
RE: Scott Slocum Deposition

Rob,
Thanks. I am prepared to depose Mr. Slocum in Twin Falls on Monday. I'll ask Robin to set up a cour~ reporter around
1:30 p.m. that day at our office.
As to settlement issues, I made your clients an offer which was rejected, and the Cains have now incurred an
approximate additional $15,000 in fees. I think the ball is in your court.

Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette, pile
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Tel. (208) 933-0700
Fax (208) 933-0701
gslette@rsidaholaw.com

From: Rob Harris [mailto:rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Sent: Friday, October 15, 2010 10:01 AM
To: Gary Slette
Subject: Scott Slocum Deposition
Gary:
I called your office, and you were tied up on the phone. I just heard from Scott Slocum, who has been hunting in
Wyoming for the past two weeks. He is in Idaho today (he arrived yesterday), and was planning to drive back to San
Diego on Monday. However, he would be available for a deposition Monday if you can arrange a court reporter.
Otherwise, he needs to get back to his office to take care of numerous work matters.
Given the short notice of Monday's availability, I would recommend that we set up a telephonic deposition. Depending
on how long you anticipate the deposition to go, he could arrange his schedule to make sure he has time to do so.
Let me know if you would like to depose him on Monday, or make arrangements for a telephonic deposition. I visited
with him for a few minutes, and he indicated that other than the financial approval to move forward with the project, he
was not present during the pipeline construction and relied upon Chris Lords to oversee PU Ranch's involvement in the
project.
Lastly, at the end of the hearing on Wednesday, the court indicated that it thought this matter would be settled. We are
still open to those discussions if your clients are interested.
Thanks,
1
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Rob Harris
Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Friday, October 15, 2010 2:22 PM
'Gary Slette'
RE: Scott Slocum Deposition

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Gary:

My client is available for the deposition in Arco, not Twin Falls. You stated previously in an email that "I'm entitled to
have that deposition conducted in Idaho since that's where the lawsuit was commenced." I do not agree. As an out of
state resident, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure cannot force Mr. Slocum to attend a deposition in Twin Falls. If you
would like me to provide additional legal authority in this regard, I could do so. If arrangements can be made for the
deposition in Arco, he will be available. We will not agree to a deposition in Twin Falls.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230, and therefore, is not intended or written to be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.

From: Gary Slette [mailto:gslette@rsidaholaw.com]

Sent: Friday, October 15, 2010 1:40 PM
To: Rob Harris
Cc: Robin Moore; dcain@atcnet.net
Subject: RE: Scott Slocum Deposition

Thanks. I am prepared to depose Mr. Slocum in Twin Falls on Monday. I'll ask Robin to set up a court reporter around
1:30 p.m. that day at our office.
As to settlement issues, I made your clients an offer which was rejected, and the Cains have now incurred an
approximate additional $15,000 in fees. I think the ball is in your court.

Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette pile
J

Attorneys at Law
1
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Rob Harris
Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Friday, October 15, 2010 2:36 PM
Rob Harris
Don Cain; Robin Moore
RE: Scott Slocum Deposition

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rob,
I thought that because Mr. Slocum was driving through to California that it would be convenient for both him and me to
have it in Twin Falls. I guess I also thought that having agreed to the Idaho Falls location for the hearing on Wednesday
as you requested that there might have been some reciprocity. Wrong again. Since I am unable to make it to Arco on
Monday, I'll notice him up for his deposition on October 26 in Arco at 11 a.m. Please advise your client accordingly.
Thank you,
Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette pile
J

Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Tel. (208) 933-0700
Fax (208) 933-0701
gslette@rsidaholaw.com

From: Rob Harris [mailto:rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Sent: Friday, October 15, 2010 2:22 PM
To: Gary Slette
Subject: RE: Scott Slocum Deposition
Gary:
My client is available for the deposition in Arco, not Twin Falls. You stated previously in an email that "I'm entitled to
have that deposition conducted in Idaho since that's where the lawsuit was commenced." I do not agree. As an out of
state resident, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure cannot force Mr. Slocum to attend a deposition in Twin Falls. If you
would like me to provide additional legal authority in this regard, I could do so. If arrangements can be made for the
deposition in Arco, he will be available. We will not agree to a deposition in Twin Falls.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208)523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may De confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
1
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Rob Harris
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rob Harris [rharris@holdenlegal.com]
Friday, October 15, 20103:58 PM
'Gary Slette'
RE: Scott Slocum Deposition

Gary:
Scott will be driving to California via 1-15 to San Diego, so it would not be convenient to have it in Twin. Because he is
traveling to Idaho Falls to join 1-15, and you are not available to be in Arco, would it be possible to take the deposition
telephonically? That would allow you and your reporter to be in Twin, and I could have Scott at my office via telephone
conference. This would avoid the necessity of either of us to travel and incur additional costs in this matter. If that
doesn't work, Scott is unavailable to be in Idaho on October 26th , but could also have the deposition done telephonically
from his office with some advanced notice to allow him to arrange his schedule. I am doing my best to accommodate
our short time frame before the trial, and hope either suggestion is acceptable.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachments, all of which may be confidential and/or
privileged, is intended only for use by the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying of this e-mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax matters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Internal Revenue Service Circular
230, and therefore, is not intended or written to be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties that may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending any tax-related matters or advice to another party.

From: Gary Slette [mailto:gslette@rsidaholaw.com]

Sent: Friday, October 15, 20102:36 PM
To: Rob Harris
Cc: Don Cain; Robin Moore
Subject: RE: Scott Slocum DepOSition

Rob,
I thought that because Mr. Slocum was driving through to California that it would be convenient for both him and me to
have it in Twin Falls. I guess I also thought that having agreed to the Idaho Falls location for the hearing on Wednesday
as you requested that there might have been some reciprocity. Wrong again. Since I am unable to make it to Arco on
Monday, I'll notice him up for his deposition on October 26 in Arco at 11 a.m. Please advise your client accordingly.
Thank you,
Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette, pile
1
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Rob Harris
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]
Friday, October 15, 2010 4:26 PM
Rob Harris
Don Cain; Robin Moore
RE: Scott Slocum Deposition
Slocum depo email chain.pdf

Rob,
Here is the email chain regarding the Slocum deposition. I have been trying to get deposition dates for him from you
since September 21. I agreed to do it in Idaho Falls on the day of the hearing or the day prior to the hearing for your
convenience. Mr. Slocum is identified as one of the parties who answered the Interrogatories and one who will be a
witness. A telephone deposition is not acceptable to my clients or me. I intend to show him a number of documents,
and want him to identify them. I reminded you on October 12 that you had never gotten back to me with any
deposition date. My secretary will provide you with a Notice of Taking Deposition for Mr. Slocum. We have a court
reporter prepared to be in Arco on October 26 for the deposition.
Gary D. Slette

Robertson & Slette, pile
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Tel. (208) 933-0700
Fax (208) 933-0701
gslette@rsidaholaw.com

From: Rob Harris [mailto:rharris@holdenlegal.com]

Sent: Friday, October 15, 20103:58 PM
To: Gary Slette
Subject: RE: Scott Slocum Deposition
Gary:
Scott will be driving to California via 1-15 to San Diego, so it would not be convenient to have it in Twin. Because he is
traveling to Idaho Falls to join 1-15, and you are not available to be in Arco, would it be possible to take the deposition
telephonically? That would allow you and your reporter to be in Twin, and I could have Scott at my office via telephone
conference. This would avoid the necessity of either of us to travel and incur additional costs in this matter. If that
doesn't work, Scott is unavailable to be in Idaho on October 26th , but could also have the deposition done telephonically
from his office with some advanced notice to allow him to arrange his schedule. I am doing my best to accommodate
our short time frame before the trial, and hope either suggestion is acceptable.
Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
1
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Holden Kill well
Hahn & Crapo
LAW

P.L.L.C.

1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
PO Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

OFFICES
Tel: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518

www.holdenIegal.coin

E-mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com

October 20, 2010
VIA FACSIMILE AND FIRST CLASS MAIL

Gary Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

RE:

Telford et al v. Cain et aI, Butte County Case No.: CV-10-064.

Dear Gary:
This law fIrm has been engaged to represent PU Ranch, a general partnership, in tliis lawsuit.
You have faxed me an Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Scott Slocum, at the
ArcolButte County Business Incubation Center ("BIC"). I write to inform you of PU Ranch's
objections to the unilateral selection of the location of these depositions taking place in Arco, Idaho,
and to the dates that have been unilaterally selected.
First, I am not available to represent PU Ranch and Scott Slocum for a deposition on October
26th. I have an SRBA trial in Salmon, Idaho on that day.
Additionally, as you are aware, neither PU Ranch nor Mr. Slocum are residents of the State
ofIdaho. Moreover, Mr. Slocum is not a party to this litigation, and is also not a residentofthe State
ofIdaho, and I do not represent him personally. Therefore, your notice is incorrect in presuming my
representation ofhim. Mr. Slocum will be available for his deposition in San Diego, California, after
receiving a subpoena under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Under the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, and similar federal law and well-established case authority, you cannot force Mr. Slocum,
either in his capacity as a PU Ranch representative or individually, to go to Arco, Idaho, for a
deposition.
.

.

.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 4S(f)(2) provides, in relevant part, that "A nonresident of the
state may be required to attend in any county of the state wherein the nonresident is served with a
subpoena." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) provides, in relevant part, that "Upon motion by
a party ... any matter relating to a deposition, the court in the district where the deposition is to be
taken may make any order which justice requires to protect a party or person from annoyance, ...
undue burden or expense, including ... (2) that the discovery be had only on specifIed terms and
conditions, including designation of the time or place."

Established in 1896
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Gary Slette
October 19,2010

Page 2 of3

I have not found a reported Idaho decision which has construed Rule 26(c) on the subj ect of
the place of a deposition. However, numerous federal courts have construed Rule 26(c) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which is identical to Rule 26(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
. Procedure. Therefore, federal decisions concerning the application of Rule 26(c) to the location of
a deposition of an out-of-state third party witness or party should be persuasive in the case at bar.
There are many federal cases which hold that it will be presumed that a non-party will be
examined at his residence or place of business or employment, absent unusual circumstances. Slater
v. Upjohn Co., 593 F.2d 649; 651 (5 th Cir. 1979); Workv. Bier, 107 F.RD. 789, 792 n.4 (D.C. Cir.
1985); Zuckert v. BerkliffCorp., 96 F.RD. 161, 162 (N.D. Ill. 1982); Dunn v. Standard Fire Ins.
Co., 92 F.RD. 31, 32 (E.D. Tenn. 1981). The same rule applies whether the deponent is an officer
or agent of a corporation or if the deponent is a party. General Leasing Co. v. Lawrence PhotoGraphics Supply, 84 F.RD. 130, 131 (W.D. Mo. 1979). See also Wright and Miller, Federal
Practice and Procedure, § 2112, p. 81 ("The deposition of a corporation by its agents and officers
should ordinarily be taken at its principal place of business.").
Accordingly, in order to depose Mr. Slocum individually, the location will have to be at Mr.
Slocum's residence in San Diego, California.
Please inform me no later than Thursday, October 2Pt, that these depositions are being
vacated, and upon mutual agreement on the date and time, will be conducted in San Diego,
California. Your cooperation is anticipated.
We had hoped to have taken his deposition as we had proposed this past Monday, when Mr.
Slocum was in Idaho, and the deposition could have been taken telephonically. We recognize this
is not the most ideal situation, but we did our best to accommodate your request. Mr. Slocum had
been unavailable for over two weeks on a hunting trip in Wyoming, but made himself available for
a Monday deposition. Please contact me regarding a date and time that the deposition can be taken
in San Diego, California. I note that the evidentiary hearing/trial in this matter is on November 4 th ,
and to the extent you wish to have the deposition taken prior to that date in San Diego, scheduling
such a deposition may be difficult. As we have always indicated, Mr. Slocum would be available
for a telephonic deposition, and can adjust his schedule accordingly at his place of business to
conduct the deposition telephonically. Please let me know of your interest in a telephonic
deposition. You previously indicated you would like to provide him copies of documents to view,
and I believe these documents could be scanned or faxed to him for his review during the deposition.
To be clear, Mr. Slocum will not appear at the October 26th deposition. However, we remain
available for a telephonic deposition which can be scheduled as we coordinate our calendars. As he
is potentially a witness in our evidentiary hearing, I will obviously be defending him on behalf ofPU
Ranch.
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• Gary Slette
October 19, 2010

Page 3 of3

fitrRobert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P .L.L.c.

c:

Clients
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Itobtrtson &Jleltt, p.l.l.t.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW
J. EVAN ROBERTSON
GARY 1>. S1El"m

Robin L. Moore, PLS • Panleaal

134 Third Avenue Bast
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FAU.S, IDAHO 83303·1906
TELEPHONE (lOS) 933~0700
FAX (lOS) 933-0701

GARYD. SLEnE
gslette@rsidabolaw.com

October 21, 2010

VIA. EMAIL rharris@holdenlegal.com
Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Halm & Crapo, PLLC
PO Box 50130
Idaho Falls,1O 83405-0130
RE:

Telford, Sorenson and PU Ranch v. Cain
(Slocum Deposition)

Dear Rob:
Thank you for your letter of October 20. As you noted, your finn represents PU Ran~ one
of the Plaintiffs in this lawsuit According to your discovery responses, the partners of PU Ranch
are "Marie Tuthill Family Trust; 4500 Imperial Avenue, San Diego, CA 92113; Slocum
Investments; 4500 Imperial Avenue, San Diego, CA 92113." Slocum Investments appears to have
been listed as a fictitious name in your responses, even though no such entity exists on the Idaho
Secretary of State's website. Scott Slocum is identified as a witness in your response to
Interrogatory No.2. He is also identified as one of the individuals who was consulted in preparing
responses to the discovery requests. Because the partnership is a party plaintiff to this case, the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide that I am entitled to take the deposition of a party upon
notice.
.
Contrary to the assertion contained in your letter, I did not unilaterally select the location of
the deposition in Aroo, Idaho. In your email dated October 15, 2010, you stated, "My client is
available for the deposition in Arco, not Twin Falls. n I have been trying for a month to obtain the
deposition testimony of Mr. Slocum given your discovery responses, and to date, have been
stonewalled. by you in this regard. Because I have to be in Idaho Falls on the evening of October 26,
I was agreeable to doing the deposition in Arco earlier that day since the geographic location was
prescribed by you. I would be more than willing to conduct the deposition on the moining of
October 27 if that suits your schedule better.
After receiving your most recent letter, I researched the California Secretary of State's
website and was able to discern on my own that your client's general partner is actually a limited
liability company. Had you disclosed that in the discovery as opposed to the fictitious name, we
could have resolved the identity of the deponent long ago, although Scott Slocum is the registered
agent, and presumably, the managing member. As we discussed in our phone conversation, I will
provide you another amended notice identifying the limited liability company as the generai partner

C00736

' .."\

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
October 21, 2010
Page 2
of the Plaintiff PU Ranch, and will eliminate any duces tecum component of the notice. I will set
the deposition for October 27 at 8:30 a.m. at your office unless you desire to have it conducted at
the court reporter's office. I note that there are a number of flights departing late Tuesday afternoon
from San Diego to Idaho Falls on U.S. Airways, United, Continental and Delta. Mr. Slocum would
only be gone one day and could return to San Diego Wednesday evening.
I am not interested in conducting a video or telephonic deposition in this matter. The Cains
have incurred more than $40,000 in attorney fees in a case that your clients felt compelled to
initiate, and the Cains feel compelled to conduct their defense vigorously. If you desire to file a
motion for protective order with the court, I will participate, but want to have sufficient advance
notice in order to provide the court with our email correspondence during the course of the past
month, as well as our exchange of letters.

GDS:rhn
cc:
Don & Carolyn Cain
rIm\gds\letler\H8Iris_'
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2
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Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
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Attorneys for Defendants

8
9

10
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISlRICT OF THE

11

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

12

********'"

13

14
15

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU
RANCH. a general partnership,

16

Plaintiffs,

17
18

19
20

21
22
23

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2010-64

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

)

v.

)

DONALD WllLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUTH CAIN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,
Defendants.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

----------------------)
COME NOW the Defendants Donald William Cain and Carolyn Ruth Cain ("Cainstl ), by

24

25

26

and through their attorney of record Gary D. Slette, of the finn of Robertson & Slette, PLLe, and
pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11(a)(2)(B), move this court for reconsideration of its Memorandwn
Decision filed in this matter on October 20,2010.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION • 1
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1
2

3
4

This Motion will be supported by a Memorandum to be filed subsequently after the Cains
have had an opportunity do conduct a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of the general partner of PU
Ranch, and after receipt of discovery responses requested by the Cains.

5
6

DATEDthis J.-~ day of October, 2010.
ROBERTSON & SLETTE; PLLC

7

BY:~

8
9

~

10

11

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

12

The Wldersigned certifies that on the ~9 day of October, 2010, he caused a true and

13

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

14

manner:

15

16

Robert L. Hanis
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405·0130

17

[ J

HlIIld Deliver
U.S, Mail
[ )/ Overnight Courier
[vf Facsimile Transmission - 208-523 -95 18
[ 1 Email rbarris@hQldenlegal.com

[1

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2
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1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Gary D. Slette

./l,i

~·~L.

;)~,i ,;

,,):~._

1; 1

,I

ROBERTSON & SLETTE. PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933·0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
IrIm~\(:ain\Vacal8_mU\

Attorneys for Defendants

8

9

10
IN mE DISlRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH runICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

11

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUITE

12

*********

13

14
15

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

16

Plaintiffs,

17
18
19
20

21
22
23

v.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN Rum CAlN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1.20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2010·64
MOTION TO VACATE

-----------------------)
COME NOW the Defendants Donald Cain and Carolyn Cain ("Cains"), by and through

24

their attorney of record Gary D. Slette, of the finn of Robertson & Slette, PLLC, and move this

25

court for an order vacating the trial setting relating to damages in this matter now scheduled for

26

November 4, 2010.
The reasons for supporting this Motion are as follows:

MOTION TO VACATE - 1
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1
2

1.

The Plaintiffs first provided Cains a copy of a sununary appraisal report relative to

3

this case on the afternoon of Friday, October 22. The appraisal has not been produced as part ofa

4

discovery response, and the appraiser has not been disclosed as an expert witness in this case,

5

despite the fact that Plaintiffs' counsel has indicated in an email today that the appraiser would
testifY at the hearing of this matter. (See Exhibit "A" attached hereto, and by this reference

6

incorporated herein).
7

2.

The Cains have filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the court's Memorandum

8

Decision which was first provided to the parties on Wednesday morning, October 27. The Cains

9

are contemplating their alternatives in that regard, and there would be no prejudice to the Plaintiffs

10

if the hearing on the damages issue was postponed Wltil the date of the hearing on Motion for

11

Reconsideration.

12
13

14
15
16

17

18
19

3.

The Cains have in good faith attempted to confer with the Plaintiffs about their

non-response to Cains' Intenogatory No.6 and Request for Production No.2. (See Exhibit "B",

and by this reference incorporated herein). The infonnation requested therein is vital to the
Motion for Reconsideration and the Cains' defense.

4.

Judicial economy, and the economy of the parties, leads to the conclusion that a

single hearing on the damages issue and the Motion for Reconsideration is justified.
5.

Cains have requested that Plaintiffs stipulate to a continuance of the hearing on the

damages issue, but Plaintiffs have refused to so stipulate. (See Exhibit "A").
DATED this ~ day of October, 2010.

ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC
20

BY:~

21
22

OaryD.

e

23
24

25

26
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3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

4

The undersigned certifies that on the ;lll day of October, 2010. he caused a

5

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

6

7

8

true

and

manner:
Robert L. Harris

[ ]

Hand Deliver

Holdel1. Kidwell. Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls. ID 83405-0130

[ ]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission ·208·523·9518
Email rharris@holdenlegal.com

(}
[ ]

9

10
11

12
13

14

15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23

24

25
26
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Gary Slette
From:

Rob Harris [rharri8@holdenlegal.com]

Sent:

Friday, October 29, 20101:04 PM
Gary Slette
Nov. 4th Trial Date

To:
Subject:

Gary:

I just got off the phone with Scott, and have some dates that work for Scott and I. I will follow up with a separate email
in just a second.
Regarding the trial next Thursday, however, I thought after the hearing you indicated that it would not be a problem,
and even mentioned that you could beat up the appraiser's report (commercial zoning, etc.). I know you asked the
judge during the oral argument if that date could be moved if we agreed to do it, but I thought we intended to move
forward. At this point, my appraiser is prepared and my clients would like to bring this matter to a close. I know before
when we telephonically visited with the judge about potentially moving the Nov. 411'1 date at my request, you indicated
that this was a stress on the Cains and would not agree to it, but this case has also been a stress on Illy clients also, and
we want closure. At this noint, we would npt stipulate to it continuance of the trial as we would like to move to
.,resolution. Going forward with the trial shouldn't impact your motion for reconsideration as the trial will address
damages only, and your motion can still address the court's decision on eminent domain independent of that issue.
Regarding the summary judgment decision, the issues for the trial have been narrowed, and as I understand the court's
decision, the remaining issues at this point relate to the easement valuation of damages to your client, and the damages
to the pipeline caused by Mr. Cain. I therefore think the trial should proceed as planned.
As for my witnesses, the summary judgment decision has changed who we will call as witnesses at the trial, and
narrowed it significantly. I only intend to call my clients Mitch Sorensen, Mike Telford (Telford Lands LLC), and PU Ranch
(Chris lord) to talk about their knowledge of property values, which will be very short. Mike will also testify about the
damages to the pipeline and the cost to repair it. I am double-checking with Mike, but I believe he actually did the work
and can testify to the cost. If not, it may be his son Mark, or Terrell Kidd from Irrigation Centers. I will confirm and let
you know by the end of the day. A150, Jeff Kelley, who prepared the appraisal report I provided to yOU previously, will
testify as to the appraisal report he has prepared.
Robert L. HarriS
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLlC
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Phone: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518

E-Mail: rharris@holdenlegal.com
Confidentiality Notice: The Information oontalned In this electronic II-mail and any accQmpanylng attaohments. all of whloh may be confidential andlor
privileged. i~ Intended only for US8 by the peraon or tlnlity to whom it is addres6ed. rr you are l'Iollhe inlended reeiplent. any unauthorized use, disclosure
or copying or Ihis e,mail and its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. "you are nollhe intended recipient. please immediately nollfy the
sender by return e-mail and delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Di$cIO$ure: Please note that any discussion of or advice regarding United States tax malters contained herein
(including any attachments hereto) does not meet the requirements necessary to be a "covered opinion" as defined in Inlernal Revenue Service Circular
230. and therefore, Is not Inlended orwrillen 10 be relied upon or used and can not be relied upon or uaed for the purpose of avoiding federal tax
penalties thai may be imposed or for the purpose of promoting, mar1leting. or recommending any lax-related matlers or advice to another party.
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From: Gary Slette [mailto:gslette@rsidaholaw,com]
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 20109:39 AM
Yo: Rob Harris
Cc: Robin Moore; dc.ain@atcnet.net
Subjea: FW: Email receipt?

Rob,
I didn't know if you had received this email,so I wanted to send it again. Having read the court's decision when I
returned to Twin Falls, I will get a Motion for Reconsideration filed with the court shortly, and want to do the 30(b)(6)
deposition of Slocum Investments llC as the general partner of PU Ranch as 500n as possible. Would you please see
what Mr. Slocum's available dates are so I can include that in the notice. I presume you will want to do that in Areo,
despite my gracious offer to make my conference room in Twin Falls available.
Thanks,

Gary

From: Gary Slette

Sent: Wednesday, october 27,20108:30 AM
To: 'Rob Harris'
Subject: RE: Email realipt?
Rob,

Email seems to finally be running.
Please note my Interrogatory NO.6 and Request for Production NO.2. I requested identification and production of all
transfers for any ofthe Plaintiffs' water rights including PU Ranch's 34·02332 and 34·07079. You indicated there had
been no transfers after the SRBA decree; but the request was not limited as you responded. Please consider this a meet
and confer, and provide me all the transfer information and correspondence for those two rights as evidenced by Kent
Fosters' letters dated June 8, 1990, and September 16, 1993. I doubt that you will have time to get them together and
bring them to court, but you tan email them to me later today or tomorrow.
Thanks,

Gary
From: Rob Harris [mailto:rharris@holdenlegal.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 7:27 PM
To: Gary Slette
Subject: Email receipt?

Gary:
It looks like you are receiving email (at least I hope so). Mr. Slocum will not be present for the deposition tomorrow
given the pending objections/motion I filed.

Robert l. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC

EXHIBIT

1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
3
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Gary Slette
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject: .

Gary S/ette
Friday, October 29,20101:21 PM
'Rob Harris'
Robin Moore; 'dcain@atcnet.net'
FW: Email receipt?

Rob,
Since I have not heard back from you regarding this email of a meet and confer pursuant to the Rules, I presume I need
to file a Motion to Compel.
Since you will not stipulate to vacate the hearing, I will file a Motion to Vacate and ask to have it heard right away next
week.
Gary D. Slette

Robertson & S/ette, pile
Attornevs at law
P.O. Box 1906

Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Tel. (208) 933-0700
Fa~(208)933-0701

gslette@rsidaholaw.com

From: Gary Slette
Sent: Wednesday, October 27,20108:30 AM
To: Rob Harris
SUbject: RE: Email receipt?

Rob,
Email seems to finally be running.
Please note my Interrogatory No.6 and Request for Production NO.2. I requested identification and production of all
transfers for any of the Plaintiffs' water rights including PU Ranch's 34-02332 and 34-07079. Vou indicated there had
been no transfers after the SRBA decree, but the request was not limited as you responded. Please consider this a meet
and confer, and provide me all the transfer information and correspondence for those two rights as evidenced by Kent
Fosters' letters dated June 8,1990, and September 16, 1993. I doubt that you will have time to get them together and
bring them to court, but you can email them to me later today or tomorrow.
Thanks,
Gary
From: Rob Harris [mailto:rharris@holdenlegal,coml
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 7:27 PM
To: Gary Slette
Subject: Email receipt?

Gary:
1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH ~ICIAL DrSTR.{G'f!9~jrHE
OF THE STATE OF ID~~O f31'

.~"')

)

~~

)

ADMINSTRATIVE ORDER

TRANSFER OF BUTTE, BONNEVILLE, )
CUSTER, LEMHI, JEFFERSON,
)
AND MADISON,
)
)

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all of Judge Joel Tingey's pending cases in Butte, Custer
and Lemhi Counties are transferred to Judge Dane H.Watkins, Jr. All closed or inactive cases
previously assigned to Judge Joel Tingey that are reopened are also assigned to Judge Dane H.
Watkins, Jr.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all of Judge Gregory S. Anderson's pending cases in
Bonneville, Jefferson and Madison Counties are transferred to Judge Dane H. Watkins, Jr., with
the exception of Bonneville County criminal cases. All closed or inactive cases previously
assigned to Judge Gregory S. Anderson that are reopened are assigned to Judge Dane H.
Watkins, Jr., with the exception of Bonneville County criminal case~.
The order is effective January 1,2011. All hearings will remain on the Court's calendar
as scheduled. A copy of this order shall be filed in all pending cases and a copy distributed to all
attorneys and/or parties.

/01-

DATED this ~ day of December, 2010.

JO

URLING

ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT -1
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Gary D. Slette
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ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
!rlm\gds\cain\reconsid_memo

Attorneys for Defendants

6
7
8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

11
12
13
14

*********
TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

15
16

Plaintiffs,

)

~

17
18
19

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUTH CAIN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

20
Defendants.

21
22

-~"'"

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2010-64

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-------------------------)
The Defendants Donald Cain and Carolyn Cain (collectively "Cains"), submit this

23

Memorandum in Support of their Motion for Reconsideration of the court's Memorandum

24

Decision and Order dated October 20,2010 ("Order").

25
26

At the hearing conducted in Idaho Falls on October 27,2010, the parties flrst learned that
the court's Order had been entered the previous week. Consistent with I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c), the
court acknowledged at the conclusion of the hearing that the Order was interlocutory in nature.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 1 .
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1
2

The Cains filed a timely Motion for Reconsideration pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11(a)(2)(b). The
deposition of Winfield Scott Slocum V, the owner of the limited liability company that is the
general partner ofPlaintiffPU Ranch; and the deposition of James Rindfleisch, the manager of the

3
4

Big Lost River Irrigation District, were conducted on December 3, 2010. Their depositions are
attached on Exhibits "A" and "B", respectively, to the Third Affidavit of Gary D, Slette.

5

Additionally, supplemental discovery was propounded by the Cains to the Plaintiffs which was

6

answered on January 24,2011. A copy of those answers is attached on Exhibit

7

Affidavit of Gary D. Slette. All of this information contains new and additional facts that are

8

submitted to the court in support of the Cains' Motion for Reconsideration.

"c" to the Third

FACTS

9

The court provided a cursory description of the facts in its Order. As noted at page 2 in the

10
11

Order, Plaintiffs' claims included breach of contract (Count One), estoppel (Count Two), civil
conspiracy (Count Three), and condemnation (Count Four). The Cains answered and

12

counterclaimed, and also filed their own summary judgment motion. The court granted summary

13

judgment to the Cains on Count One, dismissed Plaintiffs' Count Two, and granted summary

14

judgment to the Cains on Plaintiffs' Count Three. Consequently, the Cains have prevailed except

15

as to Count Four, and it is that count which is the subject of this reconsideration. The issue

16

relating to the stricken portion of the Affidavit of James Rindfleisch, and the Cains' Motion to
Dismiss Telford Lands, LLC, is also the subject of this reconsideration as hereinafter set forth.

17
18

ARGUMENT
I.

Stricken Portions of Affidavit of James Rindfleisch.

19

In the Order, the court ordered that paragraph 4 of the Rindfleisch Affidavit dated

20

September 22, 2010, should be stricken, with the exception of the last sentence thereof.

21

Additionally, paragraph 6 of the Rindfleisch Affidavit was similarly stricken on the basis that each

22
23
24
25

26

portion thereof was determined to be without foundation. I.R.C.P. Rule 56(e) sets forth the
requirements for supporting and opposing affidavits.
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on
personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be
admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant
is competent to testify to the matters stated therein.
Pursuant to that same rule, affidavits may be supplemented by depositions, discovery or further

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2 .
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1

2

affidavits. When Mr. Rindfleisch was deposed on December 3,2010, he testified that he executed
his affidavit based upon his own personal knowledge, and that he would be prepared to testify to
the facts stated therein at a trial of this matter. Rindfleisch Affidavit, p. 10, 11. 14-25; p. 11, 1. 1. He

3

4
5

further testified that he had reviewed the documents contained in the files of the Big Lost River
Irrigation District in order to obtain personal knowledge of the facts stated in paragraph 4.
Rindfleisch Affidavit, p. 11, 11. 7-15.

6

With regard to paragraph 6 of his affidavit, Mr. Rindfleisch testified that he was present

7

during each of the meetings with the Plaintiffs and the District which ultimately led to the

8
9

execution of the Settlement Agreement between the District and the Plaintiffs. Rindfleisch Depo.,
p. 15, 11. 11-25; p. 16, 11. 1-9. He also testified that there was no reason that the District would
have wanted the Plaintiffs' Transport Agreements with the District terminated. Rindfleisch Depo.,

10

p. 19,11. 16-19. See also Rindfleisch Depo., p. 24,11. 13-16. He further testified that the Transport

11

Agreements were a benefit to the District because the District received revenue from the

12

contracting party that is used to pay for canal maintenance. Rindfleisch Depo., p. 19, 11. 10-15.

13

Given the supplementation of the Rindfleisch Affidavit by his deposition, it is immediately clear

14

that Mr. Rindfleisch's Affidavit is supported by adequate foundation, and that his testimony meets

15
16

the requirements ofLR.C.P. Rule 56(e). In light of this evidence, the court should reconsider its
decision to strike the above-referenced portions of the Rindfleisch Affidavit, and should consider
the effect of his testimony on the propriety of the Order. The Rindfleisch testimony clearly

17

evidences that the Plaintiffs at all times had a viable and contractually legal means of transporting

18

their irrigation water as had been historically done by them, a fact which clearly defeats the

19

necessity component of an eminent domain proceeding Rindfleisch Depo., p, 18, 1. 13-16. No

20

matter how much the Plaintiffs may argue, it is apparent that they had Transport Agreements in

21

full force and effect during all of calendar year 2009. This was true even after the time they had

22

23

24
25

constructed and actually put the pipeline across the Cains' property into service. The District was
ready, willing and able to continue providing transport for the Plaintiffs' water despite their
allegation to the contrary. Rindfleisch Depo., pp.38 and 39. In order to create their own necessity,
the Plaintiffs requested and obtained the termination of those Transport Agreements as of the end
of that year.

26
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1

2

II.

Motion to Dismiss Telford Lands, LLC.
Although Telford Lands, LLC ("Telford") may have been part of a joint enterprise, as

suggested by the court in its Order, and although Telford had an interest in the pipeline located
3
4

below its point of diversion, Telford had absolutely no interest whatsoever in the pipeline that was
placed on the Cains' property above Telford's well, known as the Burnett Well. In denying the

5

Cains' Motion to Dismiss, the court appeared to focus on Telford's use of the PU Ranch Well.

6

Clearly, Mr. Telford had testified that Telford drew all the water it owned from the Burnett Well

7

west of Highway 93. Telford Depo., p. 21, I. 25. Although the Plaintiffs' counsel "mistakenly

8

stated that Telford was the lessee of the PU Ranch property" in the original water bank

9

application, and would have used the PU Well in that instance, no mention of that mistake was
ever brought to the court's attention. (See' 4 of Rob Harris email dated October 5, 2010, attached

10
11

as Exhibit "D" to the Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette). It also appears that a similar "oversight"
was made with regard to the purported Well Use Agreement for the PU Ranch Well, a fact that

12

likewise was never brought to the court's attention. (See' 2 of Rob Harris email dated October 5,

13

2010, attached as Exhibit "D" to Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette). Clearly, the fact that Telford

14

may currently have a year or less remaining on a water bank lease with the State of Idaho does not

15

confer standing on Telford to institute eminent domain proceedings relative to the Cains' property.

16

The Cains stand by the Idaho Supreme Court's ruling in Canyon View Irrigation Co. v. Twin Falls
Canal Co., 101 Idaho 604, 607, 619 P.2d 122, 125 (1980), which allows water right owners to

17
18

proceed under the law of eminent domain. The Idaho Supreme Court has never held that a lessee
can proceed under the law of eminent domain. It is totally inconceivable that a court would grant a

19

permanent property right through eminent domain upon property owned by another predicated on

20

a mere one-year leasehold interest. Indeed, such a determination by the district court would

21

establish an entirely new legal precedent in Idaho jurisprudence. Additionally, it is a fact that

22

Telford's water bank lease expressly stated that it was "subject to the limitations and conditions

23

of approval of the specified water right." The tenth condition of approval of Telford's Water
Right No. 34-7092 transfer clearly provided:

24

25

26

Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome
Canal.
The Plaintiffs' discovery responses which were provided to the Cains on January 24,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 4.
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1
2
3

2011, evidence further that Telford had absolutely no interest in the pipeline that traverses the
Cains' property upstream of Telford's Burnett Well. The map that was attached to the Cains'
discovery requests is attached hereto as Exhibit "1" for the convenience of the court. Pages 3 and
4 of the Plaintiffs' Responses to Request for Admission are attached hereto as Exhibit "2". [As

4

noted, supra, the entire discovery response is attached as Exhibit "C" to the Third Affidavit of

5

Gary D. Slette.] The thrust of the responses supports what the Cains have always asserted, i.e.,

6

that Telford had no interest in the pipeline across the Cain property. That fact is borne out by

7

Plaintiffs' admission that Telford never paid one cent of the cost for the pipeline that was

8

installed across the Cains' property. PU Ranch bore the cost of the pipeline and construction

9

10

across its property. See Response to Request for Admission Np. 13. For that segment of the
pipeline lying between the western boundary of the PU Ranch property and the western boundary
of the Cain property, Plaintiffs Mitchell Sorenson and PU Ranch bore all the costs associated

11

with that portion. See Response to Request for Admission No. 14. The Plaintiffs' self-serving

12

statement that the pipeline project would not have been economically feasible if the three

13

Plaintiffs had not collaborated means nothing from a legal standing perspective. Purely and

14

simply, Telford had absolutely no interest, whether financial or beneficial, in the segment of the

15

pipeline located on the Cains' property. Cains do not infer this fact, but rather, allege that this fact

16

clearly exists by virtue of the Plaintiffs' own discovery responses. The court, upon
reconsideration, should determine that Telford lacks standing and is not a real party in interest,

17
18

and that it must be dismissed as a party plaintiff.

III.

The PU Ranch Water Right Transfer.

19

At pages 13 and 14 of Cains' Brief regarding summary judgment, Cains set forth certain

20

facts regarding the PU Ranch water transfer right as it pertained to the issue of alleged necessity in

21

this case. Cains stated:

22
23
24
25
26

Not unlike the Telford rights, the description of the diverting works
as shown in paragraph 3(c)(1)(b) indicates that the groundwater is
diverted through "well, pump, open discharge into Moore Canal."
When the transfer of that water right was approved in 1985, the
IDWR stated the following limitation and condition:
No more than 2.90 cfs or 435 acre feet per annum shall be
injected into the Moore Canal.
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1

Richard Tuthill, of PU Ranch, signed those applications as being
truthful and stated:

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

Water from the well will discharge directly into the Moore
Canal, where it will be redirected into the old U.C. Canal.
After leaving the Big Lost River Irrigation District the water
will be carried to the place of use through the Timberdome
Canal.
Like Telford, PU Ranch had a transport agreement for its
groundwater rights. The IDWR's condition of approval for the
transfer of the PU Ranch water rights required transport via the
Moore Canal. Instead of continuing the transport agreement as had
historically been done, the transport agreements were terminated at
the request of the Plaintiffs, and not the BLRID. (See ~ 6 of
Rindfleisch Affidavit). In other words, PU Ranch, like Telford, had a
reasonably available alternative that was adequate and sufficient for
their purposes. Instead of using the Moore Canal, which was the
historical means of delivery of their water as described in their water
rights, Telford and PU Ranch simply chose to terminate their .
transport agreements. The court will doubtless be interested in the
case that preceded Erickson II, supra, in the Idaho Supreme Court. In
the predecessor case, Erickson v. Amoth, 99 Idaho 907, 591 P.2d
1074 (1978) [hereinafter referred to as "Erickson I"], the Court
considered the same factual situation that led to the 1987 decision by
the Court of Appeals. In the earlier Erickson I case, the Idaho
Supreme Court affirmed the district court decision that an alternative
means of access was available to the Ericksons by virtue of a license
agreement, not unlike the transport agreements in this case. The
Court stated:
However, the Amoths specifically allege that the Ericksons
had alternative means of access and produced evidence of
such alternative means of access, including one road then in
use by the Ericksons pursuant to a license agreement with the
Lederhoses, who owned adjoining property. It was then
incumbent upon the Ericksons to prove that the alternative
means of access were not available to them or that such
means of access were not reasonably adequate or sufficient
for their purposes. (Citations omitted). The evidence supports
the fmding of the trial court that alternative access routes
existed and the trial court was, therefore, correct in holding a
case of necessity did not exist. (Citation omitted).

26
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2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18

The Ericksons further argue that the trial court erred in not
flnding that the license agreement providing access over the
Lederhoses' land was a limited license. The fact that the
Ericksons' existing access was by way of a license, rather
than an easement across the Lederhoses' land, does not
destroy either the evidence or the flnding of the court that
alternative access routes existed nor the trial court's holding
based thereon that necessity for condemnation did not exist.
(Citation omitted).
99 Idaho at 910. This case presents a virtually identical set of facts.

An alternative method of delivery of their irrigation water was
available to both Telford and PU Ranch by virtue of executed
transport agreements with the BLRID. Rather than using those
transport agreements as their water rights speciflcally prescribed, the
Plaintiffs requested termination of those agreements in the
Settlement Agreement. This appears to be nothing more than a ruse
to convince the court that necessitY exists for condemning
easement across the Cains' property. To the Cains, it appears that this
is nothing more than an old-fashioned attempt to run over them for
the private beneflt of the Plaintiffs. By Mitch Sorensen's own
testimony, the PU Well "was an open discharge into an open ditch
that discharged directly into the Moore Canal." (Sorensen Depo., p.
10, 11. 3-6). While it might have made economic sense to tie all the
Plaintiffs' wells together for the purposes of pumping, it clearly was
not a necessity that would give rise to the harsh power of private
eminent domain as sought by the Plaintiffs in this action. Plaintiffs
have not, and can not, meet their burden of proof Summary
judgment in favor of the Cains on this issue is appropriate.

an

19

Inexplicably, but apparently purposefully, the Plaintiffs asserted to this court in their brief

20

that the PU Ranch water rights had never been the subject of a transfer. Apparently, the Plaintiffs

21

did not want the court to know about the terms of the transfer, and the attendant correspondence
which had been previously authored by the Plaintiffs' own law flrm. In their Reply Memorandum,

22
23
24

25

26

this is what the Plaintiffs represented to the court:
Regarding the PU Ranch water rights, Defendants claim that
a transfer was fIled by them, but in reviewing IDWR records, no
such transfer was made. Attached as Exhibit L to the Second Harris
Affldavit are the partial decrees for the PU Ranch water rights.
Further, counsel for the Plaintiffs has searched IDWR records, and
cannot fmd a fIled transfer application. This claim appears to have
been made in error.
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1

Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum at p. 10. As indicated above, the Plaintiffs apparently did not want

2

the court to know about the terms of the IDWR's transfer approval, and most certainly did not

3

want the court to know about the letter written by the Plaintiffs' lawyer to Ray Rigby who was

4

then representing the Big Lost River Irrigation District. Relevant correspondence has been

5

attached as Exhibit "E" to the Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette, and by this reference

6

7
8
9

10
11

incorporated herein. The letter from Plaintiffs' counsel dated June 8, 1990, ackriowledged the
approved transfers of the PU Ranch water rights and stated:
We have been requested to write to you to explain why we think Big
Lost River Irrigation District ought to honor the existing Transport
Agreements the same as others are being honored.
On page 2 of that letter, Plaintiffs' counsel asserted that water under the PU Ranch rights was
diverted into the Moore Canal and on page 3, acknowledged that the well would discharge into
the same ditch which delivers the water into the Moore Canal "for transport under the existing

12
13

Agreements." The letters between Jim Johnson of the IDWR, and the Holden, Kidwell law firm
dated September 16 and September 23, 1993, clearly show that the PU Ranch water rights were

14

indeed the subject of a transfer. In the letter from the Holden, Kidwell firm dated July 9, 1990, PU

15

Ranch's attorney went even further and stated:

16
17
18
19
20

It is also true that we obtained a restraining order from the District
Court last week to compell [sic] Big Lost River Irrigation District to
comply with its contractual agreements to deliver water placed in the
Moore Canal by PU Ranch. . ..
A copy of the Complaint filed by the Holden, Kidwell law fIrm is attached as Exhibit "F"
to the Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette in which PU Ranch sought a temporary and permanent
injunction requiring the defendant, Big Lost River Irrigation District, to deliver PU Ranch's water

21

through the Moore Canal pursuant to the Transport Agreement. A copy of the approved Transfer
22

Application No. 3705 is attached to the Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette as Exhibit "G". That

23

application was filed in the name of Hillcreek Properties, c/o Richard Tuthill. WinfIeld Scott

24

Slocum V testifIed in his deposition that Richard Tuthill was his deceased stepfather who owned

25

the PU Ranch. Slocum Depo., p. 5, 11. 3-8. He had purchased the ranch in the early 1970's. Id. at

26

p. 7, 11. 5-9. It should be of further interest to the court that, despite the Plaintiffs' patently
erroneous assertion in their brief that there had never been a transfer filed for the PU Ranch water
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2

rights, Mr. Tuthill had actually submitted yet an earlier transfer application (No. 3214) in August
of 1985 for these very same rights. A copy of that Transfer Application is attached as Exhibit
"H" to the Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette. In that transfer application, Mr. Tuthill expressly

3
4

acknowledged under oath that "water from the well will [be] discharged directly into the Moore
Canal."

5

The bottom line with regard to this discussion is that the evidence shows that the owners

6

of the PU Ranch at all times had a legally viable means of having their water delivered through

7

the Moore Canal, and did not have a legitimate basis to assert necessity in order to invoke eminent

8

domain. Had the district court been advised of all of the foregoing documentary evidence, Cains'

9

contend that a different result would have ensued. Instead of candidly acknowledging the transfers
and all the related correspondence, the Plaintiffs (a) denied the existence of the transfers and the

10

correspondence authored by their own law firm related to the transfers; and (b) then had the

11

temerity to accuse the Cains of asserting an erroneous claim. This Motion for Reconsideration

12

presents the court with new evidence that justifies a reversal of the summary judgment granted in

13

the Plaintiffs' favor on the issue of eminent domain.

14
IV.

15

The Grant of Summary Judgment to Plaintiffs.

This section of the reconsideration brief brings the court to the pivotal issue in this case.

16

The foregoing arguments establish that Telford Lands, LLC had absolutely no interest such that it

17

could justify a claim of eminent domain relative to property located upstream from its point of

18

diversion. When asked if Telford had any interest in the pipeline traversing the Cain property, Mr.

19

Telford's response for his involvement in the construction was "the efficiency of moving water,

20

you have to have a certain volume to push it. And I also needed partners to defray the cost of
building that small canal inside the U.C. Canal, the small ditch." Telford Depo., p. 22, 11. 7-13.

21
22

More importantly, and just like PU Ranch, Telford Lands, LLC was already irrigating its
property with its water rights, a practice that had gone on for the past three decades. The Plaintiffs

23

have cited the case of Canyon View Irrigation Co., supra, for the proposition that "the irrigation

24

and reclamation of arid lands is a well recognized public use" in order to invoke eminent domain.

25

When asked in his deposition if he was aware that the PU Ranch property had been historically

26

irrigated with pivots, Mr. Slocum testified that it had all been irrigated. Slocum Depo., p. 12, 11.
17-19 and p. 13, 11. 10-25. Mr. Slocum testified in his deposition that he observed that practice
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2

when he was 15 or 20 years old (Slocum Depo., p. 13,11. 10-15), and that he was now 35 years
old. Slocum Depo., p. 4, 11.11-12. Despite being the sophisticated president of a California
construction company, and also the owner of a property management company, Mr. Slocum

3
4

testified that he did not know the meaning of the term "arid". Slocum Depo., p. 14,11. 1-7. When
asked if he understood the term "arid" his attorney went so far as to object to the question as

5

calling for a legal conclusion. ld. Reluctantly, Mr. Slocum admitted that the PU Ranch land had

6

been irrigated annually by the diversion of water into the Moore Canal, and that the land was

7

indeed watered. Slocum Depo., p. 14,11. 14-15. It is obvious that the Plaintiffs' irrigated land was

8

not arid in 2009, and had not been arid for decades. According toJ.I. Rodale, The Synonym Finder

9

56 (1961), "arid" means "dry, without moisture, waterless, bare and uncultivable". The Plaintiffs
and their predecessors had been cultivating and watering their respective places of use for more

10
11

than thirty years, and their land was certainly not arid. Mere convenience on the part of the
Plaintiffs does not rise to the level of necessity.

12

Not only do all the Plaintiffs' water rights and their respective transfers prescribe that each

13

of those rights were acquired and transferred on the basis of transport via the Moore Canal, each

14

of the Plaintiffs possessed that transport ability prior to and after the time that the pipeline across

15
16

the Cains' property was constructed in 2009. Mr. Rindfleisch attested to the fact that the Transport
Agreements were all valid during the entirety of 2009, and were only terminated beginning in
2010, some six or seven months after the pipeline was operational. Rindfleisch Depo., p. 17,11.

17

13-25; p. 18, 11. 1-16. Clearly, the Plaintiffs in this case have attempted to create their own

18

necessity by terminating the very agreements that the Holden, Kidwell law firm previously

19

demanded of the irrigation district pursuant to both written correspondence and the lawsuit filed

20

against the District. The Plaintiffs cannot have it both ways.

21
22
23

In the Order, the court appeared to embrace the Plaintiffs' arguments that they would bear

the "brunt of stolen water as well as unmeasured or improperly measured water diversions." Order
at p. 8. Mr. Rindfleisch attested to the fact that the headgates between the Plaintiffs' wells above
the Cain property and Mr. Telford's well below u.S. Highway 93 were all lockable, that there was

24

no improper water measurement in that stretch of the Moore Canal, and that he was unaware of

25

any ability for water to be stolen out of that stretch of the Moore Canal. Rindfleisch Depo., pp. 32-

26

33. Mr. Rindfleisch further testified that the "shrinkage" in the Moore Canal was uniform, and that
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1

2

the Moore Canal was one of the best canals that the District had in tenns of maintaining a uniform
shrink. Rindfleisch Depo., p. 35, 11. 11-16. Simply stated, there is no evidence in the record
supporting the Plaintiffs' unsubstantiated, but disputed, assertions in this regard. Even if there was

3
4

such evidence, that would be a material issue of fact such that summary judgment would be
precluded.

5

The court aclmowledged that the Transport Agreements were pennissive, and in a

6

footnote, aclmowledged the Idaho Supreme Court case of Erickson L supra, in which the Court

7

held that a permissive use, such as a license, would obviate the element of necessity in an eminent

8

domain proceeding. The court further stated:

9

10
11

The record also reflects that certain conditions imposed by the
District in its Transport Agreements would be undesirable if not
unconscionable. Anyone intending to expend significant resources in
reclaiming arid lands would certainly have to question the wisdom in
doing so if the only way to irrigate the land was through the District's
Moore Canal.

12

13
14
15

Memorandum Decision and Order at p. 8.
The court was apparently unaware of the fact that the Plaintiffs'lands were not "arid" lands
as discussed, supra, and as testified to by both Winfield Slocum and Michael Telford. These lands
had all been irrigated for at least three decades by virtue of Transport Agreements for water

16

delivered through the Moore Canal. The court is urged to review Exhibits "7" through "11",

17

inclusive, of the Deposition of James Rindfleisch. Exhibit "7" is a blank copy of the District's

18

currently adopted fonn for Transport Agreement. Rindfleisch Depo., p. 26, 11. 14-22. Mr.

19

Rindfleisch testified that Exhibit "8" was a Transport Agreement for Telford Lands' water

20

delivered through the Moore Canal which was executed in 2010. He testified that the verbiage in
that document is the same as that in Exhibit "7", and it is still of continuing force and effect.

21

22

Rindfleisch Depo., p. 27, 11. 1-16. The interesting thing observed by Mr. Rindfleisch was that the
described place of use for this Transport Agreement for Telford's water (Exhibit "8") was for the

23

exact same property as was legally described in Exhibit "6", the Transport Agreement which had

24

been terminated by Telford at the end of 2009. Rindfleisch Depo., p. 27, 11. 20-25; p. 28, 11.1-5;

25

See also p. 25, 11. 21-25; p. 26, 11. 1-4. If those Agreements were so undesirable and so

26

unconscionable, it would have been totally inconsistent for Telford to have executed Exhibit "8"
in May of 2010. Exhibit "9" is a Transport Agreement for PU Ranch's water, and it is no
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coincidence that the legal description in that Transport Agreement matches the one in the
agreement that had been terminated by PU Ranch at the end of2009. Rindfleisch Depo., pp. 28-9.
According to Mr. Rindfleisch, Exhibit "9" is still of continuing full force and effect. Id. Finally,
Exhibit "10" is a Transport Agreement for Plaintiff Mitch Sorensen that is still of continuing force

4

5

and effect. Rindfleisch Depo., p. 29, 11. 15-21. Exhibit "11" is yet another Transport Agreement
between the District and Telford Lands pertaining to use of the Moore Canal to transport water to

6

Telford land via the Moore Canal. It is still of continuing force and effect. Rindfleisch Depo., p.

7

29,11.23-25; p. 30,11. 1-4. It was patently inconsistent for the Plaintiffs to argue to this court that

8

some of the Transport Agreements, which they voluntarily chose to terminate, were "undesirable

9

10

if not unconscionable", while maintaining other ones that were not undesirable or unconscionable
for the irrigation of their same land, and which utilized the Moore Canal for water transport.
The court also entered into a "benefitlburden" analysis, and concluded that the "benefits of

11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18

the proposed easement are outweighed by the damage to Defendants' property." The court noted
the following in its Order:
It is also important to consider whether the benefits of the proposed
easement are outweighed by the damage to Defendants' property.
The subject pipeline crosses Defendants' property near where the
Moore Canal crosses. There is no evidence that the pipeline would
have any material effect on Defendants' use or intended use of the
property. Additionally, the evidence establishes that the location of
the pipeline is the most logical and reasonable under the
circumstances.
Memorandum Decision and Order at p. 9.

19

With that holding, the district court of Butte County chose to embark on adopting an

20

entirely new standard in Idaho's jurisprudence relative to the law of eminent domain. A weighing

21

of the burden to be imposed on one for the benefit of another has never been a reported legal

22

standard articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court for the application of eminent domain. The

23

relevant issue is one of necessity, and as demonstrated herein, the Plaintiffs have not and cannot
meet their burden of proof. Viable transport agreements were in effect at the time the pipeline

24

25

26

across the Cains' property was first constructed in 2009 and utilized throughout that year. Only at
the behest of the Plaintiffs were those agreements voluntarily terminated for convenience of the
Plaintiffs. In accordance with the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in Erickson 1, supra, necessity
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1
2

does not exist if alternative routes are available, even by way of a limited license. The Court
stated:
Ericksons further argue that the trial court erred in not fmding that
the license agreement providing access over the Lederhos' land was a
limited license. The fact that the Ericksons' existing access was by
way of a license, rather than an easement across the Lederhos' land,
does not destroy either the evidence or the fmding of the court that
alternative access routes existed nor the trial court's holding based
thereon that necessity for condemnation did not exist. McKenney v.
Anselmo, supra.

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

99 Idaho at 910. Mr. Rindfleisch indicated that there would be no reason that the District would
terminate only two of the Plaintiffs' Transport Agreements through the Moore Canal, while
leaving their five other Transport Agreements intact. He also testified that the District was and is .

10

ready, willing and able to continue to transport the Plaintiffs' water rights through the Moore

11

Canal because it continues to have sufficient capacity. Rindfleisch Deposition, p. 37,11. 10-23; p.

12

38,11. 9-16. Cains reassert that the Plaintiffs' arguments are nothing more than a ruse in order for

13

them to assert a claim of necessity. On reconsideration, this court should reject the Plaintiffs'

14

contentions and grant summary judgment in favor of the Cains. Eminent domain is far too harsh

15
16
17

and far too invasive a remedy to justify allowing the Plaintiffs to make up facts to support their
\

case for the sake of convenience.

v.

Damages.

The Plaintiffs have submitted an appraisal to the court suggesting that the Cains'

18

commercially zoned property should be evaluated using "dry grazing tracts of land in the area."

19

Kelley Appraisal at pp. 24-25 attached to Rob Harris' Affidavit. Cains contend that the use of

20

such comparables cannot be sustained, and object to the opinion that was rendered in the

21

appraisal. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Cains assert that their defense has at all times been

22
23

based upon the impropriety of eminent domain due to a lack of necessity. Given that posture,
Cains will stipulate as to the alleged amount of damages asserted in the appraisal report solely for
purposes of avoiding the time and expense of additional evidentiary hearings. The rationale for

24

25

such a stipulation is that because necessity does not exist, the court should never reach the issue of
damages.

26
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VI.

Water Right Conditions of Approval.
The Plaintiffs urged the court to fmd that conditions of approval attached to a transfer

were really not "conditions" despite the rather clear language of Idaho Code § 42-222 authorizing

3
the Director of the IDWR to consider a transfer and to "approve the change in whole, or in part, or

4

upon conditions. . " (Emphasis added). In the instant case, the court stated:

5

The [c]ourt however fmds that identification of a delivery system in
a permit, license, transfer application or other similar document is
for descriptive purposes only and has no binding effect for purposes
of the pending motions.

6
7
8

Order at p. 7. The Idaho Supreme Court has clearly affirmed the statutory authority of the IDWR

9

to impose conditions on a water right permit or upon a transfer application. Dovel v. Dobson, 122

10

Idaho 59, 831 P.2d 527 (1992). Adopting the court's rationale in the case at bar would strip the

11

Director of the IDWR of his statutory authority, and would render meaningless the condition that
"water [be] delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal," as in Telford Lands,

12
LLC's Transfer No. 71254 attached as Exhibit "I" to Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette. The same

13
14

15
16
17

18

would be true for the PU Ranch transfer which was "subject to the following limitations and
conditions":
. . . 2. No more than 2.90 cfs or 435 acre feet per annum shall be
injected into the Moore Canal.
See last page of Exhibit "H" to Third Affidavit of Gary D. Slette. Telford's Transfer No. 74921
attached to the Affidavit of Ernest Carlsen as Exhibit "A" likewise contains the condition of
approval as follows:

19
20

Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome
Canal.

21

It is indeed of interest to note that Mr. Carlsen approved that transfer as the IDWR authorized

22

representative on January 14, 2009, and imposed those "conditions of approval" as required by

23

Idaho Code § 42-222. A mere year and a half later, Mr. Carlsen provided in his Affidavit that

24

those "conditions of approval" were really not conditions at all, but rather, were somewhat

25

meaningless. The Affidavit of Dr. Charles E. Brockway, a recognized hydrologist and water right
engineer in Idaho since 1965, clearly refutes the suggestions of Mr. Carlsen. In his Affidavit, Dr.

26

Brockway stated:
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7.
Water right transfers can result in changes to the
elements of a water right or the conditions contained in the water
right.
8.
If water rights are transferred, and conditions are
appended to specific rights, it is my experience that those conditions
are directives for administration of the right. Unless discretion is
specifically outlined in a condition then administration by the
Watermaster is explicit and those conditions of approval are more
than just explanatory or informational remarks.
9.
The conditions of approval of the water right can only
be modified by subsequent application for transfer or petition to the
IDWR.

1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

As noted by Dr. Brockway, conditions of approval on a transfer, such as those contained in the
Plaintiffs' water right transfers, can be modified only by subsequent application for transfer or

10

petition to the IDWR. Courts are required to give meaning to all the words of such a document

11

imposed as a condition in accordance with the terms of the statute. According meaninglessness to

12

those conditions of approval is inconsistent with the role of the judiciary insofar as the legislative

13

enactment is concerned.

In Matter ofPermit No. 47-7680, 114 Idaho 600, 759 P.2d 891 (1988), the Idaho Supreme

14

Court had an opportunity to construe language pertaining to the IDWR's issuance of a water
15

16

permit with conditions pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-203A(5), a statute which contains language
virtually identical to Idaho Code § 42-222 regarding transfers. Both statutes adopted by the

17

legislature allow the Director of the IDWR to approve, deny, or approve such an application upon

18

conditions. In Matter of Permit No. 47-7680, the district court purported to affirm the IDWR's

19

granting of the permit, but summarily eliminated the conditions. The Idaho Supreme Court

20

reversed the district court as to the elimination of the validity of the conditions of approval and
stated:

21
22
23

24
25
26

Each of these conditions are within the authority granted the
department by the legislature. When the legislature enacted I.C. § 42203A(5) it clearly vested, in the director of the Department of Water
Resources, considerable authority and discretion to determine and
protect the "local public interest" when issuing or rejecting water
permits. I.C. § 42-203A(5) specifically gives the director authority to
"grant a permit upon conditions."
114 Idaho at 606.
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1

2

The conditions of approval for each of the transfers for the Plaintiffs in the instant case are
not mere niceties that can be simply disregarded by the court. If the Plaintiffs desire to eliminate
the condition regarding transport via the Moore Canal, they can file the appropriate application

3
4

with the IDWR. That will afford all members of the public, including the Cains, with the requisite
notice and due process to participate in the administrative aetionthat would be undertaken by the

5

Department. See Affidavit of Dr. Charles E. Brockway. Suffice it to say, and consistent with the

6

Idaho Supreme Court's holding in Matter of Permit No. 47-7680, it is not within the province of

7

the district court to invalidate or ignore an express condition of approval imposed by the

8
9

Department pursuant to legislative enactment. The Plaintiffs' water rights were acquired or
transferred on the representation that they would be transported via the Moore Canal. It all comes
back to the same issue, i.e., the Plaintiffs cannot simply terminate a select few of their Transport

10
11

Agreements via the Moore Canal in order to create the necessity required for an eminent domain
proceeding.

12

If the water right holders want to petition the Idaho Department of Water Resources to

13

change those conditions of approval, that is there prerogative, but such changes must go through

14

the administrative process prescribed by the legislature in the statute. It is not the province of this

15
16

court to render a nullity the conditions that have been legitimately imposed by an administrative
agency of the State ofIdaho.
CONCLUSION

17

First and foremost, it is apparent that when the Plaintiffs constructed their pipeline across

18

the Cains' property without permission, they were not in pursuit of the reclamation of arid lands as

19

they want the court to believe. Rather, they were admittedly in pursuit of a more convenient way

20

to obtain the delivery of their water rights. These three landowners concluded that they could

21

simply install the pipeline across the Cains' property to effectuate their desire for convenience,

22
23
24

even though Transport Agreements existed for the water rights owned by Telford Lands, LLC and
the PU Ranch. Plaintiff Mitchell Sorensen's water right was acquired by his predecessor on the
representation that it would be transported via the Moore Canal, but Mr. Sorensen has chosen not
to obtain a

Tr~port

Agreement from the District, although the District has at all times been

25

ready, willing and able to transport his water. The Plaintiffs in this case were never acting out of

26

necessity when they attempted to condemn a private way across their neighbor. The Cains contend
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1
2

3

that the Plaintiffs were acting out of avarice and autonomy by appropriating a part of the Cains'
property. Based on the facts and law contained in this Memorandum, it is clear that the Motion for
Reconsideration should be granted with the court's Order on summary judgment vacated as to
Count Four. The Cains assert that the record before the court now justifies the grant of summary

4

5
6

judgment to the Cains on this count in accordance with their previously filed Motion for Summary
Judgment in this action.
DATED this 1st day of February, 2011.
ROBERtSON & SLETTE, PLLC

7
8

By:
9

10

11

tf'M

,.-H--.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

12

The undersigned certifies that on the 1st day of February, 2011, he caused a true and

13

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

14

manner:

15
16

17

Robert L. Harris
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130

[ ]
[x]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-523-9518
Email rharris@holdenlega1.com
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: With regard to Exhibit"A" attached hereto,
please admit that PU Ranch alone bore the cost of the pipeline and its construction on the segment
thereof identified as "A",
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: Admit to the extent this request
for admission seeks to determine how costs were allocated for the entire project. Denied to the .
extent this request for admission infers that PU Ranch is the sole owner of the pipeline segffient
identified as '·A," as all three Plaintiffs-PU Ranch, Mitchell Sorensen, and Telford Lands, LLC-are
joint owners of the entire pipeline project and paid for the entire project collectively, including the
costs associated with boring underneath the highway,
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: With regard to Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
please admit that PU Ranch and Mitchell Sorensen bore the cost ofthe pipeline and its construction
011 the segment thereof identified as "B".
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Admit to the extent this request
for admission seeks to detennine how costs were allocated for the entire project. Denied to the
extent this request for admission infers that PU Ranch is the sole owner of the pipeline segment
identified as "B," as all three Plaintiffs-PU Ranch, Mitchell Sorensen, and Telford Lands, LLC-are
joint 0W11ers of the entire pipeline project and paid for the entire project collectively, including the
costs associated with boring underneath the highway,
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: With regard to Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
please admit that PU Ranch, Mitchell Sorensen, and Telford Lands, LLC bore the cost ofthe pipeline
and its construction on the segment thereof identified as "C".
RESPONSE TO REQUEST
, FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: Admittotheextentthisrequest
for admission seeks to determine how costs were allocated for the entire' project. Denied to the
extent this request for admission infers that PU Ranch is the sole owner of the pipeline segment
identified as "C," as all three Plaintiffs-PU Ranch, Mitchell Sorensen, and Telford Lands, LLC-are .
joint owners of the entire pipeline project and paid for the entire project collectively, including the
costs associated with boring underneath the highway.
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INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: If you denied any of the foregoing Requests for Admission,
please explain in detail the basis for such. denial and the basis upon which the division of costs was
calculated.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19: See above responses to requests for
admission above. With regard to the division of costs, Plaintiffs have already provided to
Defendants invoices and summary sheets of the costs of the project and their allocation to each
Plaintiff in their prior discovery responses. Those documents are attached hereto for ease' of
reference as Exhibit A. The division of costs for the entire project was based upon well production
amounts, as well as distance from each of the respective wells to the UC Canal. The entire project
consisted of the pipelines on the east side of Highway 93, boring underneath Highway 93, the
pipeline on the west side of Highway 93, and the work done in the UC Canal. Without all three
partners involved, the project would not have been undertaken as the participation of all three
individuals/entities was necessary to make the project economically feasible. The entire project was
perfonned by Irrigation Centers and their subcontractors, as well ~ backhoe work performed by
Wade Collins. In allocating the costs of the entire project, work was categorized as either a "2 way
split,""3 way split," or ~'individual" allocation. For costs that were categ~rized as "2 way splits,"
44.25% was paid by Sorensen and 55.75% was paid by PU Ranch. For costs that were categorized
as "3 way splits," Telford was responsible for 48.40%, PU Ranch was responsible for 28.77%, and
Sorensen was responsible for 22.83%. Costs categorized as "individual" were paid entirely by the
individuaVentity it was allocated to. The entire project therefore cost $105,506.94. Of that entire
cost, $39,998.21 was paid by PU Ranch, $29,150.22 paid by Sorensen, and $36,358.51 paid by
Telford.

DATED this

Pi!!.

day of January, 2011.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
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1:

Gary D. Slette

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
!rlm\gds\cain\aff_SJette.3

Attorneys for Defendants

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

11

12
13
14

*********

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

)

Plaintiffs,

15

)

17

19

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUTH CAIN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

20

Defendants.

22
23

TIDRD
AFFIDAVIT OF
GARY D. SLETTE

)

~

21

Case No. CV 2010-64

)

16

18

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-----------------------)
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Twin Falls

)

ss:

24

GARY D. SLETTE, fIrst being duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:

25

1.

I am the attorney of record for the Defendants Donald and Carolyn Cain.

26

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of

Winfield Scott Slocmn V.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of
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1

2
3

4
5
6

James Rindfleisch.
4.

8

9

10
11

12
13

"c"

is a true and correct copy of the Plaintiffs'

Response to Defendants' Second Set of Discovery Requests dated January 24,2011.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of the email dated

October 5, 2010, from Rob Harris to your affiant.
6.

7

Attached hereto as Exhibit

Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" are true and correct copies of correspondence

between the Holden, Kidwell law firm and the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of a Complaint fIled in

Butte County by the Holden, Kidwell law flrm entitled Dickcon, et at. v. Big Lost River Irrigation

District.

8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of an Application for

Transfer of Water Right No. 3705.

9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of an Application for

Transfer of Water Right No. 3214.
14
15

16

10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a true and correct copy of Transfer No. 71254.

Further, your affiant sayeth not.
DATED this

-1- day of February, 2011.
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21
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Residing at: ~-+'"J6;--WUlA...A.:;.,.-L----
Commission expires: ,1 £- ..... ~_/~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3

The undersigned certifies that on the 1st day of February, 2011, he caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

5

6
7

manner:
Robert L. Harris
Holden, Kidwell,Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130

8

[ ]
[x]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-523-9518
Email rharris@holdenlegal.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

) Case No. CV-2010-64

MITCHELL D. SORENSEN, an
individual, and PU RANCH, a

RULE 30 (b) (6)

general partnership,

DEPOSITION OF
Plaintiffs,

PU RANCH

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN

TESTIMONY OF

RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and

) WINFIELD SCOTT SLOCUM V

JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals, and
JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,
Defendants.

TAKEN
DECEMBER 3, 2010

REPORTED BY:
DANIEL E. WILLIAMS, RPR, CSR No. 6.86
Notary Public

EXHIBIT

I
(208)345-9611

It

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)

COO 7 7 0
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THE RULE 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF
PU RANCH, TESTIMONY OF WINFIELD SCOTT SLOCUM V
was taken on behalf of the Defendants at the
ArcolButte County Incubation Center, 159 North
Idaho Street, Arco, Idaho, commencing at
2:41 P.M. on December 3, 2010, before
Daniel E. Williams, Certified Shorthand Reporter
and Notary Public within and for the. State of
Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For Plaintiffs:
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
BY: MR. ROBERT L. HARRIS
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
For the Defendants:
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
BY: MR. GARY D. SLETTE
134 Third Avenue East
Post Office Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Also Present: Donald William Cain, Sr.
Carolyn Ruth Cain
Mitchell D. Sorensen
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WlNFIELD SCOTf SLOCUM V,
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to
said cause, testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. SLETfE:
Q. Would you please state your name and
address.
A. Winfield Scott Slocum V. 5049 February
Street, San Diego, California 92110.
Q. What's your age?
A. I'm35.
Q. What's your occupation?
A. I'm a builder, residential
construction.
Q. What company are you affiliated with?
A. Winfield Development, Matt Hill
Company, and PU Ranch.
Q. Let's talk about Winfield Development.
What's your position with that company?
A. Owner and president.
Q. Okay. And the second company was?
A. Matt Hill Company. It's a property
management company.
Q. Okay. How long have you been the
Page 5

Page 3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

INDEX
TESTIMONY OF WINFIELD SCOTT SLOCUM V
EXAMINATION BY MR. SLETTE
4
EXAMINATION BY MR. HARRIS
31
FURTHER EXAMINATION BY MR. SLETTE
EXHIBITS
NO. DESCRIPTION
18. Compilation of Letters

11
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21
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PAGE
28

PAGE

33
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president and owner of Winfield Development?
A. Since its inception in 2004.
Q. Who is Richard Tuthill?
A. My stepfather.
Q. Is Mr. Tuthill living?
A. No.
Q. How long ago did he die?
A. September 16th, 2002.
Q. Did your stepfather, Mr. Tuthill, have
a role in home building as well?
A. He was a builder.
Q. Did he have any relationship with a
predecessor company of the development company
that you currently own?
A. Let's see. We retained some of the
staff that was under the company that he ran.
Q. And who is Marie Tuthill?
A. My mother.
Q. Is she living?
A. Yes.
Q. Where does she reside?
A. San Diego.
Q. How old is your mother?
A. 62.
Q. And do I understand correctly,from

2 (Pages 2 to 5)
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your discovery responses, that your mothds
trust and a partnership in which you're involved
are the general partners ofPU Ranch, a plaintiff
in this case?
A. A small correction. My mother's trust
owns the majority shares, and another company
that I own, Slocum Investments, owns a minority
interest in PU Ranch.
Q. What are the disparate interest
percentages?
A. 88 percent and 12 percent.
Q. You own 12; your mother's trust owns
88?
A. Correct.
Q. When did you arrive in Idaho for this
deposition?
A. When did I arrive on this recent trip,
you're asking?
Q. Yes.
A. Tuesday.
Q. Where do you stay when you visit Butte
County, Idaho?
A. My ranch house.
Q. And your ranch house would be located
north of Arco?
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eastern Idaho area?
A. Yes, I do know. And, no, he doesn't.
Q. Okay. Who is Chris Lord?
A. He is the PU Ranch foreman.
Q. Do you know how long he's held that
position?
A. 12, 13 years.
Q. Okay. With regard to the property
that's owned by the PU Ranch, is it all one
contiguous parcel, or does PU own mUltiple
noncontiguous parcels?
A. Multiple noncontiguous parcels.
Q. Can you describe for me generally where
they're located and their approximate size?
A. Yes, I can. Acreage? No, I can't give
you that. The majority of our property is by
Timber Dome, moistly dry pasture, two pivots. We
have several wheel lines and whatnot at what we
call the home place, which is off2700 North.
Q. How much ground is irrigated at the
home place?
A. It would be a guess. Maybe 300 acres.
Q. Okay. So the home place is one place,
and it has, if! understand correctly, some
irrigated and some pasture ground?
Page 9
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A. Correct.
Q. Are you familiar with the property
owned by the PU Ranch?
A. Yes.
Q. How long has the partnership PU Ranch
owned the property that is currently owned by
PURanch?
,
A. I don't know. This was purchased early
'70s.
Q. Okay.
A. I'm guessing. I know it's not right to
guess, but I'm just entertaining that.
Q. We'll give you a break.
A. Sure.
Q. When did your mother marry
Richard Tuthill?
A. The late '80s. '87, '88 somewhere in
there.
Q. Was your mother from this area?
A. No. San Diego.
Q. Do you have any relatives that live in
this area?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if your stepfather has any
relatives residing in the Butte County area or
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A. Correct.
Q. What other properties does PU Ranch own
in this area?
A. A mile north on 93, our calving area
called Spring Creek. And then we have the area
in question as to why we're here today is the
11 acres near what we call the North Pump Line.
Q. I'll hand you what has been marked as
Deposition Exhibit 1 in the Rindfleisch
deposition. And if it's okay with your attorney,
we'll just refer to it without making it a
deposition exhibit to your depo.
MR. SLETTE: Is that fair?
MR. HARRIS: Yeah. I think we're just
going to -- if you have any other exhibits, we'll
just continue with the numbering.
MR. SLETTE: Right.
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) So when we speak about
the 11 acres that is the subject of this
litigation, is that roughly the triangular shape
that is bounded by a red line that bisects the
property from top to bottom and one leg is
another red line and there's an arrow showing "PU
Well (pU Ranch)," and then the hypotenuse would
be the blue line that, according to this exhibit,
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is a pipeline? Is that a fair statement where
the 11 acres is located?
A. Fairly close, yeah.
Q. Okay. So we have the home place, the
calving area at Spring Creek, and the area north
of Moore?
A. And don't forget Timber Dome.
Q. Okay. So we have four places?
A. Yes.
Q. On Timber Dome, is that next to some
property that used to be owned by Bill Harrelson?
A. I do not know.
Q. Okay. How much land does PU Ranch have
out at Timber Dome, if you know?
A. Roughly 2,000 acres.
Q. Okay. Is it fair to say that the
groundwater that is diverted from the PU well is
used on the home place property?
A. No.
Q. Where is that used?
A. The Timber Dome property.
Q. Where does the home place get its
water?
A. Wells and groundwater.
Q. Are the wells and groundwater subject
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Q. Okay. Do you know when the pivots were
placed on the Timber Dome property?
A. No.
Q. Has there been any improvements to the
irrigation system on the Timber Dome property
since January of2009?
A. Nothing substantial.
Q. Okay.
A. Minor sprinkler and berm replacements,
electrical.
Q. No new pivots?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Is the land underneath those
pivots on the Timber Dome property dry land?
A. I don't understand your question.
Q. I can understand why you wouldn't.
The pivots irrigate all of that
property; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And they have irrigated it since your
stepfather began farming that property; is that
correct?
A. I do not know. I do not know when they
Were installed and what they were before I was
involved.
Page 13
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to transport agreements with the irrigation
district?
A. No.
Q. Are the wells in proximity to or on the
home place?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. That helps me.
So the Timber Dome property is the
property that receives the groundwater that
formerly was transported by the irrigation
district. Is that a fair statement?
A. Yes.
Q. And the Timber Dome property is the
property that is now irrigated via the pipeline
that is the subject of this litigation. Is that
also a fair statement?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. And I believe you indicated you
had two pivots and some wheel lines. Is that on
the Timber Dome property?
. A. Only two pivots at the Timber Dome
property.
Q. Okay. What do you generally grow
there?
A. Oats and alfalfa.
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Q. When was the first time you saw that
property at Timber Dome?
A. 1990.
Q. Was the land being irrigated with
pivots at that time?
A. I was 15.
Q. You were a youngster.
A. And I wasn't paying attention. So I
can't answer that question.
Q. Tell me, then, when the first time was
that you observed the land being irrigated at
Timber Dome with those pivots.
A. That's a tough question. I don't even
remember. Maybe around the same time, when I was
15, 20, somewhere in there.
Q. Let's turn the clock forward to, say,
five years ago. That would have been 2005.
A. Okay.
Q. Were you aware that the Timber Dome
property was being irrigated with pivots at that
time?
A. Yes.
Q. And has that property been irrigated
annually ever since?
A. Yes.
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Q. Is the land beneath those pivots arid

land?
MR. HARRIS: I'll object to the extent
it calls for a legal conclusion.
Unless you understand what "arid"
means?
TIlE WITNESS: No.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Do you know what it
means to be arid? Is dry a -- how about if! use
that word?
That land is being irrigated every
year; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Is the land dry?
A. Without irrigation, it would be dry.
Q. How about with irrigation?
A. It struggles with raising crops.
Q. But is it watered?
A. Yes.
Q. And has it been consistently watered at
least since 2005, to your knowledge?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Prior to the construction ofthe
pipeline that is at issue in this case, are you
aware of how the PU Ranch water was delivered to
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1980s. Do you have any reason to disagree with
that statement?
A. Can you repeat that one more time,
please?
Q. I'll ask the court reporter to repeat
it for us.
(The record was read.)
TIlE WITNESS: No.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) When did you first
hear about the potential for constructing a
pipeline to transport the PU Ranch water rights
from the PU well?
A. Maybe brief discussions two,
three years ago.
Q. Who were those discussions with?
A. Primarily Chris Lord and
Mitch Sorensen.
Q. What did Mitch Sorensen tell you?
A. Obviously, I'm not going to remember
word for word a conversation three years ago.
Mitch brought up the idea of improving our water
supply to that area, and I commented that I would
be interested in looking into it further.
Q. Have you ever spoken with Mr. Telford?
A. Yes.
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the Timber Dome property?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is your understanding of that?
A. I may not be completely accurate, but
we pump from that 11 acres, the PU well, irito the
Moore Canal. From there, it went to the UC Canal
and then to the Timber Dome Canal Company. And
then eventually it made it out to the Timber Dome
pivots.
Q. Okay. And were you -A. I may be a little bit off, but that's a
general understanding of how I think it worked.
Q. I think you stated it fairly
accurately.
As far as the distance between what is
shown as the PU well on Exhibit 1 and an area
marked as the UC Canal-- and rn represent that
the irrigation district manager marked that -was the groundwater transported via the
Moore Canal?
A. Yes, prior to the pipeline.
Q. Correct. I'll represent to you that
your attorney has stated in discovery responses
that transport agreements were used to transport
the PU Ranch's water since at least the early
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Q. When was that?
A. The first time I met and spoke with
Mr. Telford was maybe 18 months ago.
Q. 18-A. -- months ago.
Q. What did you and he speak about?
A. We were kicking around the idea of
leasing each other's property, unrelated to our
issues here today.
Q. Does he lease the Timber Dome property
from you?
A. No.
Q. Does the PU Ranch operate the
Timber Dome property itself?
A. Yes.
Q. And are the water rights pumped from
the PU well, pursuant to the PU Ranch water
rights, used on the Timber Dome property?
A. I'm assuming.
.
Q. Do you know if they're used anywhere
else?
A. No, they're not.
Q. It sounds like it would be an illegal
act under the water rights.
A. I know we utilize every square inch of
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water that we can; so nothing goes to waste and
is sent elsewhere.
Q. Right. You use your own water on your
own property?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. I'll represent to you that
Mr. Telford stated in his deposition that he felt
there wasn't enough water on the flats to do
everything he wanted to do; so he got conversing
with the neighbors about a proposed pipeline
project. Did you have any discussions with him
prior to the construction of the pipeline, or was
it solely with Mitch Sorensen?
A. No. We spoke before construction
obviously.
Q. Were the three of you together either
by phone conference or in person?
A. Both. I had spoken to him personally
and on the phone, as well as Mitch.
Q. Did you bring up the idea of the
pipeline or did Mitch or did Mr. Telford?
A. I believe it was Mitch's brilliant
idea. It wasn't -- I'm not a farmer. I'm not a
rancher.
Q. Yeah. You're a home builder?
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as we can because of the seriousness of the
issue.
So you spoke with Mr. Telford. Who
decided who was going to do the construction work
and who was going to pay for it?
A. That was a discussion that we
negotiated before construction.
Q. Who paid for what?
A. The cost of the pipeline was initially
paid for, I believe, by Mike Telford. I was
merely a person who agreed on the percentage of
what was due from each partner, all three of
us -- Mike Telford, Mitch Sorensen, and the
PU Ranch. So basically I said, "You guys handle
it. You guys know your pipeline. You know what
you need, who to talk to, how to construct it.
Send me a bill for my share when you're done."
Q. How much was your share?
A. Good question. I would have to add it
up, but I believe it was about $40,000.
Q. Do you know what the total cost of the
pipeline was?
A. Probably three times that. I paid
roughly a third.
Q. Were you aware that the transport
Page 21
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A. Right. I'm here enjoying my vacation

and trying to play cowboy.
Q. And you get sucked into a lawsuit?
A. Well, yeah, that too. But I followed
the direction of my ranch foreman and
Mitch Sorensen, who's obviously a great farmer.
And I looked at the pros and cons of doing this
pipeline and followed their advice.
Q. Do you know Mr. Cain?
A. No.
Q. Do you know Mr. Boyd Burnett?
A. No.
Q. SO, again, am I correct that
Mitch Sorensen was the first one who spoke to you
about the pipeline and its possible construction?
A. If not Chris. And to speed things up,
so we dort't go through so many questions, the
majority of my communications on this entire
issue are through my ranch foreman, Chris Lord.
And most -- and 99 percent of that was our
regular phone conversations every day, every
other day.
Q. And I'm not trying to drag this out,
but obviously it's of critical importance to my
client that we answer all the questions the best
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agreements between PU Ranch and Big Lost River
Irrigation District were in effect through the
endof2009?
A. I was assuming.
Q. Were you aware that the PU Ranch was
capable of transporting its water in 2009 through
the Moore Canal pursuant to that transport
agreement?
A. I can't answer that. Because as
someone who has not been a farmer or rancher, I
was assuming that any water rights with the
PU Ranch were in effect, and I followed along
with our routine of irrigating and our farming
practices, similar to what was done before I was
in charge.
Q. What did Chris Lord tell you about the
construction of the pipeline?
A. He explained where it was going and how
it was going to benefit the PU Ranch, more or
less summarizing his .conversations with
Mike Telford or Mitch Sorensen.
Q. Have you ever seen the name
Boyd Burnett come up in this litigation?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Did Mr. Lord ever advise you that he
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did not like Mr. Burnett?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So the only people that you
would have spoken with concerning this pipeline
is Mitch Sorensen, Mike Telford, and Chris Lord.
Is that a fair statement?
A. Correct.
Q. And then, of course, after the
litigation -- you guys filed the lawsuit, then
you obviously spoke to your attorneys. Are there
any other parties that you've spoken to about
this litigation as of today?
A. Marie Tuthill.
Q. What does Marie have to say about it?
A. She is an investing partner who has
faith in her son that rn make the right
decision; so I just keep her aware of what's
happening.
Q. And what is the right decision, in your
mind?
A. With regards to -- I'm not
understanding your question.
Q. This lawsuit.
A. Well, I'm not allowed to swear, am I?
I believe this is -- this case is ridiculous, as
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for my homes that I built.
Q. Are you talking in the context of a
subdivision plat or something like that where you
were developing the property yourself?
A. Correct.
Q. Oh, okay. So as a condition of
approval, you had to agree to dedicate certain
property for public improvements?
A. Exactly.
Q. Okay. It wasn't anybody seeking to
condemn or to take your property; is that
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. SO do you know how much Mitch Sorensen
paid for his share of the construction costs?
A. Yes.
Q. What was that amount?
A. I have it written, and I do not know
from my memory.
Q. To your knowledge, it was roughly a
third, a third, and a third. Is that a fair
statement?
A. No. It was relative to the potential
inches of water each partner would be pumping
through the pipeline; so Mike Telford had the
Page 25
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far as my opinion. We're talking about a piece
of property worth $500 and an easement worth $27,
and so far my costs have far exceeded that. And
I'm not understanding as to why or what
motivation Don Cain or yourself have to pursue an
issue as minor as this, to be frank.
Q. Okay. In your real estate venture,
have you ever had someone seek a right on your
property by eminent domain?
A. No.
Q. Anything even close to it? Your
hesitation was pregnant, with some sort of -A. I was reviewing prior projects as to
whether or not, you know, the citywaives the
easements, which is, of course, a factor on where
you can build and what you can do with the
property.
Q. Have you ever had a city tell you that
we're going to take some of your property for a
right-of-way?
A. No -- well, yes, with city roads,
utilities, different things.
Q. How did you like it?
A. It was necessary for the development to
be successful and supply -- provide improvements
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largest share.
Q. As I reviewed the settlement agreement
that was executed between the district -- and I
think you actually signed it. Do you recall
signing a settlement agreement with the
irrigation district?
rn hand it to you. It's Exhibit 3
that was looked at earlier with the Rindfleisch
deposition.
A. Okay. That's my signature.
(Carolyn Ruth Cain exited the room.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETfE) Okay. As I looked at
the land descriptions that each plaintiff in this
lawsuit had, I see that Telford has 1,985 acres,
Mitch Sorensen has 40, and PU Ranch has 264; is
that correct, to your knowledge?
A. Correct.
Q. SO if you paid $40,000 as the PU Ranch
share, is that also what you just testified to
earlier?
A. Correct. Again, that's a number I
don't have memorized.
Q. Sure. So what did the total pipeline
cost? We should be able to work mathematically,
if it's predicated on the number of -- was it on
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the inches of water or the acres irrigated?
A. Inches of water.
Q. Okay.
MR. HARRIS: Could we go off the record
for just a second?
MR. SLETIE: Sure.
(A discussion was held off the record.)
MR. SLETIE: Okay. We can go back on
the record.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Mr. Slocum, your
attorney has just handed me the UC Canal project
costs. So if we're talking about the UC Canal
project costs, does that take in the pipeline
that crosses the Cain property?
A. Correct.
Q. And it looks like PU Ranch paid
$39,998; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. SO you actually paid more than your
other two cotenants in the pipeline. Is that
fair as well?
A. Yes. My well is farther away from the
final point ofthe pipeline; so that section is
strictly my cost. Once we have the pipeline
together, then we share the cost of the pipeline
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litigation? What conversations have you had?
A. He and I are in agreement that we
believe this is unnecessary.
Q. Do you wish you hadn't filed the
lawsuit?
A. No. I believe we've done everything we
can in an honest and prudent manner, and the
situation has come about to where it warranted
lawyers to duke it out.
Q. Okay.
A. Unfortunately.
Q. To whom did you give your authorization
to proceed with construction of the pipeline?
A. Chris Lord, as an agent ofPU Ranch.
Q. Okay. Do you know who Kent Foster is?
A. Yes.
Q. And who is that?
A. He is an attorney who, at one point,
worked with my stepfather, Dick Tuthill.
(Exhibit No. 18 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) I'll hand you what has
been marked as Deposition Exhibit 18 -- it's a
compilation of letters -- and ask if you've seen
any of those letters in the past?
A. I have not, no.
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once we are sharing inches in that pipeline.
Q. I see.
A. So from here to there, that's entirely
my cost.
Q. Okay. So PU Ranch alone bore that cost
from the PU well to the point where the
intersection of the old Moss well and the
pipeline occur?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. In your discovery responses,
it's indicated that you were somewhat aware of
the construction activities with regard to the
pipeline. Is there anything that you can tell me
of which you were aware relative to the
construction of the pipeline? You're a fact
witness. I'm just trying to discern what it is
you would testify to.
A. I didn't witness -- I wasn't present
during any of the construction. Again, I was
more of an investing member, where I had trusted
Mitch's expertise and Mike Telford and also my
foreman, Chris Lord. And, again, I asked them to
send me an invoice as receipts, and I'll pay my
portion when complete.
Q. What has Chris Lord told you about this
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Q. They're not familiar to you?
A. No.
Q. Okay.

MR. HARRIS: Let me see those.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Does the name

Edsel Moss mean anything to you?
A. No.
MR. SLETIE: .We'll take a couple of
minutes. We'll go off the record and be back to
conclude.
(A recess was taken from 3:19 P.M. to
3:25P.M.)
MR. SLETIE: Okay. Back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) I'm handing you
Exhibit 3 again, which was the settlement
agreement. And I believe you acknowledged that
you signed it; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Tell me, why is it that PU Ranch wanted
its transport agreement with the district
terminated?
A. I do not know.
Q. You didn't discuss that with Chris at
all?
A. No.
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Q. Did you discuss it with Mitch or anyone
else?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Has anyone ever discussed with
you conversations with Boyd Burnett relative to
the Cain property and the crossing of the Cain
property with the pipeline?
A. Chris Lord and I have spoke of it
Q. What did he tell you?
A. Can I ask a question? Boyd Burnett is
the tractor operator; right? Am I allowed to ask
that?
Q. Well, if you want to clarify it with
your counsel, I have no problem.
THE WITNESS: He's the fellow that did
the construction, or am I off'?
MR. HARRIS: Can we go off the record?
MR. SLETIE: Sure.
(A discussion was held off the record.)
MR. HARRIS: Let's go back on the
record.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) So you're not aware of
any conversations relative to Boyd Burnett's
discussing this matter with Don Cain?
A. I am unaware of any conversation in
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to this pipeline project to improve the amount of
water you would get to your pivots?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Okay. And, to your knowledge, did
Mr. Lord ever have difficulty with the irrigation
district over the amounts of shrink: that were
allocated to PU Ranch?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And were they significant?
A. Yes, they were.
MR. SLETIE: Object to the form of the
question.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) You can go ahead and
answer.
A. Yes. There was significant shrinkage
charged to PU Ranch.
Q. Okay. You mentioned before -- talking
just a little bit about the lawsuit, Mr. Slette
asked if you regret filing the lawsuit. Do you
remember that testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And do you remember what caused
the lawsuit to be filed?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And what was that?
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that regard.
MR. SLETIE: Okay. I have no further
questions.
MR. HARRIS: I have just a couple of
follow-up questions.
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. HARRIS:
Q. Mr. Slocum, Mr. Slette asked you a
number of questions about the dry nature of your
Timber Dome property. Do you remember that
testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And did I understand you
correctly that you grow oats and alfalfa?
A. Correct
Q. Okay. And has it been your experience
that you generally have ample water to irrigate
under those pivots?
A. No.
Q. SO with more water, you would be able
to irrigate more during the year and produce a
better crop; is that right?
A. Correct.
Q. Is one of the reasons that you agreed
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A. I was confused a little bit by the

question as to which lawsuit you were pertaining
to, but Donald Cain or somebody known of
Donald Cain destroyed our pipeline that was
recently installed.
Q. And the lawsuit was filed after that
was done by Mr. Cain; correct?
A. Correct
MR. HARRIS: I don't have any further
questions.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. SLETIE:
Q. Is there any other lawsuit of which
you're aware that you're referencing when you say
you didn't know which lawsuit?
A. No, I didn't. I was confused as to who
was fighting with who, more or less.
Q. We're clear on it, though, now?
A. Right.
Q. Okay.
A. They're mad we built a pipeline, and
we're mad because you're destroying our pipeline,
and here we are.
MR. SLETIE: Okay. Thank you. I
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appreciate you being here.
THE WTINESS: Thanks for having me.
(The deposition concluded at 3:31 P.M.)
(Signature requested.)
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
1301 North Ol'thard Street, Statehouse Mall, Boise, Idaho 83720·9000
Phone: (208) 327..7900 FAX: (208) 327..7866
CECIL D. ANDRUS
c:ovraNOIl

September 16, 1993

R. KEITH HIGGINSON
.,.II!C\'OII.

HILLCREEK PROPERTIES
C/O RICHARD TUTHILL
RT 1 BOX 447
ARCO 1D 83213

RE:

Approved Transfer No. 3705/Water Right Nos. 34-02332 and 34-

07079

Dear Water Right Holder:
On August 14, 1992. the Department approved an application for
transfer of the above referenced water right. A copy of the
transfer as approved has been enclosed for your reference. One
of the conditions of approval of this transfer was that the
authorized change(s) be accomplished within one year of the date
of approval.
Please coroplete and return the enclosed form to confirm that the
transfer has been accomplished. If the approved transfer has not
been completed or is only partially complete, please provide an
explanation why the changes have not been made and give an
expected date for completion. The form must be returned to this
office within 14 days of the date of this letter. If you wish to
return the form by FAX, the number is (208)327-7866.
Please contact me if you have questions concerning this matter.

ExIt. No.
Date
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LAW OFFICES

RECEIVED

HOLDEN. KIDWELL, HAHN aCRAPO

WEST ONe BANI<
P.e. BOX 50130
330 SHOUP AVENUE
IDAHO Fms,lOAHO ~

IDAHO FALLS OFFICE

FAEOJ /WIN
KENT W FOeTER
ROBERT e FARNAM

WILLIAM O. FAl.ER
51!PHEN IS MARTIN
CHARLES A. HOMER
GARY L MEIKLE
GAVLE A. SORENSON, PA
OONAtD L HARRIS
MARIE T 'lYI.ER
JO~G.

TELEPH~e (208) 523·()1I20

TELEFAX

(208) 523-tS1t

SEP 2 71993",,, ~
BOIS~otW.. Rt6ourcea

KeY fiNANCIAL CENTER
702 W. IDAHO 8UnUl0

RANDAliB REED

BOISE, IDAHO 83702

FREDERICK J HAHN III
RONALD 0 CHRlSTlAH
TELEPHONE (20II34S-0820
(2OS, 34:1·8079

TElEfAX

ARTHUR W. HOUlEN
(Ie""'8I7)

ROBERT 8. HOUlEIf
ueIH..,I)

61tJMON6,P A

TIlRRY L CRAPO

(198..1012)
Wll..UA1oII5. HOLOEN
(1107-'118&,

ROBERT M FOLLETT
KUNSt<! L. TAVLOR
JAMES t< SLAVENS

September 23, 1993

Jim Johnson, Water Rights Supervisor
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
1301 North Orchard Street
Statehouse Mail
Boise, Idaho 83720
Re:

Transfer '310SIWater Right '34-02332

« 34-07079

Dear Mr. Johnson:
We are returning the Proof of Completed Transfer form
,This transfer was
completed many years ago and very little has been done since
May 22, 1990, except to reduce diversions ..

which you recently sent to our client.

y~y.
Kent W. Foster
#7180.00/kep
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

) .

MITCHELL D. SORENSEN, an

Case No. CV-2010-64

individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

DEPOSITION OF
JAMES RINDFLEISCH

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and
JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals, and
JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

TAKEN
DECEMBER 3, 2010

Defendants.

REPORTED BY:
DANIEL E. WILLIAMS, RPR, CSR No. 686
Notary Public

EXHIBIT
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THE DEPOSmON OF JAMES RINDFLEISCH was
taken on behalf of the Defendants at the
ArcolButte County Incubation Center, 159 North
Idaho Street, Arco, Idaho, commencing at
1:00 P.M. on December 3, 2010, before
Daniel E. Williams, Certified Shorthand Reporter
and Notary Public within and for the State of
Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For Plaintiffs:
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
BY: MR. ROBERT L. HARRIS
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
For the Defendants:
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
BY: MR. GARYD. SLETIE
134 Third Avenue East
Post Office Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Also Present:
Donald William Cain, Sr.
Carolyn Ruth Cain
Mitchell D. Sorensen
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12. Memorandum Decision and Order
13. Moore Canal Shrink. by Week for 2009 34
and 2010
14. Big Lost River Irrigation District 35
By-Laws and Policies for 2010
15. 01/27/10 Letter to Robert L. Harris 40
from Kent Fletcher
16. 01/29/10 Letter to Kent W. Fletcher 41
from Robert L. Harris
17. Big Lost River Irrigation District 61
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JAMES RINDFLEISCH,
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to
said cause, testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. SLETIE:
Q. Jim, would you please state your name
and address.
A. James Rindfleisch, 3558 North
3350 West, Moore, Idaho 83255.
Q. And what is your occupation?
A. Right now I'm the manager of the Big
Lost River Irrigation District.
Q. How long have you served in that
capacity?
A. Coming up on four years.
Q. Have you ever been deposed before?
A. Yes, I have.
Q. What cases have you been deposed in
before?
A. There was a case -- filed a lawsuit
against us for taking away a transport agreement
because of noncompliance with the rules and
regulations of the district; so we went to
court -- well, we didn't go to court. We went to
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deposition.
Q. Was Mr. Harris involved in that
deposition?
A. Yes, he was.
Q. All right. So you know the general
rules of giving your deposition?
A. I do. That was my first one.
Q. Have you had an opportunity to discuss
this matter -- that is, the Cain pipeline
lawsuit -- with Mr. Harris?
A. No.
Q. No phone calls? No communications?
A. Huh-uh.
Q. Okay. With whom have you discussed
this, outside of your legal counsel?
A. I've talked with Don some. I've talked
with Telford. That's about it.
Q. What were the conversations between you
and Mr. Telford?
A. He wanted -- he called me and asked me
if! would meet him up there at the location
where the pipeline is. And he wanted to know
where the -- he was going to refix the fence that
had been tom down, and he wanted to know where
the easement was on the canal and where he should
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regulations. And that's when he discovered, at
least to my knowledge, that -- and he said,
"What's that little yellow pipeline sticking up?"
And I said, "That's where the pipeline is." And
he said, "What pipeline?" And that's the only
time I've been on-site talking to Don.
(Exhibit No. 1 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETfE) Okay. I'm going to
hand you what I will mark as Exhibit 1 and ask if
you can -- oh, you don't have your glasses, I
bet.
MR. HARRIS: Are they in your vehicle?
THE WITNESS: Let me think here. I
might have a pair here for emergencies. I don't
know if I've got a pair out in the -- can I just
go and check?
MR. SLETTE: Sure. Let's go off the
record.
(A recess was taken from 1:06 P.M. to
1:07P.M)
MR. SLETTE: Back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. SLE1TE) I'll represent that
it's a document prepared by Mr. Harris and ask if
you're generally familiar with the points labeled
on that map?
Page 9
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start. So that's why he called me mainly.
Q. Okay. And then how about your
conversations with Mr. Cain?
A. He called me and wanted to know if!
would write him a letter -- and I don't know the
dates on this, but if! would write him a letter
saying that we could put water in the canal and
if the canal would hold -- use a transport
agreement to put that water from the wells to
their property like they previously had.
Q. Okay.
A. And I sent him a letter.
Another conversation is he called me
and asked me about -- what is it called? -- the
affidavit.
And that's about the extent of our
conversations. Well, we had one where he was
asking about the trees, but it had nothing to do
with this.
Q. Did you ever have an opportunity to
meet with Don Cain on-site?
A. Yes. He was going to put a fence
across the canal, and he wanted me to come there
so he could put -- so we could clean around it
and have it comply with our rules and
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A. Okay. "Moore Canal," "PU well," "old
Moss well (Sorensen)," yep.
Q. Okay.
A. And Don's place, yes.
Q. And I'll represent to you that the area
outlined in yellow that is depicted on this
aerial photograph has been outlined by
Mr. Harris, showing the location of the Cain
property on the north side of the Moore Canal
with -A. And this blue line is supposed to be
the pipeline?
Q. That's correct.
A. Okay.
MR. HARRIS: And just briefly, I'd be
more comfortable if we said it's the approximate
location. I don't know that exactly, if that's
the property boundaries.
THE WITNESS: It's pretty close.
MR. HARRIS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. SLE1TE) Here's the legend over
here on the left-hand side.
A. Okay.
Q. Blue is pipeline. Circles are wells.
A. Okay. Yep.
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1
2
area?
3
A. Yes, very familiar.
4
Q. Great.
5
(Exhibit No.2 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) I'd like to hand you
6
7
what has been marked as Exhibit No.2 and ask if
8
you can identify that document?
9
A. Yes, I can.
10
MR. HARRIS: Do you have an extra copy
11
forme?
12
MR. SLETIE: I don't. I'm sorry.
13
MR. HARRIS: Okay. Go ahead.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) What is that document? 14
15
A. That's an affidavit that I wrote,
16
signed.
17
Q. Okay. And did you execute that
document based upon your own personal knowledge? 18
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Would you be prepared to testify at a
21
trial of this matter to the facts you stated in
22
your affidavit?
23
MR. HARRIS: I'll object on foundation.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) You can go ahead and
24
answer the question.
25
Q. SO are you generally familiar with that

your affidavit?
A. Yes.
Q. And were you able to review the letter
that the former manager of the district sent -A. Yes, I did.
Q. -- to the department?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. Okay. Before we go too much further,
one ofthe things that the reporter will scold us
on is if you answer in anticipation of my
questions.
A. Okay. I had that problem before.
MR. HARRIS: That's right.
MR. SLETTE: So far you've been pretty
good.
(Exhibit No.3 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) I'd like to now hand
you what has been marked as Exhibit 3 and ask if
you can identify that document?
A. Yes, I can.
Q. And what is that?
A. That's a settlement agreement we had in
another semi-legal case, I guess. I don't know
what you'd call that.
Q. What were the facts that gave rise to
Page 13
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A. Yes.
Q. With regard to paragraph 4 ofthe

affidavit, it's apparent that you were not
employed by the Big Lost River Irrigation
District in 2005; is that correct?
A. That's correct. Yes.
Q. I want to determine how it is that you
obtained personal knowledge of the facts you
stated in that paragraph. Did you review
documents contained in the district's files?
A. Yes.
Q. As the manager of the Big Lost River
Irrigation District, are you the custodian of the
district's records?
A. Yes, me and then the office manager.
Q. And who is that?
A. Dawn Brown.
Q. Okay. Are there any documents within
the district records to which you are not privy?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Okay.
A. There shouldn't be.
Q. With regard to paragraph 4, were you
able to review the application for transfer that
was filed by Mitch Sorensen that you refer to in
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the need for that settlement agreement?
A. Well, a couple of things. One, I
discovered a pipeline had been put in our canal
through a culvert, and also, I had a call from a
patron saying "Hey, there's some work being done
in the UC Canal." And so I checked that out, and
somebody had been in there without our permission
making a new ditch through the canal.
Q. And who was that that placed the
pipeline in your canal?
A. I'm not sure. I think it was a -- the
irrigation district that did it, but I think they
were working for Telford or PU Ranch or a
combination of both.
Q. You say it was the irrigation district
that did it?
A. No. The irrigation center. Did I say
district?
Q. Okay.
A. I'm sorry. The center. They're the
people that do the pipelines and stuff for the
patrons in this valley.
Q. Okay. But the district didn't have
anything to do with it?
A. Oh, no, no. Huh-uh. I'm sorry.
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Q. And that pipeline was placed without
the district's permission?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What gave rise to this
settlement agreement? Was there any negotiations
that took place or meetings that took place?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you describe those generally for
me?
A. Oh, boy, let me think here. We had
several meetings.
Q. When you say "we," do you mean the
district?
A. The district, yes.
Q. Were you present at those meetings?
A. Oh, yes. Yes.
One, we had a meeting to talk about it
and see if we couldn't come to some conclusion or
settlement. And then we disagreed on a couple of
things, and there were some letters back and
forth. And then we had another meeting and
fmally came up with some kind of settlement.
And that's what this was, was a summary of the, I
guess, thoughts and agreements that people came
up with between the plaintiffs and the irrigation
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Q. And were you present during each of
those meetings?
A. Yes.
Q. And do the minutes reflect that?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Was the settlement agreement
that has been marked as Exhibit 3 the topic of
discussion at any ofthose meetings?
A. Yes.
Q. Did the board go into executive session
to discuss this settlement agreement?
A. I'll have to check that. I don't
recall.
Q. And if you don't recall, that's fine.
A. No. I'm just reading the minutes. It
says that we did.
Q. Would you have been a participant in
the executive session meetings?
A. Yes. Uh-huh.
Q. And then would the board have come out
and announced its decision in public?
A. That's normal procedure. Yes.
Q. And then after the decision was made,
that led to the execution of Exhibit 3 dated
June 30th, 2009; is that correct?
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district.

1
2
3
present at those meetings?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Was Mr. Telford present at those
meetings?
6
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. Okay.
9
A. As far as I can recall.
10
(Exhibit No.4 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) I'm going to hand you 11
12
what has been marked as Exhibit 4, and it's
13
apparently two -- it's three documents. And I'm
14
going to ask you if you can identify each of
those documents?
15
16
MR. HARRIS: Could I look at those?
17
(Mitchell Sorensen entered the room.)
18
THE WITNESS: These are minutes from
19
meetings of the Big Lost River Irrigation
District.
20
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) And do the minutes of 21
22
each of those -- first of all, what dates are
those meetings?
23
24
A. One is the 2nd of June, '09; the 3rd of
June, '09; and the 8th ofJune, '09.
25
Q. Was Mr. Harris, seated next to you,

A. Correct.
Q. Okay. So you indicated you were

present with Don Cain at the time the pipeline -or at some point in time when he discovered the
pipeline on his property. Is that a fair
statement?
A. Correct.
Q. Do you recall when that was? Was it
after the settlement agreement had been
negotiated or prior to? It's a hard question, I
know. It was a year ago.
A. I think it was after.
Q. Okay. I'll represent-to you that
Mr. Sorensen and Mr. Telford have stated that the
pipeline was installed sometime between May and
June of2009. Do you have any reason to disagree
with that timeline?
A. No.
Q. As part of the settlement agreement,
it's my understanding that a couple of water
transport agreements with PU Ranch and Telford
were terminated; is that correct?
A. Not immediately. They were to be
terminated at the end of this year.
Q. At the end of --
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Last year, I mean.
At the end of2009?
Yes.
SO those transport agreements were
valid during all of2009?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. To your knowledge, was either
Telford or PU Ranch transporting its water under
those particular agreements through the
Moore Canal at that time, or were they using the
pipeline?
A. They were using the pipeline.
Q. They had the legal ability, though, to
use the transport agreements through the
Moore Canal?
A. Yes, they did.
Q. With the documents that you've provided
me here today with regard to transport
agreements, are any of these documents the
transport agreements that were terminated by
either PU Ranch or Telford?
MR. HARRIS: rll object to the
characterization. Termination of the settlement
agreements was joint. At least that's what the
document states.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
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the agreements that was terminated?
A. I don't -- I know there was trouble
with this one. It looks like for surface water
rather than groundwater.
Q. Okay. So that doesn't appear to be one
that was one of the terminated ones?
A. No, not if it's for surface water.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit No. 6 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Let me hand you what
has been marked as Exhibit -- oh, let's go back
to Exhibit No.5. Is that still in full force
and effect in terms ofPU Ranch's transport
agreement?
A. For surface water, yes.
Q. Okay. Let's look at Exhibit No.6 and
ask if you can identify that?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is that?
A. The transport agreement for groundwater
with Mike Telford.
Q. And what date is that?
A. The 14th of February, 2008.
Q. Was that one of the agreements thatwas
terminated?
Page 21
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Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Well, let's talk about

that issue a little bit. Was there a reason why
the district wanted those agreements terminated?
A. No.
Q. I think you've stated in your affidavit
that it was your understanding that the
agreements were terminated at the behest of
Telford and PU Ranch; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. With regard to those transport
agreements that were terminated, by having the
district transport water in the Moore Canal, was
that of a benefit to the district?
A. Yes. Because we receive revenue, if
they use the canal, for maintenance.
Q. Okay. So there was no reason that the
district would have wanted them stopped or
terminated?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So rll hand you -- let's see.
How should I do this?
(Exhibit No.5 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Let me just hand you
this document, which has been marked as
Exhibit 5, and ask if you know if that was one of
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A. I would have to look at the other

document, the settlement agreement, to see.
Q. Okay. Let's go back to Exhibit No. 3
and see if that helps you identify it. I'll
maybe refer you to paragraph No. 12 on page 5.
A. There we go. That's what I was looking
for.
Yes. It appears that it is.
Q. That it is one of the ones that was
terminated?
A. Yes.
Q. And according to paragraph 12 on
Exhibit 3, it appears that Telford and PU Ranch
reserved the right, at their discretion, to
utilize the transport agreement. Is that a fair
statement?
A. My understanding was that ifthe well
thing didn't work, they wanted to be able to back
up on that-Q. Okay.
A. -- be able to use that. Because if the
shrinkage was too bad when they put it in the
canal, then they wOllld still be able to use the
transport agreement.
Q. Okay. When you say "then they put it
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in the canal," do you mean the canal -A. The UC Canal. What it is is we've got
our canal that goes down, and it's called the
Moore Canal. And what they did is they piped the
water from their two wells -- three wells over to
the UC Canal, which is another canal. That's an
old canal that they're using now.
Q. Okay. Referring you to Exhibit 1, is
the UC Canal depicted on the far left-hand side?
A. It's right here.
Q. Why don't you take a pen and draw an
arrow to it from the left-hand margin and draw an
arrow to the point where the UC Canal exists.
A. Where it comes into the UC Canal?
Q. Sure.
A. Okay. That's really close.
Q. And approximate is good. And then just
write over there "UC Canal" on the left-hand
margin of Exhibit 1.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. Great.
A. Okay.
Q. Now, as I understand it, PU Ranch also
had a transport agreement that it terminated with
regard to its groundwater right; is that correct?
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agreement terminated at the end of2009?
A. Correct.
Q. Did you hear anyone, during the course
of the negotiations, from Telford or Sorensen or
PU discussing the desire to terminate those
transport agreements?
A. No.
Q. And so how did you arrive at that
understanding that it was they who wanted those
agreements terminated?
A. When we put together the settlement
agreement, that was part of it.
Q. Okay. And, again, there was no reason
that the district was out there championing
termination of those agreements?
A. No. No.
Q. Are you familiar with the property that
Telford Lands and PU Ranch irrigate with their
groundwater rights?
A. I know the general location but not the
specifics. I'm not responsible for the lands
outside of the district.
Q. Okay. Do you know iftheir land was
irrigated prior to the construction ofthe
pipeline across the Cain property?
Page 25
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A. That's true.
Q. Ijust don't happen to see a copy of it

in the documents that you've brought with you
here today.
A. Yeah. I'm not sure we have one. I was
talking with Dawn about that. And it was maybe
an oversight on our part that we didn't even have
one in place, but we thought that was the one.
Q. Okay.
A. But she was going to look -- do some
more looking to make sure.
Q. But as far as you know, the PU Ranch,
like Telford, was using a transport agreement to
transport its groundwater?
MR. HARRIS: Could we go off the record
for just a second?
(A discussion was held off the record.)
MR. SLETTE: Back on the record.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) As far as you know,
then, the PU Ranch was transporting its
groundwater pursuant to a transport agreement,
although you've not been able to locate it?
A. There's no question about that.
Q. And like Telford, PU Ranch wanted that
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A. I could not say which land, but I would
assume all they did was change the water to go
with the same land. That was my understanding.
Q. And you were transporting their
groundwater irrigation rights in the Moore Canal;
is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Are you aware that either Telford Lands
or PU Ranch has constructed more irrigation
facilities on their property since the pipeline
across the Cain property was constructed?
MR. HARRIS: Objection on relevance.
But you can answer.
THE WITNESS: I have no idea.
MR. SLETTE: Relevance isn't an
appropriate objection in a deposition anyhow.
MR. HARRIS: I'll just note it for the
record.
MR. SLETTE: I think we should save
those for trial.
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) I'd like to hand
you -- let's see. I think my last exhibit was -did we talk about Exhibit 6? Can you identify
that?
A. Yeah. That's the transport agreement
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for Telford.
Q. That's the one we were discussing
earlier that they tenninated?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. "Yes"?
A. That's my understanding, yes. By
looking at the settlement agreement, yes, it is.
Q. Okay. And the only one reason I said
"Yes" like that is because, again, the court
reporter likes to have yes's or no's as opposed
to uh-huh's.
A. Right.
(Exhibit No.7 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Let me hand you what
has been marked as Exhibit 7 and ask if you can
identifY that document?
A. Yes. It's a copy of the transport
agreements we have for transporting groundwater.
Q. And ifI'm correct, that one is simply
a blank one, just as an example of what you now
use; is that correct?
A. Yes.
(Exhibit No.8 marked.)
MR. HARRIS: Can I see this?
TIlE WITNESS: Sure.
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Exhibit 3 --' and it's Exhibit B to Exhibit 3;
this pertains to the Telford Lands place of use
description -- and see if you can discern for me
it: in fact, they are the same.
A. Yes, they are, as far as I can tell.
Q. Okay. They appear to me to be the same
as well.
(Exhibit No.9 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Let's keep that page
open because I'm going to hand you another
transport agreement for you to look at, this time
with regard to PU Ranch. I'm handing you what
has been marked as Exhibit No.9 -- let's see.
Let's keep those pages together.
A. Yeah.
Q. -- and ask if you can identifY Exhibit
No.9?
A. Yeah. It's a transport agreement for
surface water for PU Ranch.
Q. And to yoUr knowledge, is Exhibit No.9
still in full force and effect?
A. As far as I know, yes.
Q. Okay. Let's tum to the legal
description at the very end of Exhibit 9 -- oh, I
guess it's actually on the flrst page there -Page 29
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Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Now let me hand you
what has been marked as Exhibit 8 and ask if you
can identifY that?
A. Yes. This is a transport agreement for
groundwater by Mike Telford in the Moore Canal.
Q. And the date on that document is when?
A. The 4th of May, 2010.
Q. And is Exhibit 8 the same as Exhibit
No.7?
A. As far as the general content?
Q. Yes.
A. Let me check a couple things here.
They look like the same to me.
Q. Is Exhibit No.8 still in force and
effect?
A. Yes.
Q. In fact, it was executed after the
pipeline was installed; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. I'd ask you to look at the legal
descriptions on Exhibit No.8, which are at the
very end. I think it's the last page.
A. Okay.
Q. And I would ask you to compare those
legal descriptions withthe legal descriptions on
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and ask you to compare the PU Ranch limited lands
in Exhibit B to Exhibit 3 and see if you can
discern if they're the same?
A. They're not as easy as the other one.
It looks the same.
Q. The only difference appears to be one
says 264 acres and this one -A. -- is 265.
Q. Okay. So Exhibit B to Exhibit 3 says
264, and Exhibit 9, which is the transport
agreement, says 265; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit No. 10 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) I'll hand you what has
been marked as Exhibit 10 and ask if you can
identifY that document?
A. It's a transport agreement for surface
water with Mitch Sorensen.
Q. And is that still in effect?
A. As far as I know, yes.
(Exhibit No. 11 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) I'll hand you what has
been marked as Exhibit 11 and ask if you can
identifY that document?
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A. That's a transport agreement for
surface water with Mike Telford.
Q. Is that still in full force and effect?
A. As far as I know, yes.
(Exhibit No. 12 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) Now rm going to hand
you what has been marked as Exhibit 12. I don't
know if you have seen this before, but it's the
court's order issued in this case. Have you had
an opportunity to review that?
A. I don't recall ifI did or not.
Q. Okay. I'll ask you to turn to the
bottom of page 7.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. SO starting at the very bottom
beginning with the words "While use of the
Moore Canal," rd like you to take a couple
minutes of time to read from there over onto
page 8, concluding at "the District's
Moore Canal." So just take a little time. And
we'll go off the record and give you a little
opportunity to read that, and then I'll ask him
some questions.
(A recess was taken from 1:38 P.M to
1:41 P.M.)
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Moore Canal that would effect these transport
agreements?
A. I cannot think of any. Ifwateris
stolen out of the canal, as soon as we were aware
of it, we would stop it immediately. And if it
was stolen out of the canal, there would be a
shrink and everybody would bear the cost of
whatever has been taken.
Q. Are there any diversion points between
the Burnett well and the PU Ranch well on
Exhibit 1 -- now, where is the actual one? -between those points of diversion and the
UC Canal that would allow water to be stolen out
of the Moore Canal?
A. Okay. We have another West Side Canal
that goes down here.
Q. And that runs on the east side of
Highway 93; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Is that a lockable headgate?
A. Yes.
Q. Does the district control that
headgate?
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. Has the district ever been shown to
I
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MR. SLETIE: Let's go back on the
record.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) And I'll ask you a
couple of questions, ifI might.
A. All right. Sure.
Q. The court focused on the water loss-that is, the conveyance loss -- that is
attributable to transport agreements. Is the
water loss -- that is, the conveyance loss in the
canal -- equal for everyone who has water
transported via the Moore Canal?
A. Yes.
Q. SO it's apportioned across the board
evenly?
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. Okay. Have the plaintiffs -- that is,
Telford, PU Ranch, and Mr. Sorensen -- suffered
any greater amount of water loss by using the
Moore Canal than any other water users in the
Moore Canal?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. There's a suggestion in there that the
plaintiffs have suffered the brunt of stolen
water from the Moore Canal. Are you aware of any
time where there has been water stolen out of the
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have improperly measured water diversions in the
stretch of the Moore Canal between the PU Ranch
well and the intersection of the UC Canal, as
you've shown it on this Exhibit 1?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Okay. Are you aware oflarge
fluctuations in water delivered to the
plaintiffs' property when their water was
transported through the Moore Canal?
A. I guess rm not familiar -- what do you
mean by "large"?
Q. rm not sure I know what the judge
meant when he said "large." But, anyway, there
was a suggestion that there were large
fluctuations. rmjust trying to get your take
on what comments he made.
A. There are fluctuations in the canal
just from evaporation, heat, and shrink. But I
guess I don't know how to quantify it, unless I
know what "large" means.
Q. A fair statement. Because I don't know
either.
A. Yeah.
Q. Could you characterize it in terms of,
like, a percentage difference from a high and a
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1
2
3
rider has that canal so that he controls the
4
shrinkage kind of by -- how do I say that?
5
The Moore Canal is probably one of the
6
most steady volume-wise because of the way the
7
ditch rider operates that canal, with the changes
8
within the canal. For instance, if a person gets
9
through with the water, then he tries to find
10
somebody else to take the water so that he can
11
maintain a steady volume and a steady shrinkage.
12
(Exhibit No. 13 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLEITE) Let me hand you what 13
14
has been marked as Exhibit 13 and ask you if you
15
can identify that document?
16
A. I have not seen this document.
17
Q. Okay. So you don't know if that's a
district document?
18
19
A. Not in this format.
20
Q. Okay. With regard to shrink in the
Moore Canal, are those percentages shown on there 21
22
typical of the conveyance losses or shrink that
would be encountered in the Moore Canal, upwards 23
24
of35 percent after apparently the start-up of
25
the canal?

low?

A. Normally in that canal -- the ditch

Q. In 2009, at the time of the settlement
negotiations and the ultimate entry into the
settlement agreement, was a similar document in
force and effect for the district?
A. Yes. This document has been in effect
with minor modifications since I've been there.
Q. As far as the verbiage that's written
on the face page of Exhibit No. 14, do you know
who wrote that in where it says "only change"?
A. Yes.
Q. Who wrote that?
A. Dawn Brown.
Q. And what does that state?
A. "Only change in 2010 from 2009 is on
page 16 (Ist paragraph) and rate table (last
page)."
Q. And do you know that to be true?
A. I looked at it and agreed with it.
Q. Okay. I'd refer you to Article VI of
Exhibit No. 14. Are you, in fact, the general
manager that has been appointed pursuant to that
section?
A. Yes, lam.
Q. Do you have general charge of the
distribution of water furnished by the district
Page 37
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MR. HARRIS: I'm going to object. He's
testified he hasn't seen the document in this
format before.
MR. SLEITE: I'm not asking him about
that.
Q. (BY MR. SLEITE) My question related to
are the percentages depicted for the shrinkage in
the Moore Canal, as shown on that document, to
your knowledge, roughly accurate?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. I don't know who prepared that
document. It appears to me that the shrink runs
apparently fairly uniform after the start-up of
the canal. Is that a fair statement?
A. That canal is the best one we've got
for maintaining a uniform shrink.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit No. 14 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLEITE) Let me hand you
Exhibit No. 14 and ask you if you can identify
that document?
A. Yes. It's the Big Lost River
Irrigation District By-laws and Policies.
Q. I see it's dated 2010; is that correct?
A. Yes, it is.
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to consumers?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Do you have general charge of the
canals and the laterals belonging to the
district?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Have you had those powers and duties
since you were first employed with the district?
A. Yes, I have.
Q. Do you have an opinion about the
capacity of the Moore Canal to transport the
plaintiffs' groundwater rights that are currently
being pumped through the pipeline that crosses
the Cain property?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is that opinion?
A. That we have the capacity shown in
previous years.
Q. And that's because, in fact, the
groundwater rights belonging to the plaintiffs
had been transported through the Moore Canal; is
that correct?
A. Yes. Correct.
Q. Let me ask you this: Did you ever
observe water being pumped from either the old
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Moss well or the PU Ranch well and being dumped
into the Moore Canal?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there an open ditch across the
property, or was there a pipeline from the wells
to get to the Moore Canal?
A. One had a pipeline, and one had an open
ditch.
Q. Okay. I will represent to you that in
their discovery responses the plaintiffs have
stated that the Big Lost River Irrigation
District, quote, is not ready, willing, and able
to transport water diverted pursuant to
plaintiffs' water rights, unquote. Do you agree
with that statement?
A. No.
MR. HARRIS: I'll object. That's a
mischaracterization of the discovery responses.
MR. SLETTE: Okay. Let's go ahead
and-MR. HARRIS: If you're talking about
Mitch Sorensen's rights, then I think that that
needs to be verified.
MR. SLETTE: I have your objection
noted.
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that says it's part of a settlement agreement,
not are they capable or are they willing to now.
I think you're mischaracterizing.
MR. SLETTE: You can ask him.
MR. HARRIS: Well, no. I'm telling you
I'm objecting that you're mischaracterizing what
that response says. So as long as it's on the
record, that's fine.
MR. SLETTE: Object all you want.
MR. HARRIS: I will.
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Mr. Rindfleisch, have
you ever spoken with any of the plaintiffs
regarding this litigation, outside of the
reference to Mr. Telford that you mentioned
earlier?
A. To the plaintiffs?
Q. Yes. That would be either Mr. Sorensen
or Mr. Slocum, or have you spoken with Chris Lord
about this?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Do you know who he is?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit No. 15 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Let me hand you what
Page 41
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Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) I'll hand you the
discovery responses that were provided by the
plaintiffs in response to questions I sent to
them. And I'll refer you to Response to Request
for Admission No.1, beginning with the word
"Additionally," which is approximately five lines
down from the beginning of that paragraph.
A. This right here?
Q. That's correct.
A. Okay.
Q. And am I correct that you did not agree
with the statement that the district was not
ready, willing, and able to transport -MR. HARRIS: I'm going to object again.
MR. SLETTE: Just let me get the
question out.
MR. HARRIS: You're mischaracterizing.
MR. SLETTE: Rob, let me get the
question out.
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Again, do you agree
with that statement made in the discovery
responses?
A. No.
Q. Okay.
MR. HARRIS: Objection. Mr. Slette,
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has been marked as Exhibit 15 and ask you if you
can identify that document?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is that?
A. A document from our attorney to
Rob Harris indicating the actions that we thought
needed to be taken a look at.
(Exhibit No. 16 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) And let me hand you
what has been marked as Exhibit 16 and ask you if
you can identify that document?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is that?
A. The response to Mr. Fletcher from
Rob Harris.
Q. And Rob Harris is the attorney for the
plaintiffs -A. Yes.
Q. -- in this case; is that correct?
A. Yes. Sorry.
MR. SLETTE: I'm going to go off the
record for just a couple of minutes and confer
with my clients.
(A recess was taken from 1:56 P.M. to
2:02 P.M.) "
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(Mitchell Sorensen was not present
after the recess.)
MR. SLEITE: We can go back on the
record.
Q. (BY MR. SLEITE) I want to go back and
refer you to Exhibit No.8. That's a current
version of the district's transport agreements
for ground water; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And this is the one that Mike Telford
entered on behalf of Telford Lands dated May 4th,
2010; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And so apparently, on May 4 of201O,
Mr. Telford deemed that agreement acceptable for
the transport of some segment of his groundwater?
A. Correct.
Q. Has the district ever denied a
transport agreement?
A. Yes, we have -- well, not denied the
application necessarily, if it conforms with the _
rules and regulations and meets the standards for
the district.
Q. Then you have not denied one or not
granted an application?
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into?
A. May 4th, 2010.
Q. And do you know generally where this
transport agreement would apply?
A. My understanding is it's the well that
he shares with the Babcocks.
Q. Okay. Could you explain that? You're
aware they share a well?
A. Yeah. They each own halt: I guess.
Q. Okay. And are you aware that -A. I don't know exact percentages.
Q. Are you aware of the dispute that
Mr. Telford is in with Mr. Babcock over the
conveyance of water from that well?
A. rve heard there was, and rve heard
that he wants to take that and move it somewhere
else.
Q. Okay. And where, approximately, from
the PU Ranch well and the old Moss well -- how
far down the Moore Canal is this well located?
A. rm guessing a mile, 2 miles.
Q. Okay. On the Moore Canal, from the
place that the PU Ranch and the old Moss well are
located -- well, let me strike that question and
ask it this way: Are you familiar with what's
Page 45
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A. Not that I can think ot: not since rve
been there.
(Mitchell Sorensen entered the room.)
Q. Okay. And going back to your
affidavit, which is Exhibit No.2, you indicated
in paragraph 4 (quoted as read) "To my knowledge,
no request for a transport agreement for the
Sorensen water right has ever been filed with the
district by Sorensen"?
A. In the last four years that rve been
there.
MR. SLEITE: Okay. I have no further
questions for you. Thank you so much.
THE WTINESS: Okay. Thanks.
MR. HARRIS: I do have some questions.

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. HARRIS:
Q. Mr. Rindfleisch, I believe it's
Exhibit 8 -- and I don't have copies; so rm
going to have to sort through these. Mr. Slette
asked you a number of questions about Exhibit 8,
which is a transport agreement with Mr. Telford.
A. Okay.
Q. What is the date that that was entered
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commonly called a crossover ditch?
A. Yeah. Yes.
Q. Okay. And I have a -- this is a
document that rve previously provided to
Mr. Slette. It's a map that shows the crossover
ditch. There's, a label. Do you see that?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Does the Moore Canal parallel the
UC Canal for some distance?
A. Yes, it does.
Q. And how far from where the well water
goes in -- about how far down is it to the
crossover ditch?
A. Which well water?
Q. The PU Ranch and the old Moss well.
A. Up at the milepost?
Q. Uh-huh. Up above Mr. Cain's house.
A. It's got to be somewhere around 8,
10 miles.
Q. Okay. And how many ditch headings are
between the crossover ditch and where those wells
inject -- or used to inject into the Moore Canal?
A. Lots. I don't know the exact numbers,
but there's -Q. Lots?
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A. Lots.
Q. All right. Now, you were asked a

number of questions about the Moore Canal. Are
you the ditch rider for that canal?
A. No.
Q. Who is the ditch rider?
A. Dean Andersen.
Q. Okay. And has Dean ever indicated to
you that there are· diversions without measuring
devices?
A. When he does, I tell him they've got to
be fixed or we've got to turn the water off.
Q. Okay. Have you ever shut anybody off
from the Moore Canal since you've been the
manager of the district?
A. Not that I can recalL
Q. Is it the district's policy not to
deliver water if they don't have a measuring
device?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And to your knowledge, does
everybody on that system have an adequate
measuring device?
A. The one that I found in the late fall
did not have one.
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remember that testimony?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. He asked if there were any points of
diversion between those two points?
A. Yes.
Q. And your answer was that there was not?
MR. SLETfE: No, his answer was not
that. There is a diversion. I object that that
was not his response.
TIffi WITNESS: Well, there's more than
one. There's a couple of headgates.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) Okay. So how many
headgates are there between the old Moss well and
the PD Ranch well?
A. One, two -- two. I'm not sure about
the rest.
Q. Prior to the pipeline going in, did the
plaintiffs in this case use the DC Canal where
you've drawn a label? Did they inject their
water into the canal at that point?
A. I don't understand the question.
Q. Well, the pipeline currently injects
into the DC Canal; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Before the pipeline was in, was there
Page 49
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1
2
3
4
been the manager, they would be using water
5
contrary to the district's policies?
6
A. Yes, I believe so.
7
Q. Okay. You said there's lots of
8
headings. I mean, is there a range that you
9
have? I mean, is it 50?
10
A. No, I couldn't tell you. I don't know.
11
Q. Okay. Who would know that?
12
A. Dean.
13
Q. Dean would know that. Okay.
14
Mr. Slette asked you a number of
15
questions about Exhibit A.
16
I'm sorry. Could we go off the record
17
for just a second?
18
(A discussion was held off the record.)
19
MR. HARRIS: We can go back on the
20
record.
21
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) Mr. Rindfleisch, I'm
showing you what's been marked as Exhibit 1. And 22
23
Mr. Slette asked you a series of questions about
points of diversion between the PD well and where 24
25
the pipeline now goes into the DC Canal. Do you
Q. The late fall of this year?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. SO for the past four years that you've

water delivered to the crossover ditch, or was it
delivered at this point right here?
A. It was delivered through the canal.
Q. Right. And so the canal went down to
the crossover ditch?
A. That is correct.
Q. And I believe you testified it used the
same wells?
A. That's my guess.
Q. And once it goes through the crossover
ditch, it goes into where?
A. It goes out into the flats.
Q. Okay. Does it go into the DC Canal or
what they -- the old DC Canal, what they now call
Timber Dome?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that where the Timber Dome system
begins?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So previously they haven't
delivered their water through the Moore Canal
into the DC Canal, where you've marked this on
Exhibit I?
A. No.
Q. It's only since the pipeline has been
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installed?
A. Correct, to my knowledge.
Q. Okay. Have you been contacted by
Mr. Slette to assist him in this case?
A. He called and wanted to know if -- we
talked some about the -- what was it? -- the
affidavit, I guess.
Q. Okay. And when was that conversation?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Was it in the last few months?
MR. HARRIS: I can show him documents,
Mr. Slette.
MR. SLETTE: I was just going to help
him out by trying to find the date of the
affidavit, when he actually signed it.
THE WITNESS: It was later in the year.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) rm sorry. What was
that?
A. It would have been later this year.
Q. Okay. And have you had any
conversations before the affidavit discussions
with Mr. Slette?
A. I don't recall any.
Q. Okay. So when was the first time that
you were contacted?
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A. It must have been around September, I
guess, that I recall.
Q. Do you generally attend the board
meetings?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Okay. And in those board meetings, was
this easement issue ever discussed?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And did the Cains or any of
their representatives ever come to those
meetings?
A. I don't recall. rd have to look at .
the minutes.
Q. Okay. Mr. Slette asked you a question
about Mr. Cain -- and I apologize. I don't want
to mischaracterize this, but I tried to write
this down as best I could, that he called you
because he wanted a letter that he could put
water in the canal. And rm not sure I
understood that. Could you explain that?
A. Let me remember right here.
MR. SLETTE: I think you're
mischaracterizing his statement. It was about
fencing near the canal.
MR. HARRIS: I was trying to type it

verbatim; so I understand. I even prefaced that
with I might not have gotten this correctly.
THE WITNESS: State the question again.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) There was something
about a letter, and I can't tell if it related to
a fence or putting water in the canal.
A. No. I was asked to write a letter -would I write a letter that stated that the
water -- that water could be put into the canal
and get to these guys by a transport agreement.
And I did write the letter.
Q. rm sorry. Write a letter to whom?
A. ToDon.
Q. To Mr. Cain?
A. Mr. Cain.
Q. And this is where rm confused. Did he
ask you to write the letter?
MR. SLETTE: When you say "he," who are
you pointing to?
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) Did Mr. Cain ask you
to write the letter?
A. Yes.
Q. And it would be a letter to him -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- that would authorize what?
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A. It wouldn't authorize anything. It
would state that the water -- that there were
transport agreements in place that would have
transported water in the canal to the diversion
points from the wells.
Q. And when you're talking about "wells,"
you're referring to my clients, the plaintiffs? .
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Did he say why he wanted you to
write that letter?
A. He said -- well, I don't recall.
That's been a long time ago.
MR. SLETTE: That letter was produced
in discovery, Rob.
MR. HARRIS: rmjust asking from his
knowledge.
MR. SLETTE: Okay. I just wanted to
make sure you've got the right letter.
THE WITNESS: I think he said there
might be some legal problems or something along
those lines, that he might do a lawsuit or
whatever.
Q. (BY MR. HARRIS) Okay. And when was
this conversation?
A. Whenever the letter was written,
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whatever the date on the letter is.
Q. Mr. Slette asked you a lot of questions
about the settlement agreement that was entered
over the irrigation district's alleged ownership
in the culvert. Do you recall that testimony?
A. Uh-huh. Yes.
Q. Did you actually draft that settlement
agreement?
A. Parts of it, not the whole settlement
agreement.
Q. Was it your attorney that drafted it
and finalized it?
A. I don't remember if it was you or our
attorney. I think it was in some kind of
agreement between -Q. There was some back and forth between
the attorneys; right?
A. Oh, yes. Uh-huh.
Q. Okay. I want to ask you -- because I
didn't understand your testimony before.
Mr. Slette asked you ifthere were a number of
meetings to settle the culvert issue, and I'm not
sure I understood. How many meetings did you say
you had?
A. Not just the culvert issue. The whole
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going to have you take a look at those.
A. Okay.
Q. One looks like it's dated June 8th?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. One on June 3rd?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And one on June 2nd?
A. Yeah.
Q. Is there any indication of either
Mr. Telford-A. Yes, right there.
Q. Okay. And that's on the 2nd; correct?
A. On the 2nd, yeah.
Q. Okay. And on the 2nd, is there any
reference in the minutes about the culvert?
A. There is about the UC Canal, which is
part of the settlement agreement.
Q. Okay. And it says "Directors
Andersen & Huggins moved to present to attorney
what ramification ifuse of the UC Canal
modification was continued or restored back"; is
that right?
A. Yeah.
Q. Okay. And it looks like, based on the
minutes, that Mike and Mark Telford were there?
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issue.
Q. Well, okay. What do you mean by "the

whole issue"?
A. The use of the UC Canal and installing
the pipeline and the pipeline going into the
culvert.
Q. Okay. How many meeting did you have
with the plaintiffs in this case, my clients?
A. From the minutes, it looked like there
was about three.
Q. But those are irrigation district
minutes for meetings that you were involved in;
correct?
A. Right.
Q. And were the plaintiffs actually
present at those meetings?
A. It says they were. I know the one we
had at the firehouse they were there.
Q. Okay.
A. And there was another one we had here,
I think, in remember correctly.
Q. And when was the one that was held
here?
A. I don't remember.
Q. Okay. I'm showing you Exhibit 4. I'm
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Yes.
Was Mr. Sorensen there?
I don't see him there.
Okay. Was Mr. Lord or Mr. Slocum from
PURanch?
A. I don't see their name there.
Q. Okay. So when we talk about settlement
meetings, would you say this was a settlement
meeting?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And was settlement discussed
amongst the board?
A. It doesn't indicate.
Q. I'll ask a different question. Did you
go into executive session on June 2nd?
A. No, not that I can see.
Q. And so presumably Mike Telford and
Mark Telford would have been present during any
discussion amongst the board; correct?
A. Could be.
Q. Okay. On June 3rd, it looks like there
was a special meeting that was held; whereas, on
June 2nd, it was a regular meeting?
A. Right.
Q. And was the June 3rd meeting to discuss
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
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the culvert?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And do the minutes indicate that
any of the plaintiffs were present at that
meeting?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So that was a special meeting
held just amongst the board; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. So now let's look at the third
one, which is June 8th.
A. Okay.
Q. And it does appear that Rob Harris -that's me -- Mitch Sorensen, Mike and
Mark Telford, and Chris Lord were present;
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Was that the settlement meeting you
talked about where you were in the Moore Fire
Hall?
A. Part of it.
Q. It says the meeting was started at
7:00 o'clock, and it went, it looks like, until
10:45?
A. Uh-huh.
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was a motion to sign the settlement agreement on
behalf of the board, pending the changes
discussed.
A. Okay.
Q. Okay. Do you know what changes that is
referring to?
A. I couldn't tell you specifically right
now.
Q. Is it fair to say that the settlement
agreement that the parties arrived at was what
everyone agreed to that night?
A. Yeah. It says here we made the changes
as discussed, yes.
Q. Okay. And the document was signed by
Kent Harwood on behalf of the board; correct?
A. As far as I know.
Q. And, again, referring to paragraph 12
of Exhibit 3, I believe you reviewed that before;
is that correct? rm sorry. You reviewed it
before with Mr. Slette?
A. During this?
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Yeah. Yes.
Q. And is there anything in that language
that indicates which party wanted the transport
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Q. Was that our late-night settlement
meeting that we had?
A. It was a late meeting we had.
Q. Yeah. And were the parties separated
in different rooms with -A. Yes. I remember that part.
Q. Let me fmish my question.
A. rmsorry.
Q. That's okay.
Were the parties separated during the
settlement discussions?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And I believe you testified
before that you've never heard any of the
plaintiffs say they wanted their transport
agreements terminated; is that correct?
A. I never discussed it with the
individuals.
Q. I understand. Did you ever hear them
verbally say "We want our transport agreements
terminated" at that meeting?
A. I don't -- I don't remember on that.
Q. Okay. And it looks like, based on the
minutes, it says that no decisions were made in
the executive session, and then later on, there
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agreements terminated and which ones didn't?
A. No.
Q. It just says that they'll remain in
full force and effect for '09, and then they'll
end at the end of that year; correct?
A. Correct.
.Q. Okay. And did you draft that
provision?
A. I don't know.
Q. Do you know who would have drafted that
provision?
A. Probably our attorney.
MR. HARRIS: Okay. Can I take just a
few-minute break?
MR. SLETfE: Sure.
MR. HARRIS: I think rmjust about
done.
(A recess was taken from 2:23 P.M. to
2:24P.M.)
(Exhibit No. 17 marked.)
MR. HARRIS: I don't have any further
questions.
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FURTIffiR EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. SLETIE:
Q. I'm going to hand you one document,
No. 17, and ask if you can identify that
document?
A. It's a request for public records.
Q. Were you aware that I had submitted
that to Dawn at the irrigation district?
A. Yes. She mentioned that to me.
Q. And the compilation contained on the
second page there, is that Dawn's compilation of
district records? Do you know?
A. As far as I know, yes.
Q. Okay. Are you aware of any reason why
the district wouldn't approve a transport
agreement for Mitch Sorensen's groundwater right
to be transported in the Moore Canal?
MR. HARRIS: I'll object to the form.
Do you mean now or in the past?
MR. SLETIE: Now.
MR. HARRIS: Okay.
TIffi WITNESS: Not ifhe's in compliance
with the rules and regulations of the district.
Q. (BY MR. SLETIE) How about in the past?
The same answer?
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transport agreements?
A. Okay.
Q. Are you suggesting, then, that even
with the settlement agreement where the parties
agreed that they would go away if the district is
now willing to enter into transport agreements?
A. I don't understand what you're saying.
Q. Well, Mr. Slette's question was would
the district be willing to now enter into
transport agreements?
A. We did.
Q. Okay. But after this agreement where
everyone agreed that they would go away, would
the district now enter into -A. Absolutely.
Q. -- new transport agreements even today?
A. They would today.
Q. Okay. And do you -A. As far as I know. I'd have to get
board approval. I can't -Q. Okay. My question is who approves
transport agreements?
A. The board of directors.
Q. Okay. And do you have any approval
ability in terms of those --
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A. Yeah. Yeah, it would be the same
answer.
Q. How about those two questions as
pertains to the Telford Lands groundwater rights
that were terminated at the end of2009?
A. Okay. And what's the question?
Q. Are you aware of any reason why the
board would not approve a transport agreement for
Telford Lands groundwater rights to be
transported in the Moore Canal?
A. No.
Q. Either now or in the past?
A. No.
Q. Now, the same question as it applies to
PU Ranch groundwater rights that were previously
transported in the Moore Canal?
A. No.
MR. SLETIE: Okay. I have no further
questions.
MR. HARRIS: I have just one follow-up.

FURTIffiR EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. HARRIS:
Q. I believe the question was do you know
of any reason why the board wouldn't execute new
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A. No.

Q. Hold on. Let me finish. That's okay.
-- in terms of those transport
agreements?
A. Just recommendations.
Q. Okay. But the board ultimately
approves them?
A. The board ultimately approves them.
Q. SO sitting here today, you can't really
testify as to what the board would do if they
were presented with new transport agreements?
A. Just from what I've seen happen in the
past.
Q. Okay. But my question is, if
Mr. Sorensen and Mr. Telford and PU Ranch
tomorrow submitted transport agreement
applications, you can't testify as to what the
board would do with those, can you?
A. No.
MR. HARRIS: Okay. No further
questions.
MR. SLETIE: I have no further
questions.
(The deposition concluded at 2:27 P.M.)
(Signature requested.)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
10
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

11
12

13
14

*********
TELFORD LANDS LLC, an idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

15
16

Plaintiffs,

v.

17
18
19

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
. CAROLYN RUTH CAIN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1-20, individuals,

20

Defendants.
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Case No. CV 2010-64
AFFIDAVIT OF
CHARLESE.BROC~AY

. ...
"

-----------------------)
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Ada

)

ss:

24

25

CHARLES E. BROCKWAY, first being duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:
1.

26

I am a registered professional engineer in Idaho and other states and have practiced

in Idaho since 1965. My primary field of pmctice is in hydrology, hydraulics and water rights.
2.

I am familiar with Idaho water rights, water right transfers, and adjudicatfo~
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1

2

3
4
5

procedures in the Snake River and tributaries.

3.

The active water right reports attached hereto as Exhibit "Au were obtained from

the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) on-line data base files.
I have examined the water right reports included in Exhibit "A" relative to the

4.

elements of each right and the conditions and remarks included.
6

7

8
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16

The elements of a water right in an adjudication decree are prescribed in Idaho

5.

Code § 42-1411, however, the rights themselves also contain additional conditions of approval
and sometimes remarks relative to each of these water rights.
The additional conditions of approval further explain and define the water rights

6.

and provide direction to the Watermaster for administration of the right.

7.

Water right transfers can result in changes to the elements of a water right or the

conditions contained in the water right.
If water rights are transferred, and conditions are appended to specific rights, it is

8.

my experience that those conditions are directives for administration of the right. Unless
discretion is specifically outlined in a condition then administration by the Watermaster is explicit
and those conditions of approval are more thanjust explanatory or infonnational remarks.
The conditions of approval of the water right can only be modified by subsequent

9.

17

application for transfer or petition to the IDWR.

18

Further, your affiant sayeth not

19

DATED this

2'f'd:.y of January, 2011.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

(

~ day of January, 2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3

The undersigned certifies that on the 1st day of February, 2011, he caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

5
6

7

manner:
Robert L. Harris
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130

8

[ ]
[x]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-523-9518
Email rbarris@boldenlegal.com
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7179
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7179
Name and Address

Owner Type
Attorney

HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620

Original Owner

MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208) 745-6626

Current Owner

TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY 24
PAUL, ID 83347

Priority Date:

04/06/1982

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active
Tributary

Source
GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

Annual Volume

From

To

Diversion Rate

04/01

to 11/01

2.780 CFS

1,185.50 AF

2.780 CFS

1,185.50AF

Total Diversion:
Location of Point{s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp 04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

EXHIBIT

A

,
,000815
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7179

. NE
I
NW
I
SW
I
SE
I
INEINWl~lSElNElNWlSWlSElNElNWl~lSEINEINWl~lSElTotrus
03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
595.0

Twp Rge Sec

I

I

I

03N 26E 17 111.0

25.0

03N 26E 18 135.0

I

04N 25E 36
04N 26E

39.0 13.0
26.0 37.0
L1
L2

40.0117.0 10.0
I
L3

I

I

04N 25E 35

137.0

I
5.0 I
I

I 40.0
I
I 38.0
I

39.0 36.0 25.0138.0

I

40.0 40.0 40.0 I
40.0 40.0

I
39.0 I 40.0
I

I
I
40.0 40.0

40.01 40.0 40.0

I

I
I
I
2.0
140.0 40.0

I
40.0 40.01 39.0 40.0

I

4 135.0 36.0 36.0 32.01
I L 1 L2
I

I
I
I
I
I
40.0 40.01

130.0
305.0
320.0

I
40.0 39.01

635.0

I
139.0

Total Acres: 2124

Conditions of Approval:
1.

Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B, 34-7092, 34-7121 A,
34-7121 B, 34-12376, 34-7179, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-7121B, 34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the individual water right that is curtailed.

2.

T19

Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.

3.

104

If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required.

4.

R63

5.

186

This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the lands above.
Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cis.

6.

R05

7.

Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.
Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.

8.

065

The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not available or the
surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.

9.

131

Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall install and
maintain acceptable measuring device(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.

000816'.
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10.

X35

11.

T07

12.

T08

13.

14.

R02

15.

046

16.

Rights 34-2330B, 34-07077, 34-07080B, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-07121 B, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
Rights 34-618, 34-02330B, 34-07080B, 34-07121 A, 34-07121B, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation
of 2124 acres.
A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights.

Remarks:

000817
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Comments:
9/15/2008 7:20:08 AM
1. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

2. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:24:01 AM
Comment: Deleted Shape

POD

3. bjordan
9/15/20087:24:11 AM
Comment: Deleted Shape

POD

4. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:24:20 AM
Comment: Deleted Shape

POD

5. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:24:30 AM
Comment: Deleted Shape

POD

6. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:27:49 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:46:06 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:48:29 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9. bjordan
9/15/20087:50:54 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20087:52:43 AM
10. bjordan
Comment: Deleted Shape

POD

11. bjordan
9/15/2008 7:55:04 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20087:58:05 AM
12. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

13. bjordan
9/15/20087:59:16 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

14. bjordan
9/15/20088:00:41 AM
Comment: Deleted Shape

POD

15. bjordan
9/15/20089:22:45 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

1114/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
16. scox
Comment: This is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921

000818
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Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
11/24/2000
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34-23308,34-70808,34-71218,
34-7121A,34-7092 ,34-7077 ,34-12376 ,34-13840 ,34-13842
Element Reviewed/Verified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supply Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
All
Date Received:
11/2/2009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

.~

\~

.-

••
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WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-2330B
Owner Type

Name and Address

Current Owner

TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450 W HWY 24
PAUL, ID 83347

Previous Owner

MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208)745-6626

Attorney

HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620

Original Owner

EVERETT T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

Priority Date:

06/01/1977

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active
Tributary

Source
GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

From

To

Diversion Rate

04/01

to 10/31

1.750 CFS

429.00 AF

1.750 CFS

429.00AF

Total Diversion:

Annual Volume

Location of Point(s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County

000820
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Place of Use
IRRIGATION

NE
SW
SE
Twp Rge Seo 1
NW
1
I
1
1
INEINWlSWlSElNElNWl~lSElNElNWlSWlSEINEINWlSWlSElT~ls
595.0
03N 25E 12 1 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.01 39.0 40.0 36.0 36.01

I

I

03N 26E 17 111.0

25.0

I
.03N 26E 18 135.0

39.0 36.0

\

137.0

I
25.0 I 38.0
\

04N 25E 35 140.0

I

39.0 13.0

I

26.0 37.0
L1
L2

\

I

5.01

I
I

I
I

130.0

I

305.0

40.0117.0 10.0
L3
I

I
I

40.0 40.0 40.01
40.0 40.0 39.0 I 40.0

I

I

\

04N 25E 36 \38.0

I

40.0 40.0

40.0140.0 40.0

I

1

2.0

I

140.0 40.0

I
40.0 40.0\39.0 40.0

I

\
40.0 40.01

320.0

I
40.0 39.0\

635.0

\

Total Aores: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
1.

R05

Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.

2.

T19

Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River 8asin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.

3.

R63

This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the lands above.

4.

X27

This right is limited to the irrigation of 122.5 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.

5.

186

Diversion of water from the additional well{s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec·. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exoeed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.

6.

Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights.

7.

Rights 34-618, 34-023308, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation
of 2124 acres.

8.

Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808, 34-7092, 34-7121 A,
34-71218, 34-12376, 34-7179, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13659,34-13661,34-13840,34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 aores) shall be reduced by the number
of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the individual water right that is curtailed.

9.

T08

Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Direr-tor to
rescind approval of the transfer.

000821
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Rights 34-23308,34-07077,34-070808,34-07092, 34-07121 A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.

10.

11.

R02

A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.

12.

065

The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not available or the
surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use ,authorized under this right.

13.

046

Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.

14.

104

If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required.

15.

Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.

16.

131

Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall install and
maintain acceptable measuring device(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.

17.

T07

The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.

Remarks:

000822
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Comments:
9/15/20088:08:45 AM
1. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20088:09:26 AM
2. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

3. bjordan
9/15/2008 8: 11 :24 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20088:14:03 AM
4. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/2008 8: 14:58 AM
5. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

6. bjordan
9/15/20088:15:50 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan
9/15/20088:16:58 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. bjordan
9/15/20088:17:45 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9. bjordan
9/15/20089:29:13 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

10. bjordan
9/15/20089:29:21 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

11. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:29:27 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

12. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:29:33 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

13. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:29:41 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

14. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:29:47 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

15. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:30:24 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

16. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:30:33 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

17. bjordan
9/15/20089:30:39 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POU

1/14/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
18. scox
Comment: This is now an approved transfer, transfer number

=74921

00082'
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Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
7/15/2002
Decreed Date:
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 .34-23308.34-70808.34-71218.
34-7121 A • 34-7092 .34-7077 .34-12376 .34-13840 .34-13842
Element ReviewedNerified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supplv Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application
Part
Lease Amount:
Rental Availability:
All
11/2/2009
Date Received:
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

000824
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WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7077
Name and Address

Owner Type
Current Owner

TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL, ID 83347

Previous Owner

MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208) 745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO

Attorney

C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
Original Owner

Priority Date:

EVERETT T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

09/05/1974

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active
Iributary

Source
GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

From

04/01

To

Diversion Rate

to 11/01

8.000 CFS

700.00 AF

8.000 CFS

700.00 AF

Total Diversion:

Annual Volume

Location of Point(s} of Diversion
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp 04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp 04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County

,

000825
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Place of Use
IRRIGATION

Twp Rge Sec

I

NE

I

NW

I

SW

I

SE

I

INEINWl~lSElNElNWlSWlSElNElNWl~lSEINEINWl~lSElTmals

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 31.0 32.0 31.0 32.01 39.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
1
1
1
1
1

595.0

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0
1

1
1

130.0

I

305.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
1
1

320.0

04N 25E 36 138.0 40.0 40.0 39.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0 39.01
1
1
I
1
I

635.0

137.0 39.0 13.0
1

5.01
1

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.0 I 38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
L 1 L2
L3
1
1
I
04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
1
1

1

I

1
1
2.0

1

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
1.

186

2.

3.

X35

4.

104

5.

131

6.

046

7.
8.
9.

T07

Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 ets.
Construction of hew wells at the location of existing pOints of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights.
Rights 34-2330B, 34-07077, 34-07080B, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required.
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall install and
maintain acceptable measuring device(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-7080B, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-7121 B, 34-12376, 34-7179, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-7121B, 34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840,34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the individual water right that is curtailed.

000826
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10.

R63

This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the lands above.

11.

T08

12.

065

Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not available or the
surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.

13.

R02

A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.

14.

X27

This right is limited to the irrigation of 200 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.

15.

Rights 34-618, 34-02330B, 34-07080B, 34-07121 A, 34-071218,34-07092,34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation
of 2124 acres.

16.

T19

Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.

17.

R05

Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.

Remarks:

Comments:
1. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:43:28 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

2. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:43:52 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

3. bjordan
9/15/20088:44:36 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

4. bjordan
9/15/20088:45:10 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

5. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:45:57 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

6. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:46:37 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan
9/15/20088:47:07 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. scox
1/14/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921

000827
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7077
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
6/22/2004
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate
37.03

Volume
6947.5

Acres
2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 • 34-2330B • 34-7080B • 34-7121 B

I

34-7121A.34-7092 .34-7077 .34-12376 .34-13840 .34-13842

Element ReviewedlVerified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supply Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
All
Date Received:
11/2/2009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

000828
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7080B
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7080B
Owner Type

Name and Address

Current Owner

Previous Owner

Attorney

Original Owner

Priority Date:

09/23/1974

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL, ID 83347
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
EVERETT T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

Source

Tributary

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

Annual Volume

To

Diversion Rate

04/01 to 11/01

5.330 CFS

1,001.00 AF

5.330 CFS

1,001.00 AF

From

Total Diversion:
Location of Point{s) of Diversion
GROUNDWATER

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1 /4NW1 /4NE1 /4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUNDWATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County

...,
"'~I

000829
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Water Right Report 34-70808

Place of Use
IRRIGATION
Twp Rge Sec

I '
NE
I
NW
I
sw
I
SE
I,
1 NE 1~ 1§'Ii. 1 SE 1f:!g 1~ 1§'Ii. 1-§J;; 1f:!g 1r:rtll §'Ii. 1 §J;; 1 f:!g 1~ 1§'Ii. 1'§J;; 1 I!llil!!

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01

I

I

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

I

I
137.0 39.0 13.0 5.0 I
I I

1
I
I·

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.036.0 25.0138.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0' 10.0
I l L1

04N 25E 35
04N 25E 36

I 40.0
I
I 38.0
I

40.0 40.0 40.0 I

\

L2

1
I

\

L3

I

130.0
305.0

2.0

140.0 40.0 40,0 40.0\

I

I

I

320,0

1

40.0 40.0 39.0 I 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.01

1

595.0

I

635.0

1

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
1.
Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-7080B, 34-7092, 34.-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-13661; 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the Irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-2330B, 34-7077, 34-7080B,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of Irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the Individual water right that Is curtailed.
2.
X27 This right Is limited to the irrigation of 286 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
3.
T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to '
rescind approval of the transfer.
4.
046 Right holder shall comply with the drilling' permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
5.
186 Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located In NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
6.
104 If the surface water rlght(s) appurtenant to the place of u!3e is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department If a transfer Is not required.
7.
131 Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall install and'
maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and In accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
8.
R05 Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right Is within
State Water District No. 34.
9.
R02 A lockable device sUbJect to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
10. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands abov~.
'

~
~
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7092
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34.7092
Owner· Type

Name and Address
TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450W HWY24
PAUL, 10 83347
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, 10 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, 10 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
EVERETT T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, 10 83401
(208)524-5138

Current Owner

Previous Owner

Attorney

Original Owner

Priority Date:

0111411975

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Water Supply Bank Active

Source

Tributarv

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

To
From
04/15 to 10/15
Total DiverslQn:

Location

DiversiQ!l Rate

Annual Volume

12.000 CFS

2,222.50AF

12.000 CFS

2,222.50 AF

of Point(s) of Diversion

GROUND WATER·

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4) .

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Seo.4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE114

Sec. 32,

Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTe County

00083.1
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7092

Place of Use
IRRIGATION·
Twp Rge Sec

I
NE
I
NW.
I
sw
I
SE
I
1 NE 1NW 1sw 1 ~ 1~ 1NW 1~ 1§& 1 NE 1NW1 ~ 1 §& 1~ 1~ 1~ 1 §& 1 I21II!

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32..0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01

I
03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

I

I
I
I 37.0 39.0 13.0 5.0 I
I
I

I

130.0

I

305.0

2..0

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.0138.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
I
L1 L2
I
L3
04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 I

14.0.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

1

1
I

I

1

320.0

I

.o4N 25E . 36 138.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 I 4.0.0 40..0 40.0 4.0.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.01

I

595.0

I

635.0

I

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval: .
-1.

T07

The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
.
Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Tlmberdome Canal.

046

Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
Rights 34-618,34-023308,34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-.071218, 34-07.092, 34-.o7.on, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,.34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the Irrigation
of 2124 acres.
.
This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than .0 ..02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
. Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer,andthe Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will Injure other
water rights.
A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
Rights 34-233.08, 34-.o7.on, 34-.07.08.08, 34-.07.092, 34-.o7121A, 34-.071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37..03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
This right Is limited to the irrigation of 635 acres within the place of use described above In a single
Irrigation season.

2.
3.
4.

5.

R63

6.

7.

R.o2

8.

TOB

9.

X35

10.

X27

000832
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
-Water Right Report 34-7092
The period of use for the irrigation described in this approval may ~e extended to a beginning date of
411 and an ending date of 10/31 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown and other
elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before 4115 and after 10/15 Is subordinate to
all water rights having no subordinated early or late Irrigation use and a priority date earlier than
7/15/2002.
12. 131
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall install and
maintain acceptable measuring device(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and In accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
13. 186 Diversion 6f water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located In NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
14. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
15. 065 The right holder shall make filII beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the I~nds authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply Is not available or the
surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to Irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.
16. 104 If the surface water rlght(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approvedtrimsfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required.
17.. X50 The well previously used under Right 34-7092, which will no longer be used, shall be abandoned in a
manner which complies with £?epartment well abandonment rules.
18. R05 Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right Is within
State Water District No. 34.

11.

X61

Remarks:

Comments:
'1. bjordan
9/1512008 8:42:34 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

2. scox
1/14/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This Is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921
3. nmilier
3/3012010 10:33:48 AM
Comment: 'Deleted Shape

POU

000833
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7092
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
7/15/2002
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
'39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34-23308,34-70808,34-71218,
34-7121A.34-7092 ,34-7077 ,34-12376 ,34-13840. ,34-13842
Element RevjewedlVerified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water SUPQly Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Active
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
None
Date Received: f 7/20/2009
Lease Begin Date:
4115/2010
Expiration Date:
10/15/2011
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Active
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
None
Date Received:
11/212009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:
10/15/2011

000834
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right eport 34-7121A
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7121A
Owner Type

Name and Address

Current Owner

TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL, 10 83347,
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LL
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, 10 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, 10 83405-013
(208)523-0620
EVERETI T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, /0 83401
(208)524-5138

Previous Owner

Attorney

Original Owner

Priority Date:

01/09/1976.

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

Source

Tributary

GROUND WATER
Beneficial UseIRRIGATION

From

To

04/15 to 10/15

Annual Volumg

DlversloD R§te
0.460 CFS-

Total Diversion:

169.00 AF
169.00AF

0.460 CFS

Location of Point{s} of Diversion
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW1/4S 1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

La (NE1/4NE1 4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW114NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L2(NW1/4NW 14NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

TWP.04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTIECounty
GROUND WATER
BUTIECounty
GROUND WATER

1

BUTIECounty
GROUND WATER
BUTIECounty
GflOUND WATER

1/4

B.UTIE County
GROUND WATER

SE1/4N'iv1/4Sr4

Sec. 29, Twp05N, Rge 26E,B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4N 1/4

Sec. 32, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

.BUTIE County
GROUND WATER
BUTIECounty

000835
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT tWATERRESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7121A

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

Twp Rge Sec

I
NE
I
NW
I
swi'
SE
I
1 ~ ItM!l sw 1 SE 1 N& l~l SW 1 ~ 1 ME l~l§Yil SE 1 ME l~l§Yil SE 1 IQl§!§.

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0\40.0 40.0 40.0 40f/31.0 32.0 31.0 32.0\39.0 40.0 36.0 36.0\

I
03N 26E 17 \11.0 25.0

\37:0 39.0 13.0

03N 26E 18 ,35.0 39.0 36;0 25.0138.0' 26.0 37.0
I
I
L1 L2
04N 25E 35
04N 25E 36

I

I

I 40.0
I
I 38.0

40.0 40.0 40.0, .

\

5.

I
II

I

,

I

10.0
L3

130.0

"

305.0

,40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0,

320.0

'I

2.0

I

I

40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.pl 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0\ 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0,

I

595.0

I
I'

.635.0 .

I "

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
1.

131

Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall Install and
maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s}, Including data logger(s), at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and In accordance with Department specifications,· or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of Water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval throu9ha'fl application for transfer, and the Departmerit determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights.
...
~
Shouid ali or any portion of water right nos. 3 -23308,34-7077,34-10808,34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,3413661,34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery oali, the I.rrlgated place of se for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 3413659, 34-13661,34-13840,34-13842 (ali describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right n? 34-.7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of Irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the Individual water right that Is curtailed.
Water delivered through the Moore Dlverslon\and Timberdome Canal.

I'

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

R05

Use of water under this right will be regulatedl by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
.water among appropriators within a water dlstrlot. At the time of this approval, this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.
I
104 If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to th~ place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or a~proval of the Department If a transfer is hot required.
186 Diversion of water from the additional well(s) uthorlzed under Transfer 74921 located In NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exce.ed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
X35 Rights 34-23308, 34-07077, 34-070808, 34-0?092, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water rlqht no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a t tal diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6, 47.5 af at the field headgate.

000836
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7121A

9.

T07

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
065 The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface waler rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply Is not available or the
surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.
X27 This right is limited to the irrigation of 286 acres within the place of use described above in·a single
irrigation season.
T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
.
X61 The period of use for the irrigation described in this approval may be extended to a beginning date of
411 and an ending date of 10/31 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown and other
elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before 4/15 and after 10/15 is subordinate to
all water rights having no subordinated early or late irrigation use and a priority date eariler than
7/15/2002.
T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no' more 'than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
R02 A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
046 Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
Rights 34-618, 34-02330B, 34-07080B, 34-07121A, 34-07121B, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the Irrigation
of 2124 acres.

Remarks:

000837
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Water Right Report 34-7121 A
Comments:
9/15/20088:30:11 AM
1. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20088:30:31 AM
2. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/1512008 8:31 :53 AM
3. bJordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20088:33:07 AM
4. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15/20088:33:45 AM
5. bJordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9/15120088:34:31 AM
6. bjordan
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan

9/15120088:34:57 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. bjordan

POD

9/15120088:35:30 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

9. scox
1/14/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
7115/2002
Enlargement Use Priority Date: .
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal: .
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
. 3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03 _

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34-23308,34-70808,34-71218,
34-7121A,34-7092 ,34-7077 ,34-12376 ,34-13840 ,34.13842
Element RevlewedNerlfled Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:

000838
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7121A
Element

Date Time Stamp

Re~ewer

Logte~

Water Supply Bank:
. Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Application
Lease Status:
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
All
Date Received:
11/212009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

I ,

000839
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-71218
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7121B
Name and Address
TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL, ID 83347
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130 .
(208)523-0620
EVERETI T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

Owner Type
Current Owner

Previous Owner

Attomey

. Original Owner

Priority Date:

01/09/1976

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

~

Tributarv

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

Annual Volyme

To

Diversion Rate

04101 to 11/01

3.740CFS

1,106.00 AF

3.740CFS

1,106.00 AF

. From

Total Diversion:
Location of Point(s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

l2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTIE County
GROUNDWATER
BUTIECounty
GROUND WATER
BUTIE County
GROUND WATER
BUTIE County
GROUND WATER

SW1/4NW114NW114

. Sec. 21, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32,

BUTIE County
GROUND WATER
BUTIECounty
GROUND WATER
BUTIE County

Twp 05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

00.0840
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7121 B

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

IWP Rge Sec'

NE

'"

I

NW

SW

",

SE

,

1 NE 1~ 1m 1 2S 1 NE 1rfli 1m 1 2S 1 Me. 1&£1 sw 1 SE INS 1&i 1m 1 2S 1 Totals

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01

I

I

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

I

137.0 39.0 13.0

I

5.0

I

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.01 38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
I
I
L1 "L2
I
L3

I 40.0
" I

04N 25E 35

04N 25E 36

I 38.0
I

40.0 40.0 40.0 I

I

I
II

I

I
II

595.0
130.0

'I

305.0

1140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0/

320.0

2.0

40.0 40.0 39.0, 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0, 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.01
I
1
1
1

635.0

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:

1.

T08

2.

X27

3.
4.

065

5.

ROS

6.

7.

~
;;
~

8."

046

9.

R02

10.

R63

Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
""
This right is limited to the Irrigation of 316 acres within the place of use described above In a single
Irrigation season.
Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Tlmberdo~e Canal.
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
" Irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not available or the
surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to Irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this app.roval, this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.
Construction of new wells at the location of existing pOints of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights.
Should all or a,.ny portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179, 34-13659, 34~13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the Irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the Individual water right that Is curtailed.
Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the landa above.

000841
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7121 B
11.

Rights 34-618, 34-023308, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation
of 2124 acres.
.
12. 186 Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located In NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
13. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right Is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River 8asln Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
14. 131
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall Install and
maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized polnt(s) of
diversion and In accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtaiI') an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
15. X35 Rights 34-23308, 34-07077, 34-070808, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
16. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
17. 104 If the surface water rlght(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department If a transfer Is not required.

Remarks:

Comments:
1. blordan
9115/20088:25:28 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

2. bjordan
9/15/20088:25:54 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

3. blordan
9/15/20088:26:31 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

4. bjordan
9/15/20088:27:20 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

5. bjordan
9115/20088:28:11 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

6. b/ordan
9/15/2008 8:28:45 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. blordan
9/15/20088:29:16 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

B. scox
1/14/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This Is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921

000842
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-7121 B
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
7/15/2002
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:'
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree, Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03
6947.5
~124
Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34-23308 I 34-7080B 134-71218 I
34-7121A 134-7092 134-7077 134-12376 134-13840 134-13842
Element ReviewedlVerified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reyiewer

Last verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supplv Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
All
Date Received:
11/212009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

000843
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-12376

WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-12376
Name and Address
TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL"ID 83347
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, 10 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
,PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
EVERETT T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

OwnerTvoe
Current Owner

Previous Owner

Attorney

Original Owner

Priority Date:, 06/01/1977
Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

Source

Trlbutarv

GROUND WATER
Annual Volume

Beneficial Use

From

To

Diversion Rate

IRRIGATION

04/01 to 10/31

1.250 CFS

306.30AF

1.250 CFS

306.30AF

Total Diversion:
Location of Point{s} of Dlve[§iQ[l
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32, Twp05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1I4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21, Tw~05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32, Twp05N,

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
,GROUND WATER

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County

000844"
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RE:SOURCES
Water Right Report 34-12376 '

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

Twp Rge Sec 1

NE

1

NW

1

SW

I.

SE

1

INEl~l~lSElNEl~l~lSEl~l~l~lSEl~l~l~lSEl~mIs

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
1
I
I
I
I

595.0

I

130.0

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

I

137.0 39.0 13.0

\

5.01
\

I
I

\

03N 26E 18\3!?0 39.0 36.0 25.0 \ 38.0 26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
L1 L2
L3
\
I
\

I

I

305.0

04N 25E 35 \ 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0\
\
\

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
\
\

320.0

04N 25E 36 \ 38.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 I 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0\ 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0\ 39.0 40.0 40.0 39.0\
. \
I
\
\
\

635.0

\

\

\

2.0

\

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
1.

X27

2.

3.

4.

186

5.

6.

X35

7.

046

8. .

R05

9.

R02

This right Is limited to the irrigation of 87.5 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights. '
Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-1366.1, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-71218, 34"12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840, 34-138.42 (all describing a
place of use of 1985,acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shali be reduced by the number
of Irrigated acres authorized to be' irrigated by the Individual water right that is curtailed.
DiverSion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located in NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
Rights 34-618, 34-023308, 34-070808, 34-07121 A, 34-071218,34-07092,34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661, 34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation
of 2124 acres.
Rights 34-23308, 34-07077,.34-070808, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 c1s, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume 01 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval; this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.
A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.

000845
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Water Right Report 34-12376
10.

104

11.

T07

12.
13.

131

14.

R63

15.

T08

16.

T19

17.

065

If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required.
The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall Install and
maintain acceptable measuring device(s), including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and In accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
. existing measuring device.
This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no mor~ than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer Is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right Is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under thIs right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply Is not.available or the
surface water supply is not reasonablysufficrent to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.

Remarks:

Comments:
1. bjordan
9/15120088:49:32 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

2. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:49:53 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

3. bjordan
9115/20088:50:26AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

4. bJordan
9/15/20088:51:16 AM
Comment: Updated Shape
.

POD

5. bJordan
9/15120088:51:46 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

6. bjordan
9/15/20088:54:11 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan
9/15120088:56:32 AM
.Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. scox
1114/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This Is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921
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Water Right Report 34-12376.
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
7/15/2002
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
" Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
.Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

. Acres

37.03

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34-2330B 34-7080B 34-7121 B
34-7121A 34-7092 ,34-7077 ,34-12376 134-13840 134-13842
I

I

I

I

Element Reviewed/Verified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
·Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supply Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
All
Date Received:
11/212009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

000847·
I
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-13840
WATER HIGHT NUMBER: 34-13840
Owner Type

Name and Address

Current Owner

TELFORD LANDS LLC
CIO MIKE TELFORD
1450WHWY24
PAUL, ID83347
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
CIO KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
EVERETT T ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

Previous Owner

Attorney

Original Owner

Priority Date:
Basis:

04/06/1982

Status:

Active

Decreed

Source

TribUtary

GROUND WATER
Annual Volume

Beneficial Use

From

To

Diversion Rate

IRRIGATION

04/01 to 10/31

1.260CFS

248.50AF

1.260CFS

24B.50AF

Total Diversion:
Location of PoinHs) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

SE1/4NW114SE1/4

Sec. 32, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

TWp'04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NE1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

L2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1I4)

Sec. 4,

Twp04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1I4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32,

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER

Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
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Place of Use
IRRIGATION
TWp Rge Sec 1

NE

1

NWI

SW

1

SE

1

1 NE 1NW 1 sw 1 §E 1 ~ Uftll m 1 §E 1 NE 1~ 1sw 1 §E 1 NE 1~1 §.Ill I §E I Totals

03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0/39.0 40.0 36.0 36.01

I

I

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0
03N 26E 18

I
I 35.0
I

39.0 36;0

137.0 39.0 13.0

I
25.0 I 38.0
I

04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

I
04N 25E 36 138.0 40.0 40.0

I

I

I
39.0 I 40.0
I

5.01

I

I
I

130.0
305.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

I

I

40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0 39.01

I

595.0

I
I

2.0

26.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
L1 L2
L3
I

I
I

I
I
I

I

635.0

I

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
1.
R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the lands above.
2.
R05 Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right Is within
State Water District No. 34.
3.
Rights 34·618, 34·02330B, 34·07080B, 34·07121A, 34·07121B, 34·07092, 34-07077, 34·7179,
34·12376,34·13659,34-13661,34·13840 and 34·13842 when combined shall not exceed the Irrigation
of 2124 acres.
4.
R02 A lockable device subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion. .
,
5.
X27 This right is limited to the Irrigation of 71 acres within the place of use described above In a single
Irrigation season.
.
6.
T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
7.
131
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921, the right holder shall Install and
maintain acceptable measuring device(s), Including data logger(s), at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department speCifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the Department to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
8.
T19 Pursuant to Section 42·1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right Is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
detel'\Tllned by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
9.
T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
10. . 046 Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42·235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.

000849
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Water Right Report 34-13840
11.

Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, an.d the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will injure other
water rights.
12.
Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the Irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808,
34-7092, 34-7121A, 34-71218, 34-12376, 34-13659, 34-13661,34-13840,34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of irrigated acres authorized to be irrigated by the Individual water right that Is curtailed.
13. 065 The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not available or the
, surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to Irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.
14. X35 Rights 34-23308, 34-07077, 34-070808, 34-07092, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5 af at the field headgate.
15. 104 If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required.
16.
Water delivered through the Moore Diversion and Tlmberdome Canal.
17.

186

Diversion of water from the additional well(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located In NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.

Remarks:

Comments:
1. bjordan
9/15120088:57:43 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD·

2. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:58:06 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

3. bjordan
9/15/2008 8:58:57 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

.POD

4. bjordan
9/15/20088:59:55 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

5. bJordan
9/15/20089:02:00 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

6. bJordan
9/15/2008 9:03:58 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan9/15/2008 9:05:30 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. scox
1/14120093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This Is now an approved transfer, transfer number 74921

=
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-13840
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
11/8/2001
Decreed Date:
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
• FiFTH
Swan Falis Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falis Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34'2330B, 34·7080B, 34-7121B,
34·7121A,34-7092 134-7077 ,34-12376,34-13840 134-13842
Element ReviewedNerified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supply Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application .
Lease Amount:
Part
Rental Availability:
All
Date Received:
11/212009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-13842
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-13842
OwnerType

.

Name and Address
TELFORD LANDS LLC
C/O MIKE TELFORD·
1450W HWY24
PAUL, ID 83347
MICKELSEN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 438
.
RIGBY, ID 83442
(208)745-6626
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID· 83405-0130
(208)523-0620·
EVERETIT ACOR JR
3196 N YELLOWSTONE HWY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208)524-5138

Current Owner

Previous Owner

Attorney

Original Owner

Priority qate:

12117/1~75

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

Source

Trlbutarv

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use

From

To

Diversion Rate

IRRIGATION

04101 to 11/01

0.460CFS

196.20AF

0.460 CFS

196.20 AF

Total Diversion:
Location of Polnt(s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

Annual Volume

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 32,

Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

l3 (NE1/4NE1/4NW1/4)

Sec. 5,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

Sec. 4,

Twp04N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

l2 (NW1/4NW1/4NE1/4)

Sec. 4,

Twp 04N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4NW1/4SE1/4

Sec. 29, Twp 05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

SE1/4SW1/4NE1/4

Sec. 32, Twp05N, Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER

l2 (NE1/4NW1I4NE1/4)

"

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County
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Water Right Report 34-13842

Place of Use
IRRIGATION
Twp Rge Sec I

. NE
I
NW
I
sw
I
SE
1 NE l.tfell SW 1 .§.!i 1 NE Ilftll m 1 ~ 1 NE l.tfell m 1 SE 1 NS l.tfell m'l

I

I

I
I
I
II

305.0

140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01

320.0

.§.!i I I2!§l§
03N 25E 12 139.0 40.0 40.0 39.0\40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0131.0 32.0 31.0 32.0139.0 40.0 36.0 36.01
595.0

I

03N 26E 17 111.0 25.0

I

137.0 39.0 13.0

I

5.01

I

I
II

03N 26E 18 135.0 39.0 36.0 25.0138.0 28.0 37.0 40.0117.0 10.0
I
L1 L2
I
L3
04N 25E 35 140.0 40.0 40.0 40.01
04N 25E 36

I
I 38.0
I

40.0 40.0

I
39.0 I 40.0
I

I
I

2.0

I

I

40.0 40.0 40.0140.0 40.0 40.0 40.0139.0 40.0 40.0 39.01

I

I

130.0

635.0

I

Total Acres: 1985

Conditions of Approval:
. 1.

2.

131

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

.,-"~'

Rights 34-618, 34-023308, 34-070808, 34-07121A, 34-071218, 34-07092, 34-07077, 34-7179,
34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840 and 34-13842 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation
of 2124 acres.
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 74921 , the right holder shall Install. and
maintain acceptable measuring devlce(s), including data logger(s) , at the authorized point(s) of
diversion and in accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from
the. Department to determine the amount Qf water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
Water delivered through the.Moore Diversion and Timberdome Canal.

046

Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to
rescind approval of the transfer.
Should all or any portion of water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7077, 34-70808, 34-7092, 34-7121A,
34-71218,34-12376,34-7179,34-13659,34-13661, 34-13840, and 34-13842 ever be curtailed as a
result of a delivery call, the Irrigated place of use for water right nos. 34-23308, 34-7071, 34-70808,
. 34-7092, 34-7121 A, 34-71218,34-12376,34-13659,34-13661,34-13840, 34-13842 (all describing a
place of use of 1985 acres) and water right no. 34-7179 (2124 acres) shall be reduced by the number
of irrigated acres authorized to be Irrigated by the individual water right that is curtailed.
X35 Rights 34-23308,34-07077,34-070808,34-07092, 34-07121 A, 34-071218, 34-12376, 34-13840,
34-13842, and that portion of ground water right no. 34-07179 not associated with water right no.
34-618, when combined, shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 37.03 cfs, and shall not exceed a
total annual maximum diversion volume of 6,947.5af at the field headgate.
R02 A lockabl~ devlc~ subject to the approval of the Department shall be maintained on the diverting works
1n a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion.
X27 This right is limited to the Irrigation of 140 acres within the place of use described above in a single
irrigation season.
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Water Right Report 34-13842
10.

R63

This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for Irrigation of the lands above.
11. 104 If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use Is sold, transferred, leased or used on any
other place of use, this right to divert groundwater shall not be used without an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department If a transfer Is not required.
12. 065 The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder for
irrigation of the lands authorized to be Irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the diversion
of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not available or the
surface water supply Is not reasonably sufficient to Irrigate the place of use authorized under this right.
13. 186 Diversion cif water from the additionalwell(s) authorized under Transfer 74921 located In NWNWNE
LT2, Sec. 4, T04N, R26E shall not exceed a maximum diversion rate of 5.00 cfs.
14. ROS Use of water under this right will be regulated by Ii watermaster with. responsibility for the distribution of
water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is within
State Water District No. 34.
15: T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water, right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point In time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
16. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year of the date
of this approval.
17.
Construction of new wells at the location of existing points of diversion Is not authorized unless the
water right holder obtains approval through an application for transfer, and the Department determines,
by considering the transfer, whether the construction of and pumping from new wells will InJure other
water rights.

Remarks:

Comments:

1. bjordan' 9115/20089:07:09 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

2. bjordan
9/15/2008 9:07:35 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

3. bjordan
9115/2008 9:08:26 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

4. bjordan
9/15/20089:08:55 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

5. bjordan
9/15/20089:10:26 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

6. bjordan
9/15/20089:11 :13 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

7. bjordan, 9/15120089:11:47 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

8. bjordan
9/15/20089:12:28 AM
Comment: Updated Shape

POD

9. scox
1/14/20093:07:19 PM
Transferred Right
Comment: This is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 74921
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-13842
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
6/2212004
Decreed Date:
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
FIFTH
Judicial District:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

37.03

6947.5

2124

Combined Water Rights: 34-7179 ,34-2330B, 34-7080B, 34-7121B,
34-7121A,34-7092 ;34-70n ,34-12376 ,34-13840 ,34-13842
Element Reviewed/Verified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Water Supply Bank:
Lessor Name:
TELFORD LANDS LLC
Lease Status:
Application
Lease Amount:
Part
All
Rental Availability:
Date Received:
11/212009
Lease Begin Date:
Expiration Date:

00.0855
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-13841
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-13841
Owner Type

Name and Address

Security Interest

IDAHO AGCREDIT FLCA
PO BOX 386
REXBURG, ID 83440

Previous Owner

KURT PACOR
PO BOX63C
MOORE,ID 83255
(208)527-3528

Attorney

HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO

CIO KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
Current Owner

MITCHELL D SORENSEN
3871W 2500 N
MOORE, ID 83255
(208)527-3271

Current Owner

ELAINE R SORENSEN
3871 W 2500 N
MOORE; ID 83255
(208)527-3271

Original Owner

US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
PO BOX 656
ARCO, ID 83213

Priority Date:

12/17/1975

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

Source

Tributary

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use
IRRIGATION

From

To

Diversion Rate

04/01

to 11/01

0.800 CFS

140.00 AF

0.800 CFS

140.00 AF

Total Diversion:

Annual Volume

Location of Point(s) of Diversion

NW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

GROUND WATER

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

I
NE
I
NW
I
SW
I
SE
I
!NE!NW!SW!SE!NE!NW!SW!SE!NE!NW!SW!SE!NE!NW!SW!SE!Totals
04N 25E 35 1
1
120.0
20.0 I
I 40.0

Twp Rge Sec

I

I

I

I

I

000858
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Total Acres: 40

Conditions of Approval:
1.

T19

2.

Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of the
final unified decree.
Water delivered through the Timberdome Canal.

Remarks:

Comments:
1. pskaggs
7/21/2006 10:56:50 AM
Transferred Right
Comment: This is now an approved transfer, transfer number = 71254
2. nmiller
12126/2007
POD
Comment: PODID 622855 correlated from SpatialDatalD 352347 to SpatialDatalD 389550
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
6/2212004
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
AND
. Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
0.02
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
3.5
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
JUdicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:

Water Supply Bank:

000857
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WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7079
Name and Address

Owner Type

P U RANCH LTD
4500 IMPERIAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(208)527-3133
HILLCREEK PROPERTIES
4500 IMPERIAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619)262"0861
A ETSELMOSS
3286 N 3350W
MOORE, ID 83255-8761
(208)554-3041
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
CIO KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130

Current Owner

Original Owner

Original Owner

Attorney

(208)523~0620

Priority Date:

09/17/1979

Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active

Source

Tributary

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use

To

Diversion Rate

. 4/01 to 11/01

2.760 CFS

From

IRRIGATION

Annual Volume

2.760 CFS

Total Diversion:
Location of Point(s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

NE1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

NW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

NE
I
NW
I
SW
I
SE
I
jNEjNWjWjSEjNEjNW!SW!SE!NEjNWjSWjSE!NEjNW!WjSEjTmals
2 1
1
133.0 33.0 33.0 33.01
1 132.0
1
1
1
1
1

Twp Rge Sec
03N 25E
03N 25E

I

3 1

I

1
1

1
1

1
1

33.0

33.01
1

66.0

000858
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Water Right Report 34-7079
Comments:
1. THOMPSON
9/6/1991
COPIED FROM REMARKS
Comment: TRANS. 3214. ITEM 5: WELLS AND PUMPS, OPEN DISCHARGE INTO MOORE CANAL OF BIG LOST
RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, THROUGH MOORE CANAL TO CROSSOVER DITCH TO "U-C" OR BLAINE CANAL
THROUGH TIMBERDOME CANAL TO REDIVERSION INTO PRIVATE DITCH TO PUMP FOR PIVOTS
(RED IVERS ION IS IN THE SE1/4 NE1/4 OF SEC. 35 T4N R25E) REMARKS: THE PLACE OF USE FOR THIS RIGHT
WAS CHANGED SEVERAL YEARS AGO TO THE LANDS DESCRIBED HEREIN AND A WATERWAYS TRANSPORT
AGREEMENT WITH BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT ENTERED INTO FOR CONVEYANCE OF THE WATER
THROUGH THE MOORE CANAL IN JULY OF 1985. THIS IS CLAIMED AS AN ACCOMPLISHED TRANSFER UNDER
IDAHO CODE 42-1416A.
2. COX
5/14/1992
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
Comment: OWNERSHIP CHANGED FROM HILLCREEK PROPERTIES TO P U RANCH
3. CARLSEN
5/20/1992
NOTICE OF ERROR
Comment: ON APRIL 23, 1992, MET WITH CLAIMANT AND HIS ATTORNEY, KENT FOSTER, TO DISCUSS
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR P U RANCH WATER RIGHTS. CLAIMANT WAS ADVISED THE DEPARTMENT'S
RECOMMENDATION FOR 34-07079, 34-10904 AND 34-12373 WERE BELIEVED TO BE IN AGREEMENT WITH
ORDER ISSUED BY JUDGE HURLBUT. THE LIMITING CONDITIONS ON 34-07079 WERE SPECIFIED IN THE
JUDGES ORDER. THE ORDER ALSO INDICATED THAT DIVERSION UNDER THE RIGHTS AND FROM THE TWO
WELLS WERE LIMITED. IT WAS RECOMMENDED TO DISALLOW CLAIM 34-10904, BECAUSE THE INTENT OF
THIS CLAIM WAS TO INCREASE THE RATE OF DIVERSION FOR A RIGHT BASED ON EXPANSION OF A LICENSE.
THE JUDGE'S DECISION STATES SUCH AN EXPANSION IS CONTRARY TO 42·1416. IT WAS ALSO
RECOMMENDED TO DISALLOW 34·12373 BECAUSE OFTHE DIVERSION RATE LIMITATIONS SPECIFIED IN
JUDGES DECISION. THE INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ABOVE THREE NOTICES WILL NOT BE
CHANGED.
4. DSMITH
1/211996
NAME ANDIOR ADDRESS CHANGE
Comment: THE NAMES OR ADDRESSES IN THE NAME FILE WERE CHANGED WITHOUT THE ABOVE USER
NOTING EXACTLY WHAT WAS CHANGED. THE CHANGE FOR A K-OWNER OR ATTORNEY MAY HAVE BEEN
MADE WITHOUT A WATER RIGHT OWNER CHANGE. 'CORRECTED NAMEIADDRESS TO AVOID DUPLICATE
MAILING LABELS
5. ARUBERRY
8/1211997
TRANSFER NO. 3705
Comment: TRANSFER ADDS A POD IN SEC.21, NWNWNW, APPROVED 14 AUG. 92.
6. AJU10-DS
6/9/2000
AJU10 CONDITION UPDATE
Comment: CONDITION CODE(S) C18 ADDED IF NOT ALREADY PART OF RECORD THRU AJU10.
7. jberkey
11/3/2004
POD
Comment: Correlated PODID 436362 from SpatialDatalD 355240 to SpatialDatalD 212589
8. jberkey
11/3/2004
POD
Comment: Correlated PODID 436362 from SpatialDatalD 355240 to SpatialDatalD 212589
9. nmiller
12/26/2007
POD
Comment: PODID 436361 correlated from SpatialDatalD 212487 to SpatialDatalD 389550
10. nmiller
12/26/2007
POD
Comment: PODID 436361 correlated from SpatialDatalD 212487 to SpatialDatalD 389550
Dates and Other Information:

.~

•
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Paget----IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Adjudication Claim Report 34-7079
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-7079
Owner Type

Name and Address

Original Owner

HILLCREEK PROPERTIES
4500 IMPERIAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619)262-0861
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
C/O KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620
A ETSELMOSS
3286 N 3350W
MOORE; ID 83255-8761
(208)554-3041
P U RANCH LTD
4500 IMPERIAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(208)527-3133

Attorney -

Original Owner

Current Owner

Priority Date:

09/17/1979

Basis:

License

Status:

Closed

Source

Tributary

GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use

From

IRRIGATION

4/01

To

Diversion Rate

to 11/01

2.760 CFS

Total Diversion:

Annual Volume

2.760 CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

I
NE
I
NW
I
SW
I
SE
I
INEINWl~lSElNElNWl~lSE!NElNWlSW!SE!NEINW!SWlSElTomls
2 1
1
132.0 32.0 32.0 32.01
1 128.0
1
1
1
1
1

Twp Rge Sec
03N 25E
03N 25E

3

03N 25E 10 134.0

I

34.0

I

1
1

1

1
1

I

1

1
1
1

I

34.0

34.01
1

68.0

I

68.0

1

Total Acres: 264
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-2332
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 34-2332
Owner Type

Name and Address

Attorney

HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO
CIO KENT W FOSTER
PO BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130
(208)523-0620

Original Owner

A ETSEL MOSS
3286 N 3350W
MOORE, ID 83255-8761
(208)554-3041

Original Owner

HILLCREEK PROPERTIES
4500 IMPERIAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619)262-0861

Current Owner

P U RANCH LTD
4500 IMPERIAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(208)527-3133

05/06/1955

Priority Date:
Basis:

Decreed

Status:

Active
Tributary

Source
GROUND WATER
Beneficial Use

From

To

Diversion Rate

IRRIGATION

4/01 to 11/01

2.900 CFS

Total Diversion:

Annual Volume

2.900CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion
GROUND WATER

NW1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

NE1/4NW1/4NW1/4

Sec. 21,

Twp 05N,

Rge 26E, B.M.

BUTTE County
GROUND WATER
BUTTE County

Place of Use
IRRIGATION

Twp Rge Sec

I

NE

I

NW

I

SW

I

SE

I

1~lNW1~lSEINE1~1~lSEINEINW1~lSElNEINW1~lSEITmals

03N 25E

2 1
1

03N 25E

3

1
1
1

I

133.0 33.0
1

I
1

33.0 33.01
1

I
I

33.0

1
1

132.0

33.01
1

66.0

000861
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-2332
03N 25E 10

I 33.0
I

33.0

I
I

I
I

I
I

66.0

Total Acres: 264

Conditions of Approval:

1.

2.

3.

C05

4.
5.

C18

USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 34-07079 IS LIMITED TO THE IRRIGATION OF A
COMBINED TOTAL OF 145 ACRES IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON.
USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO THE IRRIGATION OF A
COMBINED TOTAL OF 264 ACRES IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON.
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-00170,34-00556 AND 34-07079.
USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 34-07079 IS LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINED DIVERSION
RATE OF 2.90 CFS AND A TOTAL COMBINED ANNUAL DIVERSION VOLUME OF 435 AF.
USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINED
DIVERSION RATE OF 6.90 CFS.
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-00170, 34-00556 AND 34-07079.
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN PLACE OF USE PURSUANT TO SECTION
42-1425, IDAHO CODE.
RIGHT NO. 34-07079 IS ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINTS OF DIVERSION DESCRIBED
ABOVE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR THE
DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER
RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER
THAN THE ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. SECTION 42-1412(6), IDAHO CODE.

Remarks:

000862

Page 3

01/26/2011
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-2332

Comments:
1. THOMPSON
9/6/1991
COPIED FROM REMARKS
Comment: THE RATE OF DIV. & ANNUAL VOLUME OF RTS. 34-7079 & 34-2332 WHEN COMBINED SHALL NOT
EXCEED 2.9 CFS OR 435 AF/ANNUM. NO MORE THAN 2.9 CFS OR 435 AFIANNUM SHALL BE INJECTED INTO
THE MOORE CANAL. THE RATE OF REDIVERSION FROM TIMBERDOME CANAL MAY BE SUBJECT TO A
CONVEYANCE LOSS ASSESSMENT. APPROVAL OF THIS TRANS. DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A RT. TO USE
PRIVATELY OWNED CONVEYANCE FACILITIES; TRANS. 3214. ITEM 5: WELLS AND PUMPS, OPEN DISCHARGE
INTO THE MOORE CANAL OF BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, THROUGH MOORE CANAL TO
CROSSOVER DITCH TO "U-C" OR BLAINE CANAL THROUGH TIMBERDOME CANAL TO REDIVERSION INTO
PRIVATE DITCH TO PUMP FOR PIVOTS (REDIVERSION IS IN THE SE1/4 OF THE NE1/4 OF SECTION 35, T4N
R25E REMARKS: THE PLACE OF USE FOR THIS RIGHT WAS CHANGED SEVERAL YEARS AGO TO THE LANDS
DESCRIBED HEREIN AND A WATERWAYS TRANSPORT AGREEMENT WITH BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT ENTERED INTO FOR CONVEYANCE OF THE WATER THROUGH THE MOORE CANAL IN JULY OF 1985.
THIS IS CLAIMED AS AN ACCOMPLISHED TRANSFER UNDER IDAHO CODE 42-1416A.
2. COX
5/14/1992
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
Comment: OWNERSHIP CHANGED FROM HILLCREEK PROPERTIES TO P U RANCH
3. DSMITH
1/2/1996
NAME ANDIOR ADDRESS CHANGE
Comment: THE NAMES OR ADDRESSES IN THE NAME FILE WERE CHANGED WITHOUT THE ABOVE USER
NOTING EXACTLY WHAT WAS CHANGED. THE CHANGE FOR A K-OWNER OR ATTORNEY MAY HAVE BEEN
MADE WITHOUT A WATER RIGHT OWNER CHANGE. *CORRECTED NAME/ADDRESS TO AVOID DUPLICATE
MAILING LABELS
4. ARUBERRY
8/12/1997
TRANSFER NO. 3705
Comment: TRANSFFER ADDS A POD IN SEC. 21, NWNWNW, APPROVED 14 AUG 92.
5. AJU10-DS
6/9/2000
AJU10 CONDITION UPDATE
Comment: CONDITION CODE(S) C18 ADDED IF NOT ALREADY PART OF RECORD THRU AJU10.
6. jberkey
11/3/2004
POD
Comment: Correlated PODID 436359 from SpatialDatalD 355240 to SpatialDatalD 212589
7. jberkey
11/3/2004
POD
Comment: Correlated PODID 436359 from SpatialDatalD 355240 to SpatialDatalD 212589
8. nmiller
12/26/2007
POD
Comment: PODID 436358 correlated from SpatialDatalD 212487 to SpatialDatalD 389550
9. nmiller
12/26/2007
POD
Comment: PODID 436358 correlated from SpatialDatalD 212487 to SpatialDatalD 389550
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report 34-2332
Dates and Other Information:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date:
11/13/2000
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
State or Federal:
S
Owner Name Connector:
OR
Water District Number:
34
Generic Max Rate Per Acre:
Generic Max Volume Per Acre:
Decree Defendant:
Decree Plaintiff:
Civil Case Number:
39576
Judicial District:
FIFTH
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Carey Act Number:
Mitigation Plan:
False
Combined Use Limits:
Rate

Volume

Acres

2.9

435

145

Combined Water Rights: 34-2332 .34-7079
Rate

Acres

6.9.

264

Combined Water Rights: 34-170 • 34-556 • 34-2332 • 34-7079
Element ReviewedNerified Dates:
Element

Last Reviewed Date

Reviewer

Last Verified Date

Verifier

Verification Log:
Element

Date Time Stamp

Reviewer

Log text

POU

3/19/2002 4:33:53 PM

cfritsch

Edited shape boundary

Water Supply Bank:
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Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETfE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303~ 1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
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AttO'l'neys for Defendants

6

7

a
9

IN mE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BUTrE

11

12
13
14

*********
TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

15
16

Plaintiffs,

v.

17
18
19
20

21

DONALD Wll.LIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN Rum CAIN, husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, indiViduals,
and JANE DOES 1~20, individuals,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 201 0~64

)

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR

)

RECONSIDERATION

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

-----------------------)

22

The Defendants Donald Cain and Carolyn Cain (collectively "Cains"), submit this Reply

23

Brief in Support of their Motion for Reconsideration of the court's Memorandum Decision and

24

Order dated October 20, 2010 ("Order").

25
26

From reading the Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for
Reconsideration, it is facially apparent that they would trivialize the nature of the case pending

before this court. While any litigation is "serious business", the idea of taking a portion of
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someone's private property for the benefit of another must be closely scrutinized. It is also clear
that the issue of necessity for the taking is the pivotal issue to be considered by the court on

reconsideration. The new evidence that has been submitted to the court, and in particular, the
3

4

deposition of James Rindfleisch, clearly shows that the Plaintiffs' own actions in seeking the
.termination of their Transport Agreements gave rise to their claim of necessity. As discussed in

5

the Cains' opening Memorandum and this Reply Brief, the Plaintiffs' claim of necessity must fail

6

in light of the facts in this case.

7

A.

8
9

Affidavit and Deposition of James Rindt1eis~h.

Given the sheer volume of the Plaintiffs' Memorandwn devoted to the Rindfleisch
testimony, it is apparent that this information gives the Plaintiffs cause for concern. Cains renew
their argument that the Big Lost River Irrigation District C'District"), as a quasi-governmental

10

entity, has perpetual existence and that evidence contained within the District's files may be

11

attested to by its management. It does not matter that Mr. Rindflesich was not an employee PI the

12

manager of the District when the letter of 2005 was originally provided to the Idaho Department

13

of Water Resources. All of the matters referenced in paragraph 4 of the Rindfleisch Affidavit were

14

predicated upon ~e District's response to a request for a transfer of a water right. With regard to

15

the statements contained in paragraph 6 of the Rindfleisch Affidavit, it is apparent from the

16

deposition of Mr. Rindfleisch that he was present when the Plaintiffs requested the termhtation of
only certain of their Transport Agreements with the District. The mere fact that he neither

17

prepared nor signed the agreement does not obviate his ability to testify relative to the issue. As in

18

any contract negotiation, one·party requests certain tenus to be included in the contract which can

19

either be assented to or declined by the other party. He testified there was no reason that the

20

District would have wanted those agreements terminated, but rather. the District acquiesced to the

21

Plaintiffs' requests. The import of his testimony cannot be understated. The Plaintiffs sought to

22

23
24

create their own necessity in order to avail themselves of an eminent domain proceeding. They
possessed a valid license to convey their water rights by virtue of Transport Agreements with the
District. They were the exact same type of transport agreements identified by Mr. Rindfleisch
which are

stil~

in existence between the Plaintiffs and the District. As the Idaho· Supreme Court

25

observed in Erickson v. Amoth, 99 Idaho 907, 591 P.2d 1074 (1978) ("Erickson I"), the existence

26

of a license agreement providing access to a landowner's property absolutely negated any fmding
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of necessity in order to invoke eminent domain. The Supreme Court affmned the district court's
holcling that necessity did not exist, even though such access was by virtue of a "limited license ".
Mr. Rindfleisch's Affidavit was supplemented by his deposition as provided in I.R.C.P. Rule
56(e), and he clearly established that his testimony was based upon personal knowledge and that
he was competent to testify in that regard.

5

The court is urged to recall that the Plaintiffs, and/or their predecessors, each obtained

6

their water rights, whether by original application or transfer, based upon the representation that

7

the water would be conveyed via the Moore Canal. Once having acquired those rights based upon

8

that representation, the Plaintiffs should not be pennitted to voluntarily terminate the Transport

9

10

Agreements to make an argument of necessity in order to condemn the land of another.
The fact that the Plaintiffs might be able to "better measure, utiliz:e, and make beneficial
use of their waterll ,

as suggested by them. does not make the use of the Cains' property a necessity.

11

This court is urged

12

case entitled Etickson v. Amoth, 112 Idaho 1122. 739 P.2d 421 (Ct. App. 1987) (IlErickson n").

13

The Court of Appeals stated:

to

recall the decision of the Idaho Court of Appeals in the second Er~ckson

There is a difference between necessity and mere convenience.
Erickson may fmd it more convenient to construct a road over the
land of Amoth. but he may not take such way under a claim that it is
necessary to the proper enjoyment of his land, or to save expense.
unless there is no other reasonable alternative way or. . . the
expense of construction would be prohibitive.

14
15

16
17

18

112 Idaho at 1124·25. That holding is equally applicable to the facts of this easel and the Plaintiffs

19

would apparently have the district court override existing legal precedent of the Idaho Court of

20

21

Appeals. Additionally, any suggestion that the legal analysis of eminent domain case should
include a weighing of the burden and benefit is absolutely unsupported by existing case law in
Idaho. The threshold issue is one of necessity, and not mere convenience. This court should vacate

22

the grant of summary judgment to the Plaintiffs on the theory of eminent domain, and should

23

properly grant the Cains' motion for summary judgment on this issue as the court did with regard

24

to all the other issues asserted by the Cains.

25

B.

26

Telford Lands, LLC Standing.
For all the reasons stated in the Cains' Memorandum in SUpport of Reconsideration. it is

apparent that Telford Lands, LLC (tlTelford") lacked standing to participate as a pfaintiff in this
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action. The mere fact that Telford has a water bank lease that expires at the end of the irrigation
season this year does not imbue him with a property right or property interest sufficient to he
awarded a pennanent easement over the property of another, The court is reminded that the

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

Plaintiffs relied heavily in their briefing on the case of Canyon View Irrigation Co. v. Twin Falls

Canal Company, 101 Idaho 604, 619 P.2d 122 (1980). The Court stated the following with regard
to eminent domain:
To condemn such a right-of.way, the water right owner
must proceed under Idaho's law of eminent domain. . ..
(Emphasis added). 101 Idaho at 607. Mr. Telford described himself as the self-proclaimed
"bulldog to move the thing forward" and to "get the easements". Telford Depo. , p. 9, n. 7~ 11. The
Cains certainly agree that Telford effectively played the role of bulldog in this case, but he was

10

clearly not a "water right owner" who was entitled to come across the Cains' property.

11

Furthermore, it is apparent that Mr. Telford neglected to obtain the easements that he

12

acknowledged were his responsibility. Faced with his failure to do so, he enlisted the other

13

Plaintiffs to participate in an eminent domain proceeding. His reason for doing so was stated in

14

his deposition. He testified, "There wasn't enough water out there on the flats to do everything that

15

I would like to do" as the reason for his participation in this project. Telford Depo., p. 7,11.9·11.

16

The Cains do not disagree that this case involves an easement issue as the Cains are all too aware.
The idea that a group such as the Plaintiffs could simply bulldoze their way through the land of

17

another, and then claim an easement based on necessity under the facts in this case, is simply

19

repugnant to the creation of an easement by eminent domain. Were it true that a lessee for a year,

19

or even a term of years, could employ eminent domain for purposes of creating a permanent right

20

through the lands of another, it is suggested that such a legal theory would certainly have been

21

tested in the Idaho courts during the previous century. Again, it appears that the Plaintiffs want

22
23
24

25

this court to go out on a limb by establishing new legal precedent in telll1S of the law of eminent
domain. Just as the Plaintiffs' claim of necessity is illegitimate, so too is the assertion that Telford
has standing by virtue of a water bank lease. Simply because Telford paid for some of the costs
associated with the Plaintiffs' trespass does not confer legal standing in order to invoke an eminent
domain proceeding.

26
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The Cefalo Affidavit.

The Plaintiffs have again referenced the Affidavit of James Cefalo in the context of their

2

3

..lJ.

written Memorandum. The district court already acknowledged that the Cefalo Affidavit was not
filed in confonnity with I.R.C.P. Rule 56, and would therefore not be considered. The Plaintiffs
have not filed a request for reconsideration on the issue, and as such, any argwnents advanced by
the Plaintiffs relative to that affidavit should be sununarily dismissed.

6

Dr. Brockway's Affidavit supports the Cains' contention that if conditions are appended to

7

specific water rights on transfer pursuant to statute, those tenns are actual conditions of approval

8

which can only be modified by subsequent application to the Idaho Department of Water

9

10

Resources. The Plaintiffs continue to beat the drwn that these conditions are only explanatory,
despite the clear language of the statutes relative to transfers.
D.

11

The Ph.jntiffs' Lands are not Arid Lands.
The Plaintiffs have asserted that they are entitled to invoke eminent domain proce,edings

12

on the constitutional basis that the "inigation and reclamation of arid lands is a well recognized

13

public use." In Canyon View, supra, the Court acknowledged that the irrigation and reclamation of

14

arid lands is a well-recognized public use, but the property to be inigated and reclaimed in that

15

case was not irrigated because there was no way for the water to be transported. The problem for

16

the Plaintiffs in this case is that their lands have been watered for decades and are not arid lands.
From a common sense point of view, if land is irrigated. it is certainly not arid.

17

E.

The Transport Agreements.

18

The Plaintiffs have offhandedly acknowledged the existence of all their other Transport

19

Agreements in the Moore Canal as identified by James Rindfleisch in his deposition. As if to

20

somehow conjure up a difference between groundwater and surface water, the Plaintiffs have

21

suggested that "most of those [Transport Agreements] discussed by Defendants are for surface

22
23
24

water diversions. II (Emphasis added). Memorandum at p. 26. Not rhetorically, the Cains wonder
what possible distinction or difference could possibly be drawn between swface water and
groundwater. As this court knows, there is absolutely none - water is water. Furthermore, the
Plaintiffs' arguments in this regard are disingenuous, since some of the Transport Agreements are

25

certainly for groundwater. The thrust of this argument relates back to the necessity issue. The

26

Plaintiffs decry the Transport Agreements in some circumstances as being unreasonable, but in
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other circwnsWlces, readily accept the Transport Agreements on the tenns identical to those
agreements which they sought to have tenninated. The court can see the Plaintiffs' contrivance on

its own. The Plaintiffs have picked and chosen the Transport Agreements that they would choose
to retain, while tenninating those that facilitated their specious argument for necessity. If the Idaho
Supreme Court's holding in Erickson l, supra, means anything. it stands for the proposition that

5

necessity for condemnation in this case does not exist. The Plaintiffs cannot show that the

6

Transport Agreements that they wanted terminated were not reasonably adequate or sufficient for

7

their purposes, since the Plaintiffs have chosen to utilize identical Transport Agreements through

8

the Moore Canal for their other water rights. The Plaintiffs even go so far as to acknowledge the

9

following:
It is undisputed that diverting through the Moore Canal is an
alternative means for Plaintiffs if the Big Lost River Irrigation
District allowed it.

10
11

12

13
14

15

Plaintiffs Memorandum at p. 26. The Affidavit and deposition of James Rindfleisch make it
abundantly clear that such Transport Agre'ements are beneficial to the District, and would be
allowed under the same tenns and conditions as are contained in the Plaintjffs' other Transport
Agreements.
F.

The Eminent Domain Statutes.

16

Plaintiffs contend that they have correctly proceeded under ldaho1s law of eminent domain

17

in taking an easement across the Cains' property. In this regard, Plaintiffs are in error, because they

18

simply trespassed on 'the Cains' property, and then sought to file an eminent domain lawsuit

19

approximately one (1) year later. Idaho Code § 7-721 is clear in that possession under eminent

20

21
22

domain may only be granted to a plaintiff after the commencement of litigation. In Lobdell v.

State Ex Rei. Board ofHighway Directors, 89 Idaho 559, 407 P.2d 135 (1965), the Idaho Supreme
Court acknowledged that in an ordinary condemnation action, the condemnor is not entitled to
pos~ession

of the premises until such time as a deposit has been paid into the court. That holding

23

would be consistent with Idaho Code § 7-721, which requires a judicial determination and

24

payment of such amount being paid into the court prior to possession. If this case is evidence of

25

anything, it is evidence of the self-professed bulldog trespassing and taking whatever he wanted

26

by whatever means, and then approaching this court to sanction his conduct.
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CONCLUSION

1
2

&Slette

The Plaintiffs' arguments that the use of a pipeline obtained by eminent domain across the
Cains' property would be more convenient and economical to them than the District's Transport

3

4

Agreements ring hollow. It is apparent that the Plaintiffs find the District's Transport Agreements
to be "convenient and economical to them" only when it comes to certain other water rights being

5

conveyed by the District in the Moore Canal, but assert to the contrary in this case solely for the

6

purpose of establishing legal necessity in order to invoke emlnent domain. If the standard for

7

eminent domain were one of convenience and economy, it is suggested that case law in Idaho

8

would have long ago dealt with that issue. In fact, the Idaho Supreme Court has dealt with that

9

issue as referenced in Etickson II, supra. The Court rejected convenience as a means of
establishing necessity, and expressly stated that there was a difference between necessity and mere

10

convenience. The Plaintiffs in this case ask the court to plow new legal ground in the context of

11

necessity for purposes of eqlinent domain. The Plaintiffs have the temerity to suggest that the

12

Cains have unreasonably pursued their defense ofthls action in order to protect their property. The

13

problem for the Plaintiffs is apparent on its face. Their actions clearly show that they themselves

14

attempted to create necessity when none existed. They knew the conditions of approval for their

15

water rights and they knew they had the means to have those rights delivered by the District. The

16

district court properly granted sununary judgment as to all the other counts set forth in the Cains'
Counterclaim, and the evidence presented to this court in the Affidavit of Dr. Charles Brockway

17

and the depositions and documents appended to the Third Affidavit of Gary Slette support the

18

Cains' Motion for Reconsideration. The Cains respectfully request that the court vacate the portion

19

of the summary judgment in favor of the Plaintiffs regarding eminent domain. and enter summary

20

judgment in favor of the Cains.

21
22
23

DATED this ~ day of April, 2011.
ROBERTSO

SLETTE,PLLC

BY:.~~~+-=r~~___________
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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208-933-0701

The undersigned certifies that on the ~day of April,,2011, he caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following
manner:
Robert L. Hatri$
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
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Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission· 208-523-9518
Email rharri$@holdenlegal.com
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518
Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2010-064

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals
Defendant.
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Telford Lands LLC ("Telford"), Mitchell D. Sorensen ("Sorensen"), and PU Ranch ("PU")
collectively, the "Plaintiffs," by and through their counsel, hereby submit this Memorandum in

Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration.

Defendants filed their Motion for

Reconsideration October 29,2010, requesting this court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision and
Order dated October 20,2010. A Memorandum in Support ofMotionfor Reconsideration ("Memo
in Supp.") was filed February 1,2011 by the Defendants in this matter, and a hearing on the motion
is scheduled for Apri120, 2011. It is to Defendants' motion that this Memorandum in Opposition

to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration responds.
This Memorandum is supported by the previous pleadings and affidavits submitted in this
matter, as well as the Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to

Defendants' Motionfor Reconsideration (hereinafter, "Harris Aff.") submitted herewith. It is also
supported by the Affidavit ofJames Cefalo previously submitted. The Affidavit ofJames Cefalo was
previously stricken because it was not submitted timely prior to the hearing on the motions for
summary judgment. Submission ofthe affidavit is now timely pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) and Rule
56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. A copy of Mr. Cefalo's Affidavit is included with this
memorandum for convenience purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION.
This case centers around a buried irrigation pipeline belonging to the Plaintiffs that runs
through Donald and Carolyn Cain's (collectively "Cain" or "Defendants") property, and Plaintiffs
efforts to obtain an easement for the location of that pipeline.
Defendants have now stipulated that the actual value ofthe easement is twenty-seven dollars
($27.55), with a token value of five hundred dollars ($500.00). (See Memorandum in Support of

Motion for Reconsideration at 13: "Given that posture, Cains will stipulate to the alleged amount

2
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of damages asserted in the appraisal report for purposes of avoiding the time and expense of
additional evidentiary hearings."; See also Harris Ajf., Exhibit A, at 28 (expert concludes that
easement has actual value of $27.55, but that "no one would pay only $27.55 to purchase a
permanent easement. .. we conclude that the subject has a token value of$500. This amount would
represent the time and effort required for the property owner to sign an easement."). Despite
continuing efforts and offers to purchase the $500.00 easement for values far in excess of that
amount in a good faith effort to resolve the matter and not further burden this court, Defendants
instead continue forward with further litigation in the form of their Motion for Reconsideration.
Defendants have not provided any additional or new evidence warranting reversal or
alteration ofthis court's Memorandum Decision and Order (hereinafter, the "Order"). Furthermore,
Defendants have not presented persuasive new arguments that would warrant reversal or alteration
ofthe court's decision. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to attorney's fees in defending this motion
pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1).
II. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND.

The relevant factual background is set forth in Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support ofMotion
for Summary Judgment, and is incorporated herein by reference.

Procedurally, the parties filed cross-motions for summary judgment in September of2010,
which were heard on October 13, 2011. The court also heard argument regarding motions to strike
certain affidavits, and a motion to dismiss Telford Lands, LLC from the litigation. The Order
determined that: (1) the Cefalo Affidavit was not submitted timely, and therefore was stricken; (2)
that portions of the James Rindfleisch Affidavit lacked foundation, and was stricken; (3) denied
Defendants' motion to dismiss Telford; (3) granted Plaintiffs' motion for partial summary judgment
regarding condemnation; (4) granted Defendants' motion for summary judgment on COl nts One

3 -
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(Breach of Contract) and Three (Civil Conspiracy); and (5) dismissed Count Two (the estoppel
claim, which was dismissed in light of the court's grant of summary judgment on the condemnation
claim).
Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration seeks reconsideration of (1) the stricken portion of
the Affidavit ofJames Rindfleisch, (2) the Defendants' motion to dismiss Telford, and (3) the grant
of Plaintiffs' motion for partial summary judgment.

II. ARGUMENT
A.

Standard of Review

The Defendants' motion is governed by I.R.C.P. II(a)(2)(B), which provides, in pertinent
portion:
Motion for Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory
orders of the trial court may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment
but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment.
The Idaho Supreme Court discussed a trial court's function in considering a motion to reconsider
under I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B) in Coeur d 'Alene Mining Co., v. First National Bank ofNorth Idaho, 118
Idaho 812, 800 P.2d 1026 (1990). The Supreme Court there held that:
When considering a motion of this type, the trial court should take into account any
new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the
interlocutory order. The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's
attention to the new facts. We will not require the trial court to search the record to
determine if there is any new information that might change the specification of facts
deemed to be established ..

Id., at 823,800 P.2d at 1037.
With regards to reconsideration of the Order's grant of summary judgment in favor of
Plaintiffs, the same summary judgment standards set forth in the Order at pages 2-3 apply.

4 -
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B.

This court did not err in striking portions of the Rindfleisch Affidavit.

As this court is likely aware from having reviewed the prior pleadings, Defendants
previouisly submitted an affidavit from James Rindfleisch, the manager of the Big Lost River
Irrigation District. In that affidavit, Rindfleisch submitted statements that lacked foundation,
specifically Paragraph 4 and the final sentence of Paragraph 6:
Paragraph 4: In 2005, Plaintiff Sorensen applied for a transfer of a water right with
the Idaho Department of Water Resources that relied upon the use of District's
facilities. The District questioned the water right being transferred and was
concerned about a possible expansion of the right. In response, the District's thenmanager wrote a letter to IDWR advising it that no transport agreement existed for
the water right and setting out other concerns. This response was not a denial of a
transport agreement, but was rather a response to a request for transfer of a water
right. To my knowledge, no request for a transport agreement for this water right has
ever been filed with the District by Sorensen.
Paragraph 6: ... any termination of those transport agreements was at the request of
Plaintiffs, not the District.
First, with regards to Paragraph 4, the court agreed with Plaintiffs that the paragraph lacked
foundation. As set forth in Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Strike Portions ofthe
Affidavit ofJames Rindfleisch, the letter to which Rindfleisch's testimony was directed was a letter

written by the former manager of the Big Lost River Irrigation District before Rindfleisch was the
manager. The letter was a letter in opposition to a temporary transfer filed by Plaintiff Sorensen to
use a ground water well by pumping into the Moore Canal. The letter was submitted as evidence
of Plaintiff Sorensen's necessity for the pipeline. The Big Lost River Irrigation District's position
was that the water right diverted from the well had been forfeited, and that the a transport agreement
"will not be granted this year."
Manager Rindfleisch was not employed with the Big Lost River Irrigation District until 2007 .
The obvious question about his testimony is: How he could testify about a letter that was written
before he was an employee of the Big Lost River Irrigation District? His testimony therefore
5
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obviously lacked foundation, and was properly stricken, as the letter speaks for itself. Had the
affidavit been submitted by Bob Shaffer, who wrote the letter, then there would be adequate
foundation. However, this was not done.
In addressing Paragraph 4, Defendants submit a single sentence of argument, claiming that
Rindfleisch, in his deposition, had testified that he "had reviewed the documents contained in the
files ofthe Big Lost River Irrigation District in order to obtain personal knowledge of the facts stated
in paragraph 4." Memo in Support at 3. Plaintiffs do not dispute that the letter may have been
recently read by Manager Rindfleisch. But this is not what his affidavit testimony states. It purports
to state the Big Lost River Irrigation District's rationale and meaning behind the 2005 letter, to which
Manager Rindfleisch-not an employee until two years later-does not have foundation to provide
testimony about. Defendants have not provided any additional evidence or reasoning why this court
erred in striking Paragraph 4 of the Rindfleisch Affidavit.
Secondly, with regards to Paragraph 6, the sentence at issue was the statement that " .. any
termination of those transport agreements was at the request of Plaintiffs, not the District." This
sentenced was also stricken because it lacked foundation. Defendants argue that this should not have
been stricken because Rindfleisch was present during the settlement discussions that led to the
eventual Settlement Agreement where both parties agreed, in writing, that the transport agreements
would terminate at the end of 2009.
As explained in prior pleadings, the settlement agreement was not prepared by Manager
Rindfleisch, nor was it signed by him. He therefore lacks foundation upon which he can provide his
conclusion on Paragraph 6. In fact, with regards to transport agreements, Manager Rindfleisch has
made it clear that he only provides recommendations to the board of directors of the Big Lost River
Irrigation District, and does not make decisions on these matters:
<.

6
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21
22
23
24
25

64
Q. Okay. My question is who approves
transport agreements?
A. The board of directors.
Q. Okay. And do you have any approval
ability in terms of those -65

1
2
.3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A. No.
Q. Hold on. Let me finish. That's okay.
-- in terms of those transport
agreements?
A. Just recommendations.
Q. Okay. But the board ultimately
approves them?
A. The board ultimately approves them.
Q. SO sitting here today, you can't really
testify as to what the board would do if they
were presented with new transport agreements?
A. Just from what I've seen happen in the
past.
Q. Okay. But my question is, if
Mr. Sorensen and Mr. Telford and PU Ranch
tomorrow submitted transport agreement
applications, you can't testify as to what the
board would do with those, can you?

A. No.

Rindfleisch Depo., p. 64, 11. 21-25; p. 65, 11. 1-19 (attached to the Third Affidavit a/Gary Steffe at
Exhibit B).
Lastly, with regards to Paragraph 6, Manager Rindfleisch admitted that the parties were
separated during the settlement discussions that led to the written settlement agreement, and that he
never heard Plaintiffs state at that meeting (because the parties were separated) that they wanted the
transport agreements terminated. Manager Rindfleisch further testified that he did not draft the
settlement agreement:
10
11
12
13
7

-

Q. Okay. So now let's look at the third
one, which is June 8th.
A. Okay.
Q. And it does appear that Rob Harris--

•
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

that's me -- Mitch Sorensen, Mike and
Mark Telford, and Chris Lord were present;
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Was that the settlement meeting you
talked about where you were in the Moore Fire
Hall?
A. Part of it.
Q. It says the meeting was started at
7:00 o'clock, and it went, it looks like, until
10:45?
A. Uh-huh.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

59
Q. Was that our late-night settlement
meeting that we had?
A. It was a late meeting we had.
Q. Yeah. And were the parties separated
in different rooms with -A. Yes. I remember that part.
Q. Let me finish my question.
A. I'm sorry.
Q. That's okay.
Were the parties separated during the
settlement discussions?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And I believe you testified
before that you've never heard any of the
plaintiffs say they wanted their transport
agreements terminated; is that correct?
A. I never discussed it with the
individuals.
Q. I understand. Did you ever hear them
verbally say "We want our transport agreements
terminated" at that meeting?
A. I don't -- I don't remember on that.
Q. Okay. And it looks like, based on the
minutes, it says that no decisions were made in
the executive session, and then later on, there

1
2
3
4
5

was a motion to sign the settlement agreement on
behalf of the board, pending the changes
discussed.
A. Okay.
Q. Okay. Do you know what changes that is

1
2

3
4
5

60
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

referring to?
A. I couldn't tell you specifically right
now.
Q. Is it fair to say that the settlement
agreement that the parties arrived at was what
everyone agreed to that night?
A. Yeah. It says here we made the changes
as discussed, yes.
Q. Okay. And the document was signed by
Kent Harwood on behalf of the board; correct?
A. As far as I know.
Q. And, again, referring to paragraph 12
of Exhibit 3, I believe you reviewed that before;
is that correct? I'm sorry. You reviewed it
before with Mr. Slette?
A. During this?
Q. Vh-huh.
A. Yeah. Yes.
Q. And is there anything in that language
that indicates which party wanted the transport
61
agreements terminated and which ones didn't?
A. No.
Q. It just says that they'll remain in
full force and effect for '09, and then they'll
end at the end of that year; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. And did you draft that
provision?
A. I don't know.
Q. Do you know who would have drafted that
provision?
A. Probably our attorney.

Rindfleisch Depo., p. 58, LL. 10 throughp. 61 LL. 12 ((attached to the ThirdAffidavitofGarySlette
at Exhibit B).
In short, the district court was correct when it struck the objectionable portion of Paragraph
6. No foundation was provided by Manager Rindfleisch at his deposition to warrant reversal ofthe
district court's decision.

9 -
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Based upon their arguments that the Rindfleisch affidavit should have been submitted in their
entirety, Defendants point to the Rindfleisch deposition testimony to support their conclusion that
"the Plaintiffs at all times had a viable and contractually legal means of transporting their irrigation
water as had been historically done by them, a fact which clearly defeats the necessity component
of an eminent domain proceeding." Memo in Supp. at p. 3. However, this argument misses the point
of the Order with regards to the necessity requirement.
Even assuming BLRID would enter into new transport agreements contrary to the written
settlement agreement, the court would still determine that Plaintiffs have reasonable necessity
because"[t]he evidence establishes that use ofthe Canal has been very inefficient in delivering water
to Plaintiffs such that they have been unable to irrigate the full amount of acreage authorized by the
water rights .... while use of the Canal may have been considered viable historically, the Court finds
from the evidence that there is reasonable necessity for use of the pipeline." Order at 8-9.
The evidence relied upon by this court regarding necessity included the fact that the Big Lost
River Irrigation District calculates shrink in such a manner that unmeasured and/or mismeasured
diversions are "unaccounted for water," and therefore, charged against ground water users as shrink.
This was set out in detail in Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for

Partial Summary Judgment at 18-31. As further explained in Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum, the
Big Lost River Irrigation District was not even aware of a number of diversions on their system, yet
under their practices, the Plaintiffs had to accept their shrink calculation methodology, which was
substantially to their detriment because the system is not being managed properly. Even in Manager
Rindfleisch's recent deposition, he admitted discovery ofyet another diversion without a measuring
device, and water was still delivered to the this person even though it was a violation of the district's

10 -
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policies. One would think that the manager would be familiar with the system to have a firm
understanding of where such diversions are located and whether they have measuring devices:
46
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

1

2
3
4
5
6

Q. Okay. Have you ever shut anybody off
from the Moore Canal since you've been the
manager of the district?
A. Not that I can recall.
Q. Is it the district's policy not to
deliver water if they don't have a measuring
device?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And to your knowledge, does
everybody on that system have an adequate
measuring device?
A. The one that I found in the late fall
did not have one.
47
Q. The late fall ofthls year?
A. Vh-huh.
Q. SO for the past four years that you've
been the manager, they would be using water
contrary to the district's policies?
A. Yes, I believe so.

The fact of the matter is that Plaintiffs demonstrated reasonable necessity for installation of
the pipeline because of the ability of Plaintiffs to better measure, utilize, and make beneficial use of
their water. Furthermore, the court specifically found that "the evidence establishes that use of the
Canal has been very inefficient in delivering water to Plaintiffs such that they have been unable to
irrigate the full amount of acreage authorized by the water rights ... " and that "through the pipeline
more water will actually reach Plaintiffs' property from the wells thereby allowing Plaintiffs to
reclaim and/or irrigate more acres." Order at 8-9. Additionally, the court was troubled with the
permissive nature of the transport agreements, which the Big Lost River Irrigation District has
unilaterally revoked previously. Lastly, the court noted that certain conditions in the transport
11
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agreements were "undesirable if not unconscionable." Order at 8. The court summarized it best
when it stated that "[a]nyone intending to expend significant resources in reclaiming arid lands
would certainly have to question the wisdom of doing so if the only way to irrigate the land was
through the District's Moore Canal." Id. Nothing in Manager Rindfleisch's stricken affidavit
statements would change these findings and conclusions, even if the transport agreement was once
employed by Plaintiffs to convey their water: "[W]hile use of the Canal may have been considered
viable historically, the Court finds from the evidence that there is reasonable necessity for use of the
pipeline." Order at 9.
The Defendants' reliance on the Rindfleisch stricken affidavit portions and subsequent
deposition testimony provides nothing that would change the court's findings. The district court was
correct in striking these portions of the affidavit.

C.

The district court did not err in finding that Telford Lands, LLC has standing.

Defendants also challenge the standing of Telford Lands, LLC to be parties to the
condemnation 'action on property upgradient from the Burnett Well. Defendants state that "Telford
has absolutely no interest whatsoever in the pipeline that was placed on the Cains' property above
Telford's well, known as the Burnett Well ...."

This is not accurate. Telford does have an

interest-a water bank lease interest and a lease with Plaintiff Sorensen-to use the Old Moss Well
(aka the "Old P.U. Ranch Well"). Notably, the water bank approval states clearly that while Telford
has authorization from the State of Idaho to use the well to divert Telford's own water rights, the
approval does not purport to convey property rights, and states clearly that "[t]his rental does not
grant any right-of-way or easement to use the diversion works or conveyance works of another
party." Affidavit o/Robert L. Harris in Support o/Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss
Telford Lands LLC at Exhibit B, page *3 (condition No. 10).
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As a joint project, the court held that this was not enough in and of itself to establish his
standing. Order at 5. However, this court did fmd that where "Telford would clearly derive a
benefit from conveying water from the P. U. Ranch Well, such confers standing upon Telford." Such
benefits come from Telford's approved water bank lease wherein he received state authorization to
use the Old Moss (Old PU) well to divert Telford's water rights. With regards to Telford's standing
to participate in this condemnation action, the district court cited to Idaho Code § 42-1102, which
provides that "owners of land" may commence condemnation actions for irrigation conduits.
Telford's water bank approval allows him to divert his own water rights from the Old Moss
well, located on the east side of Highway 93. Therefore, even if this court adopts Defendants
arguments that only a water right owner can exercise eminent domain, Telford is a water right owner
that is currently authorized to divert his water rights from the Old Moss Well, and he would need
an easement to convey his water through the Cain property. Affidavit ofRobert L. Harris in Support
of Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Telford Lands LLC at Exhibit B. However,
Idaho law does not provide that only a water right owner can condemn a right-of-way.
Defendants do not discuss or even cite to Idaho Code § 42-1102 in their memorandum.
Instead, Defendants focus on the leasehold nature of Telford's ability to use the Old Moss well, and
argue that only water right owners may commence condemnation actions under Idaho law. Memo
in Supp. at 4 However, Idaho Code § 42-1102 does not limit the ability to use condemnation
authority to water right owners. "Owners ofland" may commence such actions. Obviously, in doing
so, the statutory condemnation requirements must be met, such as that the use must be for a
recognized public benefit (such as irrigation). But there are a number of authorizations that allow
individuals to use water. A water bank lease is one such example.

13 -
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One other example is that water users may have a contract for storage water stored in a
reservoir. For example, Water Right No. 1-2068 is the water right legally owned by the United
States that authorizes storage and release water from Palisades Reservoir. Harris Aff. Exhibit B.
Entities hold contracts with the United States Bureau of Reclamation are the beneficiaries of the
water, and hold beneficial title, but legal title is held by the United States. See Harris Aff. Exhibit
C (example of entity "Palisades Water Users, Inc." storage contract). This storage water is then
delivered to lands through the extensive and complicated system ofirrigation canals in eastern Idaho.
Thus, while the water right is owned by the United States, the beneficiary user (the contract holder)
is entitled to use that water. This is simply another example of how water use can be authorized
without the water user holding legal title to the water right. 1
In White v. Marty, 97 Idaho 85, 540 P.2d 270 (1975) (overruled on other grounds, Carr v.

Magistrate Court, 108 Idaho 546, 700 P.2d 949 (1985», the Idaho Supreme Court held that:
Chapter 11 of Title 42, Idaho Code, deals with ditch rights of way for the irrigation
of land. I.C. § 42-1102 gives to landowners a right to an easement or right of way
across the lands of others to supply irrigation water. Ifthe landowner of an adjacent
parcel refuses to allow such access for irrigation water, the owner of land may
condemn a right-of-way under the law of eminent domain. I.C. § 42-1106.

Id. at 272-73. Note that the Supreme Court did not limit use of condemnation authority to water
right holders. Moreover, the Idaho statutes cited by the White court (Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 421106) currently in effect today do not limit condemnation authority to water right owners. Therefore,
the plain language of these statues must control. "If the statutory language is unambiguous, 'the
clearly expressed intent of the legislative body must be given effect, and there is no occasion for a
court to consider rules of statutory construction.'" State v. Kimball, 145 Idaho 542, 544, 181 P.3d

1 Another example is a canal company whose stockholders own shares in the company and are entitled to use
water, but legal title of the water right is held by the canal company itself.
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468,470 (2008)(quoting Garzav. State, 139 Idaho 533, 536, 82 P.3d445, 448 (2003)). Water right
owners are not the only water users that can exercise eminent domain.
Moreover, as we have explained many times, the Idaho Supreme Court has been clear that
water rights matters and easement matters are separate issues: "Although a ditch easement typically
concerns the conveyance of water, it is 'a property right apart from and independent of questions of
water rights. Beach Lateral Water Users Ass 'n v. Harrison, 142 Idaho 600, 130 P .3d 1138 (2006)
(quoting Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Assoc. v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 242,869 P.2d 554,559
(1993). Furthermore, a "right for the conveyance of water is recognized as a property right apart
from and independent of the right to the use of the water conveyed therein" and "[e]ach may be
owned, held and conveyed independently of the other." Simonson v. Moon, 72 Idaho 39,47,237
P .2d 93, 98 (1951). Thus, the kind of water use authorization (water right, water bank lease, storage
water contract) does not limit the use of condemnation authority because condemnation deals with
easements, not water rights. Telford's water bank lease allowing for temporary use of his water
rights from the Old Moss well therefore provides sufficient standing to participate in this
condemnation action.
Lastly, it is clear that the entirety of this project was an enterprise between the Plaintiffs.
Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's Second Set ofDiscovery Responses sets forth how the costs were
allocated. See Third Affidavit ofGary Slette at Exhibit C. Defendants claim that this reply is "selfserving." Memo in Supp. at 5. However, these statements are factual, not self-serving. Otherwise,
why would Telford have helped pay for boring underneath the highway if he was not a joint
participant? All three plaintiffs joined in the pipeline installation because it was necessary to have
all of their participation. Telford therefore has standing, and the district court properly denied

,
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Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. Defendants have not presented any evidence or argument that
warrants reversal of this decision.

D.

Despite further arguments about water rights documents, the matter before the
district court is not a water rights proceeding. It is a proceeding involving an
easement, which is a separate matter.

In conjunction with prior argument already made to the district court, Defendants devote
most of their briefing to discussion of more water rights documents, and have made the same
arguments they made previously that various water rights documents require delivery of Plaintiffs'
ground water through the Moore Canal. As we have explained countless times to Defendants, the
Idaho Supreme Court has been clear that water rights matters and easement matters are separate
issues. "Although a ditch easement typically concerns the conveyance ofwater, it is 'a property right
apart from and independent of questions of water rights. Beach Lateral Water Users Ass 'n v.

Harrison, 142 Idaho 600,130 P.3d 1138 (2006) (quoting Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Assoc.
v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 242, 869 P.2d 554,559 (1993). Furthermore, a "right for the conveyance
of water is recognized as a property right apart from and independent of the right to the use of the
water conveyed therein" and "[e]ach may be owned, held and conveyed independently ofthe other."

Simonson v. Moon, 72 Idaho 39, 47, 237 P.2d 93, 98 (1951).
This matter is not a water rights matter. It is an easement matter. The district court
appropriately followed binding Idaho Supreme Court precedent when it determined that
"identification of a delivery system in a permit, license, transfer application, or similar document is
for descriptive purposes only and has no binding effect for purposes ofthe pending motions." Order
at 7. Defendants have not provided Idaho Supreme Court authority to the contrary. Easement issues
are independent of water rights issues.
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As explained by current and former IDWR eastern region staff, the Idaho Department of
Water Resources does not have the authority to grant easements through water right approvals. See

Affidavit ofErnest Carlsen and Affidavit ofJames Cefalo (IDWR does not have the ability to grant
easements.); See also Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to

Motion to Dismiss Telford Lands LLC at Exhibit B, page *3 (condition No. 10) ([t]his rental does
not grant any right-of-way or easement to use the diversion works or conveyance works of another

party.").
The position ofID WR is unsurprisingly consistent with Idaho Supreme Court precedent cited
above. State authorization to use the State's water does not provide the user authorized to use the
water with an automatic easement to convey such water across the lands of someone else. Any
easement issues must be dealt with separately.
However, in an attempt to present new evidence regarding this issue, the Defendants have
provided the Affidavit of Dr. Charles E. Brockway. Memo in Supp. at p. 14. According to the
Defendants, Dr. Brockway's affidavit "clearly refutes the suggestions of Mr. Carlsen." Id. This is
simply not the case. Plaintiffs find nothing in Dr. Brockway's affidavit that refutes the facts
provided by longtime IDWR employee Ernest Carlsen that IDWR cannot grant easements. Rather,
Dr. Brockway's affidavit provides very general statements regarding water right transfers, the
elements of water rights, and conditions placed on water rights. Nowhere in the affidavit does Dr.
Brockway state that IDWR has the authority to grant easements.
Second, as explained by the district court at page 3 of the Order, this court has broader
discretion to draw the most probable inferences from the undisputed evidence. It makes little sense
that these broad statements by Dr. Brockway would have more weight or relevance then the specific
statements offered by Ernest Carlsen, an IDWR employee of over 33 years, or the current eastern

.-....
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region water rights supervisor, James Cefalo, with regards to easements. Certainly if anyone
understands the meaning and relevance of conditions placed on water rights, it is these gentlemen.
More importantly, Dr. Brockway does not state that IDWR has the ability to grant easements, which
is the issue.
Defendants also argue that if the Plaintiffs want to change their delivery system, ''they can
file the appropriate application with the IDWR" and that "such changes must go through the
administrative process prescribed by the legislature in the statute." Memo in Supp. at 16. To support
this proposition, the Defendants rely on Idaho Code §§ 42-222 and 42-203A(5). The Defendants'
reliance on these water right statutes in this easement proceeding is misplaced. The Plaintiffs do not
dispute the fact that Idaho Code § 42-222 grants the Director of IDWR the authority to impose
conditions upon water rights in a transfer setting. However, as the Plaintiffs have argued previously,
the "conditions" that the Defendants refer to are either: (1) not conditions but only explanatory
information to assist with administration of the right; or (2) misinterpreted by the Defendants.
For example, the Defendants argue that PU Ranch must convey their water through the
Moore canal because of a previous transfer "which was 'subject to the following limitations and
conditions': ... 2. No more than 2.90 cfs or435 acre feet per annum shall be injected into the Moore
Canal." Memo in Supp. at 14 (emphasis added). This language in the PU Ranch Transfer approval
is not a condition on the water right or the transfer demanding that PU Ranch's water shall be
injected into the Moore Canal. Rather, it is a limitation on the amount of water that PU Ranch can
inject into the Moore Canal. Otherwise, PU Ranch would be compelled to use its water right, which
is clearly is not required to do. Volumetric and rate limitations are commonly placed on water rights
as this is one method of describing one of the necessary elements of every water right-the quantity
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of water used. Part (2)(c) ofIdaho Code § 42-1411states that one of the elements of every water
right that the Director must determine is:
[t]he quantity of water used describing the rate of water diversion or, in the case of
an instream flow right, the rate of water flow in cubic feet per second or annual
volume of diversion of water for use or storage in acre-feet per year as necessary for
the proper administration of the water right.
The language from the PU Ranch transfer relied upon by the Defendants is not a condition
mandating that water be delivered through the Moore Canal. Rather, it is a limitation on the amount
of water that may be used. This language is necessary to define one of the elements of the water
right. It does not grant the water right holder with an easement.
Despite the Defendants' arguments to the contrary, delivery systems or conveyance systems
are not an element of a water right, and IDWR does not have the authority under Idaho Code §§ 42222 or 42-203A(5) or any other statute to place conditions or limitations upon delivery systems in
the manner that Defendants argue. Furthermore, the Plaintiffs do not have to file a transfer
application or any other application with IDWR to change their conveyance system and the two
statutes relied upon by the Defendants do not support this argument. The portion ofIdaho law that
addresses the rights of ditch users is found in Chapters 11 and 12 of Title 42 of the Idaho Code. For
example, these statutes allow water users to maintain their ditch (42-1202), change the location of
a ditch (42-1207), replace a ditch with a pipeline (42-1207), and remove encroachments on ditches
(42-1209). None of these statutes requires IDWR authorization to perform these functions. Again,
easement matters are independent of water rights matters, and do not involve the State.
Idaho Code § 42-222 is only applicable to changes made to the point of diversion, place of
use, period of use, or nature of use. The Plaintiffs are not seeking to change any elements of their
water rights in this proceeding, or in a separate proceeding, because they have not changed the listed
elements by installing a pipeline. Thus § 42-222 is irrelevant to these proceedings. Similarly, Idaho
19 -
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Code § 42-203A provides the proper procedure for the Director to follow "[u]pon receipt of an
application to appropriate the waters ofthis state...". The Plaintiffs in this case are not seeking a new
appropriation of water, thus § 42-203A is also irrelevant to these proceedings.
In short, reference to the Moore Canal in Plaintiffs' water rights does not make the Moore
Canal an element of Plaintiffs' water rights, and therefore does not defeat Plaintiffs' claim of
necessity. This is because easement issues are independent ofwater rights issues. This is not a water
rights proceeding, and therefore, discussion of these documents is not relevant. Use of the pipeline
by Plaintiffs to convey their irrigation water therefore does not violate any part of Plaintiffs' water
rights, and arguments made by the Defendants to the contrary appear to be an attempt to draw
attention from the actual issue: That easement matters must be addressed independent ofwater rights
Issues.

E.

In a new argument, Defendants assert that Plaintiffs' lands are "not arid." This
argument is without merit, as the evidence is undisputed that irrigation water
is needed to produce crops on Plaintiffs' property-as evidenced by their water
rights and the testimony of Scott Slocum-which is the very definition of arid.

It is self-evident that Idaho is an arid state.
Nevertheless, Defendants argue that because the Plaintiffs' land has been irrigated for at least
the last three decades, it is not arid. This argument is made to support the Defendant's ultimate
conclusion that the Plaintiffs can not make a showing of reasonable necessity. The Defendants
believe that once land has been irrigated, it is no longer arid and thus the irrigation and reclamation
of those lands is no longer a recognized public use worthy of exercising the power of eminent
domain. The Defendants even go so far as to suggest that the Plaintiffs have attempted to mislead
the court because "[t]he court was apparently unaware ofthe fact that the Plaintiffs' lands were not
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'arid' lands as discussed, supra, and as testified to by both Winfield Slocum and Michael Telford."
Memo in Support at p. 11.
The argument advanced by Defendants is an apparent attempt to claim that Plaintiffs do not
qualify to exercise eminent domain because Plaintiffs cannot meet the "public use" Griteria of
eminent domain. As explained previously, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that
"[t]he irrigation and reclamation of arid lands is a well recognized public use,
Idaho Const. art. 1, § 14, and art. 15, § 1; I.C. § 7-701(3), even if the irrigation
project is ostensibly intended to benefit only private individuals. Clark v. Nash, 198
U.S. 361,25 S.Ct. 676 (1905), affirming 75 P. 371 (Utah 1904). '[Article 1, § 14, of
the Idaho Constitution] confers the right to condemn for individual use on the theory
that the development of individual property tends to the complete development ofthe
entire state.' Codd v. McGoldrick Lumber Co., 48 Idaho 1, 10, 279 P. 298, 300
(1929).

Canyon View Irrigation Co., 101 Idaho at 607, 619 P.2d at 125.
The Defendants support their interpretation of the meaning of the word "arid" with a fifty
year old definition from The Synonym Finder which states that "arid" means "dry, without moisture,
waterless, bare and uncultivable". Memo in Supp. at p. 10. Defendants read into this definition that
"waterless" means any water, whether natural or artificial, and that once water is applied artificially,
it is no longer arid. The definition obviously refers to natural water, not artificial irrigation. This
is made further evident when considered in light of other definitions and Idaho cases.
The mere existence of water needed for irrigation of Plaintiffs' lands, as authorized by
Plaintiffs water rights, demonstrates that their lands are arid. A slightly more modem definition of
"arid" is lands that are "excessively dry; specifically: having insufficient rainfall to support
agriculture."

Merriam-Webster

Online

Dictionary,

Retrieved

April

9,

2011

from

http://www.merriam-webster.comldictionary/arid(2011).Arid lands are those that, without
irrigation, would not be able to produce a crop. It goes without saying that all of the land on the
Snake River Plain, as well as most of the land in the West, is considered arid.
21
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Land does not lose its arid nature because it is eventually irrigated. The need for irrigation
demonstrates that it is arid. Scott Slocum of P. U. Ranch testified that his land would not produce
crops without artificial irrigation, and is therefore arid:
14
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Q. (BY MR. SLETTE) Do you know what it
means to be arid? Is dry a -- how about ifI use
that word?
That land is being irrigated every
year; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Is the land dry?
A. Without irrigation, it would be dry.
Q. How about with irrigation?
A. It struggles with raising crops.

Slocum Depo. p.14 LL.8-17 (Attached to Third Affidavit of Gary Slette at Exhibit A).
With regards to federal reclamation projects, for example, "[t]he purpose of the federal
reclamation and irrigation laws is to reclaim arid lands in the western region of the United States
through the construction and maintenance ofirrigation systems...". Molokai Homesteaders Co-Op.

Ass'n v. Morton, 506 F.2d 572, 579 (1974) (quoting Henkel v. United States, 237 U.S. 43, 49, 35
S.Ct. 536,59 L.Ed. 831 (1915); Burley Irrigation District v. Ickes, 73 U.S.App.D.C. 23, 116 F.2d
529,530-532 (1940» (emphasis added). If the purpose offederal reclamation law is to "reclaim arid
lands" then it necessarily follows that all lands receiving reclamation water are arid. However, based
upon Defendants' logic, all of the land in the West that currently receives irrigation water from a
Bureau of Reclamation project is in violation of the law because, once land is irrigated, it is no
longer arid, and is not entitled to receive water in subsequent years. This would mean that there are
over 1 million acres ofland along the Snake River Plain alone that currently receive supplemental
irrigation water from Bureau of Reclamation projects that should no longer receive that water
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because those lands have not been arid-according to the Defendants' defInition-for years. 2 This
obviously makes no sense.
The Plaintiffs' lands, like most of the land across the West is arid, and the Plaintiffs have
therefore met the "public use" component in order to condemn the Defendants' property for their
pipeline.
Furthermore, Defendants arguments continually ignore that the condemnation action in this
proceeding was fIled in May of20 10, after Defendant Cain damaged the pipeline by engaging in selfhelp. At the time the lawsuit was fIled, the transport agreements held by Plaintiffs had already
sunsetted, and therefore, the lands did not have an easement to convey water for irrigation purposes.
Therefore, even under Defendants' new and unusual defInition, Plaintiffs' lands were "arid." There
was no transport agreement in place when the condemnation lawsuit was fIled, and based upon Mr.
Slocum's testimony, his lands would be dry without irrigation water.
In sum, Defendants have not provided any evidence or argument that would warrant
alteration of the district court's prior Order on the issues addressed herein.

F.

Defendants have not provided evidence to warrant alteration or reversal of the
district court's findings of necessity.

As explained in Plaintiffs' prior briefIng, the requirements that must be met in order for an
easement to be condemned are set out in Idaho Code § 7-704:

7-704. Facts prerequisite to taking. Before property can be taken it must appear:
1. That the use to which it is to be applied is a use authorized by law.
2. That the taking is necessary to such use.

2 The Minidoka Project provides a full or supplemental irrigation water supply to about 1.1 million acres.
http://www.usbr.gov/projects/Project.jsp?proLName=Minidoka%20Project.
The Palisades project provides a
supplemental water supply to about 650,000 acres of irrigated land within the Minidoka and Michaud Flats Projects.
http://www.usbr.gov/projects/Project.jsp?proLName=Palisades%20Project#Group207735. The Michaud Flats Project
provides irrigation for some 11,200 acres along the Snake River.
http://www.usbr.gov/projectslProject.jsp?proj_Name=Michaud%20FIats%20Project.
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3. If already appropriated to some public use, that the public use to which it is to be
applied is a more necessary public use.
Additionally, while not stated in Idaho Code § 7-703, Idaho Code § 7-707(7) requires that a
complaint for eminent domain must contain a "statement that the plaintiff has sought, in good faith,
to purchase the lands so sought to be taken, or settle with the owner for the damages which might
result to his property from the taking thereof, and was unable to make any reasonable bargain
therefore, or settlement of such damages; ... " In other words, prior to a complaint being filed, the
plaintiffs must certify that they have negotiated in good faith with the landowner. In is worthy to
note, however, that after a complaint is filed, there is no prohibition or release of the obligation on
plaintiffs' behalf to continue to negotiate in good faith.
The arguments raised by Defendants in their Motion for Reconsideration target the necessity
element ofIdaho Code § 7-704. With regards to the other elements ofIdaho Code § 7-704, as well
as the good faith negotiation and damages arguments, Defendants do not challenge them:· "The
rationale for such a stipulation is that because necessity does not exist, the court should never reach
the issue of damages." Memo in Supp. at 13.
As explained above, Defendants have now stipulated that the actual value of the easement
is twenty-seven dollars ($27.55), with a token value of five hundred dollars ($500.00). (See Memo
in Supp. at 13: "Given that posture, Cains will stipulate to the alleged amount of damages asserted
in the appraisal report for purposes of avoiding the time and expense of additional evidentiary
hearings."; See also Harris AjJ., Exhibit A, at 28 (expert concludes that easement has actual value
of $27.55, but that "no one would pay only $27.55 to purchase a permanent easement. .. we
conclude that the subject has a token value of$500. This amount would represent the time and effort
required for the property owner to sign an easement."). Regarding good faith negotiations, the
district court noted Defendants' offer of$150,000.00 to purchase the easement-an amount 300 times
24 -
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the now stipulated value of $500.00-and found that Plaintiffs have made good faith efforts to
purchase the easement. Plaintiffs offer to purchase the easement for $5,000.00, a value 10 times the
now stipulated value of $500.00, has always remained open, and continues to be.
Thus, the only remaining element at issue is the necessity argument. As set forth above,
Defendants have argued that the adhesion-like transport agreement was and remains a viable option
to convey Plaintiffs' water (despite the written settlement agreement), and that Plaintiffs' lands are
not arid because they were irrigated previously. Defendants further argue that Plaintiffs have other
transport agreements with the Big Lost River Irrigation District, and this defeats a showing of
necessity. However, these arguments ignore the core reasons provided by the district court in its
finding of "reasonable" necessity.
The district court found that Plaintiffs demonstrated reasonable necessity for installation of
the pipeline because ofthe ability of Plaintiffs to better measure, utilize, and make beneficial use of
their water. The court specifically found that "the evidence establishes that use ofthe Canal has been
very inefficient in delivering water to Plaintiffs such that they have been unable to irrigate the full
amount of acreage authorized by the water rights ... " and that "through the pipeline more water will
actually reach Plaintiffs' property from the wells thereby allowing Plaintiffs to reclaim and/or irrigate
more acres." Order at 8-9. More water would reach Plaintiffs' lands because "[u] se of the pipeline
would obviously eliminate shrinkage as water traveled through the pipeline. The large fluctuations
of water delivered through the Moore Canal would be eliminated." Order at 8.
Additionally, the court was troubled with the permissive nature of the transport agreements,
which the Big Lost River Irrigation District has unilaterally revoked previously. Lastly, the court
noted that certain conditions in the transport agreements were "undesirable if not unconscionable."
Order at 8. The court summarized it best when it stated that "[a]nyone intending to expend
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significant resources in reclaiming arid lands would certainly have to question the wisdom of doing
so if the only way to irrigate the land was through the District's Moore Canal." Id. (emphasis
added).
In short, "while use of the Canal may have been considered viable historically, the Court
finds from the evidence that there is reasonable necessity for use of the pipeline." Order at 9.
Defendants argue that Plaintiffs have other transport agreements with the Big Lost River
Irrigation District, and therefore, they cannot establish reasonable necessity. These arguments are
misplaced because the standard is "reasonable" necessity, not "absolute" necessity.

It is undisputed that diverting through the Moore Canal is an alternative means for Plaintiffs
if the Big Lost River Irrigation District allowed it. The question is whether this option is reasonable
under the circumstances. Under the plain terms of the settlement agreement, it is not a reasonable
option, because the parties agreed that transport agreements would not be in place for ground water
in the Moore Canal. Therefore, even with the existence of the other transport agreements, the
specific ground water at issue in this matter does not have a transport agreement, and therefore has
no easement to convey such water. Despite continued insistence that the Big Lost River Irrigation
District would enter into new ones, no such evidence has been provided. The settlement agreement
doesn't allow it. Furthermore, there is no evidence that the board would approve it at this point.
Defendants insist that Manager Rindfleisch is the decisionmaker on these transport agreements, but
he has clearly stated he does not make those decisions. See p. 7 supra.
With regard to the other transport agreements, most of those discussed by Defendants are for
surface water diversions. These transport agreements are the only option available to Plaintiffs at
this point. Plaintiffs are always looking at ways to improve their system, and installation of pipelines
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is one of them, but it is an expensive one. There may come a day when such pipelines will be
installed.
Additionally, one of the ground transport agreements that Telford entered into in 2010 was
because he had no other choice due to litigation between him and the joint well owner, Harold
Babcock. This matter was before Judge Watkins, and as he is aware, the parties have settled the
matterinFebruaryofthis year (Case No. CV-201O-21), and water will now be diverted into the same
UC Canal that the pipeline at issue in this canal diverts into. Telford will therefore avoid the same
shrinkage issues that continue to plague ground water users who inject into open canals.
The other transport agreement for PU Ranch and Mitchell Sorensen referenced

III

Defendants' briefing notably are for surface water usage, not ground water uses. The source of the
surface water diversions is the Big Lost River, and the diversion point is many miles away from the
Plaintiffs' places of use, more than for its ground water diversions. At this point, it is not
economical for Plaintiffs to pipe their surface water the length of the entire canal, and therefore, they
simply have no other alternative but to accept the deficient services of the Big Lost River Irrigation
District to deliver that water. This does not mean that they could not condemn an easement for their
separate ground water rights, or that they could not condemn an easement for their surface water.
Furthermore, these surface transport agreements do not contain the attorney's fees provision imposed
on ground water transport agreements that requires the ground water user to pay any and all
attorney's fees if there is a dispute, even if the landowner is correct. Nor do these agreements
contain the recent amendments that change the definition of shrink (from "seepage and evaporation"
to "[t]he parties covenant and agree that the loss of water. supplies conveyed pursuant to this
agreement will be determined by the District by using reasonable calculations of evaporation,
operational losses and conveyance losses as they are similarly applied to other water supplies co-
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mingle in the same common canal(s) ....District's methodology of calculating losses, now existing
or as hereafter modified, shall be used to calculate the distribution of water."). See Slette Aff. at
Exhibit B (Deposition Exhibit 7). These provisions were particularly objectionable to the district
court. However, when the existing transport agreements discussed by Defendants expire, the
Plaintiffs will be forced to sign the latest version ofthese transport agreements, which would contain
the above provisions. This allows for the potential further imposition of more unreasonable
provisions. This is certainly not a reasonable option for Plaintiffs.
In short, the existing surface water transport agreements and the Telford ground water

transport agreement (involving the Babcock matter) do not defeat a finding of necessity. Even if a
transport agreement is an option-which it is not-the pipeline provides the Plaintiffs with the ability
to better measure, utilize, and make beneficial use of their water and irrigate their arid lands for the
production of crops. This is the reasonable necessity discussed by the district court.
Lastly, in rather strong language, Defendants accuse Plaintiffs of "mak[ing] up facts," and
engaging in a "ruse." Memo in Supp. at 13. Plaintiffs are reluctant plaintiffs in this matter, first
relying upon what they believed was authorization from Mr. Cain to place the pipeline, and only
resorting to condemnation after they attempted to negotiate a purchase of the easement to no avail
before it was damaged by Mr. Cain's self-help actions. Plaintiffs have made up no facts, and did not
engage in a ruse. They obtained easements from other landowners. They believed they had Mr.
Cain's authorization. The construction was open and obvious during the day within a lh mile of Mr.
Cain's home. They had to bore under Highway 93. They are simply farmers who want to ensure that
they can more efficiently and effectively irrigate their farmground, and installed the pipeline project
at significant expense. They never imagined this resulting litigation, but recognize it is their only
option at this point. In these instances, eminent domain is the appropriate mechanism to allow for
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the further development of irrigation for Idaho's arid lands, because doing so benefits the State of
Idaho through the industry of individuals.

In balancing the rights oflandowners, use oflands for an easement must be compensated for,
which Plaintiffs will do. Also, however, in placing the pipeline, Plaintiffs did so in as responsible
manner as possible, which did not do unnoticed by the district court: "It is also important to consider
whether the benefits of the proposed easements are outweighed by the damage to Defendants'
property. The subject pipeline crosses Defendants property near where the Moore Canal crosses.
There is no evidence that the pipeline would have any material effect on Defendants' use or intended
use of the property. Additionally, the evidence establishes that the location of the pipeline is the

most logical and reasonable under the circumstances." Order at 9 (emphasis added).
Defendants have not provided evidence that would refute the district court's findings, and
therefore, their Motion for Reconsideration should be denied.

G.

Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney's fees incurred in defending this motion for
reconsideration pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54(e)(I).

Attorney's fees may be awarded to the prevailing party under I.C. § 12-121 "when the court,
in its discretion, is left with the abiding belief that the case was brought, pursued, or defended
frivously, unreasonably, or without foundation." McGrew v. McGrew, 139 Idaho 551, 562, 82 P.3d
833,844 (2003); See also I.R.C.P. 54(e)(I).
As set forth above, Defendants have not provided evidence or authority that would warrant
reconsideration of the court's prior Order. In this motion, Defendants have made unreasonable
arguments, even to the point of arguing, for example, that Plaintiffs' Idaho lands are not arid even
though they are irrigated. Furthermore, Defendants' continuation of the litigation on this matter has
resulted in significant costs for Plaintiffs to obtain a $500.00 easement, even with the open offer to
purchase the easement for $5,000.00. Defendants' arguments on reconsideration, coupled with the
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fact that they have now stipulated to a value of the easement of $500.00, warrant an award of
attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-121. The matter has been pursued unreasonably given
the clear Idaho law on eminent domain, as well as the economic value of the easement in dispute.
The result has been a economic burden on Plaintiffs and use of this court's valuable time and
resources. The court should ease Plaintiffs burden with an award of fees on the Motion for
Reconsideration.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the court should deny Defendants' Motion for
Reconsideration. Additionally, Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho
Code § 12-121 in defending Defendants' motion for reconsideration.

DATED this
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SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,

Case No. CV-10-64

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. HARRIS IN
SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
Defendants/Counterclaimants.

ORIGINAL

0009-04

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Bonneville

I, Robert L. Harris, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state ofIdaho. I am a member of the firm of

1.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C., and serve as counsel for Telford Lands LLC,
Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch in the above-entitled action.
Attached at Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of an expert report prepared by Kelley Real

2.

Estate Appraisers, Inc. previously submitted in this matter, but attached hereto for the
convenience of the court.
3.

Attached at Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of a water right report for Water Right No.
1-2068, the water right that authorizes storage of water in Palisades Reservoir.

4.

Attached at Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of a contract for use of Palisades Water
entered into the by entity Palisades Water Users, Inc.
DATED this

,;~ay of April, 2011.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

SUBSCRI~\mn},]'TD SWORN TO before me this Iytc- day of April, 2011.
~",~\~.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on the
attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage
thereon, on this rs ~ day of April, 2011.

DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. HARRIS IN SUPPORT
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

( ./}First Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( v--}Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( v1'Email

Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Dane Watkins
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N.Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ) First Class Mail
( ,;}IIand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Email

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
G:IWPDATAIRLH\IS064 Telford, Mike103, Don Cainl04 PleadingslReconsideration.Atf.RLH.wpd:cdv
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EXHIBIT A

000907

00908

INTRODUCTION

Telford et ale v. Cain et ale
.Disputed Easement Area

Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
c/o Robert L. Harris, Esq.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130

I

I
\

Effective Appraisal Date: September 16, 2010

I
I
!

I

l
I

Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, Inc.
520 West 15 th Street, Suite 100
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

- - - - - . : . KELLEY REAL FSTATE APPRAISERS, INC.
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Letter of Transmittal

October 4.2010
Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC

1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
RE:

Summary Appraisal Report
Subject: Telford, et ai, v. Cain, et al.
Disputed Easement Area
Approximately 2,000 s.f. or 20' x 100'
A Portion of the SWII4 NWl/4,NWl/4, Sec. 21, T. 5 N., R. 26 E.B.M.
North of Moore, Butte County. Idaho

Dear Mr. Harris:
As requested, I have made a careful, personal inspection of the above-referenced property. I have
also prepared a Summary Appraisal Report, wherein I have provided you with an opinion of market
value for approximately 2,000 s.f. area ofland, which is part of a disputed easement.

Market Value is defined as "the most probable price which a property should bring
in a competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the
buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price
is not affected by undue stimulus." Implicit in this definition are various conditions
that can be found in the full Market Value definition, which is set forth in the report.
I have prepared this appraisal for you and your client for litigation purposes. The intended users of
this report are you, your client, the opposing party and council. The use oft/lis appraisal by anyone
other tllall tI.ese individua/s, for this or any other pllrpose, ;s strictly proltibited. Fllrthermore,
I am under tlte assllmption t/,at no third party beneficiary will rely upon the content ofthis report
and the opi"ions ofva/ue here;".
I have prepared this appraisal report in compliance with the current edition of The Uniform
Standards of Professional Practice (USPAP), as set forth by the Appraisal Standards Boards of the
Appraisal Foundation. Using these standards, an opinion of value was derived by comparing the
subject property with sales of similar properties in the area.

_ _ _ _ _ _ .:. KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC.
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This appraisal is based on the subject property's "fee simple" interest in it "as is" condition. The
valuation of the easement is based on the extraordinary assumption that it would be a "pennanent"
encumbrance to the land.
In order to derive an opinion of value for the easement, both the easement land and the land
surrounding it, which is in the same ownership, have been appraised. This land is found on the east
side of US Highway 93, between the Moore Canal and 3400 West. This land is assumed to be the
larger parcel or the parcel ofland from which the disputed easement is derived. It appears this land
is approximately 1.0S·acre in size. It is currently part of a larger tract ofland containing 9.97 acres,
which is owned by Donald Cain. This larger tract runs along the east side of US Highway 93
between Sections 21 and 22 of Township 5 North, Range 26 East of the Boise Meridian and is part
of the Old Union Pacific Railroad Mackay rail line.
Based on my inspection, study and review of the market, it is my opinion that the market value of
the subject property, as of September 16, 2010, is as follows:

CALLED
** $500.00 **
** Five-Irundred Dollars alld 001100

**

Sincerely,

------+:.

KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. . : . ' - - - - - - -
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CERTIFICATION AND STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS:
The Appraiser certifies that, to the best of his knowledge and belief:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are the personal, unbiased professional
analysis, opinions and conclusions of the appraiser.
The Appraiser has no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject
ofthis report and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
The Appraiser has no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report
or to the parties involved with this assignment.
My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the
development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction of value that favors
the cause of the client, the amount of the value, the attainment of a stipulated result,
the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this
appraisal.
My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared in conformity with the Appraisal Foundation's Uniform Standards of

Professional Appraisal Practice.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

I have inspected the property that is the subject of this report. However, my visit was
cursory in nature.
No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person signing
this certification.
The appraiser has appraised this building two previous times. The first appraisal
occurred in September of2008 for The Orin Group. The appraiser also appraised the
building for property owner in 2009. However, this appraisal is a completely
different assignment from those prior appraisal analysis. This appraisal is based on
current market data.
All conclusions and opinions concerning the real estate that are set forth in this letter
were prepared by the Appraiser(s), whose signature appears on this report. No
change of any item in this report shall be made by anyone other than the Appraiser,
and the Appraiser shall have no responsibility for any such unauthorized change.
This property has not been appraised by our firm in the past. This firm has no
interest in the outcome ofthis litigation matter. All of this infonnation was given to
the client prior to engaging this assignment.

CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:
The certification appearing in this report is subject to the following conditions and to such other
specific and limiting conditions as are set forth by the Appraiser.
1.
The Appraiser assumes no responsibility for matters of a legal nature affecting the
property or the title thereto, nor does the Appraiser render any opinion as to the title, which is
assumed to be good and marketable. The property is considered to be under responsible ownership.
2.
Any sketch or plat map attached may show approximate dimensions and is included
to assist the reader in visualizing the property. The Appraiser has not made a survey ofthe property.

-
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3.
The Appraiser is not required to give testimony or appear in court because of having
made the inspection with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been
previously made thereto.
4.
Any distribution of the valuation in this report between land and improvement
applies only under the existing program of utilization. The separate valuations for land and building
must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.
5.
The Appraiser assumes that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the
property, subsoil, or structures, which would render it more or less valuable. The Appraiser assumes
no responsibility for such conditions, or for engineering which might be required to discover such
factors.
6.
Infonnation. estimates, and opinions furnished to me and contained in this report were
obtained from sources considered reliable and believed to be true and correct. However, no
responsibility for accuracy of such items furnished can be assumed.
7.The description of the property herein is stated for the purpose of arriving at an opinion of
value. It should not be used for any other purpose, such as a description for a prospectus or for
describing the property for sale. All parts of this appraisal should only be construed as applying to
the opinion of value herein and should not be used separately for specific infonnation.
8.
Disclosure of the contents of this report is restricted to the intended users of the
report. No other individual is authorized by the appraiser to use this report.
9.
Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may
or may not be present on the property, was not observed by the Appraiser. The Appraiser has no
knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The Appraiser however, is not
a qualified environmental auditor who has the skill to detect such substances. The presence of
substances such as asbestos, urea-fonnaldehyde foam insulation, or other potentially hazardous
materials may affect the value of the property. Any latent environmental problem within or
underneath the property may also affect its value. The value estimate herein is predicated on the
assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that would cause a loss in value. No
responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise or engineering knowledge
required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert in this field, if desired.

- - - - - - . : . KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. .:.'---_ _ _ __
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QUALIFICATIONS OF THE APPRAISER
Jeffrey L Kelley
Idaho State General Certified Appraiser, #362

Education:

Juris Doctorate - Whittier College School of Law, Los Angeles, CA
Bachelor ofScience - Brigham Young University, Provo Utah
Major: Finance
Minor: Economics
Background:

General Certified Appraiser, Idaho #CGA - Kelley RE Appraisers since 2000;
Assisting Appraiser - Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, LLC. - July 1994
Practicing Attorney - State of California, June 1991 - July 1994;
Member of the Idaho State Bar - April 1995;
Member of the Utah State Bar - May 1994;
Member of the California State Bar - June 1991;
Special Training:

Institute Appraisal Course 120,310,320,510 and 520
Standard and Ethics Courses - App. lnst. Course 420 A & B
Advanced Condemnation Appraisal Courses
App. Inst. Courses 710 & 720
ASFMRA Conservation Easement Seminars
Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions (Yellow Book)
ASFMRA Standards and Ethics Course
Timber and Mineral Rights Seminar
1031 Exchange Seminar, ASFMRA Adv. Sales & Cost Analysis Seminar
Experience:
- Commercial Properties:

Retail, Industrial, Professional Office &
Apartment Complexes;
- Agricultural Properties:
Farmland, Ranches and Range Land;
- Recreational Properties:
Conservation (Before & After) Easements,
Fee Ov..nerships, Estate Tax Appraisals;
- Condemnation Appraisals:
Various ITO Projects around eastern Idaho as well as local
municipality condemnation appraisal including the City of
Blackfoot, Rexburg, Pocatello and Fremont County.
- SpecializedAppraisals:
Conservation Easements, Development and Mineral Right
Extractions, Schools, Gravel Pits, Railroad Right-of-Ways
and Potato Fresh Pack and Processing Facilities
- Client Base:
Major Lending Institutions, Idaho Transportation
Department,
Bureau of Land Management, Idaho Department of Parks &
Recreation, Bureau of Rec., Army Corp of Eng. City of Pocatello,
City of Idaho Falls, The Nature Conservancy, Attorneys,
Accountants, General Service Administration, Small Business
Administration, Farm Service Agency, L.D.S. Church & other
governmental and private entities.

- - - - - - . : . KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. .:.,_ _ _ _ __
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STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:

The market valuation opinion herein is subject to the following extraordinary assumptions and
limiting conditions:
•

This is an appraisal of a disputed easement that is found on a larger tract of land. The actual
size of the easement is unknown, as it is currently an "implied" or non-expressed easement.
An extraordinary assumption is made that the subject easement is 2,000 s.f. in size or 20 feet
by 100 feet.

•

The subject easement is found along the east side of US Highway 93, between the Moore
Canal and 3400 West, in Butte County, Idaho. For the purpose of determining a value of the
easement, the client has requested that the land between the Moore Canal and 3400 West be
considered the larger parcel or the parcel of land from which the easement is derived.

In actually, the size of the subject property is approximately 9.90 acres. It extends south of
the canal approximately one-quarter of the mile and north of3400 West. But for the purpose
of this report, only the land between the canal and 3400 West is analyzed in order to derive
an opinion of value for the easement. An extraordinary assumption is made that this land
is l.OS-acres in size. This assumption is based on an aerial counter made of this property
from the Agridata.com website. The FSA map on that site was used to make this
measurement.
•

An extraordinary assumption is made that the Aerial Plat Map, indicating the location of the

pipeline is correct. It appears from inspecting the property that this line runs across the
southern section ofthe subject and north of the canal. (See Photograph 2 below.) This map
was provided to the appraiser by the client. The appraiser changed it only by adding the
photograph insignia identifications.
•

Finally, the appraiser assumes the subject easement does not contain any latent
environmental problems or concerns that would affect its value. No such problems were
visible during the inspection. However, the appraiser is not a trained environmental auditor.
Furthermore, the inspection of the property was cursory in nature.

_ _ _ _ _ _ .~ KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. .:.c_ _ _ _ __
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SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL:

The client has requested an appraisal on an approximately 20' x 100' wide tract ofland, which is part
of a disputed easement. This appraisal is a market valuation of the easement based on its highest
and best use in its "as is" condition. This appraisal is based on the "fee simple" interest ofthe land
within this easement. This analysis is reported as a "Summary Narrative Appraisal Report."
In this report, the three (3) standard methods of valuation have been considered. These methods are
commonly known as the Cost, Sales Comparison and Income Approaches. However, only the Sales
Comparison Approach has been used because the subject easement is unimproved land. The Cost
and Income Approaches are not relevant approaches to determining value of the subject easement.
In this appraisal, the land lying on the east side of US Highway 93 and between the Moore Canal and

3400 West has been analyzed in order to derive an opinion of value for the disputed easement area.
This land is found within the Cain Ownership. An extraordinary assumption is made that it is 1.05
acres in size.
Typically if this were a condemnation case with a public entity, the larger parcel would need to be
appraised. This larger parcel would include all of Donald Cain's ownership acquired from the Union
Pacific Railroad, in December of 1995. However, the action at hand is not a public condemnation
case. Therefore, the appraiser considers the I.05-acre tract as the larger parcel.
In this analysis, the highest and best use of this 1.0S-acre tract is first determined. The conclusion
of this analysis determines what types of sales will be used to derive an overall opinion of value for
it. The value opinion of this land is then used to derive a market value opinion for the subject
easement.
The appraisal analysis below has been prepared and reported in compliance with the Appraisal
Foundation's Uniform Standards of ProfeSSional Appraisal Practice. As part of the appraisal
process, the property was inspected on September 15,2010. The appraiser viewed the property from
the public right-of-ways surrounding it.

- - - - - - .:. KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. .:."_ _ _ _ __
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INFORMATION SEARCH PARAMETERS AND RESOURCES:

In arriving at opinion of value. the market has been investigated for sales of properties similar to the
subject in its present "as is" c o n d i t i o n . '
Time Frame for Sales:

Geographical Area:
Public Sources Used:
Private Sources:
Data Confirmation:

Property Type & Size:

------+

The market has been investigated for sales of dry grazing land in the
area. The appraiser has investigated sales that have occurred in the
past year or two.
The sales used in this appraisal report are found in the subject area.
They are located between Areo and Mackay.
The sales information herein was confirmed through the Butte
County Assessors' and Recorders' Offices.
Realtors, real estate brokers, lenders and other appraiser's sales files
were used to gather the sales data.
All sales data have been confirmed by parties to the transactions and
with records from the various County Assessor andlor County
Recorder's Offices. The details of each sale are found on the data
sheets at the end of this report.
The appraiser has investigated the market for dry grazing sales.
Based on the conclusion of the highest and best use of the subject
property, sales of dry grazing are used to determine an opinion of
value for the subject easement.

KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC.
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APPROACHES TO VALUE:

The three approaches to value considered in arriving at an estimate of the value of Real Estate are
called Cost, Sales Comparison, and Income Approaches. However, only the Sales Comparison
Approach was used herein.
Cost Approach

In the Cost Approach, a value is estimated by computing the present replacement cost of the
improvements and then applying an appropriate depreciation rate to arrive at a depreciated value of
the improvements. This depreciation rate is concluded either from comparing sales for similar types
of properties to their replacement cost, or from the various accepted Age-Life methods, or both.
This is then added to the land value, found by comparison in the market, to arrive at a value for the
property.
This approach is based on the assumption that the replacement cost is the upper limit of value. This
approach is best used when the improvements are new or near new and are proper improvements for
the property. As improvements increase in age and depreciation accumulates, the validity of this
approach lessens.
Sales Comparison Approac/.

The application of the Sales Comparison Approach produces an estimate of value by comparing the
subject with similar properties of the same type and class that have sold or are currently offered for
sale in the same or complementary areas. The sale prices of properties, deemed most comparable,
set the range in which the value of the subject property will fall. When properly applied, this
approach generally allows for both depreciation and appreciation in value. This method is the most
relevant consideration of value for an acquisition of property by a public entity.

Income Approach
The Income Approach is a process of developing the net rental income from a property into an
indication of value. This is accomplished by analyzing the relationship of net rental incomes from
similar properties to their selling prices in the market. The relationship between this net income and
the selling price is called a capitalization rate. The net income is divided by the capitalization rate
to show value.

-
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EXPOSURE TIME:

The subject property would have an exposure time of approximately one year because of the limited
marketability of the subject property. Exposure time is a fictional period of time preceding the
effective date of this report. It is the amount of time the subject would need to be on the market
prior to the effective date of this report.
PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL:
INTENDED USER AND INTENDED USE:

The parties to the action of Telford, et al. v. Cain, et aI., are the intended users of this appraisal
report. This appraisal will be used to establish a value for a disputed easement, which is currently
in litigation. The use ofthis appraisal by anyone ot/ler than thee individuals,for this or any other
purpose, is strictly prohibited. Furthermore, the appraiser is unaware of any third party
beneficiaries, who may review or rely upon the contents or the opinion olvalue in t/,is report.

SUMMARY OF THE APPRAISAL PROBLEM:

The Plaintiffs in this action installed a buried 16-inch irrigation pipeline across the Defendant's
property. This irrigation line connects two wells to an irrigation canal to the west, where the water
flows to the Plaintiffs' irrigation pumps. The question to the appraiser is what is the value of the
subject easement, assuming it is a 2,000 s.f. tract of land, taken from a I.05-acre tract of ground?
In order to solve this problem, the appraiser has analyzed the I.OS-acre tract of ground and
determined a market value opinion for it. This value opinion is then applied to the 2,000 s.f.
disputed easement area in order to derive a market value opinion for it.

- - - - - - . : . KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. .:.-_ _ _ __

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN THIS APPRAISAL:

Market Value: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting
prudentlY and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.
Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as a specified date and the passing
of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby:
(a) Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
(b) Both parties are well informed or well advised and both acting in what they consider their
own best interest;
.
( c ) A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
(d) Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars, or in terms of financial arrangements
comparable thereto; and
(e) The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold, unaffected by special
or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale. (J 2
CFR Part 34 (FIRREA))
•

Highest and Best Use: The most profitable and likely use, within the realm of reasonable
probability, to which a property can legally be put or adapted, that is financially feasible and
for which there is a current market.

•

Improvements: Buildings or other relatively permanent structures or developments located
on, or attached to land.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .:. KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC.
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Area Map
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FACTUAL DATA

AREA DATA:
Butte County: Butte County is located in east-central Idaho. It ranks 42nd among Idaho counties
in popUlation and 11th in area. The federal goverrunent owns over 86 percent of the land. The
county economy relies on agriculture and employment at the Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory, one of the state's largest employers.

Butte County had an estimated population of2,751 person in 2008. This was down 5.1 percent from
an estimated population of 2,899 persons in the 2000 Census. The county consists mostly of rural
land. It has three (3) small incorporated communities located within it. These are the cities of Areo,
Moore and Butte City.
The county includes the Big Lost and Little Lost River Valleys. These areas are used primarily for
irrigated agricultural production and cattle grazing. The southern section of the county is found in
the Snake River Plain, which is primarily open range land.
The county is accessible from several major highways. US Highway 20 bisects the southern section
of the county east and west. It connects Areo with Idaho Falls, 56 miles to the east and Shoshone
and Mountain Home to the west. US Highway 93 bisects the county from its southwestern comer
to its northern edge. It connects Area to Challis to the north and Twin Falls to the southwest.
Several other State Highways are found in the county. State Highway 33 begins from US Highway
20, east of Arco, and continues northeast through Howe and then east to Rexburg.
Arco: Arco is the county seat and the economic center for Butte County. It is situated along U.S.
Highway 20,26 and 93 at the mouth of the Big Lost River Valley. U.S. Highway 20 and 26 bisect
the city east and west. Areo is an incorporated city. It had an estimated population of989 persons
in 2009,3.6 percent lower than its estimated population of 1,026 persons, in the 2000 Census.
Arco's city government is comprised of a Mayor and Council. It has a zoning ordinance and
building permit system, but no comprehensive plan. Its city services include sewer, water and
garbage. It is protected by the County Sheriff's Department and has its own Volunteer Fire
Department with 17 firemen.
General Economy: Agriculture and the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) are the primary sources
of income in Areo and Butte County. The largest employers in the area are the INL, Lost River
Hospital, Lost River School District and Butte County. The median income in 2008 was $38,736
per household.

The city has a small commercial district with several banks, gas stations, restaurants and stores. Two
(2) small grocery stores are found in the city. The city also has several operating motels. Most of
them offer long-tenn stay for field labors and temporary INL workers.
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Arco is accessible by highway and a small airport, which is located west of the city. TItis airport has
a 6,600 foot runway with PAPI and RWY navigational equipment.

Utilities: Electricity is provided by Pacific Corp. Natural gas is provided by Intermountain Gas.
Water and sewer are provided by the city.
City Services: Areo has its own library, hospital and ambulance service.
Recreation: Arco is located 15 miles east of Craters ofthe Moon-a national monument. It is also
located within an hours drive ofthe Salmon River and several hours from the Sawtooth Recreational
Area. The most popular recreational activities in the area are hunting in the fall, fishing on the
Mackay Reservoir, in the summer, and the annual hang gliding competitions on King Mountain in
the late summer.
Climate: Areo is 5,325 feet above sea level. It is located along a high plain desert, which gives it
warm summer days and cold winter nights. Its annual precipitation is 8.4 inches. Its annual snowfall
is 29.1 inches. Its lowest average daily temperature in January is 0.4 degrees. Its highest average
daily temperature is 85.0 degrees.
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NEIGHBORHOOD DATA:

The subject property is found approximately three-quarters of a mile northwest of Moore. in Butte
County. Idaho. It is situated along the east side of US Highway 93, which bisects the area in a
northwest-southeast direction. (See Neighborhood Map.) In addition to the highway, there are
several paved and graveled county roads that crisscross the area along section lines. These roads all
lead into the highway, which is the only major thoroughfare in the area.
The subject area is a mixture of irrigated fann ground. dry pasture and rural residential home site
development. The city of Moore is southeast of the subject. It is a small incorporated city with a
population of approximately 185 persons.
The subject area is found in the Big Lost River Valley. The Big Lost River bisects the area from
north to south and east of the subject property one-halfmile. By the time the river gets to the subject
area, most of its water is diverted into various irrigation canals and ditches that bisect the area.
Most of the agricultural fields in this area are irrigated with surface water from the Big Lost or from
deep well systems. Irrigation water is a big problem in this area, especially on dry years. As a result,
some fields in the area do not have sufficient water for irrigation. As a result, water rights and
priority dates are very important.
Most ofthe land in this area is irrigated with pivot systems and wheel lines. Some hand line systems
are also used. Most of the dry tracts are not used for agricultural production.
In recent years, rural residential home site have spning up across the area. Modest to faidy elaborate
homes are constructed on these sites. Many of the occupants are either employed in the area or at
the INL. Most home sites consist of 3 to 10 acres of land.
The subject area does not have access to any community utilities. However. it does have'access to
electrical power and telephone service. Both of these utilities are found in the immediate area ofthe
subject.
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PROPERTY DATA:

Estate to Be Appraised:
The subject property's "fee simple" interest has been appraised in this report. The term, "fee
simple," suggests the property is not encumbered by any other interest, but only subject to known
easements, recorded right-of-ways and the four (4) powers of government - Eminent domain,
Escheat, Taxation and Police power.

Effective Date ofAppraisal:
The effective date of this appraisal is September 16, 2010.

Legal Description:
The exact legal description of the subject property and the disputed easement area is unknown.
However, the subject's larger tract, or the section of property surrounding the disputed easement,
being appraised, is found within the following legal description:
A portion of the «Mackay Branch" right of way, now abandoned, of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company, successor interest to the Salmon River Railroad
Company, situated in the Northwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter (NW1I4 of
NW1/4) of Section 21, in Township 5 North, Range 26 East, Boise Meridian,
Butte County, Idaho, being that same tract or parcel ofland heretofore acquired by
the aforesaid railroad company by virtue of that certain instrument dated July 1,
1901 from John L. Swanson and Annie Swanson, husband and wife, said
instrument having been filed for record in Blaine County, Idaho, on July 15, 1901,
at page 612 of Book 51, Record of Deeds, said tract or parcel of land being
bounded and described therein as follows:
"A strip of land one hundred (100) feet wide being fifty (SO) feet in width on
either side of the center line of the main track of Salmon River Railroad, said
center line entering said north west quarter of north west quarter Section 21 on the
south line at a point four hundred nine (409) feet east of south west comer thereof
and running thence in a direct line to a point on north line of said north east
quarter of northeast quarter section twenty (20), one hundred fifty one & 5110
(151.5) feet west of north east comer thereof and containing area of three and
twenty nine one hundredths (3.29) acres."
As stated above, the legal description of the disputed easement area is also unknown. However,
an extraordinary assumption is made that it is 20 feet wide and 100 feet in length. Its location is
estimated to be along the "blue" line, as drawn on the Aerial Map, provided below. This plat
represents the location and relative size of the easement.

- - - - - - .:. KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. . : . " - - - - - - -

ASSESSED VALUE AND TAXES:

According to the Butte County Assessor's Office, the subject's larger parcel or the I.OS-acre tract
of land, lying between the Moore Canal and 3400 West, is part of even a larger parcel known as
Parcel No. RP OSN26E213300A. This parcel contains 9.97 acres ofland. It runs from Don
Cain's acreage home site northwest to the western edge of Section 21. Its assessed value and tax
are as follows:

Assessed Value and Tax
Category
Tax LD. Number
RPOSN26E213300 A Rural Residential Tract:

Land
Size
9.97

Assessed
Value
$14,960

2009
Taxes
$194.88

COUNTY ZONING:

According to the Butte County Planning and Zoning Director, the subject property is zoned for
Commercial use. This zoning designation extends across the west half of Section 21. Within this
zoning designation, the property could be used for agricultural purposes or be developed with a
commercial or residential improvement. A residential lot must be one acre or more in size
within this zoning. Therefore, the property could be developed with a dwelling, so long as it met
the set back requires, which are as follows: IO foot setback from the front and sides and 20 foot
from the back.
According to the county, this zoning designation is likely not to change as it runs along US
Highway 93 in the area. Other residential zoned land in the area requires a 2.5-acre minimum
home site.
WATER RIGHTS:

There are no known irrigation water rights to the subject property, based on the Idaho
Department of Water Resource's website.
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1. Looking northwest along
Highway 93 at the subject

/

Looking northeast at the
where the pipeline is
Icurren1:ly laid.

. Looking east across the
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4. Lookil1g south across the property from 3400 West. .

5. Looking south along the east side of the subject property
from 3400 West.
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SITE DESCRIPTION:

Location:
The subject property is found on the east side of US Highway 93, between the Moore
Canal and 3400 West, which is a graveled road running north from the highway. It is
also situated approximately three-quarters of a mile northwest of the city of Moore, at
longitude and latitude coordinates 43 0 45' 14.11" North, 1130 22' 32.76".
Shape and Size:
The subject property is I.05-acre in size. This size is based on an extraordinary
assumption at the aerial counter on agridata.com is correct. This tract of land is lOO-feet
wide. It is part of the old Union Pacific Railroad's MacKay Branch rail line. It has
approximately 300 feet along the highway.
The disputed easement area is assumed to be 20 feet by 100 feet. The exact size ofthe
easement is unknown because it is an implied easement. However, an extraordinary
assumption is made that this easement contains 2,000 s.f. It is situated across the
southern section of the I.05-acre tract of land.

Topography:
The subject property's topography is level to undulating with a slight berm along the
middle of it. (See Topography Map and Aerial Map.)
Soils:
The soil on the property consists exclusively of Darlington-Lesbut complex, 1 to 4
percent slope. This soil extends throughout the area. (See Soils Map.)
Vegetation:
The subject consists of natural grasses and sage brush. There are no trees on the property.
Use ofthe Land:
The land is currently not being used. Historically, it has been used as a service rail line
for the Union Pacific.
Accessibility
The subject property is accessible by US Highway 93 and 3400 West to the north.
Improvements:
There are no structures on the property.
Easement:
There is a disputed easement on the subject property. It is found across the property's
southern section. An extraordinary assumption is made that this easement is 20 feet wide
and 100 feet long. It is currently improved with a buried, 16-inch, 125 psi, plastic
irrigation line that runs from two wells to the east to a canal west of the area. This line
also runs underneath US Highway 93.
- - - - - - - . ) KELLEY REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS, INC. -:•._ _ _ _ __
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USE HISTORY:

The subject property has historically been used as a railroad right of way, until 1995. After being
purchased, it has remained unused. In the Spring of2010, a buried, 16-inch irrigation pipeline
was laid across its southern section, near the Moore Canal. This pipeline connects two irrigation
wells, which are situated on the land lying east of the subject to an irrigation canal, west of the
area. This line runs below the surface ofthe subject approximately four feet and underneath US
Highway 93.
SALES HISTORY,.

Donald William Cain, Sr. and Carolyn Ruth Cain, husband and wife, are the recorded owners of
the subject property. They received title to it from the Union Pacific Railroad Company, a Utah
corporation, in December of 1995. This transfer was evidenced by Quitclaim Deed #029772,
recorded December 22, 1995. There have been no reported listings or offers to purchase the
subject section of this property in the past three years.
FLOOD PLAIN DESIGNATION:

The subject property is found in an area of minimal flooding. This is confirmed by FEMA
Community Panel 1600330475A. EfT. Date: 06/0311986.
,
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DATA ANALYSIS & CONCLUSION

ANALYSIS OF HIGHEST AND BEST USE - In Its Present "As Is" Condition
The highest and best use of the subject property is determined in order to arrive at an opinion of
value for the subject easement. The larger parcel has been analyzed in its present, "as is" condition.
This analysis helps us determine what types of sales to use in order to compare with it.
Four use criteria are used to determine highest and best use. These use criteria or factors relate to
the current and potential use of the land based on its legal, physical and financial abilities. These
factors require that any use ofthe property be:
(1) Physically Possible;
(3) Financially Feasible;

(2) Legally Permissible;
(4) Maximally Productive.

Physically Possible:
An extraordinary assumption is made that the subject property is 1.05-acres in size. It is found
along the east side of US Highway 93, between the Moore Canal and 3400 West. It is a 100foot wide tract ofland, being part of an old railroad right of way.
At the present time, the property is not being used. It could be developed as a residential
homesite. It could also be used with the land adjacent, which is unimproved dry grazing land.
It has no water, so it cannot be used as irrigated agricultural land. It has no fencing, so it would
have to be fenced, before it could be used as pasture.

Legally Permissible:
The subject property is found in a commercial zone. This zoning designation is found across
the western half of Section 21. Based on this zoning, it could be developed with a commercial
or agricultural improvements. It could also be improved with a dwelling or be used for
agricultural production or for grazing.

Financially Feasible:
The property is a small, narrow tract of land. Its size restricts its utility. It's likely in the
current market that the property would be used for some type of agricultural use. As an
individual tract, its utility is very limited. In order to be fully functional it would likely need
to be used in conjunction with the land adjacent to it. With this land, it could have water
assigned to it and be used as irrigated agricultural land. It could also be used for dry grazing.

Maximally Productive:
The subject property is a small narrow tract of land. It is found adjacent to dry cropland that
is currently not being used. It is situated along US Highway 93. Based on its size and
condition, the highest and best use of the subject property, in its "as is" condition is assemblage
with the land adjacent thereto. Its potential use with that land could be for dry grazing or longterm future home site development.
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VALUATION SECTION
The subject property has been compared with sales of similar type properties in the area. Based on
the highest and best use analysis above, the property would mostly likely be used as assemblage with
the land adjacent to it. This land is unimproved dry grazing land. It has no water right. In order
to derive an opinion of value for the subject, the market has been investigated for dry grazing tracts
of land in the area.
A review of the market found no individual dry grazing tracts that have sold. Instead, most dry
grazing is found on tracts with other types of agriCUltural ground, such as irrigated agriculture and/or
irrigated pasture land. These types of sales have been used to derive an opinion of value for the
subject land. The following is a list of sales found in the area:

LIST OF SALES

Buyer:

Shawn Anderson

Dennis K. Moss

Sale Oa'e:
Sale Pric.:

Feb·OB
$215,000

Overall land Size:
Overall Land Value Per

161 A •.

Peb.<JB
5149,900
Ill.IOA •.

51,641

$1.039

Pivo.I". AS.:
$ for Pivot Land:
W LIHL Irr. AS,;
$ ror HL/W L 1«, AS.:

122.24 Ac.

Roben O.
Waddoup.
MBy.<J9
$240,2S0
I S4.S0 Ac.
51,552
81 Ac,

SI.IBI

51,936

SJS

BO A •.

46A •.

SI,181

SI,3S2

SI,SOO

B.II Ae.
$500

51 Ac.

5600

24 AC
5600

Ae.

.11 Ac.

1.8 Ac.

10,000 bu. Orain
Bins (5) Uni.. @

None

Ift,Ag wlo Equip:
S for I..and I No Eq.:
lrr. Pasture Land:
$ for Irr. Pasture:

M easdow Lind:
$ forM.adow Land:

Dry Or. .in8 Land:
S for Dry Grating:

farmstead Land:
S for Farmstead.
1.9~

Waste:

Tmpro\,ement$:

Nono

$7,500
IMi W.
Dartinglon

toealion:

I.S M i. SE Moor.

3.5 \.I N. Arco
Levelto
Undulafi:ng

Lovelto

Le"elto

Undulatins

Undulating

Ground Water

Surface Water

Irr I!q u ipl1lent:

Pivot k Hand LIlies

] W heel Lines

New Valley Pi\"ot

..\ cClC'ssibllily.

Count)' Road
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These sales have been broken into land classes or categories. These categories are pivot irrigated
land, wheel and hand line irrigated land and dry grazing. The pivot irrigated land ranges between
$1 ,647 and $1,936 per acre. The wheel and hand line acreage runs between $1, t 81 and $1,500 per
acre. The dry grazing land ranges between $500 and $600 per acre.
The value of$500 to $600 per acre is typical for dry grazing tracts or large tract sales of irrigated
agricultural land. A review of the market found one "true" dry grazing sale that occurred west of
Arco. This I58.30-acre tract sold for $40,000 or $252.68 per acre. However, it was not used
because of its size and location.
The dry grazing portion of each sale above has been used to derive an opinion of value for the
subject property. A qualitative analysis has been used to compare these sales to the subject
property. In this analysis, various factors that affect value are compared between each sale and the
subject. Any difference between the two properties is identified with a +, - or "Similar" symbol.
Each sale is then bracketed in order to derive an opinion of value.
Before analyzing the difference between the sale and the subject, each sale is analyzed to determine
ifit is "cash equivalent." The factors affecting this condition are the type of rights conveyed, the
financing terms ofthe transaction, and any time adjustment for changes in the market, since the sale
occurred. Any adjustments for these factors are quantitative in nature.
We conclude that none of the sales need adjustment for these factors. All of them are "fee interest"
transfers. All of the sales are either cash or financed with tenns that are "cash equivalent." Finally,
all of the sales occurred between February 2008 and May of2009, where the market was relatively
level. Since May of 2009, the market may have dropped slightly. However, there are no sales to
justify a downward adjustment.
The remaining adjustments are qualitative in nature. As explained above, any difference between
the subject and the sale for these factors is reconciled with a +, - or "Similar" symbol. The following
is a summary of the comparability of each sale to the subject property.
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Fee Simple

N/A

Feb-08

Feb-08

May-08

0.0%

0.00/0

0.0010

$500

$600

$600

County Road

county Roads
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Sales Ranking Table

Sale 2:

Similar

All of the properties are similar to the subject property, except for Sale #1, which is considered
slightly inferior. Unlike the subject or the other sales, this property's dry grazing is scattered along
the southwest and southeast sides of a circular, which makes up most of the property. This land is
likely not be used unless as dry cropland.
Sale #2 and #3 are similar to the subject. They consist of larger tracts of dry grazing ground that
could be utilized. As stated above, if the subject were attached or assemblage with the land east of
it, it also could be used for a similar purpose. Therefore, its value would be similar to Sale #2 and
#3 above. Based on this analysis, we conclude the subject property has an indicated value as
follows:
1.05 Acres of Land@ $600 Per Acre = $630

Now, assuming the subject easement is 2,000 s.t: or 20-feet by 100-feet, the subject easement would
have a full "fee" value as follows:
2,000 s.f. or 0.045914-Acre @ $600 Per ACJIe = $27.55

Obviously, no one would pay only $27.55 to purchase a permanent easement. The cost and time
required to negotiate and sign a document would be more than that amount of money. However, we
conclude the amount of money required to purchase such an easement would not be a large amount
of money.
First, the land being acquired for a permanent easement is not very valuable. Its utility is restricted
due to its shape and size. It also has limited use because it has no water. Second, the easement is
found in an area of the larger parcel where it will not interfere with any future development. Even
if the larger parcel (I.OS-acres) were worth $12,000 as a building site, the subject easement would
only have a value of$525, considering a full "fee" purchase. Therefore, we conclude the subject has
a token value of $SOO. This amount would represent the time and effort required for the property
owner to sign an easement.
CALLED
"",. $500.00 **
** Five-I,undred Dollars m,d 001100 **
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Sales Map
Sales Data Sheets
Client's Engagement Letter
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Sale# 1
Buyer

Shawn Anderson

Seller

Dessa R. Haney

Date

February 2008

Consideration

$275,000

Land Size

167.00

Estimated Value of Improvements
Estimated Value of Land

Acres
None

(See Remarks below)

Sales Data

Warranty Deed

Information verifed by

Confidential

Legal Description

T. 6 N., R. 25 E.B.M., Sec. 36 Nll2 SWl/4 and aU ofthe NWl/4, lying
south and west of Blaine Canal and south of Antelope Creek, Butte,
County, Idaho.

Location

This property is found one mile west southwest of Darlington, in Butte
County, Idaho.

Property Description

This is a oddly-shaped tract of land improved with a center pivot with
some hand line irrigated land and dry pasture. It has one new Lockwood
Center Pivot and 3 hand lines, which obtain their water from a well. The
property is used for growing alfalfa and barley.

Zoning

Agriculture

Highest and Best Use

lrr. Ag. Land

Remarks

122.24 Acres of Pivot lrr. Land @ $1,881 per acre.
34.66 Acres ofHL Land@$1,181 per acre.
8.18 Acres of Dry Pasture @ $500 per acre
1.92 Acres of Waste @$O

Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, I"e.
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Sale # 2
Buyer

Dennis K. Moss

Seller

Coralie S. Morgan

Date

February 2008

Consideration

$149,900

Land Size

137.10

Estimated Value ofImprovements

Acres
5 Grain Bins (I Ok bu.) @$7,500

Estimated Value of Land

See Remarks below

Sales Data

Warranty Deed

Information verifed by

Confidential

Legal Description

T. 5 N., R. 26 E.B.M., Sec. 35, Portion of the W1I2 NW1I4; and Sec. 34:
Portion of the E1I2NE1I4, Butte County, Idaho

Location

This property is found 2.5 miles north of Arco and 1.5 miles southeast of
Moore, in Butte County, Idaho

Property Description

This is a block shaped tract ofland. It fronts on a graveled county road. It
has a level topography. Its soils are gravelly loam and silt loam. It was
irrigated with 3 wheel lines with a pump along a canal. It has a new pivot
system. It is used for alfalfa and barley. Its dry grazing is fotmd along the
east side of the property.

Zoning

Agriculture

Highest and Best Use

Irr. Ag. & Dry Grazing

Remarks

80 Acres of Wheel Line Irr. Ag. @ $1,352 per acre;
57 Acres of Dry Grazing Land@ $600 per acre
.11 Acre of Waste @ $0

"

Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, Inc.
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Sale t# 3
Buyer

Robert Daniel Waddoups, et al.

Seller

Trevor Wayne Anderson, et al.

Date

May 2009

Consideration

$240,250

Land Size

154.80

Estimated Value of Improvements

Acres
None

Estimated Value orLand

See Remarks Below

Sales Data

Warranty Deed #46714

Information verifed by

Confidential

Legal Description

T.4 N., R. 26 E.B.M., Sec. 10: E1I2SW1I4, W1I2SE1I4, less exceptions,
Butte County, Idaho.

Location

This property is found 3.5 miles north of Arco, in Butte County, Idaho.

Property Description

This property is found along level to undulating land. it has a silt loam
soil. It is irrigated with a new Valley pivot on the west side with wheel
lines along the east side. James Creek bisects the property and dry grazing
is found along it. It has water rights in the Big Lost River with Mackay
Storage Water.

Zoning

Agriculture

Highest and Best Use

Irr. Agriculture & Dry Grazing

Remarks

81 Acres of Pivot Irr. Ag. @ $1,936 per acre
46 Acres of Wheel line Ag. @ $1,500 per acre
24 Acres of Dry Grazing@ $600 per acre
3.8 Acres of Waste @$O

Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, Inc.
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EXHIBITB

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Adjudication Recommended Right Report
4/13/2011

WATER RIGHT NO. 1-2068

Owner Tvpe

Name and Address

Current Owner UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
REGIONAL DIRECTOR PN CODE-31 00
1150 N CURTIS RD STE 100
BOISE,ID 83706-1234
(208)378-5306
Priority Date: 07/28/1939
Basis: License
Status: Active

Source

I

Tributary

SNAKE RIVER COLUMBIA RIVER

Beneficial Use

From To Diversion Rate

IRRIGATION STORAGE
01101
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE 03/15
01101
POWER STORAGE
POWER FROM STORAGE
01101
Total Diversion

12/31
11115
12/31
12/31

Volume
1200000 AFA
1200000 AFA
1200000 AFA
1200000 AFA

1200000 AFA

Location ofPoint(s) of Diversion:

SNAKE RIVERNENE Lt 1 Sec. 17 Township 01 S Range 45EBONNEVILLE County
SNAKE RIVER NWNE Lt 2 Sec. 17 Township 01 S Range 45E BONNEVILLE County
SNAKE RIVER SWNE Lt 3 Sec. 17 Township 01 S Range 45E BONNEVILLE County

10f3

00094 S

Wed 4113/2011 8:40 AM

Water Right Report

SNAKE RIVERISENE Lt 4 ISec. 171Township 01 S\Range 45EIBONNEVILLE County

POWER STORAGE Use:
Hydropower Kilowatts: 132000

POWER FROM STORAGE Use:
Hydropower Kilowatts: 132000

Place(s) of use: No POUs found for this right

Conditions of Approval:

Total reservoir active capacity is 1,200,000 acre feet when filled to elevation 5620 and
measured at the upstream face of the dam.
Place of use for irrigation from storage is within the following counties: Fremont, Madison,
Jefferson, Bonneville, Bingham, Bannock, Power, Minidoka, Cassia, Lincoln, Jerome, Twin
Falls, Gooding, and Elmore.
A portion of this right is designated as the fITst to fill for the benefit of the contract holders as
provided in the provisions for saving winter water as recognized in the Burley Irrigation Dist. v.
Eagle, Supplemental Decree (Idaho 5th Jud. Dist., July 10, 1968) and Aberdeen-Springfield
Canal Co. v. Eagle, Supplemental Decree (Idaho 7th Jud. Dist., March 12, 1969).

1.

2.

3.

I

4'1

I quantities andlor percentages specified in the contracts between the Bureau of Reclamation
5.1173 and the irrigation organizations, for the benefit of the landowners entitled to receive
distribution of this water from the respective irrigation organizations pursuant to Idaho law. As
!
a matter of law, this interest is appurtenant to the lands within the boundaries of or served by
such irrigation organization. The ownership of this water right is derived from law and is not
based exclusively on the contracts between the Bureau of Reclamation and the irrigation
organizations.
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the defmition of the
6 IC18 rights or for the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by
'1
the Court at a point in time no later than the entry of a fmal unified decree. Section
!
42-1412(6), Idaho Code.

I

I

20f3
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I

The appropriator shall exercise this right in a manner that recognizes the historic practice that
7 11171 the use of water for power generation is incidental to the rights of others to the use of water for
'\
other purposes. The appropriator shall not make a delivery call for hydropower generation
I except as against junior hydropower rights.
I The delivery of water to this right may be subject to procedures described in the United States
Bureau of Reclamation a€respace holdera€[~ contracts and the Burley Irrigation Dist. v. Eagle,
8.1179 Supplemental Decree (Idaho 5th Jud. Dist., July 10, 1968) and Aberdeen-Springfield Canal CO.
v. Eagle, Supplemental Decree (Idaho 7th Jud. Dist., March 12, 1969) together with the
natural-flow and storage deliveries as calculated by the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
,i

I
'I

Dates:

Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector: AND
Water District Number: 01
Generic Max Rate per Acre:
Generic Max Volume per Acre:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Mitigation Plan: False

l;;l;wJ9,r*~'l%;i
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAlflATION
. CONTRACT HITH
PALISADES 't-IATER USERS, INCORPORATED
CONCERNING STORAGE CAPACITY IN~PALISADES RESERVOIR,
AND REIATED MATTERS
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FORM·D
(JNrtED ~TA~
DEPARTMENT OF THE- IIfrERIOR
Bureau of Reclamation

Contract No.
l4-o6-l00-~88l

Minidoka and Palisades Projects
Idaho
Contract filth
PALISADES WATER USERS, INCORPORATED
OoncerningStorage Oapacity in Palisades Reservoir,
And Related Matters
THIS CONTRAOT, Made this

4th day of

April

1960, pursuant-·

to the Federal Reclams. tion Laws, between THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
-

(hereinafter oalled the United States), acting through the
. Secretary of the Interior, and PALISADES WATER USERS, INCORPORATED (hereinafter called the Oompanr), a oorporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Idaho and having its principal plaoe of business at
Idaho Falls, Idaho,
mNESSETH, That:

2.

WHEREAS, the United States, under the Federal Reolamation Laws,

has heretofore eonstructedand is now operating Jackson Lake, Island Park,
Falls, and
.Ameri~an
..

~ke

Walcott reservoirs, among others, and is now con··

,

st:r;ucting Palisades Dam and Reservoir. Projeot (herein oalled the Palisades
Projeot);

3..

'lHEREA,S, the ,Oompany, desiring to oooperate with the United

States and the various other water users organizations that enter into
like contracts in the water conservation program that will be made

000953-

\

.possi"ble .With the construotiQn of Palisades Reservoir and its operation
in conjlUlCtion with other Federal reservoirs on the Snake River, as herein

proposed, has heretofore made application to contract for the use for its
benefit of storage capacity in Palisades Reservoir; and

4.

1'HERE.AS, the United States and theOompany, serving an upper

valley area, have not heretofore entered into allY' contracts with respect
to storage rights in Federal reservoirs on the Snake River above milner Dam;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutUal and dependent

covenants hereinafter stated, it is hereby. agreed between

~he

parties

hereto as follows:
Definitions

5.

The following terms, wherever used in this contract, shall

have the following respective meanings:
IISecretarY" shall mean the Secretary of the Interior
or his duly authorized representative.
"Federal Reclamation Laws" shall mean the act of
. June 17, 1902 (:32 Stat. ;88) and act~ amendatory thereof
or supplemental thereto, including the act of September :30,
1950 (Public Law

864,

8lst Congress, 2d Session) •
•

t'Advisory Committee" shall mean the committee defined
by article 31 of this contract or its duly authorized
representative.

2

000954

"Irrigation seaso~! ~hall mean a period of each year
beginning April 1 and ending October :31 of that year.
"Storage season" shall mean, with respect to the
reservoir involved, the period beginning October 1 of 'one
year and ending during the next year when, as to the particular reservoir, no more water is available for storage.
"Reservoir system" shall mean the existing and
lzed Federal
,

~eclamation

""j

reservoirs on the

Snake

author~

River and

its tributaries down to and including Lake Walcott.
"Upper valley" shall mean the irrigated areas of the
Snake River Basin that are served by canals diverting from
the Snake River and its tributaries above Amarican Falls
Dam.
"Lower valley" shall mean the irrigated areas of the
Snake River Basin that are served by canals diverting from
the Snake River and ,its tributaries between American Falls
Dam and Milner Damo
"Watermaster" shall mean the officer of the State of
Idaho

~harged

by law with the distribution of Snake River

water in the lower and upper valleys, or such other officer
properly authorized by law and designated by mutual agree~nt

of the Secretary and the Advisory Oommittee.

000955

Prciv'isl.ons1t81at1.ng to,St();r~ge. Ct1,pacity1n
,
" l'alisades :Reservoir "
(ArtiCleS. '6 PtlirbUgh ·U) , '
United,States.toC'onstruct
,'Works
..' .
. -.

. ~ ~.,

'.

'

. ..,. " ,

(~)Within the liiaits

6.

o.t tlie authorization ,therefor,

lJidtESd,~tates is ;o.,OW c():ilStr:tIc:tillg an~
.,...
.

t,he

11$ completearld ,Qpe.~te and

'~''':'.'

• 1hta.;ln
~alisaa$s:Pam
en the snake R1v-er
in the vicinity of I~in,
.
..
. . . .
'"

..\

,','

.~.

:

-;

"

.. , .

. 1;200,000
.'

ac~-teet,
..

and related t~ili:bies"lubstant1all11n ac~ord;'
'

"

&nee
,plJins set 'fol'thin House DocU1llBnt
No. 720,
. 'with the
. .
.
.

{b )~en the dam and raservofrare

re-.a., tor

81st.C~ngress~
.
... -

the storage and

deI1;ve:t1 otwatel'tor irrigation purposes, the Secretary shall '1,0.
~'-~9tJnQe"
.. ' '",

incluc.iing
a. stateJEntef
.
.' .
. , the active capacity that 1Iill be
avs.11able ter hTigation storage.
.~>

Oa~ci~r ~o,beA.!&ilAble to the"C~!Wany
7.; , f~ a1it;hot;lzed dam Will.' prO'it",de a res,enoir with 'an estia~c1

active" st,prage capacity

,of 1,~OOtOOO

ac;re-teet 'a,nd, 'b$;sed on that

, est':fjaat~d capac:'.'!;",' the use and be~itot, t.~aXld one th~,a¢ tour
'.

.

~

. ' i;

.

"

' .. .

.

, '~d fortY-.tlloten
thOU$andths percent (4.~)of thateapaeity
..
'

is;~ll-ooate,d ,he~b1, to
,~tion

season

th$ 69mpanr. ,Beginning, with the' t1rsttJll].

~ter

~ :reacly>tOr'~torage

Unite'd,:,Sta~es ,Will

tb.8' Seetetary. bas annowiced that the reserioir

and_delivery ot water tor frrigatiol'lpur,'P• • •

make a'Vailable' to the Company the stOi'ed1la"r" ac~

iDg'tothat per,centageot the
the liDdtsand on

~'.

terms

act~ve

capac1ty.of that reservoir;, within

and eonattions pr:ovi(1ed in this contract,. That

.,
4

000956

percentage sbSll,so

long, aetha

reservoir has an ,acti:ve capacity Qf

ot activecapaciti.

The latter' figure may, ,ho'ever,beacij~tedrr01il

tille"tot!lIEi by" agre,ement bEitween the Secretin7 and the Adv;LS01709l1l~ . . . . ~.

.•

",v

.

,

.'

';N

.

.',

".

.

.~

o~herthan aboVe ,EJ.tatEid.
,~:oDst;rnmtioi,1,Cbar&! .~~l.tioll

'. (a.) The .Company,sllallpa:r

'8.

'

~.

to thet:J)dted~;tates:
tG:r',:the~e
..
,

.

..

O!""spaQe-.is pl"oviaed
ill art~le '1, $13 theconstr1ict:Lon
Charge. obliga~
..
..
.
.

. . .

'.,

,"

~

,

'.

'sum at tourhunaredf'ort:r';'se'V'en th~~, tive

~ion; the

hW1~cf,~Vel1t,.,

donars ($447,570)',
this being determ1nedatthe rate ot nillSdoUars.'
"
.

,

"

,,,'

,"

"

.:

",

',',

1

,(19.000) 'per aere~toot of capacity and, on the' usumpt10il that the 1'eililburs.'
8.bl~"'constructioa
costs
'...
"'.

ot the P$lisadesProjecttil'ia:lly allocated to
..

. ,'.:

j'~irffi'
ra~Uit1esequa1
or ~xc~ed the
...
.
'

.

"

nUli~d one thousand

QtlS

..

,"'

'sum ot twen:tY'~tbr$emi1iiO.t.o
. "

.

.

hundred dollars (123 ,201 ,,100).

Ir~ th81'$i1abt¢s·.. -

alite "'joint 'taeil:1t:r; cons'trtmtion costs" as tinally determined,are1es.s

1iP.an
'"

twent1~three
I

million two hundred one ,thD:t1Sand one h1l11di'ed 4()1i&n
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

($23,201,lOO):; an,d, as a result,
the amount ()t jOint tacilit1 coats
..
.

.... "':.;

":'

.

a1iQ~tedto ' il'riPt::i.Ol1 ,is less than

," " , . , '

,

~,

.

,

'

the allicn1nt expeoted So to be

,

',',

",1l " '

allOca:f;ed according to the Sectetart' srepOl't of JUl.,. 1, 1949', the

~'Ilntot tbered'lict19n shall be propmi.,between irrigation con-

struction

costs' assig~dt() be repaid by the water uSers and those

}jarina estimated joint fe.c,:llityeotlS,trUction costs.;, 121,724,MlO
'"ere a:uocat:~dto Ur.~..t1on un..aer, ,the' 'l'9port, $.pprowd.and. '
'~a,dopt$d

QOllg,.}.,

b,. tl:J.e '.~cretar1' on Jultl, 1949 '{H. Doc.' N'o.72(J, eist
'.,

,

,,'

000957

~~Si~ned

of

for repayment

trOm.- p,9wer

revenues, ,Oli, 'the pas~s of theam~ts

es,~ilnatedirr!gationcoIUltructl'~~

costs IJO

as~igned

in

theSecretaryt~

repo:r:t
of
JulY. t, 1949. The a1JlO~tot
reductiQi:I.,1f
anY' ,when c1et.ermned
- .
'.
..
:

,_

..

'

'"

.

."

by the Secretary, shall be distribu,Wd eqUa,ll,.as a credit against the

~ -

•.

..,

',.,

.:.

.

.

co~trUction charge'obl4.ga~ion

cated
... -

I

'

..

.

of all space, t~e, costs of Whiep. a.re, a1!t~

to' irrigationo
The tOt$l aDiount otcredit and theporll(r1Il
therElof '
.
.
.
.

'.;~

"

to: Which the ~9mpant f~ sn.t!tled shall be announced in writing b,.tlie;:';
Secl'et8.17 prompti,.S£ter f~loonst:ruc:bi.on ¢osts aregete~d, and the
,,:.

_.

anoca~ions t~reot

.

,

'

are madeo

' .

In no e"ant,

,i

however,s~U

' . ' -.• f

such as to reduce the Compall1'S total cOIl$truction oharge obligation

~

to

less than three hundred $ight,.""five thousand four b.undred, seven <io~

anaritt,. cents

.

tl1.e creditbe'

..

(.38;,40'1050)', this ~'ing at the rate of seve~dQlla~

andsevent,.-f'iVe cents (.7 .. 7;)peracre~f'oot of capacity as u.n.t1all1
'stated in article 70
(b) The oonstruction charge obligation under this, art1Cle shall
,

"

be~l'aidb1 the d,omPany- to t~e ttn1ted St.tes

in. f;drtt ~:40}Sl1Oeessive

annual instalments to be as nearly eqt18las
.is practloa'ble.ThedUS'
.
,.
"",

date of theili1tial instalment, establ1s,l,lediilrel8.tion to the date,
announced b,..the Seoretary as the date that the dam is substantiaU,.
i

oOlllplete and read1 f'tt'lltbrap, will be as tollows:
.

'

(i)' if , on the .'
. .
.

annoaneed date,the prc1v~stons ot (d) of article 21 al'8 still
i

ill effeot.

the. first inStalment
shall be paya'ble
on o'r before Ds¢ember 11 of' the
.
"
thitd I f"ull calendar lyear atter that date, ~he proj"c~forrepa;v'J!lSnt :pID.',

poses b$ing treated as incomplete duringthef!Lr$t
two y$ar~; and Cli)
,
,
if' ,on the announced date, the previsie. at, (d) of artiole 21 are, no

6
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lODger in.. ettect, the f1rst1nstalment sha,ll be patable OD()r betore"
-'",'.

"

.December )lot

'event. 'there
.....

~

.

~-

is, un~er' the operation ot '(a)
'ot this ~lcle,
. ,:.

.

I~ the'

the firsttW..l calendar year atterthatdate.
. . ,::

a '.4\10(1011

in the Company:Ds 'total oblipt1on atter the p&71JISnt ef' 'inSt.~nt. ,h&s
-.·yo.

.....••.

"

.

,

"

'

staried, ,the amo1Ultof credit ava14blesball be ~~st:rib¢ed e,",nl1 over
, theremil1ing ilriacerued instalments as of the tima the,a.mo'Ulltof the'
crehHt is announced ..
Operation
,and Maintenance Obligation
-'.'"Palisades
.
'. . ..
.
~'

9..

.

'

'..

"

",

.

",

~'

. '.

.', ~'.

.:.

,

~he Company, begi~ng Q provic1.ed in ~b) of this, arile1e

{a)

and contini.ting, during the period of 'oPeration and maintenance' of

'the

PaUsades
Damatld Reservoir by the United States, shall pay to the Uhited
,.

.~

S~~tes
".

in

ad~c.e tour and tourteen one hundredths percent
,

'the 'casts of operating ~d maintaining that

(4.14%)..",ot
..:. ;';

dam. and reserv'oi.,r,lnclucU.ng

costs may be incUl'l'$d in t,he
delivery of water therefrom, which
whatever
.
.

'.

are apportioila'ble 'ta the irrigation storage rights therein.. There shall
be'dEitermizie,d from time ,to time by the Secl'etary, atter, consultation with

tlle Advisory

C~)]nmittee,

the baSis' for

di~tribut1ngamongthe 'V'~iouS" ~

posEfSWhich 1)1l.8.\'1 are t,o be served by the dam a.n4; rese~oir the .costs of

Dpen:ti~n and maintenance thereotand the basis for, ."signing ~hosecios~s
'fOr repaynsnt~

In determining the total costs annUally apportioned

'ttl)'

the '~riga.tion ,stora.gerights there,shtll be deducted from the' tOtal'"
ammal 'cost

ot

operation and maintenaneeot 'the dam andreservo1r, (t1ose~

aosts whiah are determined to be properly chargeable to other purpC)ses
sel"V'ed by thereservo1r and for iWhich other provisioli for ~payment,in

7
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- whole or in part, - is JIllde pur$uant- to law.. . The costs apportionable to
the irrigation storage right~ shall be distributed annually to all
.

"

.

-

,

st,oragespacethat is made available tor irrigation purposes..

..'

(b) - BegiDniDg with Jarmal7' 1 ofthEi ,sarin which
the use
-

and

be~rit

of _Palisades space is first available to the Oompany- as

provided in article 7, p,-1JEntof the Oompanyls share or Palisades Dam
and Resenoilo .operation and maintenance costs shall be made for each.
calini.dar 'year on the basis of -annual estimates by

the_Secreta~o

The

notice of these annual estimates, hereinafter:referred- to as the operation and mintenanee charge notice, shall contain a statement .ot the
estimated cost of operatlofi and maintenance of the =dam

and reservoir

'be 1ncurred in the calendar year involved and the a1l1OUnt-

sha~ of'those estimated costs..

to

ot the. C9mpany ' s

The operation and -iDaintenance charge _

notice shall be furnished totheOompany on or betore!.ebruary 1 or the
calendar year forwhieh the

9cimP8iny, a prelindnary

noti~e

is issued, 'but, 'when requested by the

~stimate 's~l.l. be given at such earlier date as

is agre-ed. on .in writing" The Oompaq allall pay the amount stated in
the notice. on or before April 1 of the year for which it is issued or
such other date as naY' be agreed on in writingo
"(c) Whenever, in the opinion of the S.ecretary, tuilds so
.advaru:ed will be lnadaquate to meet the OOJilpanyl s sha.re -ot· the costs of
operating and maintaining the dam and reservoir, he may give a supple ..
mental operation and' ma~itenance charge notice, stating therein the
amount ·of the ,Company's share of the additional funds required, and the

8
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)

GompaD1 shall advance that addit;01,l8.1 aoout on or betore the da,te
tied in the supplemental notice.

spe~i

It funds advanced by the Qempanr under

this article exceed the Companr's share of the actual costs of eperatioD
and maintenance of the

~

and reservoir tor the year tor which advanced,

the surplus shall be credited on the Operation and maiJ1tenance charge to
becona due tor succeeding years.
Nature and Enent ot Palisades Storage Right
10.

(a)

B.eginning with the storage season indicated in. article 7,

the Oompany shall be entitled to have the following storage rights in
hlisades Reservoir:
(1)

The right to have stored ta its credit during ~.
atoragesellson, four and ana thousand four hundred
forty-two ten thousandths percent (4.1442%) ot all
water stored in Palisades Reservoir during

tha~

season under the Palisades storage right.
(2)

The right to have held over trom one irrigation
seasan to the next, stored water to which it is
entitled.

9
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The total amount of stored water to the C~Dlpany' ei credit at ~ time
shall not,however;, exceed the total amoUnt of space in the reservoir
aVai:table tathe Compall1 und,er this contract, and the ~omp~,'sstor~
age rights'
in Palisades Reservoir are hereby made subject to the prO:;"
,
,'"

visions of J~) of this article.
(b), Stored .water available under the rights in Palisades
_~esei'Voir oreated by this contract shall be available" foi-delivery to

the

,C~mpanl'

during any irrigation season within these limitations,:,

(I) ExCept in cases of emergency, deliveries shall be
liln1tedto periods when the Companyls natural flow
righte1 are not sufficient to met
- irrigation water requirements
(2)

theC~mpany's

0

Deliveries shall be limited at all1 time to the
aiIlOTJnt which can be delivered by means of the
proportionate share of the outlet capaComPany's
,
,

ot

cit'y\, ta.king into account the requirement

'

pass-

ing throUgh the reservoir water belongiM to priOr
Tights and the physical limitations of the exist:

iug outlet workso
(c)
'.'

Under
the provisions of the act of September
)0, 1950,
.
..
.

the active capaCitY' of Palisades Reservoir will
be u$~d jointly for
.
.~

:

~.

.'

irrigation and flood control storage in accordance with the operating
plan set forth in House DoCument No. 720, Slst ,CC)ngress, and attached
hereto as .~~bit ,A,' as that plan is implemented by rilles and
tions'

iss~d

pUrsuant to section 7

of the

re~

act of, December 22, 19.44

10
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(sa

~~t.·890) ~All the ,Company's storage rlgp.ts are '"subject to the

OpE!ration or 'the reservoir in accordance with this subartiche
eventPallsades,li~se"oir

rails to fill

duri~

0

I~ the

anr storage season by

reason of such tlood control o:perati9nB '- the 8lllount of shor1;age so
attributable shall be" pl-orated-:equa-ll,.-'-over--a-ll spaceallooated to
storage of' water for irrigation, mumcipal, or 9ther miscellai'leous
.'

"

~

\"

purPoses and shall b$ charged against all storeq. water including that,

if anr, can'ied over from prior irrigation seas,ns

0

Saving of.~nter'.~ter; Special S~orage~igh~
ll. ,(a)' Beginning with the date announcea by the Secretary ~sth,

time when ,Palisades Reservoir will be ready for operation as provided
in article

6, certain water users organizations have oontracted with the

United States to
"

~,

for a period of 150 ,cons,cutlve
days during the
,
'

period from November 1 through April .30 of each storage season, no dive:r~ion

of we. t~r from the Snake River or any of its tributarl.es by means of

its existing diversion works or by anr other means
(b)

0

:L'he total savings of water during each storage season as

t4e'result of' curtailment of winter diversions by the 'water users organizatioll$ di~rting from the S,nake R~ver Who have contracted with the United
(

,

, States to oUrtai1 or cease diversions is agreed to be lQ,OOO acre,..feet,
of which

lj'5,OOo

acre-feet are

at;t.~ibutable

to ov.rtailments by those

diverting above AJDerican F~ls Dam and 8,000 a~re-feet below that pointo
,Thf;l C.9mpany,' no~partllking in the Winter w~ter savings program, shall be

entitled
to no storage in Palisades Reservoir by reason of the program
,
"

set out in this article

0

11
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(0)

The right to store water pursuant to this article shall

be prior in tine over the storage rights held by the United states for
Ame~ioan

Falls Reservoir (the latter having a .priarity dated. March 30,

1921), or any storage
~ha~

righ~s

held by the United States or the Companr

are junior to the American Falls J:"ights o~he Company hereby eon,.;

sentsto the granting of spec:l.al storage rights with a 11ke priority
to allwatar users organi_tionsand all water users who, direct;t.y or
indirectly, contract to curtail storage season diversions substant1&llyas provided in (a) of this article Within these maxima as to
total special. storage rights:
(1)

For water users organisations and water users
diver.ting above American Falls Dam -

135,000

acre-feet.
(~)Forwater
diverti~g

~am

-

users organisations and water USers
between American Falls Dam and Milner

~.,OOO.a.cre-feet, exal~ive

of the special

. storage rightfJ descJ:"ibed in (d) of this article
(d)
~ide

The C9mpany also hereby consents to permitting the .North

·Oanal Company,

eit~er

0

~~ted

and the Twin Falls Canal Company to store J in

American Falls or Pr;l.lisades Reservoir, during the months of November

through March of any storage season under a priority like that provided
in. (c) above, water that would otherwise accrue to them within these
rights:

12
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The rir,hts qf the North ~ide O~nal OompaD1,. L~miteJd
and of the 'Twin Falls
atl!1lner Dam f'or

~anal

~omelati6

respeotiv~ly,

OOUlpany-,

and livestock useS

to divert

d~i:r;tg

those

months as follows:
·North-Side Canal CompaD1,
~iinited ••
fi • • • •~ . . . . . .
0 '.

Twin .Fal11;1 Canal

0.0.0000.

.c~mpany- o.

00 0

o.

126,000 aore-feet
150,000 aore-feet

within this limitation:
If', taking aooount of allstor&ple water
whether stored or not, Palisades and. A~rioan
Falls

~servoirs

s~ason,
~eason

fail to fill during any storage

any water diverted during that storage

by the NorthSide

O~nal

O.9mpal11, Limited

in eXC)e·ss of 126,000 aore-feet (blit not to exceed
,1;1e amount of deticienoyin fill), and bY' the
f

"

•

·Twin Falls Canal C.ompaD1 in excess of 1;0,000
aore-feet (})ut not to eXc~ed the amo1.Ult of
defioienoy in fill), will be oharged as of the
end of that storage season against the allotlIl9nt of American Falls storage to these respeotive

c6~anieso

This limttation in the oase of the North Side Canal

C~mpan1'

·Limited shall 'beoome operative trom the date Palisades :aeserysir is ready for operation, but in the. case of the Twin Falls
Canal CompaD1 need not be made opel,"a tiva until thefirs.t year
in which that company exeroises the speoial storage prOVision
to which consent is here given.
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. Provisions Relating toE:lCc~nge and Red$fillition of
:Ensting !Jlierican F~s' and Jackson Lake storage
'. tU.;ghts; 'inter Power Op6'rationS at' t.he., P4ih!doka
, "..
. ." "~ 'Powe:rplant .
(J;riic1es·12thr6.ilgh 13)
Oonsent .to :AJlBricanFalls-JacksonLake :Exchange and
Rede.rittitionor:StoragcfRights· .

•••••

,

. '

•

q

12 •. Certain·upper valleywater users organizations owning storage
rights in .~merican Falls ~se1'Voir have agreed or will agree in connec~~?nWi~h'theacquisition of P~li.sa4es R~servoir rights to accept in

eJtchange tor· a portion ot their American F~lls rights certain storage
ri~hts in·Jack$~n Lake Besel"V'oir below elevation 6752 teet above sea

leVel (U.S.GllS. datum), the provisions tor suoh exchange being .subs1;ant~l~ras

set. out in the revised (iocttmslnt entitled "BasioProvisionB I~(i()r

porate'd
or tobeJ;tiCorporated
in Contractslfith Upper .Valley and .LoWer
.
..
,..
.

'.,

,"

Vallet
later Users Organizations to .Govern
the Permanent Exchange of
.,:

"

.'

.','

Certain American ..Falls and Jackson Lake Storage .Rights." , attached hereto
"

,"

,"

.

,

"

asEXhipit
,B,and
these and other water users organizations have agreed
.
..
~'.

or,wil;Lagreeto
permit the United States
to. operate all space in
,-,
.
".
""

..

.

Jackson -,...
Lake ·Reservoir
,"

()D
'."

a holdover basis

0

The 09mpanyhereby
consen.ts
..

,to stich 'exchange 2lnd to such holdover operating arrangements ..
• ~llterPower Operation; Minidoka
;1:3.

(a)

~~werylant

The Uxi!ted St.ates, in its operation of Ameri~an Falls

and Minidoka dams :during the storage season of each year is required
to pass through enough water to satistyexisting diversion rights in
thest~tchot

river down to and including Milner Dam and certain

powerrigbts below }l,i;l;ner ·Dam, and has the privilege under an

e~sting

000966

, decree'to u$e at Minidoka Dam 2,700 cubic feet per second of water for
the'development' of power. 'lh1le the United ,states must operate the
American .Falls and Minidoka dams so as not to interfere with these third,

.

' : . '

/",

party rights, it, will be the objective of the United S~ates in the operation of both 'its ADlerican,'Falls and Minidoka powerplants to curta.il the
l'$:tease of additional water

:f'rom~meriean

Falls Reservoir for power

production at those powerplants during the storage season of aD1 year
Wheheveroperation of those powerplants to the full extent of their
respeotive' water rights for power produQtion would result in loss of irrigs,tion water otherwise storable in the reservoir system. .. A~cordingl.y',
except as it is' determined by the Secretary that additional. water may J:>e
passed through:,American Falls and Minidoka clams without the loss of water
that cou,ld be stored for irrigation in the reservoir syStem, the United
,.

States
.".
-,will,
~

d~iDg

.each storage season
beginning October 1, 1952, and
.
.

contizm.ing so long as the prOVisions of (0) of this article remain operative, limit the release of water through those clams as follows:
To the amount of water required to provide flows
be10w Mi!d<laka l)~.m .sllf'fioient to I1Set existing divers~on

::ights !n the reach of the river through Milner Dam and
the power rights ,,-squired to be recognized

~er

the pro-

visions of the contract of June 15, 1923, between the
United States and the Idaho,
PowerCompanr (Symbol
and
,
.
".".

.

.

No. 111'-733)', as those diversion and power rights may be

modified from time to time

0
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To

the 'extent that it is practioableto do so, the ,Advisory, OoJimlittee

will be illf.'ormed in advance of anr plans for the rele.ase of water in
e:m~ss(,f the foregoing 11mitations; and that Oomm1ttee
will be fur ..
.'
'"

nished written reports as of the olose of the storage season of eaoh
year, showing, among other .th!ngs, the release s actually. mad~ and the
minimum' releases

req~redto

be made.

qurtailmSnt of releases as p~ovided in (a) of this

(b)

artiole"will result· in there being, in
V'

~

SOllB

years, additi.onal water

•

aVaiiable for storage for irrigation purposes in Amerioan Falls,
I~~and

."!

.l'al"k, and Palisades reservoirs. -In any storage season when

the'sereserir6irs fail to fill, the saved water attriblltable to suoh
be oredited, :first, to -Island
Park Reservoir
to the
ourta:tlJDrintshall
....
.
.
"

~

extent of 45,000 acre-feet without regard to the priority of the
storage, pe3;'1l1its held for. that reservoir, and thereafter to American
".

I"

.

.. . "

l'.'ans!~siand

Park, .and ~lisades reservoirs in the order

ot priority

of tb~i±- respeotive storage perDd;ts, the orediting to Island
Park
....
,~eS'ervoir and to ariT storage right in any other reservoir (except the
l.<:>j~r ~val:Ley

exohanged space in ,:':merioan .Falls R~ servoir) , 'be,ing.· oontin-

gent on 'the owners' of these rights obligating themselves for

their~hare

of''''lheannual paymants for power replaoement in keeping with the provis16btr of (e) of this artiole.
(0)

For the purposes of this contract and without relin-

quishm,nt of any part of the pOWe,r rights herein described., it is
assumed that but for

~urtailmSnt

of operations as provided in (a) of

16
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thfij, e.rilcle, un! ts 1 through 6· of the M.inidom powerplant would
operateddurirlg the storage season of each

yea~

be

to the maximum extent

p~~ticable within the limits of th~ power rigllts ,1jllerefor (2,700
secoJ1d~:teet

as decreed by the District OJ)urt of the Fourth Judicial

District of Idaho
on June 20, 1913, in the case of Twin. Falls Canal
.. -

.~

-',

"

O.ompe.n:r
''''",'

._ •. ~." _'" .".

_

v.
,_

".

"'

":'

...

0.h8.r1e6 .N. Foster
etal.)
and that in consequenceot
.J..
........ .
. .; -,
":n '"

• .....

. .... ".

.

opei'ratious under this article there may.be losses in the production
of power 'and energy at that'plant. To offset such losses, the United
.

~

States. will,as nearly concurrently
as practicable, make replacement
.
.

' .
I

'by the (1e11"ery of :p01ler and energy· into the Minidoka pOWer system
a~thE!.~nidoka powerplant tt~lil other interconnected l"ederal power-

plaiit:if"peirl$
operated UIlder tpe
Federal Reclamation Laws.P~yu.ant
for
,
.'
_.
,
- ."
. ' , "

.

sUbJi'
and energy- sllall be made by the
Company
and all
...... replaeenentpow.r
.....
'\.
.
,
ot~er ~ont~ctors
s,a!i:n.~

having reservoir rights benefiting from the water

resulting from operat~ons under the provisions of (a) of this

arttale in annual a1Jloup,ts determi1l9d as follows:
.

'.,'"

"

, . (i) .,- Prior
to the
date when either
the American
Falls
", f'
;"
:.:
'.
.
.

.

. powerplant or

~lisades

dam powerplant is. fi:r;'st,

~n

. $Eilrvice, the payment tor any year shall be the
product, iJl dollars ,0£ the then controlling :'average annual replacement reqUirement, in kilowatt-hours,
'tines fourmUls '.0.004).

':fU.} ~eginning with the date when either the American
,

"

Falls powerplant
or Palil;lades
dam powerplantis
.
I,·
.

.'

first in service, th$ pa~nt for any year shall

17
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1;>e the prQduot, ,in 0,011ars, of the then,Q()~tro~

l;tng average animal rep#Loemen~reqUirement" in
kilowatt~hours,

times the price per kl.lowatt...hour,

tigured at 100 percent load factor, under the
then eJdsting rate scbedUle for the sale ot firm
~r,

and energy from the plantar plants

invQlved.

Xn . determining replacement requ1reJilents under this article, no account
fa 11:).tended to, be taken, b:r wa:r ot oftset 'or otherwise, of the effect

of

a~

reservoir s;rstem storage operations on the seventh unit of the

Milddoka pO'Werplant.
(d)

The replaoement requirements for the ;rear ending

, September )0, 1953, shall be 5,699 ,0OOkilowatt-ho'lirS, being the average annual replaoement requirement for, the period beginning
,Octoberl~
..
'.
.

1931, and ending S,eptember 30, ],951. The average annual replacement
"

reqUirement under either (i), or (ii) ,01', (c) above for the :rear ending
,

"

SEJptember
30, 1954, ,sha]'l be the
".,'
. ' ,

a~rage

of the annual replacement
".

requirements
for each year of the 20"'year
pe.riod "ending September 30,
"..
.
...

,

,

l.CJ5:3, and for each 12-month period after September , 30, 1954, shall be
the average of the ann"tlal replaoement requireme,nts ,of each :rear of
the 2o-yearperiod ending on .:S~ptember 30 of the prior year.

I~

deriving this average there shall be, used, as annual net power

produc~

tion Hisses for each yea.r, the annual figures for the :rears thrOUgh
Sept9niber 30, 1951, as shown in'lable 1 of' the doeUJDSnt ent.itled

18
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,~nd ,Method
,,"Criteria
,"

for ,Determination of Oert$in MiDiidoka Powerplant

,,

"

Production Losses From
Restrictions on
...
."."

'!:/'

U~e,of

Water Rights", and for

'"

eaehyear thereafter, a net power produotion," los~

calcula:t~'d

on the

basis of the oomparison of (1) the total energy that could have been
produced by unit:s 1

t~ough

I

6 of,the Minidoka powerplant based on
'

the
Minidoka' gagj.ng
. 'waterflows actually recorded at the U.S.G.Se
. ..
.

st!'tion ,(~ereibarter called the Minidoka gage), corrected as herein::
after provided, and (2) the energy which theoretically could

hiVe

been generated.at those units with the flows at the Minidoka gage without

~

curtailment in winter power operation as provided in this article

and emlus,i'Ve of irrigation storage releases o

USing conclusionS reached

as to flows and heads, the power loss calculations ~ill be made' 'by
utilizlngthe power production curves shown in dra,1hg No o 17-100.. 139
incorpQrated by reference in the dOCument identified above, but increases
in -energr in any year by reason of taking Ansrican
Falls storage into
.
'-

.'".

ae~unt ,as provided in subparagraph, (iii,) . of this stibartic;I.e (?-) shall

be, accounte,d

for as compensatingoffs,et up to but not exceeding

losses
accruing in that
.

~ar

e~rgy

bY' reason of cUl'ta:t.lJDI:tntin
power ,opera..
~

tiona under this',articleo

l>,uplicate originals of this docu.mant shall be filed with tl;le
_termaster ot District No. 36, tbe officer of the United States
in charge of the' Minidoka Project, and' the BurleY' Irrigation
District.
"
'
"
,
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\

Tocor:rect flows 1l:tlder (1) above, all storage releases except
!mericanF~lls
,.

shall be excluded and the measure of American Falls storage
.,.

,

passing the Minidoka gage shall be the il'lCreaf!e in storage at that gage
over :t;hatcomputed at the Blackfoot gaging station as shown' in the annual
1'&pol"tentit,led ~Water Distribution and H7dromet~ic W~rk~'~istrict 36,
~~ke

River, Ip.ahott , the latter .further corrected for

any'~rican!,alls

storage thatma.r have been present bY' reason ofhavlng"'been "stored teDipo•

•....1;

rarily upstream and that por.tion of .Palisades storage which Was diver.ted
.

.

'

above the Minidoka gage.

In meaf!uring American Falls storage, it shall
.

""

be assumed that storage is released from downstream reservoirs first;.

The flow at 'the Minidoka gage w:j.'
thoutstorage
shall be" taken to be the
, . ,

.

.

...

normal flow at that gage as show~ by that same report.·' In ~termining
water flows, with and Without cUrtailment of power operations, as provided
by"this article, the.se

ass~tions

shall be used with respect to unitsl

through 6 'of the Minidoka powe'rpJAnt,:
(i)

There is arightfol' power produption to mS.intain~·
a flow of 2,700 second-feet a~linidoka Dam dtirini
the storage sea~on of each ;yea,r iD. accordance with
the decree entered June 20, 1913, sUPra' 1£ that
flOW, disregarding the storage
of saved water in
.
~

.

~

the reservoir system under the prOVisions of this
article, would be available at Jinidoka
Dam.
,

(ii)

There is a right to use, within the hydraulic capacity of these units, whatever natural flow passes
Minidoka Damdtiring each irrigation season.
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i=
..,

,,(,

... )

"J.J.J..

AlthOUgh there is no right to ha:ve water stored
under American Falls Reservoir rights released for
power' produetion, during the period tbat .such stQl",

"

age is being released for irrigation there will be
more energy produced by these ~tsthan is attributable to the naturalilow, rights therefor, w~(lh
shall be taken into account as a compenesating ofrset as provided ~~ove in this subarticle (d) 0
~,o,

determine controlling power heads, the effective power head for any

period shall be derived on the basis ot recorded rorebay and' tailwater
elevations for that period.
The foregoing criteria for determinations or annual net power
production losses may be changed from time to time but only it the changes
are made in writillg with the approval of theS~cretary, the AdviSOry
,o.~ ttee, and the boards of dire,ctors of both the Burley and Minidoka

irrigation districts,. Determinations
as to net power produ.c'tion
10$ses
..
....., . . "
.
.

~

tor'eacb
.year and the average
annUal
replacement·
requirement 'under this
.'
,"
".
'..
.,

.""~'

-

article sballbe made by a colmnittee of three comprising the ',state water~
master of ,District
No.. 36,' a representatiire to be selected
.
- jointly bY.
,

theB:arley and Jiinidoka irrigation districts a.nd the NorthSide
Qanal
..
.'

C!JinPaIiy, li'imited, and the officer of the United
~il'4doka

~tates

'"

in.

project, but, should that committee fail to make

,

c~r~

a

..

of the

de termina-

tion: for any Year by January 1 of the ye~ for which the determination
is required,

~t

may

be

made by the. Seoretary.
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(e)

The ann.,l paYlJlSnt dete1'lllined as provide'a in this article

$ha11 be .
appo~tioned among the benefiting reservoi~ asf()llows:
'

(i)
.,

.

\

prior to the first full storage season during whichPalis.ades Reservoir
is in operation; eighty--eight percent (88%) to American Fall~ Reservoir

.'

.

and twelve percent (i2%.) to lslahd Park Reservoir; and (ii)beginm,Dg
with the first full storage season of Palisades operation,

~eventY--!3,1ght

percent ('78%) to American Falls, twelve percent (12%) to Island Park,
.

','

'0.

and tert percent (10%) to Palisades.. The amount apportioned to each reser:

l

. .

•.

voir shall be. aocounted for as part of the operation and mairttenance costs
for. which provisions for. payment for the Oompany-'s
share is made else.
'"

,

Where- in tbis· contracto The amount apportioned to American Falls
Reser.
vo~

shall be distributed equally- over all space availa151e for irriga.tion

storage, excluding the lower valley exchanged space but inoluding in lieu
. thereof the upper valley- exchanged space in Jaokson,Lake Reservoir ..
(t)I£ the oW'ners of· any storage rights to benefit froin the

operation of this article fail to obligate themselves for their share
of the- annual payments for powerreplaoement hereunder, the saved water

ereditable to suoh
th~reto

ri~hts

and the power replacement oosts chargeable

shall be redi$tributed aooording to a formula to be agreed on

in writing between the Advisory. ~ommittee and the Secretary-.. Suoh
formul~

shall, however, be as Ijearly- consistent as practicable with the

formula that would control but for suoh redistribution ..
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Provisions of Generallpplieation to All
"Rights Established oltDefinad by Thiel
, , "",Contract'
,

Temporari Storage and EiClu;i.nge of Water; Release of Jackson
, ' , , take'and Palisades "Water tor"Power-Productio,n

14.. (a) It is the PUX"llfose of the Un1tedStates
andthewatar
users
,' .

.

.

":

...... ,.

having storage rights in the reservoir system (ineluding ~lie ,Company)

to have the reservoir system so operated as to effect the greatest
p~cticable
.. M.

.M.

."... •

.

conservation of water.
.

..

In keeping with this purpose, the
~

endeavor will beta hold stored water in reservoir system space that
is
farthest upstream. ,Water
in storage in any of the reservoirs of the
.- ..
.'
'

-'~",

~r~~~m ~yj however, when the watermaster and the AdvisoryCommi:biiee

dete::nd~

this to ,be in the interest of water conservation, be held tempb-

ra~ily

unoC~ied

the

in

CC)~a~1

space in atll 'other, reser'V'oir in the system..

,A;~d

hereby ooilsents to the DJaking, with the approval of the water-

master, of annual exehanges of stored water among the various reservoir&;!
of th~ sy~tell1.

rio s~h teI!ipt;>rary h.olding of water or such annual exc1:laD.ges

shall" ,howeVer, deprive any entd.ty of water accruing te? spaee held for its

benet-it.
During
any storage season, the United States, after consul,
"

tationwith the Advisory
O()mmi1ttee may release stored water from Palisades
. . ' .
.
ReserVoir for the ~intenance of power produ,ction at Palisades dam power~
.
"

.

:

;

plant and may store such water in American Falls Reservoir..

~hS

release

of such water will be' confined, however, in storage seasons when it appears
that AmerioanFalls,
PaliSades, and JackSon
I4ke
reservoirs will fa.il. to
,
..
_.,.
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fill, to water required for the

mai~tenanee

of a minimum firm power p:r.o-

cluctiOn (estimated 'to be about 11,000,000 ldlowatt ...hours per month at
an average production of 1;,000 k:iiowatts) and which can be stored in
American

F~lls

Reservoir; and no such release shall be made that will pre-

clude the later delivery of water, by exchange or otherwise, to the upper
valley entit$.es elltitled thereto.
Rental of ,'ater; Sale of,Space
1; ",(a)' The COJ!IPany may, rent stored water whieh has accfrue d t.O

its credit in any reservoir ot the system, but such rentals shall. be
for only one year at a time and at rates to be approved in advance by
the Secretary and
','

the AdviSOry
Oommittee.Rates shall not exceed'the
.
'

an.ntl8.1castsunder the C~mpan!:ls obligations to the United States which
are properly apportionable to such water, plus an amount sufticient to
cover other annual costs of the, company Which are properly app,ortionable
thereto.
,(~)

"

No sale ot storagerlghts in the reservoir system, created

or 'defined by this contract, shall be made ex¢ept on:$erms and coJl(1itiona
appr~d

bY' the, Secretary.
PointsotDeliverrof .ater; JIleasuremant and Losses

16.

(a.)

Stored water to whicll the Company is entitlea Ulld8r this

contract w,i11 be delivered and measured at the outlets of the reservoir
in:whi~hthe water is aetually stored, without regard to wbSther "it is

water aecruing to storage rights in that reservoir. The Gompamy will
bear

all losses

chargeable to such" water between the outlets of the,

delivering reservoir and the Oompanyis points of diversion

24

trom the

river.

000976

(b)-In addition to other specific provisions as to the distribution of losses chargeable to stored water, there shall be ohar.d
against stored water held under this contract to the ored11i of the
.C~o~~ in anr reservoir of the system at the end of anr~rrigationseasOtl

o~ and OiIe....half percent -<1~) t·o offset evaporation losseso
•

•

•

.

I'

•

Such charge
•

.eMIl be made as of not later tlian the' end of the ensuing storage seasono
.Ordering . of Water .
'17 •. (a) . The ordering 6f stored water shall be effected by the
Cp~any

by notifying the watermaster, giving notice a reasonable period in

advance, of the amount of water, Within the limits of its water entitlements, to be diverted during each day

or

the irrigation seasono The

watermaster will be respol'lSible for determining from day to day the amount
of stored. water required to be released from the various reserVoirs'of the
system, to comply w.ith the require.nts of the Companr and all other entities

anI:

entitled to the deliverY of stored water

in response to orders from

thewatermastero The watermaster shaU be responsible for determining

what . portion. of the Comp&.n1' S diversions is chargeable to stored water
..

.

I

"

.

.

·

.

being held in the reservoir system for the

.C~mpany,

and diversions by the

. . q,omPany in excess of entitlements sha.ll be charged against stored water
subsequeXltly accruing to the Compall1's credit under this contract or any
other contract with respect to- storage in the reservoir systemo
~b}

Actions by the watermaster under the provisions of this

. article shall be as agent of the. Company

25

0

C,omplainta
Regarding
WaterSupplr
., ,
....
. .

..

..",",

. ".

"

,"

,~'"

.

IS.The United States and its officers, agents and employees in

charge of reservoirs in the reservoir system and thewatermaster will
~~~ _'~~~ir best efforts and 'b$st judgment to deliver tq' the qompany its

proportionate share of tlie water to which it is entitled, under this
contract. . shOuld the Company
feel aggrieved because of an alleged
,
.'

.

."~'

'.

.,'

mistake or inaccuracy in the delivery of water or in the division of
"

~."'

~

stored -water among the parties ent1tled to such water from therest;l;rvoir
system, the, CCjmpany ShalliJilmediately
~~euracy

such alleged mistake or

to the watermaster and to the official of the

in' charge of the reservoir' involvedo
a:~)1npan.r.'

repo~

UnitedS~ates"

If the watermaster finds that the

s proportionate she.re of stored water is not being delivered,

he will correct the error as early as possibleo

No liability, however,

shall aecrue against the ,United States, its offioers, agents or employees,
or the watermaster for damage, direct or indirect, 'arising by reason ot
shortages in the quantity- of water available through the reservoir system
by-reason of drought, inaccuracy in distribution, hostile diversions by
,third parties, prior or superior cla.j.m$, accident to or failureot the
facilities comprising the reservoir system, whether or not attributable to
negligence of offieers, agents or employees of the United Syates, or other
similar CaUseS of Whatsoever kindo
to the United

S~a.tes

Nor shall the, COllq)any's obligations

under this contract be reduced by- reason of such,

shorta.ges or interruptionBo
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Payment· diCosts in ,Delivery and Distribution or Stored Water

19.

(a)

The p~mpany shall pay, in addit.ion to its proportio~te

or

sha;re"'ot" the oosts
p~?yided· under

as

operatioh and maintenance ot the Palisades Rese;-voir

article 90t this contract, its proportionate share 9t

all. costs ot the delivery and dil3tr1bution ot water beyond the outlet
works of the delivering reservoirs

0

.

These costs shall include, with respeot

to costs"": incurred by the United States, all costs and expense ot whatso'.

,

ever nature. or Id.nd in conneotion with, growing out ot, or restllting trom
the d!$triblition of stored water, the proteotion ot stored water between -.'
the ,!8se~oir and the. points ot diversion trom the river including the
prevention of diversion at such water by parties not entitled theretoo
1IP.atever
"'costs of this oharacter are inourred by the United States shall
.
'

,,~,

.

~.

be distributed among the Company and all others on. whose behalt such costs
.

",

•

'"'

II .
•

have been incurred on the basis that the operation and ma.intenanee cOsts
of the reservoir trom Which the water was delivered are distributed

the'various rlghtso

a:n:rong

Unless otherwise agreed in Writing by the Secretary

and the Adviei'ory Committee ,such costs shall be paid B.l'ln'U.&lly and tor
-'

:,., •...

• "!.

billing purposes shall be included as part ot the operation and mainte-

nance costs under article 9 ot this
(b)
theQo~ts

. otwfter
.,:

oo~traoto

The Oompany shall also pay its proportionate share ot

incurred by the watermaster in thedellvery and
~n

. . I'

distrib~i4.Qn

aoc.ordanoe with the provisions ot article 17 to the extent

that those represent costs incurred other than by the activities ot the
United~ta.tes

in the delivery and distribution ot watero The oosts will

be apportioned and paid in aocordance with the provisions of the laws

the State of ldaho o
27

ot

C.0!putatioD.

or

Costs

20. The costs which enter :1nto the cost of
nal1C~

oper~tion

and mainte-

of the various :reaervoirsand the cQsts of delivery and

clistr~bution

of· water·, portions of Which costa are to be paid by the OOl\1Pan)",shall
_,,'

.

."

I

e~~. ali expenditures of whatsoever kind in reJ.ation to the £unction
tor~~~htheCharge is maQe, inCluding, but without limitation by

reason
...... .. otthi$ etrllmeration, cost of
,

SUl"V8l'8

,...

and investigations, labor,
.

superintenden~,

property, material and equip.nt, engineering, legal,

administ~tion,overhead, general expenses, inspection, special services;·

and damage
'claimS Qf all kinds Whether or not involving I the negligence of
.
.
officers, agents ()r employees of' the United States, but shall beexclu'"

,". -

,"

•

,t.

stV'e ot 8Jli6tmts Wh1(Sh the law does not require to be repaid and which the
Sec~t~:y determi~s

as a matter of policy are to be treated as

n~:breim

bursa'ble.
Title to andeP!ration OfPOwerplanti .Power Revenus.s

.......,: . . . . . _.",." . . . • . . • . ,

~1~. . (a)

a.nd

.,

. . . ;- . . . . . .

'.

. ." . • . . : ..... , " ' . " ..

,."."...

• --;'

l.i"

,

.....

""'".

.;

.Title to ~lisades dam powerplant and all works ino:i.dental

~p'~~t

thereto, built or to be built b7 the United States,shall

remaili
1n the United States
until.otl1erwise provided by the Congresso
.
,...
.
.

~

. . _ ,~'?)

.. . '

.111 ~ven'li8s derived from the sale or other use or disposal

pr p-.eJ> !!nd energy developed at the
remaiIl the

.

~rOperty

or

P~llsadeS

dam powerpla,nt shall be an(l

theU~ted ~tateElo

(c) The UnltedStates, in its operations of the ~llElades dam
powerp1B.nt ,Will be govern;;d by tb,e provisions ora~1;icle 14 and these
criteria, among others:TQat the plant shall be operated so as. to hold
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prac~icable ~nimam

to a

the loss of water that would otherwise be avail-

able for storage in the reservoir system for irrigation purposes; and that,
until such tilpe a:;; a reregulating reservoir has been put into operation,
wide. flilCtuations
in the release of water to meet peak power loads 1Iill,
.
during irrigat:Lon seasons, be confined to periods when this can be doD,$
without .substantial variation froin the flows that would otherwise be
present in the river below the dam.
(ii)

Notwithstanding provisions to the contrary in this contract,

the.. Compa~, consents to the operation of the Palisades dam pO'/ferplant,

a five.-year period (but not beyond the end of the natioD8.l detense
during
.
"

. ". ".

~

...

emer~nc1

as declared by. Proclamation of the President No. 2914 dated

.. .
~.,

~ecembe~,l~,'. 1950, 3 ~ 1950 SuPP., p. 271), beginning witil the date Whe"n
the first unit of tha~ plant is first placed in service, in the following

In addition to normal operation at other times within
the

l~ts

provided by this contract,' the plant may bit.. oper,

ated to produce an average of 60,000 kilowatts (217,440,000
I '

..

.

kilowatt-hours) d.uring the period October' through February
of each storage season Whe'n the flow of the river at the dam
iseq'tl8.1 to or greater th8.n that for those months of the
median :rear during the period 1928 through 1947 whenever
such operation is :required in the j\1dgment of the

.D~fense

E;Lectric Power ,Administrator, qr his successors in functions,
to'he1pmeet certified defense loads served from power
systeinswith which the plant is interconnected, directli or
indirectlJ'_
29
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~ltle
"

22.

~'.

.'

: , • • • . . •'

st~age •Works;

to
_..

•

:. *

..•...•

.

.

Misoellaneous Revenues
. , , ' • • •• .

.

~

.. , "

.' >

•

•

(a)
Title to Pallsades Dam and Re~ervoir and all works inc1dental
. ..
~

and appurtenant thereto, built

or

to be bUilt by the United States, shall

remain
in the United States until oth,1"Wise provided by the
.
' .

, (~)

"','"

09JJgr8SSo
.

~

,Having regard for the alloc.ations of investment and repay...

........." . .

.'

mentresponsipilities,
miscellaneous revenues reaU.zed in oonnection
with
... ,.... _. .... -....
,-

":'

the operation and maintenance of
oosts sh8.l1

'?e . ~stributed

~alisades

a~Uyas

Dam and Reservoir and related

follows:

" ~enty percent (iQ%) to be distributed among the
COmpaD1
.

and other parties having storage rights in the

~

reservoir on the same basis that operation and maintenanCe costs are distributed.
Eighty per~ent (So%) to remain the property of the
United States.
Prioritl of· CertalnErlsting and Future, Water Rights
••• ~

23.

~

';

"

,

,

•

"

•

•

•

•••

' J•

• ~• • : ; .

•

•

•

•

•

•

In:~onnection with Isl)l.nd ~ark Reservoir, located on the

(a)

North Fork (Henrys Fork) of~nake River, the United States holds water
licen,se No.
R-590,. wi-th a priority date of March 14, 1935,and. license
. .
~

No.R~686,

later

"

with a priority date of J1lile12, 19400

pri~rityof

stora~

NotwitJ,istanding the

license No. R-686, the Company hereby agrees that all

rights held by the United 8,tates in connection with' !alandPark

"Reservoir :maY be treated as having the same priority as rights under
license No. R-590.
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(b)
.

In connection with Idaho
Permit
No. 1;134, a direct
.
'
diversion permit with a priority date of March 30,1921, held in.connection
. with American Falls Reservoir, the United States
.

~y

contract with

ADierican Falls Reservoir Distr,ict No.2 to recognize the right

ot that

distr:!:ct .to have water license No. 15134 exercised substantially as follows:
.American Falls Reservoir District No.2 to haVe the
.

right to divert as lJatura1 now during each irrigation seasQn
30~

under water license No. 1;134, having a March
ity, as follows"

~om

1921 prior-

May 1 of each i;rrigation season con-

tinuing during that season so long as there is natural nqw
available for that priority, the
second
"

or· flow to

first.~,,700

cubiC feet per

be available one-half tl/2) to American

Falls Reservoi.:r District No.2 and one-half (1/2) to .\iIBrican
."

I

'

..

Falls, Reservoir, except that in any year in which Am3rican
Falls ReserVoir is full to capacity on April 30 or tills
after that date, taking ilJ.to account any water that may be
temporl1:rUy stored to its credit in upstream reservoirEl, all
water diverted by Anerican Falls Reservoir District No.2
within the maxiinum ot 1,700 cubic feet per second during the
year prior to the

'ini~ia1

stol'll-ge. draft on AmeriCan Falls
'.

"

Reservoir after the reservoir finally fills intha t yearaha11
be considered as natural flow under'water license No. 1;134.
Nothing herein shall prevent Am3rican F,alls

~eservoir

District

No.2 from diverting water under said license prior to May 1

31

of a given irrigation season but

~1l

such diversi9DS shall be

charged asst/orage in the event the reservoir is not full on
April 30 of that season or does not fill after .AprU30 of
that season•
.Water available at American F8.lls Reservoir for the
laroh 30, 1921 priority 'W1der water license No. 15134, other
than that to be available to Amerioan Falls Reservoir
District No.2 as above provided, to be available for storage in
"

A~rican

Falls R:e servoir.

And
the Company agrees that it will not oppose an adjudication of a
.,.......
.. .,

natural flow right of the waters of the Snake River for the benefit of
~rioan

Falls Reservoir District No.2 con$istent with the foregoing

criteria.

The contract by the United .States with AnJerican Falls

.Reservoir·
District
No.2 sball be on the condition, hOWever,
that that
..
.
.
.

'

.

.

".

district assl11ll3 its proportioJ].8.te share of the obligation for the eost
of replacement
power
-..

.. '

~der

,

the provisions
of article 13. ·Wb.ensuchecn.

tract has beco. Operative, the United

~tates

shall make application to

the ,8.tate of Idaho for amiindment of water permit . No. 151.34 and the
issua,tli3e
'thereunder with a priority date of March 30, 1921,requir1ng
.... .
that the remainder of the right under the permit, 6,300 second-feet, to
the extent
Amer~ean

s~h

right remains outstanding" be used for storage in

Falls ,Reservoir, such right ,however, if issued to the United

State's;,notto carry voting privileges' in water users meetings under the
laws of the, B.,tate of

I~o.

·Such application shall, however, leave uq.-

affected water .license No. R-269 having a priority dated Maroh30, 1921.
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fe)

If the United·States;, under the Federal Reclanation Laws,

~ereaftereonstructs

storage facilities on the Snake River or its tribu-

taries above Milner Dam in: addition

tothos~

noW constrUcted or author-

ized to be constructed to provide water for irrigation purposes, the
Company
hereby
agrees that, notwithstanding the establishment of a stor..
.

,:.,..,.

age right
for . . suchadditio:El8.l facilities with a priority subsequent to
.
,

.~

.

that assigned toPalisades.Dam and Reservoir; the United .States may here ..
arte~:c~tract

with water users organizations which then have storage

rights
in Palisades
ltel3ervoir, to operate not to exceed 300 ,000 acre....
,."

.

;~

.

feet or such,. capacity
for the storage of water· for irrigation for the
..
.:

b9nef1t or such organizations as though that capacity had a storage
right of identicfaol prio:r1ty with that held for .Palisade s Dam and Reservoil:"o
Protection of Water Rights

24. In case any dispute arises a's to the charaoter, extent, priority or validltyof ari1 of the storage rights held in the name of the United
States for the benc;ffit of the ~pmpany in connection with its right$ unde:r
this . contract, the UniteclStates ma:r,:i.n.dependantly of the

O~mpany,

bring

arid prosecute jildio.ial proceedings for the determination of such dispute
and take all other neasm!es necessarr t.oward the defense and protection
of its water rights, and such proceedings may be brought and prosecuted
by' the .Companr

It

Refusal
to Dellver later in Oase of Default
. . -!
.'. .
,.

25.

Wo water available to the

Oompa~under

this contract shall be

'delivered to or for the·Oompany if the C(:mlPany is in arrears in the advance
paymant of operation and n18intenanoe charges owed to the United States,
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ii'ai11, or more than twelve (12) months in arrears in the payment of
construction charge obligation instalments, or more than twelve (12)
months il:l arrears in the payment of any other amount owed to the United
States under this contract. The Oompany s.hall refuse to deliver water
to lands or partie s who are in arrears in the advance payment of operation and maintenance charges due from suoh lands or parties to the United
States or to the Oompany, or to lands or parties who are in-"arrears more
than twelw (12) months in the payment of amounts due from such lands or
PE!l'ties to the United States or the Oompany under this contract..

The

provisions of this article are not exclusive and shall not in any manner
prevent. the United

S~ates

from exerciSing any other remedy given by this

contract or by law to enforce the oolJ,eotion of any paYments due under
. the terms of this contract.
levieS and Assessmentsbl Company; ,All Benefits
OonditionedUpon.Pa:y1l!!lnt;.
Lien
to Secure· Obligations
..
..
~,

26.

.

' . '

,

.

" ' . '

,"

,

(a) The Company shall cause to be l;evied and collected all

necessary assessments and charges against its members ahd stockholders
and will use all the authority and resources of the .Company ("including,
without limitation by reason of this enumeration, its power to create
liens and to withhold the delivery of water) to meet the obligations of
theCompal1Y to the United States under this contract.'
(b) .Sh.ould the Company fail to levy the asses-rmel1ts and other
oharges against any land or the oWners thereof as required by this contraot, or, having levied, should the Oompany be prevented from oolleotiug such assessments or other charges by any judicial prooeedings or
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otherwise fail to colle-at them, sue-a land and owners

sha~l

not be ent1;tled

to receive wate-r made available- under this' contract and the Companr,
exce1)t as otherwise

ordere~

by a court of competent

j~sdiction,

sh$l.l

not deliver such water to such lands or the owners thereof unless ap.di
until arrangements for its delivery satisfactory to the Secretary

hav~

been made o
(c) All construction charge obligations to the United States
ass'WllE!d by the Company under this contract shall be and remain a lien
on', the Companyts storage rights' in the reservoir system as defined in
this contract until paid or otherwise satisfiedo

Whenever the Company

is in default in the payment of any instalment of such charges, the
Secretary may

decl~re

the entire construction obligation due and the

lien therefor may be foreclosed in the manner provided by law for the
foreclosure of a mortgageo
Lands for Which Water is Furnished,
Limitations on Area

27. Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Reclamation Laws,
'water made available to the Company from space in the reservoir system
for which the Company is obligated to the United States for. construction
charges under the terms of this contract shall not be delivered to more
than one hundred sixty (160) irrigable acres in the ownership of anyone
person or other entity nor more than three hundred twenty (320) irrigable
acres held by a

h~sband

and wife as community property, except that
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delivery may be made to lands held in excess of this limitation purEluant
to the 'provisions of section 46 of the act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat~ 649)"
as amended by the act of July 11, 1956 (70 Stat. 524)

0

These limitations' :.

shall cease to operate when the construction charge obligation under this ,;.'
contract has been paid in fulL
Limitation on Service to New Lands
28.

The additional stored water made available to the Company under

this contract shall not be delivered to lands which have not'heretofore
been irrigat~d(so-called new lands), except pursuant to arrangements
made with the Secretary to govern the sale price of such new lands during
the first rive (5) years that water is made available thereto under this
contract. This limitation sbaU not apply, however, to new lands which'
are within the outer boundaries of an ownership heretofore entitled to
the delivery

of water

through the Company 9s canal system, . nor' to other'

new lands to be served by the C'OlllPa~ if the total in-igable area of these
other new lands to be provided irrigation service' within five (5) years
after the date when the first Palisades construction charge instaimsnt
becomes due under the provisions of article 8 does not exceed 1,500 acresJ
nor to lands which, by transfer or otherwise, have an independent right to
water !'rom the Snake River, which right is intended to be supplemented by
water made available under this contract; nor to lands as to which the construot~on

chiii"¢e oblig-ationhas

~enp.id. M'ov1dedin art..icle .27 •

36
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\

Term_tioD. or Modi:ti~ation of·Excess

"Land'Provisions

'~9.

(a) In' the event there is a repeal of the so-called excess

la.n~ ~r.?!_is~ons

this
the~e

c~~traot

of the Fede.nl Reclamation lB.ws, articles 27 and 280t

will

no

lOllg$r be of any force or effect, and" :In the event

provisions are aIIBnded in material respects, the United ,~tates will,

at the request oftheO,ompany, negotiate aIlBndnents ot these articles in
order to oont'Ol'm them to the excess land provisions of the law as so

(b) Articles 27 and' 28 will no .longer be of force or ~ffect i f
there' is a determination by a court of tinal juriSdiction, binding on all
,

necessary parties, declaritlg the prOvisions ot these art1cles to be of no
torce or effect.
(0)

For the purpases or this article, the provisions or

articles 27 and 28 are hereby agreed to be severable froJll the other provisions of this contract. .
,'~~~lttfor :DelingllS:ncr, inP,al!l1E!nt

30. ~veryinsta1ment

\01'

charge required to be paid to the United

,S~atEisunder this' contractwhieh shall remain unpaid atter it

has

become

due and payable shall bear interest at the rate ot one-halt percent (1/2~)
per month from the date of delinquency.
,

delinquencies

~,

~

The.. Oompany shall impose , on
~

the payment of assessments, other charges levied by it to

meet its obligations under this contract, such penalties as it is authorized
to impose under the laws ot the State ot Idaho.

37
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AdViS()IX. Committee
.31.

(a) In its operation and maintenance of the various dams ~nd

reservoirs of the reservoir system, the United States, acting through the
Regional Director of the Bureau of Reclamation or his designee or such
other

off~eer

as .may be designated in writing by the Secretary, shall

oonsult from time to·timewith the Advisory Committee on the various
matters specifioally requiring consultation

~er

the terms of this con-

tract and on such other matters as will have a substantial bearing on the
determination of the amount of stored water to be available in the various
reservoirs and on the aosts of operation and maintenance of these reservoirs whioh are required to be borne by the space allocated to irrigation
storage. The representative of the United States Will meet with the
. Advisory

O~mmi ttee

from time to time, but not less often than two times

'

each year beginning with the oalendar year 195.3, at such dates and places
as may be fixed by the Advisory

C~mmittee.

(b) . Informal nemoranda ooncerning working· arrangements for the

.,,"

.

carrying out ·of the proVisions of this article may be entered into from

.

time to time between the Regional Direator or other designated representative of the Secretary and the Advisory.Committee.
(a) Beginning January 1, 195.3, the Advisory C()nnnittee is agreed
to be the Committee of Nine, as that coDlDlittee may be aonstituted from
t:i.m.e to time. The Comi ttee of Nine shall aontinue to function as the
.Advisory Oommittee under this aontract 'l1ntil a different representative
body has been designated by a vote of the majority of the water users

.38
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voting at any regular annual
held as pr'ovided by law.

maet~

of the water users of Distriot

~o.

36

Further designations of bodies to serve as the

AdVisoryOommittee may be made from time to time by this same eleotion
prooess.
Ratification of Contra.ct

. ,. •

32. The execution of this

q.

c~ntraot

shall be a.uthorized or ratified

.

by the
qualified stockholders of the Oompany at an election held for that
.
,

purpose in aocordance with the controlling provisions of law

0

The Company,

atter .the. election and upon the execution of this contract, shall promptly
furnish to the United States certified copies of all doouments required

to establish the validity of the election and of the related aotions of
the Company's
offioEjrs inexeouting the contracto
.
~

Cha.nges in Company' s

.~rganiza.tion

33. While this contraot is in effect, no changes shall be made as to
the lands to whioh the stock of the Company is appurtenant or as to the
,C.ompany's organization by partial' or total consolidation or lIierger with
another company- or by proceedings to dissolve or otherwise, except with
the consent of the Secretary evidenoed in writing.
R~es

and :aegulations

34. The Secretary reserves the right, after consultation with the
Advisory C,ommittee, to make such rules and regulations consistent with the
provisions of this oontraot, as are proper and necessary to carry out its
true intent and lIBaning, and as are proper and necessary to cover any
details of the administration or interpretation of the contract whieh
are not covered by its express provisions

0

The Oompany shall observe

such rules and regulations.

39
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~

Representative,pof" theS-ecretaq'
. :".. ... '"j . .'.

: •. '

.J

.

' .. '

Ie...

.": . .. . . .', .... ', '" :-

i

35. lheTe' this' cotl'tq;ctr USl;lS" theterm-,1t'Se'oretary4i"; this- shall be
.. :

.

'

deemed to 'include in"all ,case's "the' Unaer-:3ecretazy or pany-;: Assistant ,
other-offic~r'

Secretary or

of the Department of the'Interior' of equal

authority_ ,ihere this contract authorizes action'by;the' Se-cretarrrsucrtr
action may also oe taken for or on behalf' of the Secretary by any- representa.tive duly authorized therefor in writingo
Notices
I

36.A,PY notice, demnd or request

requiredor'auth~'RJd

by-,t'his"

contract shall be deemed properly' given', except where' otherwisehere"in
specU"ic,e.lly provided, if lDB.iled, postage prepaid, to the IToject
S:uperintendent, (the present "project officer"), Bureau of Jtecla-mat±on',
•

'"l

'

B~ley,

;

'

.

'

/

Idaho, on behalf of the United States, and to the Secretarr;

Palisades Water Users, Inao~porated, Idaho Falls, Idaho, on behalf of
. I

•

the, Company.

.

The designation of the perElon to be not1fled or

theaddre's~

of such person may be changed at any- time by si1:Dilar notice.
Discrimination Against Employees or Applicants
, " .. . , . PForEjnt?1ornen:t Prohibited' ' .
.
In

37.

connec~ion

with the performance of work under this con-

tract, the ,Company agrees not' to discriminate against any employee or
., .'.

.

applicant for employment because of race, religion, color, or national
origin.

The aforesaid provision shall include, but not be liJJlited' to, .,the"

fon9W~~:

employment, upgrading, deJiotion, or transfer; recruitment or

recruitment

adverti~ing;

layoff or

te~nation;

rates of payor other

forms of compensation; and selection for training, includirig apprenticeship.

40
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!~e

O?mpany agrees to post· hereafter in oonspicuous places, available tor

employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by-the
Secretary setting forth the provisions of the nondi~crimination clause..
,'~

.

Th~

.

'

Oompany further agrees to insert the foregoing provision in all

cont~¢ts

hereunder, except

subcont~acts

suP-

tor standard commercial supplies

or raw materials.
Oontingent
38.

~n

Apvropriatiolllll

orA~lotment

ot

F~ds

The expenditure of any .1'18y or the performance of any work by

. the United States herein pr.ovided for, which may requi;-e appropriations
of

tnOI;I81

by the .Congress or the allotment of .Federal funds, shall be

tingent on such appropriations· or allotments being made.
.theC~:)Dgress

The.

COll-

fail~e

of

to appropriate funds, or the failureo~ anr allotJilent of

£Ullds, shall ~ot, how~ver, relieve the Company from a111 obligations there-

toforeacc.ru.ed under this contract, nor

g~va

the. OOmpa111 the right to

terminate this contract as to any of its executory features pendillg the
apprcipriation or allQtment of such funds.

No liability shall accrue

against the United States in case such funds are not so appropriated or
allotted.
Assignments Prohibited;
Successors' andissfgns Obligated

39. The provisions of this contract shall apply to aOO/bind the
successors and assigns of the parties hereto, but no assignment or transfEir of this corltract, or any part thereof, or interest therein, shall be
valid until

a~proved

.

by the Secretary.

41
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Offi,01a1s Not to Benefit

40.

No
Member or or Delegate to Oongress
or Resident Oommis..
..
..
"

.

"

sioner shall be admitted to any share or part or this contract or to
any benefit that may arise herefrom, but this restriotion shall 'no~ be
construed to extend to this contract if made with a corporation or
cOJll()a.ny' for its general benefit.

IN WJ.:TN.ESS

~OF,

the parties hereto have Signed their names

the day a,nd year first above written.
THE,

By

UNITE~,STATES',QF~,CA,~

-\ •~

,~S:\

,~ L--,

Regiona1l)irector, RegiOnl: H T ~ .
' . . . .Isoo
Bureau of Reclamation
P. O. Box 937, Boise, 'Idaho

,,'
P~TED
,

(~t)

By"

.

'"

7 .

'v"

.

"

Attest:

':"iliQ
'
JY)~~ . 'ff1
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":"

)

STATE OF IDlHO

)

)
Qounty of~~~)
.

SSe

On this jli J~~da.y of ~~J9~,q before me personally
appea1'ed

e. ct. ~

and

~~

to me known to be, re.spectively, the President and the Secretary of the
Palisades Water Users, Incorporated, the corporation that executed the
within and foregoing

instr~nto

They acknowledged said instrument to

be the free and voluntary aot and deed of said corporation, for the
uses and purposes therein mentionedJ and on oath stated that they were
authorized to execute said instrument and that the seal affixed is the
seal of said corporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I I set my hand and affix my official seal
the day and year first above writteno

Notary Publi' in and for the
State of Idaho
(SEAL)

Re~~.{~
My commission expires

~/O)lf&1
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)

STAT.I"OF IDAHO:

)

County of Ada

)

}

) SSe

On thi~'

before me

4th

H. T. Nelson

day of

April

1960" personally appeared

,to me known to be the of'ficial of The

;

iUnited States of' America that executed tn.e within and foregoipg
instl"lmlent and acknowledged said instrument to be the t'ree and
voluntary-act and deed of' said United States" for the uses and
purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was authorized
to execute said instrument.
IN WITNESS WlllmEOF" I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
'my

~fficial

(SEAL)

seal the day and year first above wri

6/18/61
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EXHIBIT A
Palisades Project
Operating, Plan for Palisades Reservoir
As Set Forth in the Appendixes of
Bouse Document Noo 720, 81st Congress
The Bureau of Reclamation plans to construct and operate Palisades
Reservoir for the optimum multiple=purpose use of the entire storage of
1,400,000 acre=feeto
tion

5,~97

To attain this objective, the storage below eleva-

teet mean sea level, approximating 200,000 acre-feet, will be

reserved for dead storage and allocated exclusively to the production of
hydroelectric power and the maintenance of a permanent pool for the
preservation and propagation of fish and wildlifeo

The remainder of the

storage capacity in the amount of 1,200,000 acre-feet will be operated in
the joint interests of irrigation and flood control governed by the best
available runoff forecastso
The Bureau of Reclamation will forecast from time to time during the
period from February 1 to July 31 of each year,
tion, temperature, snow

survey~

O~

the basis of precipita-

and runoff data, the volume of runoff

that may be expected in the drainage area tributary to the Snake. River
above Beise, Idaho 0
by cooperative

To the extent that such services can be arranged for

agreements~

the Bureau of Reclamation will make the fore-

casts hereunder after consultation with the reclamation engineer of the
state of Idaho or his authorized representative, and the Chief of Engineers
or his authorized representativeo

To facilitate the forecasting of runoff

the Bureau of Reclamation will expand the existing hydrologic network and
will establish and operate continuously a system for the efficient
assembling and analyzing of the basic datao

Until such time as a better

method of forecasting be devised, the forecasts will be based upon

000997

estimates of area-elevation weighted snow water content as determined from
_'.

M'·.. . .

.

'

• .

_.

periodic
snow surveys on_
or about
February 1, March 1,
April 1, and May 1,
. .
..
.

and upon precipitation for September of the preceding year.

A sample curve

. of the correlation between weighted snow water content on April 1 of a
given year plus precip1tation of the preceding September and the resultant
runoff from April 1 to July 31, inclusive, of the year in question, is
shown on Plate 110
To the end of accomplishing the optimum multiple-use of the reservoir,
the Bureau of Reclamation, beginning with the first year the reservoir is
put into operation, will operate the reservoir on the basis of the forecasted runoff as nearly as practicable in accordance with the following
plan:
10

For the purpose of rules and regulations to be

prescribed by the Secretary of the Army under section 7 of the
Flood Control Act of

19~

(56 Stat. 887, 890) the storage space

allocated to flood control is defined as follows:
It is the reservoir space which, using the governing forecast of flood runoff for the year, according
to the curves shown on Plate I is required to the end
of controlling the forecast$d flood volume from the
time in that year that reservoir inflow first exceeds
20,000 second-feet through the succeeding July 31 by

releases from the reservoir during that period such that
the flow at the Heise gage will not exceed 20,000
second-feet, in so far as this control can be accomplished with a reservoir capacity not exceedirtg 1,200,000

2

000998

acre=feete

The governing forecast of flood volume for

each year is the forecast made as of the day When
reservoir inflow in that year first exceeds 20,000
second-feete
The parameters shown on PlateI, empirically derived from floods
of record, are enveloping curves of the storage requirements for
various volumes of total forecast runoff from any given date to
July 310

The reservoir capacity required to control the flood

to a discharge of 20,000 second-feet (or less) below the dam is
indicated by the ordinate of the parameter corresponding to the
forecasted runoff on the date when the inflow to the reservoir
exceeds 20,000 second=feeto
20

During the period of each year from the date of the

first forecast about February 1 to the date of making the governing forecast for that year (approximately the middle of May)
herein designated as the evacuation period, the reservoir will be
operated in such a manner that the required reservoir level as
determined by the parameters on Plate I at the time inflow to
the reservoir exceeds 20,000 second=feet can be attained with
minimum practicable rates and fluctuations of discharge.

The

rate of discharge during the evacuation period would be determined as follows3
May

The reservoir level required on or about

15 (the date on which inflows normally may be expected to

exceed 20,000 second-feet) would be estimated by use of the
parameters on Plate I and a May

15 forecast would be derived by

deducting probable minimum inflows for the intervening period

3

•

00099f1

from the date of periodic forecasts beginning on February 1.
The reservoir levels thus estimated would comprise tentative
allocations of flood control space at which to aim the evacuation procedureo

The rate of discharge then would be selected

as that required to release the probable maximum inflow for
the period between date of fore.cast and May 15 plus the evacuation necessary to attain the required reservoir level
indicated by the latest tentative allocationo

3.

From the date of the governing forecast each year

through July 31 of that year herein designated the filling
period, the reservoir. shall be operated in such a manner that
the reservoir content shown on the chart (Plate I) will be maintained but not be exceeded except when storage above those
levels is required to limit the flows to 20,000 second-feet at
Heise 0

When the forecasted runoff indicates a required

storage capacity in excess of the total active storage capacity
of the reservoir, releases in excess of 20,000 second-feet will
be

~de

as required but at rates not to exceed 30,000 second-

feet, except as indicated in paragraph
~o

~

belowo

Whenever the pool shall have risen above elevation

5,620, the full reservoir level, due to an extraordinary excess
of inflow over the maximum releases permitted under paragraph 1
or is expected to rise above that level within the next

~8

hours,

releases may be increased temporarily above those previously
specified, so as to minimize the peak rate of release and to
draw the reservoir down to the full reservoir level as rapidly

001000

as possibleo

However, the maximum rate of such extraordiRary

release shall Rot exceed the estimated maximum mean daily

rat~

of inflow to the reservoir during the period when the reservoir level is above elevation 5,6200

'a

All reservoir releases made as herein provided are

subject to the condition that no releases shall be made at
rates or in a manner that would be inconsistent with whatever
operating rules and regulations are laid down by the Chief
Engineer of the Bureau of Reclamation for the purpose of
protecting the dam and reservoir from damageo
If operating experience indicates the desirability therefor, the

Secretary of the Interior may, after consultation with the Secretary of
the Army, modify from time to time the operating plan herein described
with respect to the amount of space allocated to flood control each year on
the basis of advance forecasts as to runoff, but no modificatioR which
would result in a substantial change in the control of floods herein stated
to be the objective of the original operating plan shall be made without
the concurrence of the Secretary of the Armyo

Revisions of the rules and

regulations prescribed under the Flood Control Act of

19~

will be made by

the Secretary of the Army if, in his judgment, these are requisite because
of such modifications in flood control space allocationso

Modifications in

the operating plan not requiring the concurrence of the Secretary of the
Army shall not be the occasion for a revision of the conclusions originally
reached as to the flood control benefits to be realized from the original
operating plan or of the formula adopted for the allocation of construction
costs to flood control purposeso
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DEPARTMENT OF TtlE INTERIOR
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PALISADES RESERVOIR PROJECT
IDAHO

FORECASTING CURVE
APRIL 1 - JULY 31

RUN~OFF

SNAKE RIVER AT HEISE
,
OC108ER 31, 1947

IOISE,IDAHO

..
I

3

APRIL I THROUGH JULY 31 -

5

1,000,000 ACRE-FEET

PlATEn

i
I

"I

Revised
EIH1BIT B
Minidoka and Palisades Projeots
Idaho
Basio Provisions Incorporated, or to be Incorporated,' in Contraots With Upper Valley and
lower Valley Water Users Organizations to
. G~vernthe Permanent Exchange ofCeftain Amerioan
Falls and Jackson !e.k~ Storage Rights'
Prior to the date of 'this amend8torycontract, the United
State~operated

'and maintained for' thebe-nefit of the South Side Pumping

'Division of the Minidoka Projeot and for the North

Sid~

Canal Compan,y,

Limited, the:f'ollowing rights, on an exchange basis, in Amerioan Falls
Res'ervoir, being equivalent to the oapaoities held immediately prior to
October 1,1952 in Jackson Lake Reservoir below elevation 6752 above sea
level (.U .S.G~S. datum), herein referred to as elevation 6752:
South Side Pumping Divisiqn, MinidokaProjeot:
North SSde Canal Company, Limited:

139,7SO aore-feet
10,000 aore-feet

In order to.effeotuate the permanent exchange of these Jaokson
t6ke rights for an equivalent amount of space in Amerioan Falls Reservoir,
confirming the action taken Ootober 1, 1952, the United States has made or
will make available to the upper valley water users orgariizations

invo1ved~

acettain peroentage of the aotive oapacity in Jackson Lake Reservoir below
e~va.tion '6752,' within the limits and on the terms and conditions provided

by contract, this being in lieu of an equiva1e'nt amo'Wlt of Ainerican Falls
. storage, capaoity•. The total amount of Jaokson lake capaoity so to be
available will equal 149,780 aore-feet.

001004

)

In exchange for this right, the upper valley water users organizations involved will be required, as of October 1, 1958 (being a revised
date, first being October 1, 1952), to relinquish all their rights to an
equivalent capacity in'AmericanFalls Reservoir.
!meric~n

The total amount of

Falls capaoity so to be relinquished by upper valley organiza-

tions will not exceed on a permanent basis 149,780 acre-feet but this
relinquishment will be accompanied by a pro rata annual exchange and will
be contingent on there being effective a confirmatory relinquishment by
the Burley Irrigation District and the North Side Canal

Compa~,

Limited

of their respective rights to 149,780 acre-teet of capacity in Jackson
take heretofore operated for the benefit of those two organizations by the
United States.
Under basic provisions like those above described, holders of
storage rights in American Falls Reservoir will have acquired in lieu of
those rights 34.2112% of the total active capacity in Jackson Lake Reservoir
below elevation 6752, these rights in Jackson Lake Reservoir being hereinafter called the upper valley exchanged space; and 8.8106% of the active
capacity in American Falls Reservoir will be held for the South Side Pumping
Division, Minidoka Project, and the North Side Canal

Compa~,

Limited, these

rights being hereinafter called, collectively, the lower valley exchanged
space. The 34.2112% in Jackson Lake 'below elevation 6752 and the 8.8106%
in American Falls, shall so long as the respective total active capacities
are not less than 847,000 and 1,700,000 acre-feet, be treated as the equivalent of 149,780 acre·feet.

The latter figure will, however, be subject to

2
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)

S\3 as on

will be

by

United states tor each reservoir and theSe rights in Jackson Lake

th~

dete:I1ldn~d

by the existing storage right or prior'-ties held

Rese1;"Voirw1ll contin-ue tq be governed by the difference in· storage prioritief? held bY' the United States for the capacity below elevat'-on 6752 and
fQr the capacity above that elevation.

4
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The document entitled "Criteria and Method for
Determination of Certain Minidoka Powerplant Production
Losses from Restrictions on Use of·Water Rights" and referred to in article 13, is a part of this contract and
is on file as indicated in the footnote to that article.
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F:tED BY._..... _. .
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB W7018)
HOLDEN. KIDWELL. HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive. Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (20S) 523-9518

Attorneys for Telford Lands UC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUITE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company. MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual. and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV-I0-20

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES CEFALO
PlaintiffslCounterdefendants.
vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN. husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals
DefendantslCounterclaimants.

J -

AFFlOAVlTOFJAMaCEFALO

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Bonneville

)

I, James Cefalo, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth. the whole truth. and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the matters contained herein.

2.

I received a bachelor's degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering from the

University of Utah in May 2003. I received a juris doctorate (law) degree from the
University of Colorado School of Law in May 2006.
I worked as an associate attorney for Senter Goldfarb & Rice in Denver, Colorado from

3.

September 2006 to July 2007. In August 2007. I began working for Water District 01 as

an associate engineer and continued working in that capacity until February 2010. Since
February 2010, I have worked as the Water Resources Program Manager within the
IDWR Eastern Regional office.

4.

During my tenure with Water District 01 and IDWR. I have became familiar with the
policies and procedures of describing water rights in the SRBA. and with IDWR policies
with regards to the administrative processing of water rights.

5.

I have reviewed the Affidavit of Ernest Carlsen, and agree that his sworn testimony is
consistent with current IDWR policy.
DATED this~day of October, 2010.

/i?niesCef"
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AFFIDAVITOpJAMESCEFALO

-.ll::..~ay of October. 2010.
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y Public for Idaho
Residing at ..::Idy.,o fO.1Ls
• Idaho
My Commission Expires: Sf.jOt- 14- ~OI1-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on
the attorneys listed below by hand delivering. by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct
postage thereon, on this _ _ day of October, 2010.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES CEFALO

ATTORNEYS AND/OR INDIVIDUALS SERVED:
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC

POBox 1906
Twin Falls. ID 83303~ 1906
Courtesy Copy to:
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

(
(
(
(
(

) First Class Mail
) Hand Delivery
) Facsimile
) Overnight Mail
) Email

(
(
(
(
(

) First Class Mail
) Hand Delivery
) Facsimile
) Overnight Mail
) Email

Robert L. Harris. Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL. HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
1l:\WI'n"'tI\IRI.H\1$11Ii4 TuIRIId. Ml:e\I'J. 1)oft(''11l11lO4 PI.:adlll.IIIMl>J. AIr.c."IImllUlpd:lillY
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES CEFALO
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FAX No.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR BUTTE COUNTY

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company. MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals. and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals
Defendants,

)
)

)

Case No. CV-2010-64

)

')
)
)
)

MINUTE ENTRYMOTIONFOR
RECONSIDERATION AND
ORDER

)
)
)
)
)

This matter came before the Court on this the 20th day of April, 2011 for a

Motion for Reconsideration, before the Honorable Dane Watkins, District Judge
presiding.

Ms. Alexis Garnett. Deputy Court Clerk present. Ms. Karen Kaonbalinka. Court
Reporter present.
Robert Harris. Esq., personally appeared on behalf of the plaintiffs. Gary Slette,
Esq., personally appeared on behalf of the defendants.
Court informed the parties that it would be taking this matter of advisement. Court
inquired about mediation.

Mr. Slette presented argument. Mr. Harris presented argument. Mr. Slette
presented rebuttal.

MINUTE ENTRY

1

001016

JUK/LLlLUll/Hl UJ:8'/ PM

FAX No.

p, 002

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties'participate in mediation. Patties shall
submit a mediation date within one week. Parties shall complete mediation within'~ LtO
days,

DATED this~ay of April, 20

Digital Recording 10:31

MINUTE ENTRY

2

001017

FAX No.

APR/22/2011/FRI 03:57 PM

P. 003

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing docwnent
was mailed by first-class mail, with pre-paid postage, sent by facsimile, or band delivered
this

B. 6

day of April 2011 to the following:

Robert L. Harris
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Gary Slette
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303·1906

TRILBY MCAFEE, Clerk of the Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR BUTTE COUNTY

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho

Limited Liability Company. MITCHELL D.
SORENSBN, an individual. and PU RANCH,.
a i~ partnership,
Plaiutiirs.

vs.

)
)

).

)
)

)

DONALD Wll.LIAM CAlN and CAROLYN
RtITH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN

DOES 1-20. individuals. and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals'
~mMm~

Case No. CV-2010-64
ORDER FOR. MEDIATION

)
)

)
)
)

)
)

IT IS HEREBY ORDBRED that the above named parties participa~ in mediation. '
IT IS FUTHERED ORDBRED that mediation be completed within thirty (30) days :from
April 29, 201l.
The court will consider the Motion for reconsideration submitted upon completion
of this mediation.
DATED this

ORDER

~"8 day of April, 2

1

001019

04/2812011 11: 33 FAX
Ap~

208 879 6412

29 2011 11!OORM
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Custer County Courts

,UNTY COURT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a fuI~ true and conect copy of the foregoing doeument
was mailed by first-class mail~.wi.th pre-paid postage. sent by facsimile, or band delivered

this

2-'\

day ofApn12011 to the foUowmg:

Robert L. aams
P.O. Box 50130
ldah<? FaUs, lD 83405-0130
GuySlcUe
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906

1RILBY MCAFEE, Clerk of the Court

B~

ORDER.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF tHE

I,

STATE OF IDAHO

FILED 8/

RE:
TRANSFER OF BUTTE,
CUSTER and LEMHI

)
)
)
)
)
)

2S
I¥£..e,

r

.. ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
,1}t;J.

,,-t,-tp

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all of Judge Dane H .. Watkins Jr. pending cases in Butte,

Custer and Lemhi Counties are transferred to Judge Joel E. Tingey. All Closed or inactive cases
.,,'
"

..

.... .......

previously assi~ed to Judge Dane H. Watkins that are reopened are also assigned to Judge Joel
E. Tingey.

The 'order is effective July 22, 2011. All hearings will remain on the Court's calendar as
scheduled. A copy of this order shall be filed in all pending cases and a copy distributed to all
attorneys and/or parties.

DATED this

b

day

7'<c-~-' 2011
. SHINDURLING
District Judge

~ -.u.......·u..··strative
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208-933-0701

T-459 P0002/0005 F-704

1
2
3

4

5
6

7

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303·1906
Telephone: (208) 933·0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
Irlrn'8ds\cain\objutjdgmt

AttorneysIOf Defendants

8
9
10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH ruoICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

11

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BUITE

12
13

14
15

TELFORD LANDS LLC t an Idaho
Limited liability company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individualt ~d PU
RANCH, a general partnership,

16

Plaintiffs,

)
.)
)

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and
CAROLYN RUm CAIN', husband and
wife, and JOHN DOES 1-20, individuals,
and JANE DOES 1~20, individuals,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

)
)
)
)

v.

Defendants.

Case No. CV 2010-64

NOTICE OF OBJECTION
TO FORM OF JUDGMENT

-------------------------)
corvrn NOW the Defendants Donald Cain and Carolyn Cain, by and through the
undersigned, and object to the form of Judgment proposed by Plaintiffs. The relief accorded to the

Plaintiffs on Count Four of their Complaint must necessarily be limited by matters set forth in the
Complaint itself or provided as evidenCe in this matter. No legal description of property sought to

NOTICE OF OBJECTION TO FORM OF JUDGMENT • 1

001022

J.J. J.'ci: 'cil

(JO- .1.0-

rI:1Ul''J-HOnertson & Slette

T-459 P0003/0005 F-704

208-933-0701

',.

1.

be 1Bbn. was trnr iDoIUded in the Plaintiffs' Complaint. The firat time 1hat the Plaintiffa ever

2'

·s

~.1bo
idea that they
..

.';"

would submit a Judg.mmt containing a legal descrip1ion WB8 during

4' .' .tb8 hearma 'OQ' the Motion mr Reeonsideration conducted in Butte COlDlty 9D April 20, 2011.
5:

~taf cc)unlel advised the court on that date that ~an1B objected to any such fonn or

ludpumt u beih$ inOonsistent'With the ·PiaintitTs' Complaint, and dlat tbero was no evidence in
.

.

:a :'... ~..ecom •.:~Jl.isdfy·lucb. a .wPosed form of Jud$DlfJDt, The two letters attached hereto as
'.

.

'EJb,iJ,... ItAt, and "B" were subsequently provided to the court in that regard. 'There'. Is no basis

9.

~

10' :.

upon whkh· ~. ~~ can ~ such a form ~f Judgment since no evidence exists within the

11'

c:001iba of thO iecord of.this case.

lZ;

DA~(biS.~·dayOr

13 .

~st

ROBHRTSON &. SLBTrB, PLLC

1'4; ........
.1Si:

l'~'1

."

.2011.

,

.

By~--

~Gary D. SJeue

1'' '

joj'9'
,.,.'
. ii

~~

~

19:

-+-=~f-L-_.J 2011, he caused a
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July 19,2011

Honorable Dane H. Wa1Idns, Jr.
Dis1rict Judge
Bonneville C~
60S N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

1m:

Telford Laad., et aI. Y. C.ill- Butte COUllty Cue No. CV-2010·064

Dear Judge Watkins:
On May 26, this court entered its Memorandum Decision Ie: Motion for Reconsideration. Judge
Tingey bad previously granted tho Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as to Counts One and Three of
the Plaintif&'. Complaint, aad had dismissed Count Two of the Plaintiffs' Ccmplainl The Plaintiffs we",
sucussNl as to Count Four, and a fipat judgment should issue from this court based upon the relief sought in
1he Complaint. I am aware that Plaintiffs' counsel suggested to the cowt at that hearing and in a I"C'JOOnt letter
that a propoced fonn of Judgment would be provided to the court which includes a legal description of an
casement o!aimed by the Plaintift'&. Howover~ neither the Complaint nor any item of evidence in this litigation
contains any such rat pioperty legal description, and the Plaintiffs are not now entitJed to simply propose a
Judgnat that they deem ~cceptablo to than.

My family and I have planned a trip out of the OOWltry that will span most of tho month of August this
year, and I ~ want 10 avail myself of the oppommity to timely submit a claim for costs and attorney fecs
in this case coosisteot with eminent domain case law in Idaho. On behalf of my clients. 1request that the coW1
now enter its Judgment in acconlance with the language of the ComplaiDt. Since no legal description j$ part of
the record in this cue, the Defendants contend that the finalludgment may not include something at the merc
sugption or invitation of the Plaintiffs.

GDS:rlm
I:C:

,"""I)

Don Cain (via
RGb HaniJ. Esq. (viG UUJ/l)

"'~WIIkiII
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GARY D. 81.ETI'E
..l,,,,iUlIGfaw,co ilil

TBLI!PHONB (208) 933·0700
FAX (201) 933'()701

July 21, 2011

YL4 FACSIMILE 208·524-7909 &
208-527 3448
M

Honomble Joel E. Tmgey
District Judge
Bonneville County
605 N. Capital Ave.

Idaho Falls, ID 83402
RB:

Telford, et .aL v. Cain - Butte County Calc No. CV-2010-064

Dear Judge Tingey:
1 received a copy of a letter from Rob Harris yesterday indicating that the above-captioned
caSe has been reassigned to you a1\er having been assigned from you to Judge Watldns. I have
received no notice to that effect, and quite honestly, do not know ij'the suggested judicial volleying
of this case is indeed aocurale. To the extent that it is as represented by Mr. Ranis, I want to
povide you with a copy orthe letter that I recently sent to Judge Watkins and Mr. Harris. I request
~t my correspondence be incorporated into the file of this matter in the event that this case ends
up in the appellate court, so that we have a full and complete record.
I renew my assertion that a legal description of an easement has never been included in the
Complahlt or in any documentary evidence in this case, and that Mr. Harris only raised the issue
for the first time in oral argument in front of Judge Watkins at the hearing that took place on the
Motion for Reconsideration on April 20, 2011, in Butte County.

Yours truly,

GDS:rlrn
Encls.
Don cain (via ,malr)
Rob Hmis, B!q. (via ""all)
Han. Dlno Watkina, Sr. (via/aulmil,)

EXHIBIT
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,..... .

2d.Jf

Robert L. Harris, Esq. (lSB #7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

Attorneys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH, a
general partnership,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2010-064

PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM
REGARDING PROPER LEGAL
DESCRIPTION OF IRRIGATION
EASEMENT

vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-20,
individuals
Defendant.
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Telford Lands LLC ("Telford"), Mitchell D. Sorensen ("Sorensen"), and PU Ranch ("PU")
collectively, the "Plaintiffs," by and through their counsel, hereby submit Plaintiffs' Memorandum

Regarding Proper Legal Description ofIrrigation Easement in response to the Court's August 23,
2011 Order. The Order granted Defendants' objection to the form of the proposed judgment
prepared by Plaintiffs, which objection was filed on August 18,2011. 1 The Order directs the parties
"to submit evidence or argument as to the proper legal description for the taking in this matter," and
further provides either party with the opportunity "to schedule a hearing on this issue at the
Bonneville County Courthouse." Order at 1-2. Once the evidence and argument are taken under
advisement, "[t]he Court will thereafter make a finding as to the property legal description." Id. at

2.
This memorandum is supported by the previous pleadings and affidavits submitted in this
matter, as well as the following additional affidavits:
1.

Affidavit ofJeffrey M Rowe,PLS, CFEDS ("Rowe Aff..").

2.

Affidavit of Terrel Kidd ("Kidd Aff.").

3.

Affidavit ofMichael Telford ("Telford Aff..").

4.

Affidavit of Mitchell Sorensen ("Sorensen Aff. '').

For the reasons set forth below, the proposed judgment submitted by Plaintiffs on August 2,
2011, which includes the surveyed legal description that incorporates a secondary easement of ten
(10) feet on either side of the centerline of the pipe, should be entyred.

1 The Order granting Defendants' objection was made without the opportunity for Plaintiffs to respond to the
objection. Nevertheless, the argument presented in this memorandum would have been the same arguments that Plaintiffs
would have presented in response to the Objection.
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I. ARGUMENT

A.
Plaintiffs' Complaint is not deficient, as it includes the necessary description of
a right-of-way as required by Idaho Code § 7-707(4), and the proposed legal
description is simply a more precise description of the pipe that has not been moved
since the Complaint in this matter was filed.
The singular objection voiced by Defendants in their Notice of Objection to Form of

Judgment is that "[n]o legal description of property sought to be taken was ever included in the
Plaintiffs' Complaint." Objection at 2. Plaintiffs are puzzled as to why Defendants would object
to a surveyed legal description, which was prepared at Plaintiffs' sole expense, and which would
provide a more precise legal description of the property that the Court has determined that Plaintiffs
can condemn pursuant to Titles 7 and 42 of the Idaho Code. The more precise description provides
both the easement holders (Plaintiffs) and others, including the Defendants, the defmed extent of the
easement on the property, so that there can be no mistake as to its location in the event the property
is sold to a purchaser or developed by Defendants. Nor can there be a mistake over what area
Plaintiffs can use to repair and maintain the pipe.
Nevertheless, despite the obvious advantages of a surveyed legal description, it appears that
Defendants are essentially arguing either that Plaintiffs' complaint is deficient because it did not
have the surveyed legal description. The practical response to this position is already supported by
the facts in the record. As the court is aware from the prior pleadings and affidavits submitted in this
matter, Plaintiffs initially installed the pipeline with what they believed to be an authorization from
Cain to place the pipe. Affidavit ofBoyd Burnett~7. The pipeline was then installed on the property.
After a dispute between Plaintiffs and the Big Lost River Irrigation District over whether or not the
pipeline could go through a culvert located underneath Highway 93, the pipeline was relocated to
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allow a pipeline angle to the site of a new bore underneath Highway 93. After the system was
completely installed and operational, Plaintiffs were informed that Cain had obj ected to the pipeline.
After an exchange ofletters between their counsel in the Fall of2009, and after the filing of
a small claims action in February of2010, the pipeline was excavated and Mr. Cain damaged a
portion of the pipeline. Answer and Counterclaim ~6 (admission by Defendants). This was done
in late April of2010, and after it was done, the Plaintiffs received a letter from Mr. Cain informing
them of his actions and the damaged pipe. The self-help actions of Mr. Cain were undertaken just
prior to the commencement of the 2010 irrigation season, when Plaintiffs would be most vulnerable
to crop damage if they could not get water to their properties pursuant to their lawful water rights.
Complaint ~25; See also Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851, 230 P.3d 743, 756 (2010) (discouraging
self-help to resolve property disputes).2
In 2010, Governor Otter had declared a drought emergency for Butte County on account of
below-average snow pack levels. Id. ~26; Exhibit E to Complaint. Plaintiffs were then left with no

2

In this case, the court strongly discouraged use of self-help:

This Court strongly disfavors the resort to forceful self-help in resolving property disputes. See Burke
v. Prudential Ins. Co. ofAm., No. 02C591O, 2004 WL 784073, at4 (N.D.Ill. Jan.29, 2004)("Self-help
in litigation is not condoned by the courts."); Doles v. Doles, No. 17462,2000 WL 511693,at 2
(Va.Cir.Ct. Mar. 10, 2000) ("[P]ublic policy favors the settlement of disputes by litigation rather than
by self help force ..."). When parties have entered into a conflict over real property the rights are
usually fIxed far in advance of the exchange of attorneys' letters, or subsequent fIling of a lawsuit,
motions, depositions; and hearings. Making a bold physical attempt to gain, or regain, possession or
control of a real property interest, by demolishing or erecting gates or fences, bulldozing land, etc.,
results in no strategic advantage. Instead, passions become inflamed, positions become entrenched,
damages are exacerbated rather than mitigated, and the parties end up spending far more money in
litigation than their supposed interest was worth to begin with. Attorneys who counsel their clients to
engage in self-help, without being certain that the respective rights and responsibilities have been
settled, do their clients a disservice. Clients who ignore the advice of counsel and take matters into
their own hands do themselves a disservice. In short, parties who attempt to solve a property dispute
through their own forceful action do so at their own peril.
Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851, 230 P.3d 743, 756 (2010).
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choice but to file for and obtain a preliminary injUnction to allow the pipelineto remain where it was,
and to allow Plaintiffs to repair it in order for their water delivery system to be in place for irrigation
of their crops in 2010.
Given the circumstances, Plaintiffs would not have been able to obtain a survey prior to when
the preliminary injunction hearing was held. Without the filing of the Complaint and preliminary
injunction motion, which are based upon the legal principles of eminent domain, a surveyor hired
by Plaintiffs may not have had the protection afforded them under eminent domain law ofIdaho, in
particular, Idaho Code § 7-705. This statute provides protection against claims of trespass for those
that enter on land to be condemned to perform surveys. Therefore, to the extent there is any
deficiency in the Complaint, it is on account of Defendants' actions of engaging in self-help just
before the irrigation season.
Furthermore, as a legal matter, Plaintiffs' Complaint is not deficient without a surveyed legal
description of the easement because Idaho law does not require it. This Court has determined as a
matter oflaw that Plaintiffs are entitled to exercise eminent domain pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 7-701
through 7-721 and Idaho Code §§ 7-1102 through 7-1106. Idaho Code § 7-707 sets forth the
requirements that must be met in any complaint alleging the ability to exercise eminent domain.
Subpart 4 provides the following:
4. If a right-of-way be sought, the complaint must show the location, general route,
and termini, and must be accompanied with maps thereof.
Attached at Exhibit A to the Complaint is not simply a map, but a detailed GIS map which contains
boundaries projected over an aerial photo. The map shows the entire location of the pipeline, as well
as the location of Defendants' property, which shows where the easement on Defendants' property
will be located. It very clearly shows the "location, general route, and termini" of the easement, all
5 -
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depicted on a GIS map. The Complaint therefore meets the requirements ofldaho Code § 7-707.
There is no requirement in this statute for a surveyed legal description for a right-of-way.
The surveyed legal description only provides a more precise identification of the where the
pipeline is located. Since the filing of the Complaint, the pipeline's location has not changed. The
proposed judgment therefore only more precisely defines the easement, and therefore, there is
nothing that has changed from what was sought by Plaintiffs. The more precise description will
avoid any future confusion in the recorded easement because otherwise, the easement will only be
described by reference to a map in the recorded easement. Based upon review of the applicable
eminent domain statutes, it appears that an eventual survey is contemplated when dealing with
rights-of-way because Idaho Code § 7-705 provides protection against claims of trespass for those
that enter on land to be condemned to perform surveys.
Additionally, there is also nothing in Defendants' Objection indicating that they had
problems with the surveyor or his surveyed legal description. There is no competing survey
proffered in the objection, or objection to the calls in the proposed legal description. Regarding the
specifics of the survey, the Rowe Aff. sets forth the procedures employed by Plaintiffs' surveyor to
obtain the correct legal description. Mr. Rowe has PLS and CFEDS certifications. Rowe Aff. ~6-7.
He performed the survey with GPS-based equipment. ld. ~I2. He based the survey off of flags that
were placed by the pipeline installer, photographs of which are attached to the Rowe Aff. ld.

~1O;

Kidd Aff. ~8. Mr. Rowe met with Mr. Kidd when the flags were placed and observed them being
placed. Kidd Aff.

~I O.

Mr. Kidd installed the pipe, and sets forth in his affidavit how he is familiar with the pipeline
location. It was an extensive project, involving eleven (11) people, and Mr. Kidd was able to flag
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the location of the pipe with flags based upon his familiarity with the pipeline installation, as well
as the location of a pump out tube that is above ground directly above the pipe. Kidd Aff. ~8.
Mr. Rowe provided a legal description and a map depicting and describing the location of
the easement based upon Mr. Kidd's flagging of the pipeline. The inclusion of a buffer often (10)
feet on either side of the pipeline-which includes secondary easement rights as further explained
below-is consistent with Mr. Rowe's practice because there can be a slight margin of error on how
even equipment that reads a tracer wire shows the location of the pipe, let alone one without a tracer
wire. Rowe Aff. ~14.
Mr. Rowe will testify further as to his work at the hearing on this matter, but the fact remains
that no evidence has been presented by Defendants ill their Objection indicating that the survey was
done incorrectly or inaccurately. If the singular argument is that the surveyed legal description
should not be included in the final judgment because it was not in the Complaint, this argument fails
because the surveyed legal description only better dermes the location of a pipeline that has not
changed locations since the filing ofthe Complaint. The more precise the legal description, the more
precise the judgment, and it should be entered as proposed.

B.

There is evidence in the record supporting the twenty (20) foot easement for the
pipeline, which includes the amount necessary for access and repair work-in
other words, the defmed boundaries of the so-called "secondary easement."

In the event Defendants' objection relates to the twenty (20) foot wide easement (ten (1 0) feet
on either side) that includes the secondary easement, the twenty foot width is the amount that is
absolutely necessary for Plaintiffs to access the pipeline and excavate it in the event there is need for
repair or replacement._ As set forth below, these are rights that are inherent in any irrigation
easement, and there is evidence in the record in support of it. Additionally, consistent with the
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Court's recent order, the discussed affidavits are also now being submitted in support of the
previously-submitted evidence.
Review of Idaho law on s~condary easements begins with the law of primary easements.
With primary easements, the individual owning the underlying property is often referred to as having
the "servient estate", while the person owning the easement (i.e., the canal owner) is often referred
to as having the "dominant estate." As implied by the titles, the dominant estate's rights trump those
of the servient estate even though the servient estate owns the underlying property.
It is generally recognized that the ditches and pipes that deliver water to farms, residences,

and other facilities are perhaps just as important as the diverted water itself. Even though the right
to use water and the right to deliver water are tied together, these rights are not the same. The right
to deliver water through a ditch or canal is recognized in Idaho as a property right apart from and
independent of the right to the use of the water conveyed therein. "Although a ditch easement
typically concerns the conveyance of water, it is 'a property right apart from and independent of
questions of water rights. Beach Lateral Water Users Ass 'n v. Harrison, 142 Idaho 600, 130 P.3d
1138 (2006) (quoting Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Assoc. v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 242,869
P.2d 554,559 (1993)).
This principle was recently confirmed in the case of Zingiber Investment, LLC v. Hagerman

Highway District, 150 Idaho 675, _ , 249 P.3d 868,874 (2011): "In Idaho, ditch rights and water
rights are separate and independent of one another." Id. Furthermore, "'Water rights are derived
from appropriation for beneficial use, while ditch rights are derived from ownership of the ditch and
an easement in it'." Id. (quoting Olson v. H & B Props., Inc., 118 N.M. 495, 882 P.2d 436,539
(N.M. 1994) (emphasis added)).
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Generally speaking, an easement is a legal right acquired by one landowner to use another's
land for a special purpose. The Idaho Supreme Court has defined the term "easement" as "[a] right
in the owner of one parcel of land, by reason of such ownership, to use the land of another for a
special purpose not inconsistent with a general property in the owner." Sinnett v. Werelus, 83 Idaho
514,520,365 P.2d 952,955 (1961) (quoting BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY at 599 (4th ed.)).
The individual owning the underlying property is often referred to as having the "servient
estate", while the person owning the easement (i.e., the ditch owner) is often referred to as having
the "dominant estate." Thus, with respect to ditches, the '''owner' of the ditch is therefore the
dominant-estate holder." Zingiber, supra. The underlying landowner is therefore referred to as the
servient-estate holder.
With regards to the behavioral relationship of the dominant and servient estate owners, "the
law is well settled with respect to the correlative rights of dominant and servient owners of
easements." Nampa & Meridian lrrigation District v. Washington Federal Savings, 135 Idaho 518,
523,20 P.3d 702, 706 (2001). Because the dominant estate's rights are controlling, "[t]he owner
of the servient estate is entitled to use the estate in any manner not inconsistent with, or which does
not materially interfere with, the use of the easement by the owner of the dominant estate." ld.
Thus, the servient owner is able to make use of his or her property as long as that use does not
unreasonably interfere with the dominant estate owners enjoyment of the easement. ld. Because an
irrigation pipe's purpose is to convey water, the owner of the servient estate cannot use his or her
property in any way that would impede or impair or potentially impede or impair Plaintiffs' right to
convey water:
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Because Plaintiffs have the duty to repair, maintain, and protect its pipe, they could be liable
for failure to meet this duty. Idaho Code § 42-1102, in pertinent part, provides the following:
42-1102. OWNERS OF LAND -- RIGHT TO RIGHT-OF-WAY.
Provided, that in the making, constructing, keeping up and maintenance of such
ditch, canal or conduit, through the lands of others, the person, company or
corporation, proceeding under this section, and those succeeding to the interests of
such person, company or corporation, must keep such ditch, canal or other conduit
in good repair, and are liable to the owners or claimants ofthe lands crossed by such
work or aqueduct for all damages occasioned by the overflow thereof, or resulting
from any neglect or accident (unless the same be unavoidable) to such ditch or
aqueduct.

As you can see, Plaintiffs could potentially be liable for damages caused by failing to fulfill their
duties to repair, maintain, and protect their pipe.
In order to access the pipe to perform the necessary repair, maintenance, and protection,
Plaintiffs must utilize their "secondary easement" rights to do so.
Idaho law recognizes so-called "secondary easements", which include the right to access the
primary easement (in this case, the pipe) to repair and maintain the primary easement. Drew v.

Sorensen, 133 Idaho 534, 989 P.2d 276 (1999). The term "secondary easement" refers to the right
to enter and repair and do those things necessary for the full enjoyment ofthe existing easement. Id.
In the context ofthe pipe, the primary easement is the pipe itself; the secondary easement is the right
of access Plaintiffs have to the pipe to inspect and operate and to perform repair and maintenance.
Secondary easements rights are codified in Idaho's statutes. Idaho Code § 42-1102, portions
of which is quoted above, also contains the following:
42-1102. OWNERS OF LAND -- RIGHT TO RIGHT-OF-WAY.
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The right-of-way shall include, but is not limited to, the right to enter the land across
which the right-of-way extends, for the purposes of cleaning, maintaining and
repairing the ditch, canal or conduit, and to occupy such width of the land along the
banks of the ditch, canal or conduit as is necessary to properly do the work of
cleaning, maintaining and repairing the ditch, canal or conduit with personnel and
with such equipment as is commonly used, or is reasonably adapted, to that work.
The right-of-way also includes the right to deposit on the banks of the ditch or canal
the debris and other matter necessarily required to be taken from the ditch or canal
to properly clean and maintain it, but no greater width of land along the banks of the
canal or ditch than is absolutely necessary for such deposits shall be occupied by the
removed debris or other matter.
There are a number of items from this portion of Idaho Code § 42-1102 worth noting. First, the
secondary easement includes the right to access the pipe with equipment that is commonly used for
repair and maintenance. This would likely include equipment such as ditchers, backhoes, and other
earth-moving equipment. Second, the secondary easement also includes the right to deposit the
material from excavating the pipe on the servient property. The extent of these deposits cannot be
more than is "absolutely necessary." There is therefore no "one size fits all" rule on the extent of
space needed for all canals, pipes, or other conduits. The dimensions of space needed on either side
of a canal or pipe is left undefined.
Secondary easements are important because of the liability and responsibility placed upon
the ditch, pipe, or conduit owner because oftheir obligation to carefully keep and maintain it in good
repair and condition. Idaho Code §§ 42-1202 and 42-1204 (in pertinent part) provide the following:
42-1202. MAINTENANCE OF DITCH. The owners or persons in control of any
ditch, canal or conduit used for irrigating purposes shall maintain the same in good
order and repair, ready to deliver water by the first of April in each year, and shall
construct the necessary outlets in the banks of the ditches, canals or conduits for a
proper delivery of water to persons having rights to the use of the water.
42-1204. PREVENTION OF DAMAGE TO OTHERS. The owners or constructors
of ditches, canals, works or other aqueducts, and their successors in interest, using
and employing the same to convey the waters of any stream or spring, whether the
11 -
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said ditches, canals, works or aqueducts be upon the lands owned or claimed by
them, or upon other lands, must carefully keep and maintain the same, and the
embankments, flumes or other conduits, by which such waters are or may be
conducted, in good repair and condition, so as not to damage or in any way injure the
property or premises of others ...
Plaintiffs therefore have a statutory duty to repair, maintain, and protect its canals, which it must take
seriously. It is not the servient landowner's responsibility to maintain the easement in any way.
In its proposed legal description, Twin Lakes proposed an easement often (l0) feet on either

side of the pipe as what is absolutely necessary in order to access and excavate the pipe in the event

it needs to be repaired or replaced. These dimensions should hardly come as a surprise to the
Defendants.
In the Kelley Appraisal submitted by Plaintiffs in support of evidence of damages to

Defendants, Defendants stipulated to a determination of value of$500.00 on page 13 of Defendants'
Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Reconsideration: "Cains will stipulate to the alleged amount

of damages asserted in the appraisal report for purposes of avoiding the time and expense of
additional evidentiary hearings." However, the appraiser's determination of value was based
upon a 2,000 square foot easement-an easement twenty (20) feet wide across a one-hundred
(100) foot wide piece of property.

The entire appraisal report was submitted as an exhibit to the Affidavit ofRobert L. Harris
in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration, and it

specifically references the 2,000 square foot dimensions multiple times:
1.

Under the heading of the cover page, it states "2,000 s.f. Disputed Easement."

2.

The Letter of Transmittal in the appraisal report again refers to the 2,000 square foot
dimension under the RE line, and in the body of the letter.
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3.

It is also included in the executive summary in the appraisal report.

4.

The scope of the appraisal states that Plaintiffs "requested an appraisal of an approximately
20' x 100' wise tract ofland, ... " Id at 6.

5.

The "summary of the appraisal problem" queries: "The question of the appraiser is what is
the value of the subject easement, assuming it is a 2,000 s.f. tract ofland, taken from a 1.05
acre tract of ground." Id. at 9.

6.

In the valuation section of the appraisal, the appraiser took his value of $600 per acre, and
after converting 2,000 square feet to the correct acreage amount (.045914), multiplied this
amount by $600.00 per acre, for an amount of$27.55. Id. at 28. This amount was rounded
up to a "token" value of $500.00. Id
In short, Defendants have already stipulated to the twenty (20) foot wide scope of easement

because they stipulated to the appraiser's report which calculated damages based upon that twentyfoot width. Their original stipulation to the damages value was done to avoid additional evidentiary
hearings, yet the parties now find themselves doingjust that-participating in another hearing to prove
the proper legal description of the easement when the scope of the total easement (primary and
secondary) has already been defined by the appraiser's report.
Plaintiffs would actually prefer to keep the secondary easement undefined and simply refer
to Idaho Code § 42-1102 to define what their secondary rights are. This would provide them with
more flexibility. Nevertheless, Plaintiffs felt it was more responsible to limit themselves to ten (l0)
feet on either side of the easement to minimize the impact to Defendants, even though more space
may be necessary depending on the type of work to be done.
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Plaintiffs will therefore present evidence at the hearing on this mattex; as is summarized in
the Telford Affidavit and Sorensen Affidavit, as well as other testimony to supplement theirs. Both
are long time farmers who have participated in pipeline projects and have experience with how pipes
are installed and repaired. Telford Aff. ~ 4; Sorensen Aff. ~3. Mr. Telford personally witnessed the
pipe at issue in this matter being installed, and estimated that twenty (20) feet on either side was
used. Telford Aff. ~7. Nevertheless, to minimize impact to the Cain property, Mr. Telford believes
that ten (10) feet on either side will work because they know the approximate location of the pipe
because of the presence of the pump out tube. This is so even though more space is generally
necessary for pipeline repair.
Mr. Sorensen likewise believes more space is needed to access the pipe, but believes ten (10)
feet on either side will work. Sorensen Aff.

~1 O.

Mr. Sorensen believes so even though he

previously needed approximately fifty (50) feet on a prior irrigation season repair matter because the
backhoe had to set up on dry ground. Id.

~12.

Mr. Sorensen is also the President of the Timberdome

Canal Company, which has installed pipelines, and has been part of significant pipeline projects on
a farm he previously leased. Id.

~~3,

4. Mr. Sorensen also personally excavates mainline risers to

repair them, and is familiar with the space needed to place the dirt and access the pipe. Id. ~5. Given
these farmers' experiences, a total easement scope that includes the primary and secondary easement
often (10) feet on either side is appropriate and supportable.
This court has been faced with a similar question regarding the scope of a secondary
easement. In Reiley et al. v. Salem Union Canal Co. et al., Fremont County Case No. CV 2008-123,
a copy of which is attached to this memorandum, this court entered a Memorandum Decision on

Motion for Summary Judgment and Order, and found no dispute of fact over the existence of a
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twelve (12) foot right of way on both sides the canal that "was absolutely necessary for purposes of
maintaining the canal" and ultimately held that the "Canal Company has a right of way on both sides
of the canal for the purpose of maintaining the canal and providing access for maintenance." Id at
6-7. The amount of twelve (12) feet on either side of the canal is more than the ten (10) feet on
either side Plaintiffs in this case believe is appropriate. Plaintiffs therefore believe the proposed
legal description is appropriate because it is the amount that is absolutely necessary for Plaintiffs in
the event they need to excavate the pipe to repair or replace it, and is consistent with the testimony
and decision of the Reiley case.
Lastly, the definition ofthe secondary easement dimensions in the surveyed legal description
will also avoid future disputes between the Plaintiffs and Defendants. It will define an area that we
presume Plaintiffs will not construct structures, and therefore, cause problems that are addressed in
Idaho Code § 42-1209, which allows for removal of encroachments on irrigation rights-of-way:
42-1209. ENCROACHMENTS ON EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS-OF-WAY.
Easements or rights-of-way of irrigation districts, Carey act operating companies,
nonprofit irrigation entities, lateral ditch associations, and drainage districts are
essential for the operations of such irrigation and drainage entities. Accordingly, no
person or entity shall cause or permit any encroachments onto the easements or
rights-of-way, including any public or private roads, utilities, fences, gates, pipelines,
structures or other construction or placement of objects, without the written
permission ofthe irrigation district, Carey act operating company, nonprofit irrigation
entity, lateral ditch association, or drainage district owning the easement or right-ofway, in order to ensure that any such encroachments will not unreasonably or
materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement or right-of-way.
Encroachments of any kind placed in such easement or right-of-way, without such
express written permission shall be removed at the expense of the person or entity
causing or permitting such encroachments, upon the request of the owner of the
easement or right-of-way, in the event that any such encroachments unreasonably or
materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement or right-of-way.
Nothing in this section shall in any way affect the exercise of the right of eminent
domain for the public purposes set forth in section 7-701, Idaho Code.
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It is sound public policy to avoid future disputes and litigation, and therefore, Plaintiffs legal
description for the irrigation easement that includes the scope of the secondary easement is
appropriate.
II. CONCLUSION
F or the reasons set forth above, the proposed judgment submitted by Plaintiffs on August 2,
2011, which incluqes the surveyed legal description that incorporates a secondary easement of ten
(10) feet on either side of the centerline, should be entered.

DATED this

kA

day of September, 2011.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.

.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PLLC
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,

Case No. CV-10-64

a general partnership,
AFFIDAVIT OF MITCHELL

SORENSEN
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vs.
DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, andJOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES
1-20, individuals
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STATE OF IDAHO
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)
) 5S.

County of Butte

)

1, Mitchell Sorensen, do solemnly swear (or affnm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth. the whole truth. and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon t.o do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and compelC:lll Lo testifY as to the matters contained herein.

2.

I am n Plaintiff in the above-entitled action. I have fanned in Butte COWlty for over 30
years. [ am also President of the Timberdome Canal Company, which utilizes a delivery
system for delivery of water supplics to its shareholders, whose lands are generally
located west of Areo.

3.

During my time farming, I have been involved in a number of piping projects on my own

farm, a::; well as observing other piping projects during installation and subsequent repair
on other farms and in my capacity President ofTimberdome Canal Company.
. 4.

For example, I recently rented a farm fonnerly owned by Isom Acres Limited Partnership
located near the Areo Airport, and I installed, removed. repaired. and relocated six (6)
miles of pipelines utilized by that fann. I hired Golden West Irrigation to perform the
work, and 1 mostly observed the pipeline installation by them. However. Tdid actually
participate and work with the crew during the pipeline installation.

5.

I also own my own backhoe, and often repair mainline risers, which requires me to
excavate these risers with a backhoe in order to repair them. I have also repaired steel
mainline that leaks due to electrolysis or rust that happens over time.

6.

1 am therefore familiar with what it takes to install, remove, and repair irrigation pipt=, and
the general amount of space needed on either side of the pipeUne for adequate access for
the initial installation and repair ofa pipeline.
At times, it is necessary to strattle the pipeline when it is being excavated. At other

7.

times. soil has to be deposited on the other side of the pipeline, so there were times when
the entirety of the soil and the equipment had to be at the same location, but on opposite
sides of one another, which requires more space than if the pipeline work is being done
such that the pipeline is strattled.
2
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In the event a pipeline has to be excavated in order to be repaired, the work can require

8.

total replacement of the pipeline, which means it is likely that the soil will have to be
placed on one side of the pipeline. and equipment used on the other. In fact, often if the
location of the pipeline is unknown, the equipment has to dig such that it excavates lund
in a perpendicular direction (90 degrees) to fwd the pipe.
We proposed only ten (10) feet on either side of the pipeline across the Caiu property

9.

because the pipeline is marked with a pump out tube. and so we believe we could locate it
if we needed to excavate it, which would avoid the need to dig perpendicular to the

pipeline, which takes more room to do. We also proposed ten (10) feet to limit our
secondary easement rights in order to have as liltle as impact as possible on the property.
My preierence would be to leave the secondary casement undefined, as it is under Idaho

10.

law (Idaho Code § 42-1102), to allow us enough room depending on the work that needs
to be done. In my view. ten (10) feet on either side is less that what is generaJly needed,
but I believe we can muke this amount work if we have to access the pipe.
11.

In my estimatiuIl, twenty (20) feet on either side of the pipeline would provide us with
adequate room, no matter what the circumstances would be, and would include the space
needed for equipment access WId repair. Obviously the amount offect on either side that

is needed can vary depending on the exact type of work being done, but I believe twenty
(20) fcct on either side of the pipeline is the amount that is absolutely necessary to
pcrfonn repair and maintenance work on a pipeline to cover the upper end of the
spectrum of repairs that may be needed, which upper end would be replacement of the
pipe in the event there is a water break.
12.

For example, in approximately 1985, I had to repair a pipeline I installed across the land
owned by Don Hymas, which I now won. The IS" pipe blew out, WId I had to excavate
it in order to repair it. In order to do so, wc had to drive across my neighbor's crop to
access it. Because of the water from the pipe, we had to set up on dry ground on one
side of the pipeline. All told, I estimated that we had a SO foot by 50 foot (50' X 50')
area that had been disrupted in order to repair the pipeline.

13.

As stated above, I would feel more comfortable with twenty (20) feet on either side of the
pipeline as the outer bounds or our secondary easement rights because of my prior
experience, but believe under the circumstances with the Cain pipeline, we can work with

3
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the twenty (20) foot overall space and make this amount of space work in the event we
need to excavate the pipeline.
Because the pipeline has a pump out (which we will use to pump out water to avoid

14.

freezing of water, which could crack the pipe). and ber.811Se plR~tic (lipe has a life span of

over forty (40) years, we do not anticipate that we will need to dig up the pipeline fof.

repair and maintenance for at least forty (40) years. The only potential area that may

need to be inspected is the portion of the pipe that Mr. Cain excavated and destroyed, that
has since been repaired.

Because the pipeline is buried, we do not anticipate the need to be on the Cain property

15.

for any reason because there is no ongoing maintenance that might be needed, like there
would be with an open ditch.

6~day of September, 2011.

DATED this ....

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

DBBORAH D. BROADIE
Notary Public
Slate of Idaho

[ptlt day of September, 201 L

Notary Public for ldaho
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho

My Commission Expires; .~'tt 2J 20//
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Attorneys for Telford Lands UC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

lK THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN M"D FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, MITCHELL D.
.SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV-10-64

AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHAEL TELFORD
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
VS.

DONALD WILLIAM C~ and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1-20, individuals, and JANE DOES 1-

20, individuals

DefendantslCounterclaimants.
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I, Michael Telford, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole tru~ and not~ing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the matters contained herein.

2.

I am the managing member of Telford Lands, LLC, a Plaintiff in the above-entitled
action.

3.

I have been fanning since 1972. I farm land in Lincoln and Minidoka County, and in

2008. purchased a farm in the Big Lost River Valley, This year I have purchased another
farm in the Big Lost River Valley formerly owned by 180m Acres Limited Partnership.
4.

In my time as a farmer, I have participated in a nwnber of irrigation piping projects on
my farms and on other farms. I have also observed the installation of pipelines, and the

general. amount of space needed on either side of the pipeline for adequate access for the
initial installation of the pipeline. For example, I personally observed the equipment
being used to install the pipeline at issue on the Cain property.
5.

Based upon my observation of the pipeline installation through the Cain property, the

equipment that was used, at times, had to entirely occupy one side of the pipeline. At
other times, soil had to be deposited on the other side of the pipeline, so there were times
""nen the entirety of the soil and the equipment had to be at the same locatio~ but on
opposite sides of one another,

6.

In the event a pipeline has to be excavated in order to be repaired, the work can require
replacement of the pipeline, which means it is likely that the soil will have to be placed
on one side of the pipeline, and equipment used on the other. In fact, often if the location
of the pipeline is unknown, the equipment bas to dig such that it excavates land in a
perpendicular direction (90 degrees) to fmd the pipe.

7.

What I observed with the Cain pipeline installation is consistent with what I have
observed at other locations. In my estimation, twenty (20) feet on either side of the
pipeline was used in the pipeline installation, and this amount would be needed for

2 -
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equipment to be located and soil placed. Obviously the amount offeet on either side that
is needed can vary depending on the type of work being done, but I believe twenty (20)
feet on either side of the pipeline is the amount that is absolutely necessary to perform
repair and maintenance work on a pipeline to cover the spectrum of repairs that may be
needed.
8.

We proposed only ten (l0) feet on either side of the pipeline across the Cain property
because the pipeline is marked with a pump out tube, and so \ve believe we could locate it
if we needed to ex.cavate it, which would avoid the need to dig perpendicular to the

pipeline, which takes more room to do. We also proposed ten (10) feet to limit our
secondary easement rights in order to have as little as impact as possible on the property.
9.

My preference would be to leave the secondary easement undefined to allow us enough

room depending on the work that needs to be done. In my view, ten (10) feet on either
side is less that what is generally needed, but I believe we can make this amount work. if
we have to access the pipe.

DATED this

3 -
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Butte

)
)ss
)

I, Terrel Kidd, do solenmly swear or affirm that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that is made upon my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
Being so sworn I depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) years of age.

2.

I was born on

3.

I am the President of Snake River Valley, Inc., which does business in the Arco area as

and currently reside at 14 South 655 West, Blackfoot, Idaho.

Irrigation Centers. I was the contractor employed by Mike Telford, Mitch Sorensen, and
PU Ranch to lay pipe from their wells, which further required that we bore underneath
Highway 93.
4.

I know there is a dispute between Mike Telford, Mitch Sorensen and PU Ranch with Mr.
Donald Cain. I have been in the Arco area for a number of years, and know who Donald
Cain is. Additionally, I know where Mr. Cain lives, which is just south of the project
site. I supervised the boring and other work that was performed on the project site.
Regarding the pipe, it was stacked on the property for a couple of weeks, along with other
equipment. Additionally, utility companies had to come dig up the fiber optic lines in
order to allow us to run the pipeline where we desired to go.

5.

In order for us to bore under the highway, there was a significant amount of equipment
that had to be brought to the site, including a Cat backhoe. Additionally, there was lathe
on both sides of the road indicating where the pipeline would go.

6.
2

Overall, and to the best of my recollection, there were approximately 11 people involved
-

AFFIDAVIT OF TERREL KIDO

working on the project. The equipment associated with boring under the highway
included a semi with a trackhoe, a semi with an air compressor, another semi with a rock
hammer and other equipment, and a crane. Additionally, two backhoes were on the site,
along with skidsteer, and several gooseneck trailers to haul other equipment. When the
boring took place, flaggers were present, and the holes that were dug next to the highway
were 10 to 12 feet deep.
7.

I am therefore very familiar with where the pipeline is located.

8.

On May 16th of this year, I was contacted by Mitch Sorensen to meet him at the pipeline
location to mark the centerline. At that time, I also met with Jeffrey R. Rowe, a
surveyor, to discuss where the pipeline was located. Based upon my familiarity from the
pipeline's installation, I located the centerline with flags. I was also able to locate a
pump out tube which runs from the pipeline which we placed when we installed the
pipeline. This is a surface marker of the underlying pipeline.

9.

My understanding is that the surveyor relied upon my flags when Mr. Rowe prepared a
survey ofthe location of the pipeline with a ten (10) foot buffer on either side of the
centerline of the pipeline. Because the survey was based upon my determination of the
location of the pipeline, I believe it is an accurate description of the pipeline with a ten
(10) foot buffer on either side of the centerline of the pipeline.
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (lSB #7018)

BOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
P.O. Bo'X 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0130
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523·9518

Attomeys for Telford Lands LLC, Mitchell D. Sorensen, and PU Ranch

IN THE DISTlUCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTIE "

TELFORD LANDS LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company. MITCHELL D.
SORENSEN, an individual, and PU RANCH,
a general partnership,

Case No. CV-IO-64

AFFIDAVlT OF
JEFFREY M. ROWE, PLS, CFEDS
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, '
VS.

DONALD WILLIAM CAIN and CAROLYN
RUTH CAIN, husband and wife, and JOHN
DOES 1·20, individuals, and JANE DOES 120, individuals

DefendantslCounterclaimants.
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STATE OF IDAHO

) ss.
County of Madison

)

I, Jeffrey M. Rowe, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this swom
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the irutb., that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn ldepose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify as to the matters contained herein. I was
born on

2.

.

I am the survey manager for the Rexburg office of Forsgren Associates, Inc., a regional
engineering fum with offices in Idaho, Washington, California, Nevada, Utah, and
Wyoming.

3.

I was previously employed with Makeevor & Associates, Inc. in Bucyrus. Ohio as Vice
Pre~ident - S'UtVey Manager,

4.

and have been surveying for 27 years and 10 months.

SllrV'eying is the technique, profession, and science of accurately detexmining the threedimensional position of points and the distances and angles between them in order to
estahlis)l maps and legal descriptions for ownership or governmental purposes.

5.

I receive yearly continuing education seminars and classes for Professional Development

Hours required by all the states I am licensed in. I have taken general education classes at
The Ohio State University and surveying classes at Columbus State Community College.
6.

I have a PLS (Professional licensed Surveyor) license in Ohio, Idaho, Montana,

Uta~

and Nevada. My licenses are issued by the State Board of Professional Engineers and
Land SlllVeyors for each respective state. I received my L,SlT (Land Surveyor-intraining) license in Ohio after having 4 years of field experience under the direct

supervisjon of a Professional Land Surveyor and passing an eight hour NCEES (the
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying) Fundamentals of Land
Surveying exam. I received my PLS license in Ohio in June, 1992 after having 8 years of
surveying experience under the direct supervision of a Professional Land Surveyor and
passing an 7 hour NCEES Principles & Practice of Land Survey.ing exam, a 1 hour State
specific exam and a ~ hour oral interview by a PLS. I :r:eceived my Idaho PLS license in
July 2009 after passing a 2 how: Idaho state specific ~am.. I received my Utah, Nevada
and Montana PLS license after passing a 2 hour State specific e~an.J. fOJ; each state.
2
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I also have a CFEDS certification, which is a certification issued by the U.S. Department
ofInteriot, Bureau of Land Management as a Certified Federal Surveyor, which requires

completion of 120 hour CFBDS program. In order to qualify for this certification,l had
to be a registered surveyor under state: law, and have no disciplinary action within the last
five (5) years with any state registration board or cotu1 resulting in loss of surveying

privileges. I also had to complete a number of courses with a curriculum specific to
various surveying matters. such as Indian lands, Indian treaties, records investigation,
federal boundary law, survey evidence, restoration of lost and obliterated corners, water
boundarles1 subdivision sections, federal boundary standards, etc. I then had to pass three
exams to prove my gtaSp of the etmic'llhun. in order to receive the CFBDS certification.
8.

I was contacted by Robert L. Harris of Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC in May of
2011 about my availability to perfoxm a survey fat an easement located. on property next
to the Highway 93 right~of-way.

9.

Before performing the field survey. I obtained research for the site. I stopped at TID
District 6 in Rigby, Idaho on May 13th, 2011 and obtained Right-of-way pla:cs for Hwy
93 in the area of the site for RIW monument locations. The rooming of May 16th, 2011 I

stopped at the

Co~ouse

in Area and obtairied copies of any recorded Record of

Surveys in the area, recorded Comer Pe.r:petuation and Filings records and the recorded
deed for the affected property.
10.

I called Mitch Sorensen on May 16th, 2011 once I was all-site to aid me in understanding
the layout o( the property and the location of the pipeline. He contacted Terrell Kidd of
Irrigation Centers, who installed the irrigation line, to com.e out and locate the e~isting
16" irrigation line. I meet Terrell on--site at 11:20 am on May Itfb. 2011. He showed me
were the irrigation line crossed Hwy 93 onto site and then marked the location of the
irrigation line across the subject property. He placed flags along the irrigation line
location. Photos of the flags are attached to this affidavit

11.

I was instructed by Robert Harris to prepare to prepare a description of the location of the
centerline of the pipeline, and then to add a ten (10) foot buffer on either side of the
centerline.

This effectively created a twenty-foot wide easement, and the legal

description I prepared followed the boundaries of this twenty (20) foot wide easement.
12.

I perfoxmed the survey with a Leiea 1202 GPS (base) and a Leica 1230 GPS (rover). and
used the equipment consistent with my training, expertise, and professional surveying
crede.u:tials.
3
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The resulting legal description for the twenty-foot wide easement is therefore accurate
based upon my training and expertise. The legal description is attached to this affidavit.

14.

It is worth noting that the legal description includes the ten (10) foot buffer on either side

of the flagged· centerWle, and in my profession, including a buffer for an easement
. description is standard. It is difficult to exactly detennine the location of a buried

pipeline, and even if there is tracer wire (which is sometimes done), there is a slight
maxgin of errOr on how that is read with standard equipment Therefore, we include a
buffer that defines the 8:{ea within wbich we know the pipeline exists.
15.

My legal description was based off of flags that were placed by.Iuigation Center. There

axe two slightly different directions in the legal description, and 1ny understanding is that
this is because there was an elbow placed on the pipe when it had to be relocated to run

under Highway 93 where boring had OCCllll'ed, so the pipe does not :rtln exactly straight.
The flags were not intended to mark the exact centerline ofilie pipe, but were intended to
mark the location. as nearly as could be determined from Imgation Center,
pipeline is located. The buffer-in this

case~

o~ where

the

the ten (10) foot buffer on either side--

captures the area where it is certain the pipeline is located.

DATEDthis

(p tk day of September, 2011.
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0.047 ACRE (20S9 S.F.) ntRIGATION EASEMENT

'SITUATED IN THE STATE OF IDAHO, CQJ]NTY OF BUTTE, BEING PART OF THE
NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 5 NORTH, RANGE 26 EAST,
BOISE MERIDIAN, BEING A 0.047 ACRE EASEMENT OVER AND ACROSS A TRACT
CONVEYED TO DONALD WILLIAM CAIN, SR. AND CAROLYN RUTIl CAIN OF
RECORD IN INSTRUMENT NUMBER 029772, SAID 0.047 ACRE EASEMENT BEING
MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING FOR REFERENCE AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION
21 AND RUNNING THENCE SOUTH 18°04'35" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 788.54 FEET TO
A, POINT IN, THE NORTflEAST LINE OF SAID CAIN TRACT AND MARKING THE
POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE SOUTH 24°03'00" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 21.71 FEET WITH THE
NORTHEAST LINE OF SAID CAIN TRACT TO A POINT;
THENCE SOUTH 43°03'01" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 28.57 FEET OVER AND ACROSS
SAID CAIN TRACT TO A POINT;
THENCE SOUTH 59°21'02" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 74.17 FEET OVER AND ACROSS
SAID CAIN TRACT TO A POINT IN THE NORTHEAST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF U.S.
HWY. 93 (66' IN WIDTH);
THENCE NORTH 24°03'00" WEST, A DISTANCE 'OF 20.13 FEET WITH THE
NORTHEAST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF SAID US HWY. 93 TO A POINT;
THENCE NORTH 59°21 '02" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 68.99 FEET OVER AND ACROSS
SAID CAIN TRACT TO A POINT;
,
THENCE NORTH 43°03'01" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 34.16 FEET OVER AND ACROSS
SAID CAIN TRACT TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTAINING 0.047 ACRES (2059
SQUARE FEET) OF LAND, MORE OR LESS.
THE ABOVE DESCRIPTION WAS PREPARED BY FORSGREN ASSOCIATES, UNDER
THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF JEFFREY M. ROWE, PLS 13856 IN JUNE 2011, AND IS
SUBJECT TO EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS-OF-WAY OF RECORD.

359 North 2nd East • Rexburg, ldahQ 83110 • 208J5§,2201,', FOTSgren,COln

